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ABSTRACT
The principal objectives of this study were to deter-
mine the limitations imposed on feasible variations in the
cycle-to-cycle energy by engineering constraints and to
evaluate the economic effects of the feasible variations.
Thus the effects of variations in both reload batch size
and enrichment on cycle energy potential, limiting engi-
neering parameters and fuel cycle costs were studied.
In determining performance limitations this study
focused on a few significant engineering parameters of nor-
mal operation which provided a relative indication of safety
margins that exist for reload cores. The parameters cal-
culated were the nuclear heat flux hot channel factor, the
enthalpy rise hot channel factor, the peak pellet burnup
and the moderator temperature coefficient.
Two sets of cases were investigated in which the energy
potential of a reload cycle was increased by various amounts
by varying the reload batch size and/or enrichment once the
reactor had attained a steady-state (or equilibrium) condi-
tion. A typical 1000 MWe pressurized water reactor was
analyzed using a one-dimensional cross-section generating
code (LEOPARD) along with both diffusion theory (CITATION)
and nodal theory (SIMULATE) core analysis codes. The economic
analyses were performed by a fuel cycle cost code (MITCOST-C)
which calculates levelized fuel costs for a cycle rather than
a batch.
The results of this study showed that the minimum achiev-
able power peaking for any particular change in cycle energy
potential decreases with an increasing reload batch size and
thus decreasing feed enrichment. As the cycle energy potential
is increased a greater number of assemblies can be refueled
with a higher feed enrichment to obtain the same minimum
achievable power peaking.
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The peak pellet burnup for a cycle is a strong function
of the peak pellet burnup present in the core at the begin-
ning of the cycle, and thus for a given cycle energy potential
the peak pellet burnup decreases with an increasing number of
assemblies refueled. For a constant number of assemblies
refueled the peak pellet burnup for the cycle increases with
an increasing feed enrichment and thus with an increasing
cycle energy potential.
The value of the availability-based capacity factor has
a significant effect on the levelized fuel cycle cost. For a
constant availability-based capacity factor an increase in
the cycle energy potential for a cycle generally results in
a higher levelized fuel cycle cost. However, for a constant
cycle length, and thus a variable availability-based capacity
factor, the greater the energy potential of the cycle the
lower the levelized fuel cycle cost. In addition, for a con-
stant cycle length the reload batch size that results in the
minimum levelized fuel cycle cost increases with cycle energy
potential.
For a desired cycle energy potential the optimal fuel
loading is the feasible combination of reload batch size and
feed enrichment which has the smallest reload batch size.
Thesis Supervisors: Manson Benedict
Institute Professor Emeritus
Edward A. Mason
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
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CHAPTER 1
SUMMARY AND RESULTS
1.1 Introduction
As more and more nuclear power plants are added to a
utility power system the scheduling of refueling periods for
these plants becomes more constrained. The constraints on
refueling schedules are due to utility requirements for
maintaining system generating reserve margins and for mini-
mizing manpower requirements for nuclear refueling and main-
tenance tasks. In addition, the flexibility of scheduling
refueling periods for nuclear power plants has been limited
by the steady state refueling schemes currently marketed by
nuclear fuel suppliers. Thus, in order to increase their
flexibility in scheduling nuclear refueling periods, utilities
have begun investigating variable fuel reload schemes for
which the energy potential between refueling periods and the
time between refueling periods are allowed to vary. The
principal objectives of this study were to determine the
limitations imposed on feasible variations in the cycle-to-
cycle energy by engineering constraints and to evaluate the
economic effects of the feasible variations. Thus the
effects of variations in both reload batch size and enrich-
ment on cycle energy potential, limiting engineering para-
meters and fuel cycle costs were studied.
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Since each commercial nuclear reactor type behaves dif-
ferently to reload fuel decisions and a detailed analysis of
all commercial reactor types is an impossible task for a
project of this type, this investigation was limited to ana-
lyzing a typical class of pressurized water reactors (PWR)
of approximately 1000 Mwe capacity. The Zion-I PWR (1) (13)
designed and built by Westinghouse and owned by the Common-
wealth Edison Company was chosen for this analysis. Although
there are differences between this type of PWR and other
commercial reactor types, the general conclusions and insights
gained in this analysis can also be extended to these other
reactor types and sizes.
Under full power operation and normal operating conditions,
a PWR becomes subcritical after all the variable control
poisons have been removed from the reactor core. This point
in operation for a reactor is called full-power, reactivity-
limited burnup of the cycle. The amount of thermal energy
generated in the cycle up to this point is called the energy
potential of the cycle. For a pressurized water reactor of
the Zion type, normal operating conditions for these defi-
nitions is operation with normal inlet moderator temperature,
pressure and flow rate, with all control rods withdrawn
during the entire cycle operation.
This report is limited to investigating methods of
varying the energy potential of the irradiation period
between fueling intervals. The methods for varying the
cycle energy potential which are considered are changes in
-21-
either the batch size and/or feed enrichment of the reload
fuel for a cycle. Variations in the fuel loading pattern
for a cycle cause only a slight variation in the cycle
energy potential so are not considered in this analysis as
a means of varying the cycle energy potential. However,
fuel loading patterns are considered for their effect on
engineering safety margins since they do significantly
affect power peaking which is limited during reactor
operation.
Methods of reactor operation that can vary the actual
cycle energy generated without varying the cycle energy
potential, such as early refueling or power coastdown, are
not considered in this report.
For a given reactor and fuel operating history of that
reactor, there are multiple combinations of reload batch
size and enrichment which could produce the same variation
in the energy potential for the next cycle of the reactor.
However, not all of these combinations would be feasible
because of engineering limits placed on reactor operation,
and from among the feasible combinations a combination can
be found which would result in minimum fuel cycle cost.
The approach taken in analyzing the engineering feasibility
of reload batch size and enrichment combinations is dis-
cussed in Section 1.2. The approach taken in calculating
the unit fuel cycle cost of the feasible alternatives is
discussed in Section 1.3.
-22-
1.2 Engineering Constraints and Reactor Physics Analysis
The analysis of engineering safety margins for variable
fuel loadings is complicated by the fact that these margins
depend on the fuel remaining in the core from the previous
cycle as well as the reload fuel for the current cycle.
Consequently a detailed study on the engineering feasibility
of reload cores will be strictly applicable only to the
particular reactor's recent operational and fuel management
history. Since a study of every conceivable case would be
an impossible task, this analysis is limited to two particular
cases believed to be representative of typical operating
histories for large PWR's.
The two sets of cases considered are variations from
steady-state cycles for two alternate combinations of reload
batch size and feed enrichment which result in approximately
the same steady-state cycle energy. Steady-state conditions
were selected for the initial state of the reactor, since
this provided a common basis for comparing the effects of
different means for obtaining a different cycle energy
change. Two modes of steady-state operation were investi-
gated to provide information concerning the sensitivity of
the results to the initial mode of reactor operation.
The first set of cases is a variation from a steady-
state cycle arrived at by refueling each cycle with 64
fuel assemblies (approximately 1/3 of the core) containing
3.20 w/o U-235 as proposed by Westinghouse for reactor
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operation past the first cycle of Zion. The second set of
cases is a variation from a steady-state cycle arrived at
by refueling each cycle with 48 assemblies (approximately
1/4 of the core) containing a fuel enrichment which results
in a steady-state cycle energy approximately the same as
the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 refueling case.
In addition to limiting the reload fuel variations con-
sidered in this analysis., the safety analysis performed for
the cases considered was also shortened from what is per-
formed in practice. The usual safety analysis for reload
cores consists of analyzing all expected conditions of
normal operation and anticipated transients In order to
assure reactor operation within certain stipulated design
limits. The design limits for reactor operation of the
Zion reactor include fuel operating and accident limits
such as:
a) Minimum DNB ratio equal to or greater than 1.30
b) Fuel center temperature below melting point of U0 2
c) Clad stresses less than the Zircaloy yield strength
as we
(as irradiated)
d) Clad strain less than 1%
e) Clad temperature less than 2300OF following a postu-
lated loss of coolant accident
11 as reactor operating limits such as:
a) Reactivity hot shutdown capability greater than
1%Ak/k
b) Reactivity worth of control rods limited such that
reactivity insertion rate less than 8 x l1-4Ak/sec.
assuming the two highest worth control groups are
withdrawn at maximum speed
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The Zion Final Safety Analysis Report (13) should be con-
sulted for more complete list of these design limits.
The analyses performed for normal operation and for
anticipated transients result in certain engineering safety
limits which if not exceeded during normal operation will
assure operation within the reactor design limits. For the
first cycle of the Zion reactor the safety limits for full-
power operation are (34)
fuel temperature coefficient < -0.7 x 10-4 tf/oF
moderator temperature coefficient < -0.3 x 10-4Af/OF
reactivity shutdown margin ? 1% Ak/k
FQN 5E 2.38 at BOC gradually
increasing to
a 2.62 after approximately
3000 effective full-
power hours
FHN,< 1.55
where
FQN = Nuclear Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, the maximum
local fuel rod linear power density divided by
the average fuel rod linear power density,
assuming nominal fuel pellet and rod dimensions.
FAHN = Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor, the
maximum fuel rod integrated power divided by the
average fuel rod integrated power, assuming nomi-
nal fuel pellet and rod dimensions.
Safety limits were also determined for reduced power operation
but were less restricting so were not considered in this
analysis.
For reload cores past the first cycle of the Zion re-
actor a limit on the maximum fuel pellet burnup is usually
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also imposed on reactor operation. (The imposed limit is
usually considerably above any fuel burnup achieved in the
first cycle so is not specifically stated in the Zion Final
Safety Analysis Report.) For the Zion reactor this limit
is expected to be (35)
fuel pellet burnup< 50,000 MWD/T
The safety analysis performed for the reload cores
considered in this report consists of a simple calculation
of some of the engineering parameters which are limited by
the safety limits given above. This simplified analysis
reduced the total number of calculations for each reload
core yet provided a relative indication of the safety mar-
gins that would .exist for these reload cores. The particular
engineering parameters calculated for the reload cores con-
sidered are the moderator temperature coefficient, FQN, FAHN
and the peak fuel pellet burnup. The fuel temperature co-
efficient was not calculated since it was expected to remain
relatively constant for the reload enrichments considered.
The reactivity shutdown margin was also not calculated since
the methods required were not available at M.I.T. and would
have required substantial effort to obtain and use.
In order to calculate these reactor parameters for
many reload cores, computer analysis codes were required
which would perform the calculations with reasonable accuracy
and with reasonable expense. The analysis included a soluble
boron search, moderator temperature variations and explicit
representations of fuel assemblies since these factors would
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have significantly affected the reactor parameters that
were to be calculated. The code used to calculate three-
dimensional power distributions and fuel depletions was the
SIMULATE code (18), a proprietary nodal theory code written
at the Yankee Atomic Electric Company. Since SIMULATE only
calculates a nodal power distribution and not a detailed
pin-by-pin power distribution, the CITATION computer code
(19) was used to calculate two-dimensional (X,Y) power dis-
tributions to obtain peak-to-average power densities within
assemblies. The input data for each of these codes in the
form of reactor physics parameters was obtained from calcu-
lations with the LEOPARD code (5) for each of the required
feed enrichments.
The values of the parameters FQN and FAHN for reload
cores considered in this analysis strongly depend on the fuel
loading pattern used for these reload cores. Shown in
Figures 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 are three alternate fuel loading
patterns as calculated with the SIMULATE code for a typical
fuel loading. As seen from these figures the value of the
peak assemblywise relative power varied by as much as 30%
for these loading patterns. Note also that the cycle energy
potential for each of these loading patterns varied by less
than 0.2%.
Since the fuel loading pattern does strongly affect the
values of FQN and FN, a procedure was developed for finding
fuel loading patterns which resulted in a fair comparison of
relative values of FQN and AHN for alternate reload fuel
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Figure 1.-1.
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Figure 1.2
Zion Reactor
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Figure 1.3
Zion Reactor
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loadings. For the variations in reload fuel from the steady-
state cycles of the Zion reactor, fuel loading patterns
were found which resulted in approximately flattened power
distributions. From these flattened power distributions,
the minimum achievable FAH N was estimated using an average
of the peak pin relative power densities of those assemblies
in the core in which the peak pin power density of the core
could occur. The assemblies in which the peak pin power
density of the core could occur were those freshly loaded
fuel assemblies which were loaded in the interior fuel
assembly positions or in fuel assembly positions AH, HA, BH,
and HB on the periphery of the core. Minimum FAHN should
correspond to reactor safety margins for a core so a com-
parison of minimum achievable FkHN's for alternate reload
cores provides a comparison of relative safety margins for
these reload cores. Since no axial fuel shuffling.is
possible for the Zion reactor and all control rods were con-
sidered to be fully withdrawn from the core during normal
operation, the minimum FQN are closely related to the mini-
mum FAN. Thus the conclusions on the relative safety mar-
gins- for FQN should be similar to the conclusions on the
relative safety margins for FAHN, and therefore only a
comparison of the minimum achievable FAH N's for alternate
reload cores was performed.
After a number of flattened power distributions were
obtained for reload cores of the Zion reactor, certain
guidelines were established which were used to obtain
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relatively flattened power distributions for the remaining
reload cores quickly. These guidelines were:
1. Place the most reactive fuel assemblies, usually
the newly charged fuel assemblies, in the peri-
phery fuel assembly positions where neutron
leakage from the core is the greatest.
2. Scatter the remaining most reactive fuel assemblies
throughout the interior of the core keeping them
spaced as far apart as possible.
3. Surround the most reactive fuel assemblies with
the least reactive fuel assemblies, usually the
most highly depleted assemblies, in order to keep
the power density down in the most reactive fuel
assemblies.-
Using these guidelines a well-flattened power distribution
can be obtained after approximately five iterations on the
fuel loading pattern.
As mentioned previously, the CITATION computer code
was used to obtain the peak-to-average pin power densities
within the assemblies of the core which were multiplied by
the assembly-average power densities obtained from SIMULATE
to obtain FAHN for the core. An analysis was performed with
the CITATION code for typical fuel loading arrangements which
showed that a homogenized-assembly mesh (7 x 7 mesh points
per assembly) representation with CITATION would accurately
calculate the peak-to-average pin power densities within an
assembly. The homogenized-assembly representation was used
for CITATION quarter-core power distribution calculations
in two dimensions (X,Y) for approximately ten reload cores
in order to arrive at a relationship between the peak-to-
average power density within an assembly and the assembly
position within the core. The CITATION calculations showed
that for well-flattened core power distributions, the peak-
to-average power density within an assembly, was approxi-
mately independent of the fuel composition or fuel loading
pattern but was dependent on the assembly position within
the core. For assembly positions in the interior of the
core the peak-to-average power density varied from 1.054
to 1.085 and for assembly positions on the periphery of the
core they varied from 1.16 to 1.60. The larger values for
assemblies on the periphery of the core were due to the large
power gradients in that region which were caused by the high
neutron leakage from that region. The maximum values calcu-
lated for the peak-to-average power density within an assembly
for each assembly position in the core were used on all sub-
sequent SIMULATE power distribution calculations to obtain
FAHN for the reload cores considered. Using these values
significantly reduced the number of CITATION calculations
that would have been required for this analysis.
A similar analysis was performed to determine the peak-
to-average pellet burnup within a horizontal plane of an
assembly which was to be multiplied by the SIMULATE peak
nodal burnup to obtain a peak pellet burnup for the core.
The analysis showed that for a zero-current boundary condition
for an assembly (which produced the expected worst case for
the peak pellet burnup within a horizontal plane of an
assembly) the peak pellet burnup remained approximately 5.5%
above the assembly average burnup for the plane over the
expected fuel burnup range. This factor was then applied
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to the SIMULATE peak nodal assembly burnup to obtain the
peak pellet burriup for each reload core considered.
1.3 Fuel Cycle Cost Analysis
As mentioned above, a reactor physics analysis was
performed on variations in reload fuel from two different
steady state fuel cycles of the Zion reactor. A computer
code, MITCOST - C was written in order to calculate the
levelized fuel cost for the perturbed cycle for these re-
load cores. Basically the code performs a present-worth
analysis to determine the revenue requirement for the cycle
for each lot (or batch) of fuel that is irradiated during
the cycle plus a correction term for the revenue requirement
for the lots of fuel that are discharged at the end of the
previous cycle. The code takes into account the fuel expen-
ditures, credits and income tax effects in a manner similar
to codes (14) which calculate levelized fuel costs for each
batch (or lot) of fuel (in contrast to each cycle of fuel
irradiation). However, fuel expenditures that are indepen-
dent of the energy generated by each lot are divided among
the cycles in proportion to the estimated fraction of energy
generated in each cycle. Applying this procedure involves
estimating the total energy generation and discharge times
for each lot of fuel. In order that the total revenue re-
quirement for a lot of fuel over many cycles of irradiation
equals the actual revenue requirement for the lot as would
be calculated by a batch fuel cost code, a correction must
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be made to the revenue requirement calculated for each
cycle at the time the lot is actually discharged from the
reactor if the estimated and actual energy productions differ.
The levelized fuel cost for a cycle as expressed above
can be formulated as:
K (1.1)
RRk + RRdl
cycle = k=1
_ 5Emk
m=1 k=1 (1+x)tm-to
where
RRk = Revenue requirement for lot k of fuel for the
cycle of interest, discounted to time to
RRdl= Revenue requirement correction term for the
lots of fuel discharged from the reactor
immediately preceeding the cycle of interest,
discounted to time to
Emk = Electric energy generated in period m during
the cycle of interest for lot k
tm = Time when revenue is received for the elec-
tricity generated in period m
The levelized fuel cost for a cycle as given in this
equation is simply the total revenue requirement for the
cycle divided by the discounted electric energy generated
during that cycle.
The revenue requirement for lot k for the cycle of
interest discounted to tS can be expressed as:
RRk= 1 Vk(tS) - Vk(tE) (1.2)
1 T (1+x) tE-tSA
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1T
+ 1
1 - T
+ 1
1-T
[
[[
Vk(tS) - Vk(tE)J PVELEC
Correction terms for the preirra-
diation carrying charges for lot kJ
Correction terms for the postirra-
diation carrying charges for lot k_
Vk(t) = value of fuel lot k at time t
T = corporate income tax rate
x = effective cost of money
tS and tE
PVELEC
= times halfway through the refueling periods
immediately prior to the start and immediately
following the end of the cycle of interest
M
M
m=1
Hmk
(1+x)tm.ts (1.3)
Hmk
Hmk = thermal energy generated in period m for lot k
The value of fuel lot k at time t is expressed as:
Vk(t) = mU(t) cU(t) + mPu(t) cPu(t) (1.14)
t
+ 1 - tC fdE 1 
-1 cU(tC) + cfab mU(tC)
tD fab
tC f dE
7t -
t fdE
tD
tC fdE
({i-frep) mPu(tD) cPu(tD)
where
=
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+ frep cconv +(1 -frep fconv) cU(tD) ] mU(tD)
+ cship + crep mU(tC) }
where
= mass of uranium and plutonium at time t
= unit.cost of uranium and plutonium at
time t
tC and tD = times fuel lot k are charged and dis-
charged from the reactor
cfab,
crep,
Pfab,
fconv
t r d
tdE
tC
tD
tCE
cship
cconv
= unit cost of fabrication, shipping, re-
processing and conversion
frep = fractional yields of uranium and
plutonium in the fabrication, repro-
cessing and conversion processes
= amount of energy generated by lot k
up till time t
= total amount of energy generated by
lot k before discharged from the reactor
The correction terms for the preirradiation carrying
charges for lot k, as required in Equation (1.2), simply
proportion the preirradiation carrying charges according to
the estimated fraction of energy generated during the cycle
of interest.
expressed as:
These preirradiation correction terms are
cU(tC) mU(tC)
ffab
+cfab mU(+-C)
( 1
(1+x)tU-ts
(1.5)
1
(1+x)tFAB-tS (1+x)tC-tS)
MU(t), MPU(t)
CU(t), MPU(t)
where
tU and tFAB = times for preirradiation expenditures
Similarly the correction terms for the postirradiation
carrying charges, as required in Equation (1.2), simply
proportion these carrying charges according to the estimated
fraction of energy generated during the cycle of interest.
These postirradiation correction terms are expressed as:
tE (1.6)
dE
tD Ed rep fconv CU(tD) mU(tD)(1
fdE (1+x)tD S (l+x)tUCR-tS
tC
+ frep cPu(tD) mPu(tD)
- frep cconv mU(tD)
- cship mU(tC)
- crep mU(tC)
(1+x)tD-t (1+x)tPUCR-tS
(1+x)tD-tS (l+x)tCONV-tS)
(1+x)tD-tS (+x)tSHIP-tS
(1+x) tDtS (1+x) tREPtS
tUCR, tpUCR, = times for post-irradiation expendi-
t , tSHIP, tREP tures and credits
Since these equations are used to calculate the revenue
requirement for lots of fuel that may not be discharged for
many cycles past the cycle of interest and since the future
where
4
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operating history of these lots are not known exactly, some
of the discharge parameters used in these equations must
be estimated. Specifically, the total energy generated by
the lot before discharge and the actual time of discharge
must be estimated. Given the estimate total energy gen-
erated by the lot, the discharge amounts and values of the
uranium and plutonium isotopes are also estimated.
Recently, Joseph P. Kearney (2) of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology determined that for a 1000 MWe class
PWR the total energy generated per lot of fuel can be closely
approximated by a linear function of the initially charged
enrichment of the fuel. He found from a large number of
calculations that this linear approximation for the total
energy generated was good to within 10% of the actual energy
generated. Using this result, the following equation
t (1.7)
dE = -20,845 + 16,014 C (MWD/T)
tC EXPECTED
was used in this analysis to estimate the total energy
generated per lot of fuel. The values of the constants
used in this equation were determined from the actual dis-
charge fuel burnups of the steady-state cycles for the two
transient cycle refueling schemes analyzed for this report
(30,400 MWD/T for the 3.20 w/o U-235 discharged fuel and
39,368 MWD/T for the 3.76 w/o U-235 discharged fuel).
The final discharge time for a lot of fuel is estimated
by assuming that the lot of fuel generates energy at the same
rate in the future as was generated during previous cycles,
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Thus, using the estimate for the total energy generated by
the lot as described above, the estimated discharge time
for the lot is expressed as:
tD -18)
tD-EX = tE+ tcdE1tD-.EXP = tE + EXP - 1 (tE-t;C) 
- 2 tR
tE
tC EdE) ACT
where
tR = length of the refueling interval
The levelized fuel cycle cost for a cycle as given by
Equation (1.1) includes the term RRdl which accounts for a
correction to the revenue requirement for the lots of fuel
discharged from the immediately preceeding cycle. This
correction in the revenue requirement for these discharge
lots is a result of the proportioning of the fixed fuel expen-
ditures according to the expected fraction of energy to be
generated from these lots of fuel. If the actual energy
generated from a particular lot of fuel is different from the
expected energy from that lot (as found from Equation (1.7))
then the proportioning of the fixed expenditures for each of
the previous cycles for that lot was incorrect and should be
corrected. This correction in the revenue requirement, as
given by RRdl, is made to the cycle immediately following dis-
charge of the lot since presumably the deviation from the
steady-state refueling scheme was made in order to change the
energy potential of that following cycle. Note that if the
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discharge lots of fuel are exactly the same as the steady-
state discharge lots then this correction term RRdl is equal
to zero.
RRdl, the correction to the revenue requirement for the
lots of fuel discharged from the immediately preceeding cycle
is expressed as:
RRdl* = 1 y(tD-ACT) - V(tD-EXP)l (1-9)
1 -1 LT
- 1 ~[V(tD-ACT) - V(tD-EXP)
+ 1 Correction terms for the pre-
1 -~ Lirradiation carrying charges
+ 1 Correction terms for the post-
1 - ' L irradiation carrying charges
where
tD-ACT = actual time of discharge for the discharge
lot of fuel
tD-EXP = expected time of discharge for the discharge
lot of fuel
The correction terms in Equation (1.9) for the preirra-
diation and postirradiation carrying charges are simply the
difference between the actual carrying charges for the dis-
charge lots and carrying charges attributed to the previous
cycles for these discharge lots. For example, the correction
term for the fabrication carrying charges, one of the cor-
rection terms for the preirradiation carrying charges, is
expressed as:
*The first two terms in this equation correspond in theory to
the first two terms in Equation (1.2). These two terms can be
combined to obtain V(tD-ACT) - V(tD-EXP).
tD-ACT (1.10)
dE
1 - tC Cfab mU(tC) 1t
tD-EX? (1+x)tPAB-tS (l4i)tC-tSIdE
L tC
Note that RRdl as given by Equation (1.9) with the inclu-
sion of the correction terms for the carrying charges as given
by the example in Equation (1.10) is equal to zero when the
expected fuel value and fuel discharge burnup are equal to the
actual fuel value and fuel discharge burnup. However, when
the discharge fuel lot achieves a fuel burnup greater than the
expected fuel burnup RRdl is less than zero and when the fuel
lot achieves a fuel burnup less than the expected fuel burnup
RRdl is greater than zero. Since fuel assemblies are dis-
charged in the order of maximum average fuel burnup the fewer
assemblies discharged the higher the average discharge burnup
and the lower the RRal correction term. Conversely as a great-
er number of assemblies are discharged the lower the average
burnup and the higher the RRdl correction term.
In summary, the levelized fuel cycle cost for a cycle is
just the revenue requirement for that cycle divided by the
discounted electric energy generated during that cycle. The
revenue requirement for that cycle is composed of the revenue
requirement for the lots of fuel that are irradiated during
the cycle plus an amount of revenue required to account for
the change in revenue requirement for the lots discharged
from the immediately preceeding cycle to accomplish the
desired deviation from the steady-state cycle energy potential.
1.4 Results of the First Cycle and Transient Cycle Analysis
The accuracy of the LEOPARD-SIMULATE model for calcu-
lating certain reactor physics and engineering parameters
was tested against the Westinghouse analysis for the first
cycle of the Zion reactor. A comparison of the Westinghouse-
predicted values and the LEOPARD-SIMULATE calculated values
for selected reactor parameters is presented in Table 1.1 for
this first cycle. The cycle average burnup, the cycle thermal
energy potential, the BOC peak assembly relative power and the
BOC moderator temperature coefficient were all calculated with-
in acceptable accuracy for this analysis. The differences
calculated for the other parameters given in this table appear
to be due to the inability of the SIMULATE code to accurately
simulate the effects of burnable poison rods (BPR). The
homogenization of BPR within an assembly as assumed with the
use of SIMULATE, resulted in increased reactivity for assem-
blies that contained BPR and thus a lower BOC BPR reactivity
worth for the core and a higher BOC soluble boron concen-
tration. The higher reactivity for assemblies that contained
BPR (the 2.80 and 3.30 w/o U-235 assemblies) resulted in a
higher relative power generation in these assemblies causing
the differences observed in the assembly-wise power and burn-
up distributions as well as the lower average discharge burn-
up (the 2.25 w/o U-235 assemblies) for the first cycle.
However, since BPR were not considered in this analysis for
reload cores, these inaccuracies were acceptable for this
first cycle analysis. An additional power distribution
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Table 1.1
Predicted versus Calculated First Cycle Physics and
Engineering Parameters for the Zion Reactor
Westinghouse (2} LEOPARD-SI14ULATE*
Cycle average burnup (MWlD/T) 15,600 15,535
Cycle thermal energy
potential (GWD) 346.9 1341.1
BOC, equilibrium Xe and Sm 850 917
soluble boron concentration (ppm)
BOC, burnable poison rod 9.0 8.4
reactivity worth (%Af)
BOC, peak assembly 1.24 1.24
relative power
Cycle average discharge 17,217 15,950
burnup (MWD/T)
BOG, moderator temperature
coefficients (,f /*F)
850 ppm boron -0.80 x 10-4 -0.92 x 10-4
950 ppm boron -0.66 x 104 -0.77 x 10-4
* The SIMULATE results shown in this table were obtained from
SIMULATE calculations which used horizontal albedos determined
from a power distribution normalization which did not include
burnable poison rods. This resulted in a shift of the power
density and fuel burnup from the center of the core to the
periphery of the core. Similar calculations using albedos
determined fom a power distribution normalization which did
include burnable poison rods resulted in assemblywise power
and burnup distributions which agreed to within 5% of the
Westinghouse predictions.
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calculation for this first cycle fuel loading without BPR
was performed with the SIMULATE code and also with the more
accurate CITATION code. The assemblywise relative power
densities from these calculations agreed to within 3%, an
acceptable accuracy for this analysis.
The nodal fuel burnups obtained from the SIMULATE
depletion calculation for this first cycle were used for
the fuel burnup input for the SIMULATE transient cycle deple-
tion calculations, The thermal energy potentials calculated
for these transient cycles for the two alternate refueling
schemes considered in this report are given in Table 1.2.
As seen from this table steady-state performance was achieved
in Cycle 7 for the 64-assembly reload scheme. Steady-state
performance was not achieved by Cycle 9, the last cycle cal-
culated, for the 4 8-assembly reload scheme. Since fewer
assemblies were replaced at each refueling for the 48-assembly
reload scheme a greater number of transient cycles were
expected before a steady-state cycle was achieved for this
reload scheme. Feasible fuel loading patterns (the limits on
FQN and FAHN were not exceeded) were determined for the fuel
loading patterns for each of these transient cycles. The
variations in reload fuel analyzed for this report, as des-
cribed in the following section, were performed on Cycle 9 for
each of the steady-state refueling procedures.
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Table 1.2
Transient Cycles Thermal Euergy Potential
for Alternate Refueling Schemes
Cycle Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Thermal Energy
64-Assembly
3.20 w/o U-235
Reload Scheme
1341.1
835.2
866,5
914.7
893.0
897.1
896.8
896.8
896.8
Potential (GWD)
48-Assembly,
3.76 w/o U-235
Reload Scheme
1341.1
71007
774.6
868.8
902.9
859.3
869.0
872.8
870.9
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1.5 Results of the Variations from the Steady-State Cycles
1.5.1 Fuel Performance Results
The results of the analysis performed for the transient
cycles of the two alternate refueling schemes were presented
in the preceeding section. Variations in reload fuel were
made for Cycle 9 for both of the refueling schemes in order
to obtain variations in the energy potential for this cycle.
Nineteen variations in reload fuel were made for Cycle 9 of
the 64-assembly reload scheme while only six variations in
reload fuel were made for Cycle 9 of the 48-assembly reload
scheme. Fewer variations were made for the 48-assembly re-
load scheme since this reload scheme and the variations from
this reload scheme were analyzed only in order to verify the
validity of the conclusions found for the variations from
the 64-assembly reload scheme.
The SIMULATE nodal theory code was used to calculate the
power distributions and fuel depletion for these variations
in reload fuel. Since quarter-core symmetry was assumed for
these calculations the number of assemblies refueled for each
case was limited to integral multiples of four. In addition,
the assemblies discharged at the end of Cycle 8, corresponding
in number to the number of fresh assemblies charged to Cycle 9,
were always the most highly depleted fuel assemblies.
Results of the variations in reload fuel for Cycle 9 of
the 64-assembly refueling scheme are shown in Tables 1.3 and
1.4. Shown in these tables are power peaking parameters, fuel
burnup parameters and the BOC moderator temperature coefficient
for the nineteen reload fuel variations. The power
Table 1.3
Reactor Physics Results for Variations in Reload Fuel
from 64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 Cycle 9
(Power Peaking Results)
Case Number of
Number Assemblies
Refueled
Ss
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
64
56
60
64
68
72
76
80
60
64
68
64
68
76
68
72
80
72
76
84
Reload
Enrichment
(w/o U-235)
3.20
4.42
3.86
3.70
3.40
3.30
3.06
2.94
4.34
3.96
3.78
4.20
3.88
3.42
4.34
4.00
3.60
4.50
4.20
3.76
Cycle
Thermal
Energy
(GWD)
888.7
974.3
952.7
983.6
979.2
1003.2
987.9
994.0
1032.4
1033.6
1056.3
1076.1
1075.4
1076.6
1165.2
1158.2
1167.0
1256.7
1257.1
1258.8
Peak/Average
Assembly
Enthalpy Rise
1.36
1.45
1.42
1.40
1.33
1.35
1.38
1.29
1.42
1.38
1.41
1.43
1.42
1.32
1.44
1.39
1.38
1.43
1.39
1.30
Peak/Average
Pin
Enthalpy Rise
FN H
1.48
.1.68
1.54
1.52
1.47
1.43
1.47
1.38
1.66
1.68
1-53
1.55
1.51
1.40
1.53
1.48
1.46
1.51
1-51
1.41
Averaging
Scheme
Minimum
FN
1.43
1.59
1.50
1.45
1.42
1-35
1.29
1.27
1.56
1.51
1.44
1.52
1.44
1.36
1.49
1.42
1.38
1.47
1.41
1.35
Peak/Average
Node
Power
1.68
1.90
1.80
1.77
1.65
1.60
1.65
1.60
1.75
1.74
1.79
1.70
1.73
1.60
1.75
1.76
1.70
1.75
1.75
1.62
Peak/Average
Pellet
Power
FNQ
1.82
2.12
1.95
1.92
1.79
1.70
1.75
1.72
1.92
1.96
1.94
1.86
1.84
1.70
1.86
1.87
1.81
1.86
1.90
1.76
I
Table 1.4
Reactor Physics Results for Variations in Reload Fuel
from 64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 Cycle 9
(Fuel Burnup Results)
Case Number of
Number Assemblies
Refueled
ss
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
64
56
60
64
68
72
76
80
60
64
68
64
68
76
68
72
80
72
76
84
Reload
Enrichment
(w/o U-235)
3.20
4.42
3.86
3.70
3.40
3.30
3.06
2.94
4.34
3.96
3.78
4.20
3.88
3.42
4.34
4.00
3.60
4.50
4.20
3.76
Cycle
Thermal
Energy
(GWD)
888.7
974.3
952.7
983.6
979.2
1003.2
987.9
994.0
1032.4
1033.6
1056.3
1076.1
1075.4
1076.6
1165.2
1158.2
1167.0
1256.7
1257.1
1258.8
Previous Cycle (8)
Average Discharg
Burnup
(1rWD/T)
30,401
30,728
30,565
30,401
30,056
29,688
29,357
29,038
30,565
30,401
30,056
30,401
30,056
29,357
30,056
29,688
29,038
29,688
29,357
28,739
Peak Node
Burnup
(MWD/T)
38,068
40,056
39,020
38,905
36,089
36,093
35,348
35,535
40,084
39,416
36,017
39,569
36,638
35,651
37,626
37,521
36,716
38,936
37,555
36,888
Next Cycle
Feak Peilet
Burnup
(IMD/T)
40,235
42,360
41,250
41,125
38,150
38,155
37,370
37,517
42,350
41,650
38,070
41,810
38,730
37,700
39,770
39,660
38,810
41,150
39,700
39,000
-)BUC- Moder--to--
Temp. Coeffici nt
(,af/oF x 10- )
-1.329
-1.236
-1.011
-1.381
-1.340
-1.308
-1.043
-1.196
-1.137
-0.949
-1.112
-1.064
CO
0I
~
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peaking parameters shown in this table are for the beginning
of the cycle which are also the maximum for the cycle since
all control rods were assumed to be withdrawn from the reactor
and with that condition of operation power peaks tend to burn
down with fuel exposure in pressurized water reactors.
The variations in energy potential for the various com-
binations of reload batch size and feed enrichment are shown
in graphical form in Figure 1.4. As seen in this figure the
curves for constant energy potential are smoothly varying
functions of the reload batch size and feed enrichment, as
expected. Also included in Figure 1.4 are approximate lines
for predicted minimum achievable FAHN for the reload fuel
variations as found from the averaging scheme described in
Section 1.2. As seen from this figure the minimum achievable
F&HN for any particular energy potential decreases with in-
creasing reload batch size and thus decreasing feed enrichment.
Also, higher energy potentials require an increasing number
of assemblies with higher feed enrichments to obtain the same
minimum achievable F HN,
The values of the BOC moderator temperature coefficients
for these reload fuel variations given in Table 1.3 are more
negative than the approximate safety limit for the first cycle
moderator temperature coefficient (-0.3 x lo-4Af/OF) and vary
only slightly with the reload batch size. The slight decrease
in the BOC moderator temperature coefficient with reload batch
size is caused by the decrease in concentration of plutonium
and fission products (both are resonance absorbers) which
/
/4.4.
4.2.
4.0.
3.8-
3.6-
3.4-
3.2.
/
/
/
/
Figure 1.4
Effects .of Cycle Energy
Variations from
64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235
Steady-State Cycle
/ Steady-State
Thermal Energy
= 896.8 GWD
/
/
+4o
/
1.55 /x
1.50
1.45
Ratio Peak/Average
Pin Enthalpy Rise /
N
FAH 1.40
N+20%
Variations in
3.0
52 5 60 64
1.35
,1.30
Energy Potential
100%
84
Number of Assemblies Refueled
La
CM
0
43
)
C-,
0
H /
0
72 7 80
I
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contribute significantly to the magnitude of the moderator
temperature coefficient.
Shown in Table 1.5 are the peak pellet burnups for the
variations in relaod fuel considered in this analysis.
Since the fuel loading patterns used for these reload fuel
variations were chosen to minimize power peaking, the peak
pellet burnup obtained for these cases are not the minimum
achievable peak pellet burnups but only the calculated peak
pellet burnups for the particular fuel loading patterns used.
A fuel loading pattern that minimizes peak pellet burnup in
the fuel to be discharged also tends to maximize power
generation in the fresh fuel assemblies and thus increase
the power peaking which occurs in the fresh fuel assemblies.
However, even though the peak pellet burnups shown in Table
1.5 are not minimum achievable peak pellet burnups, or even
minimum achievable peak pellet burnups for the FAHN calcu-
lated, trends can be seen in the values shown. The peak
pellet burnup is a strong function of the peak pellet burnup
that exists at the BOC, and thus for a constant energy poten-
tial the peak pellet burnup decreases with increasing number
of assemblies refueled. Also for a constant number of
assemblies refueled, the peak pellet burnup increases with
energy potential which corresponds to increasing feed enrich-
ment.
These results however do not determine what the peak
pellet burnup will be when the freshly charged fuel assemblies
are finally discharged after a few additional cycles. In
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Table 1.5
Peak Pellet Burnups for Variations in Reload Fuel
From 64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 Steady-State Cycle
Number of Peak Pellet
Assemblies Burnup
Refueled at BOO (MWD/T)
56
60
64
68
72
76
80
84
30,270
29,840
28,480
24,870
24,820
24,820
24,210
24,100
Peak Pellet Burnup at EOC (MTWD/T)
Q.0%* + I0%* +15%* +205* +30%* +407
-: 42,360 - - . -
- 41,250 42,350 - - -
40,235 41,125 41,650 41,810 - -
- 38,150 38,070 38,730 39,770 -
- 28,155
- 37,370
- 37,517
- 39,660 41,150
- 37,700 - 39,700
38,810 -
- 39,000
*Approximate variation in cycle energy potential
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order to determine this effect three additional cycles
were analyzed for two of the +20% cases (case 11, 64 assem-
blies refueled, and case 13, 76 assemblies refueled). The
same number of fresh assemblies were loaded for each addi-
tional cycle as were loaded for the initial variations in
energy potential. The.feed enrichments for these additional
cycles were adjusted to obtain approximately the same energy
potential for each cycle that was obtained for the initially
varied cycle. Thus two alternate refueling schemes were
analyzed which achieved approximately the same 20% step
increase in energy potential from the steady-state cycle
energy potential.
The results of the calculations performed for these two
alternate refueling schemes are presented in Table 1.6. The
two alternate refueling schemes are labled "Path A - constant
batch size" for the 64-assembly reload path and "Path B -
varied batch size" for the 76-assembly reload path. As seen
from this table, the peak pellet burnup is consistently higher
for each cycle for Path A.
The highest peak pellet burnups observed for each path
occurred in the assemblies which had the highest feed enrich-
ment. For Path A the peak pellet burnup (50,780 MWD/T)
occurred at the end of Cycle 12 in a 4.20 w/o U-235 assembly
that was originally loaded in Cycle 9. For Path B the peak
pellet burnup (41,550 MWD/T) occurred at the end of Cycle 11
in a 3.42 w/o U-235 assembly that was also originally loaded
in Cycle 9. From these results the conclusion is made that
ITable 1.6
Reactor Physics and Engineering Parameters for
Two Paths that Achieve Approxinately a 20% Step
Increase from the Steady-State Cycle Energy Potential
Cycle
Number of Fresh
Assemblies
w/o U-235
Thermal Energy
(GWD)
BOC hinimum N
ECC Peak Pellet
Burnup (MWD/T)
Path A - Constant Batch Size Path B - Varied Batch Size
8 9* 10 11 12 8 9** 10 11 12
64 64 64 64 64
3.20 4.20 3.58 3.52 4.10
64 76 76 76 76
3.20 3.42 3.30 3.38 3.36
896.8 1076.1 1097.0 1088.8 1078.3 896.8 1076.6 1074.2 1076.4 1077.9
1.43 1.52 1.35 1.34 1.48
40,225 41,810 44,590 47,640 50,180
1.43 1.36 1.33 1.35 1.34
40,225 37,700 38,630 41,550 40,770
* Case 11 of variations from 64-assembly,
3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle.
Case 13 of variations from 64-assembly,
3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle.
I,
I
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the peak pellet burnup increases with increasing feed enrich-
ment. This is a reasonable conclusion since a higher feed
enrichment for an assembly corresponds to a higher reactivity
and thus generally a higher power generation rate.
A comparison of the best achievable FAHN's and the maxi-
mum fuel pellet burnups for these two alternate paths for
achieving the same energy potential results in the conclusion
that Path B, the larger reload batch size path, would result
in greater safety margins.
The results of the variations in reload fuel for Cycle 9
of the 48-assembly refueling scheme are shown in Table 1.7.
The variations in energy potential for the various combina-
tions of reload batch size and feed enrichment are shown in
graphical form in Figure 1.5. As with the variations from
the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle the curves
of constant energy potential are smoothly varying functions
of the reload batch size and feed enrichment. Also the mini-
mum achievable FAHN for a constant energy potential decreases
with increasing reload batch size and thus decreasing feed
enrichment. In addition, for higher energy potentials, higher
number of assemblies must be refueled with a higher feed en-
richment to obtain the same minimum achievable FAHN.
A comparison of the minimum achievable FAHN for the
variations in reload fuel for the two alternate refueling
schemes results in the conclusion that the minimum achievable
F&HN depends on the fuel retained from the previous cycle as
well as the fresh fuel charged to the cycle. Not enough
- - 1W -
Table 1.7
Reactor Physics Results For Variations in Reload Fuel
from 48-Assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235 Cycle 9
Number of Reload
Assemblies Enrichment
Refueled (w/o U-235)
48 3.76
56 4.06
60 3.74
68 3.30
64 4.38
68 4.06
76 3.52
Cycle
Thermal
Energy
(GWD)
872.8
1048.0
1055.2
1069.6
1229.7
1232.0
1229.7
Peak/Average
Assembly
Enthalpy Rise
1.37
1.35
1.32
1.25
1.36
1.35
1.28
Peak/Average
Pin
Enthalpy Rise
FNH
1.48
1.47
1.46
1.34
1.47
1.47
1.37
Averaging
Scheme
Minimum
FN
1.33
1.39
1.37
1.27
1.44
1-39
1.32
Peak/Average
Node
Power
1.71
1.69
1.63
1.51
1.67
1.67
1.57
Peak/Average
Pellet
Power
FN
1.85
1.83
1.75
1.62
1.81
1.81
1.68
Case Number of Reload
Number Assemblies Enrichment
Refueled (w/o U-235)
ss
1
2
3
4
5
6
48
56
60
68
64
68
76
3.76
4.06
3.74
3.30
4.38
4.06
3.52
Cycle
Thermal
Energy
(GWD)
872.8
1048.0
1055.2
1069.6
1229.7
1232.0
1229.7
Previous Cycle (8) _
Average 'saharge FeaK Node
Burnup Burnup(IgwD/T) (MWD/T)
39,370
38,590
38,177
37,431
37,79237,431
369806
47,720
44,238
45,041
45,112
46,6946,191
46,289
Next Cycle
reak pelletBurnup
(1MWD/T)
(0,420
,725
47,570
47,650
48,97048,782
48,885
Case
Number
SS
1
2
3
4
5
6
on1I~'
(9)
BUG moderator
Temp. Coefficint(,&f/O F x io0)
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cases were considered in this analysis to arrive at a general
correlation between the minimum achievable FAHN and the total
composition of fuel loaded into the core.
1.5.2 Fuel Cost Results
The MITCOST-C code which was described in Section 1.3
was used to calculate the levelized fuel cycle cost for the
c-ycle for each of the reload fuel variations from the 64-
assembly and 48-assembly reload schemes. Since the curves for
the levelized fuel cycle cost for the variations from the 48-
assembly reload scheme were very similar to the curves found
for the 64-assembly reload scheme only the latter will be
presented here. The complete results are contained in
Chapter 6. The economics and fuel cycle cost parameters
assumed for these calculations are given in Table 1.8.
The levelized fuel cycle cost for the cycle was calcu-
lated for each of the reload fuel variations for two different
values of the availability-based capacity factor (ABCF),
0.70 and 0.90. In addition, the levelized fuel cycle cost
for the cycle was calculated assuming a constant cycle length
of 1.070 years, corresponding to the steady-state cycle
length obtained assuming an ABCF of 0.70.
Plots of the levelized fuel cycle cost for the cycle
versus the number of assemblies refueled for different vari-
ations in energy potential are given in Figures 1.6, 1.7,
and 1.8 for the three different assumptions on the cycle
length. Since the cases analyzed did not result in the exact
variation in energy potential that is plotted in these figures,
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TUtle 1.8
Economic and Fuel Cycle Cost PArameters
Operation
Purchase of U308 Concentrates
Conversion of U308 to UF6
Enrichment of U-235
Fabrication of Fuel
Shipping of Spent Fuel
Reprocessing of Spent Fuel
Conversion of UNH to UF6
Credit for Recovered UF6
Process
Yield,
-e
99.5
100
99
100
99
99.5
9. Credit for Recovered Plutonium
Unit Price
$8/lb U308
$2.20/kg U
$38.50/kg SWU*
$70/kg
$4/kg
$30.57/kg
$5.60/kg U
Consistant with
1, 2 and 3
$7500/kg Fissile
Pu
Lag Time from End of Month to Receipt of Revenue
from Sale of Electricity During that Month
Refueling Downtime
Availability-Based Capacity Factor, 0.70 or C.90
Capital Financing: 55% Bonds at 8% rate of raturn
35% Common Stock at 13% rate of return
10% Preferred Stock at 8% rate of return
* Diffusion Plant Tails Assay, 0.20 w/o U-235
Transaction Time
Days Years
Prior to Start of Period
127 0.3474
127 0.3474
97 0.2656
40 0.1095
After End of Period
182 0.4986
212 0.5804
212 0.5804
212 0.5804
212 0.5804
0.1643
0.125
60
46
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
I
Ip
Variations in Energy Potential
(Cycle Length in Years)
+301 +4o
(1.177) (1.284) (1.391) (1.498)
/
/
/
I
/
/
/
7
-4
/
0
- .....
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interpolations of values from other curves were required
before these figures could be drawn. The cycle-levelized
fuel cycle cost was first plotted versus the cycle energy
potential for various reload batch sizes. Then from each
curve of reload batch size the cycle-levelized fuel cycle
cost for each of the desired energy potential variations was
determined from an interpolation between actual data points.
The interpolated points obtained from this procedure are the
points plotted in Figures 1.6, 1,7 and 1.8. In addition,
since only a limited number of variations in reload fuel were
analyzed, an attempt was made to extrapolate the curves shown
in these figures. The extrapolated portions of the curves
are shown as dashed in the figures.
A sufficient number of reload fuel combinations were
analyzed for the +10% energy potential variation to show the
trends that exist in the cycle-levelized fuel cycle cost.
For the +10% variation in energy potential a minimum levelized
fuel cycle cost occurred for the reload fuel variation in
which 60 fuel assemblies are freshly loaded for the cycle.
The shape of the curve for this +10% variation can be
explained from an evaluation of the individual cost components
which make up the levelized fuel cycle cost. Two particular
costs appear to contribute the most to the shape of the
curves; (1) the uranium isotope costs and (2) the adjustment
costs for the batches of fuel discharged at the end of the
previous cycle (see Section 1.3 for a more complete discussion
of these costs).
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The uranium isotope costs are directly related to the
AEC charges for enriching uranium. These enrichment charges
are non-linear with the level of enrichrpent, with a higher
charge per unit of enrichment for a higher level of enrich-
ment. Thus the cost per unit mass of fissile isotope (i.e.
U-235) increases with the enrichment of the uranium and
therefore the depletion of the higher enrichment uranium con-
tributes more to the levelized fuel cycle cost than the
depletion of lower enrichment uranium. This effect causes
the levelized fuel cycle cost curve to increase sharply at
low reload batch sizes where the feed enrichment is high, as
seen in Figures 1.6 and 1.7.
The adjustment costs (for the batches of fuel discharged
at the end of the previous cycle) increase with an increase
in the number of assemblies discharged. As discussed in
Section 1.3 there is no adjustment cost for the discharge
batch if the same number of assemblies are discharged as are
discharged from the steady-state cycle However, if a higher
number of assemblies are discharged the total energy generated
from these additional discharged assemblies is much lower
than expected and the amount of fixed charges (i.e. fabri-
cation, shipping, reprocessing) for these discharged assem-
blies that had not been charged to the previous cycles must
be charged to the current cycle. Also as a greater number
of assemblies are discharged the average burnup of the dis-
charged assemblies decreases and thus a greater fraction of
the fixed charges for these assemblies must be charged to the
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current cycle. Thus, these adjustment charges increase with
reload batch size causing an increase in the levelized fuel
cycle cost with reload batch size as is seen in Figures 1.6
and 1.7.
The depression in the curve for the levelized fuel cycle
cost that occurs in the +10% energy potential variation,
around a reload batch size of 60 assemblies, is explained by
the method of calculating adjustment costs for discharge
batches of fuel. Since the fixed costs for a batch are pro-
portioned in the model according to the fraction of expected
energy generated in a cycle, the fixed costs for assemblies
that have already generated close to their expected energy
will have had their fixed costs already charged to previous
cycles and thus contribute little to the cost for the current
cycle. Therefore, any assemblies retained for an additional
cycle that would have been discharged with a continuation of
the steady-state refueling scheme will contribute little in
fixed costs to the current cycle. However, as fewer and fewer
assemblies are discharged the increase in isotope costs due
to higher charges for higher enrichment uranium overwhelms
the decrease in cost for assemblies retained past their
expected energy generation and results in the increase in the
levelized fuel cycle cost with decreasing reload batch size
as seen in Figures 1.6 and 1.7.
The curves shown for the levelized fuel cycle cost in
Figures 1.6 and 1.7 were calculated for two different values
of the ABCF, 0.70 and 0.90. The shapes of the curves are
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nearly the same for both figures with the costs compressed
slightly for the higher value of the ABCF, Notice that the
range in levelized fuel cycle cost for each of these figures
is only about 5% for all the cases considered, Also, over
most of the range in reload batch size, including the region
of minimum levelized fuel cycle cost, the leveliged fuel
cycle cost is lower for smaller variations ip energy
potential. In other words, for 4 constant ABCF larger changes
in energy potential per cycle generally cost more per unit of
electricity generated.
Consider however the economic results for these varia-
tions assuming a constant cycle length as shown in Figure 1.8.
For a constant cycle length the more electricity generated in
the cycle the less expensive is the unit cost of electricity.
Also, for a constant cycle length the reload batch size that
results in minimum levelized fuel cycle cost increases with
an increasing amount of energy generation. This result can
be seen more clearly from a plot of the incremental fuel
cycle cost versus the amount of energy generation, The incre-
mental fuel cycle cost as used here is defined as:
INCREMENTAL CHANGE IN REVENUE REQUIREMENT
FUEL CYCLE COST CHANGE IN DISCOUNTED CYCLE
ELECTRIC ENERGY
A plot of the incremental fuel cycle cost versus cycle
thermal energy for the various reload batch sizes is given
in Figure 1.9. The curves shown in this figure clearly show
that the reload batch size that results in minimum levelized
fuel cycle cost increases with cycle energy potential.
Figure 1.9
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In summary, the economic calculations for the variations
in reload fuel from the 64-assembly steady-state cycle show
that the value of the ABCF has an effect on the levelized
fuel cycle cost which is comparable to the effect of the
choice of reload batch size and feed enrichment. For a
constant ABCF a larger increase in energy potential per cycle
generally results in a higher levelized fuel cycle cost.
However, for a constant cycle length and thus varying ABCF
the greater the energy potential of the cycle the lower the
levelized fuel cycle cost. In addition, for a constant cycle
length the reload batch size that results in minimum levelized
fuel cycle cost increases with cycle energy potential.
The levelized fuel costs were also calculated for the
two alternate paths that were analyzed for achieving a 20%
step increase in the cycle energy potential. A levelized fuel
cost was calculated for the total of the four cycles for each
of the two paths assuming an ABCF of 0.70. For Path A, the
constant batch size path, the levelized fuel cost for the
four cycles was 2.027 mills/kwhr. For Path B, the varied
batch size path, the levelized fuel cost for the four cycles
was 2.062 mills/kwhr. As seen from these totals Path A, the
smaller batch size path, results in a levelized fuel cost
approximately 0.035 mills/kwhr less than that calculated for
Path B. Thus, from an economic standpoint, Path A is favored
for achieving a step increase of 20% in cycle energy potential
from the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle.
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The results of the reactor physics analysis showed that
for a constant energy potential for a cycle, engineering
safety margins were found to increase when the number of
assemblies refueled with lower feed enrichments was increased.
The results of the economics analysis showed that for a
constant energy potential for a cycle, the levelized fuel
cycle cost also increased when the number of assemblies re-
fueled with lower feed enrichments was increased. Therefore,
since no economic value is currently placed on the magnitude
of the engineering safety margins nor is there any limita-
tions on reactor operation as long as engineering safety
limits are not exceeded, the optimal reload fuel for a given
energy potential is that feasible combination of reload batch
size and feed enrichment which has the smallest reload batch
size.
1.6 Conclusions
The more important conclusions drawn from this analysis
of a pressurized water reactor are:
1. The fuel loading pattern for a given fuel loading
affects the cycle energy potential very little but
can significantly affect the core power peaking.
2. For normal reactor operation (all control rods
withdrawn) power peaks tend to burn down during
a cycle so that the peak pellet and peak rod
power densities always occur at the beginning of
the cycle.
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3. The peak-to-average power density within an assembly,
for well-flattened core power distributions, is
almost independent of the fuel composition or fuel
loading pattern but is dependent on the assembly
position within the core.
4. The minimum achievable power peaking for any par-
ticular cycle energy potential decreases with an
increasing reload batch size and thus decreasing
feed enrichment. In addition, as the cycle energy
potential is increased a larger number of assemblies
can be refueled with a higher feed enrichment to
obtain the same minimum achievable power peaking.
5. The peak pellet burnup for a cycle is a strong
function of the peak pellet burnup present in
the core at the beginning of the cycle. Thus
for a given cycle energy potential the peak pellet
burnup for the cycle decreases with an increasing
number of assemblies refueled. Also, for a
constant number of assemblies refueled the peak
pellet burnup for the cycle increases with an
increasing feed enrichment and thus increasing
cycle energy potential.
6. Since a higher feed enrichment for an assembly
corresponds to a higher reactivity assembly and
thus generally a higher power generation rate the
peak pellet burnup at discharge increases with
an increase in feed enrichment.
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7. The value of the availability-based capacity
factor has a significant effect on the levelized
fuel cycle cost. For a constant availability-
based capacity factor an increase in the energy
potential for a cycle generally results in a
higher levelized fuel cycle cost. However for a
constant cycle length and thus a variable availa-
bility-based capacity factor the greater the
energy potential of the cycle the lower the
levelized fuel cycle cost, In addition, for a
constant cycle length the reload batch size that
results in the minimum levelized fuel cycle cost
increases with cycle energy potential.
8. For a desired cycle energy potential the optimal
fuel loading is the feasible combination of reload
batch size and feed enrichment which has the
smallest reload batch size. 4
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CHAPTER 2
INTRODUCTION
2.1 The Need for Reactor Operation with a Variable Cycle
Length or Variable Cycle Energy
Although electricity has been produced from nuclear energy
since the 1950's, it is only now becoming a significant fraction
of the total power produced by any single utility. As a result,
utilities are now beginning to include nuclear fuel cycle analy-
sis in their system planning and are developing new system simu-
lation programs to handle nuclear generation plants. Thus, in
the future, the utilities will play a greater role in specifying
to the reactor manufacturers and fuel suppliers the required
energy output and mode of operation for their nuclear power plants.
Since the fuel costs for nuclear plants have been lower
than those of fossil fueled plants, nuclear plants so far have
generally been operated at maximum capacity. However, allowing
for the predicted growth in nuclear generation, the nuclear
fraction of the total electrical generation will soon surpass
the base load requirements of many systems, thus causing some
of the nuclear plants to operate at reduced capacity. This
change in the mode of operation will result in increased complex-
ity in the operational and economic analysis of the nuclear
power plants and a greater interaction with the total power system.
One result of this growth in nuclear power will be addi-
tional system constraints on the refueling schedules of the
nuclear plants on the system. In the past, with only one or two
small nuclear plants on the system of a single utility, the only
scheduling constraint was that the plants be operational during
the yearly peak demand period. This was easily accomplished
by scheduling the refueling of the nuclear plants each year dur-
ing the low demand periods and thus fixing the nuclear fuel cycle
to a set 10-12 month fueling interval. However, with the pre-
dicted nuclear growth resulting in an increase in the total
number and size of the nuclear plants, the system interaction
between nuclear plants will eliminate this case in planning
refueling schedules. Thus a new set of constraints to be followed
in the planning of refueling schedules for a hypothetical system
might look like the following (the numerical values are arbi-
trary here):
1. No nuclear plants to be refueled during the yearly
peak demand periods.
2. No less than 15% reserve at any time, thus limiting
the number of large plants to be out for maintenance
or refueling at one time.
3. No two nuclear plants to be refueled at the same time
at a single station due to manpower requirements.
4. No consecutive nuclear refuelings at a given station,
thus allowing for unexpected delays which might violate
constraint #3.
5. No more than 50% capacity out in each geographic zone
to provide system security and reduce transmission costs.
If the energy generated per fueling interval were always
to remain constant, such a list of constraints would severely
limit flexibility in planning refueling schedules. In addition,
any schedule that might be devised would probably be subjected
to severe economic penalties when disrupted by forced outages
or maintenance delays. Thus the utilities may be forced to
operate their nuclear plants with variable fueling intervals,
with the benefit of increased scheduling flexibility for their
future system planning.
The length of fueling interval, T(days), and the energy
generated per fueling interval, E (MWDt or MWDe), for a given
reactor are related through the following equation
E =KLT (2.1)
where K = plant generating capacity (MWt or MW e)
L = plant capacity factor
For a given reactor the energy generated per fueling interval
is determined by fuel design while the length of the fueling
interval and capacity factor are determined by power system
requirements.
The task of determining both the optimal length of
fueling intervals and the optimal energy generation per fuel-
ing interval for gll the nuclear plants of a utility power
system is a complicated problem which has received consid-
erable attention recently (15) (21) (23) (24) (33). Prelim-
inary results indicate that the solution to this problem is
iterative in which neither the optimal length of fueling
intervals nor the optimal energy generation per fueling
interval can be determined independently. In order to cir-
cumvent this iterative process the perspective taken in
this report is from the reactor analyst's standpoint where
the effect of refueling decisions on cycle energy is
analyzed and is followed by consideration of the length of
fueling interval as part of an economic analysis.
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2.2 Reactor Model Chosen for the Analysis of Variable Cycle
Energy
The effect of refueling decisions on cycle energy depends
on the specific reactor type considered as well as the oper-
ating history of the fuel loaded into that reactor. Since
an analysis of all commercial reactor types under all
operating histories is an impossible task for an analysis of
this nature, the decision was made to limit the analysis to
a typical class of pressurized water reactors (PWR) of approx-
imately 1000 MWe capacity. The Zion I PWR (13) designed
and built by Westinghouse and owned by the Commonwealth Edison
Company was chosen for this analysis. Although there are
differences between this type of PWR and other commercial
reactor types, the conclusions and insights gained in this
analysis can also be extended to these other reactor types
and sizes.
A general description of the Zion I PWR along with some
of its operating characteristics and engineering limits is
presented in Chapter 3. Some of the operating characteristics
that are described in Chapter 3 will be referred to in the
remaining sections of this chapter in order to describe more
clearly a few of the methods used to vary cycle energy.
2.3 Methods of Attaining Variable Cycle Energy
Under full power operation and normal operating conditions,
a pressurized water reactor becomes subcritical after all the
variable control poisons have been removed from the reactor
core. This point in operation for a reactor is called full-
power, reactivity-limited burnup of the cycle. The amount of
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thermal energy generated in the cycle up to this point is
called the energy potential of the cycle. For a pressurized
water reactor of the Zion type, normal operating conditions
for these definitions is operation with normal inlet moder-
ator temperature, pressure and flow rate, with all control
rods withdrawn during the entire cycle operation.
The following two sections describe various means for
varying the amount of energy generated per cycle. Discussed
in Section 2.3.1 are changes in operating conditions that
can change the amount of energy generated in a cycle even
though the energy potential for that cycle remains fixed,
Whereas, discussed in Section 2.3.2 are changes in the fuel
loading and fuel loading pattern in order to vary the energy
potential of the cycle.
2.3.1 Deviation from Normal Operating Conditions
As stated in the introduction to this section, under
normal operating conditions, the maximum amount of energy that
can be generated in a given cycle is limited to the energy
potential of that cycle. However, either more or less energy
can be generated if reactor operation is allowed to deviate
from these normal operating conditions. Methods of reactor
operation that cause the energy generated to vary are dis-
cussed in this section.
The easiest method of generating less than the energy
potential of a particular cycle is to shut the reactor down
for refueling before reactivity-limited burnup is reached.
This would appear to be a very uneconomical operating technique
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from a single reactor standpoint. However, in some cases
early shutdown has been found to be an economical operating
alternative if analyzed as part of a utility system operating
procedure. For example, a more economical operating proce-
dure might be to shut a reactor down for refueling just before
a peak energy demand period so as to avoid having to shutdown
during the peak demand period when replacement energy costs
are at their highest level. An analysis of the economics of
early refueling has already been the topic of a recent thesis
at M.I.T (29) and will not be considered in this thesis.
Operation of a reactor past the point of full-power
reactivity-limited burnup involves the addition of reactivity
by various operating techniques to maintain criticality for
a longer period of time. The most widely used method is
power coastdown where reactivity is gained by taking advantage
of the negative power coefficient of reactivity. By reducing
the core power level, the average fuel and moderator temper-
atures are lowered and reactivity is gained from the effect
of the negative fuel and moderator temperature coefficients
of reactivity that usually exist in light water reactors. An
analysis of the engineering and economic aspects of power
coastdown has also been the topic of a recent thesis at M.I.T.
(4) and will not be considered in this thesis.
Another method of extending reactor operation past
reactivity-limited burnup involves the reduction of the inlet
moderator temperature so as to gain reactivity, again from
the effect of the negative moderator temperature coefficient
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of reactivity. As opposed to the power coastdown technique,
this technique can allow reactor operation at full power.
However, this method, even more than the power coastdown
method, results in a reduced thermal efficiency of the re-
actor due to the reduced outlet moderator temperature.
Usually a combination of power reduction and inlet moderator
temperature reduction is used to extend reactor operation
past reactivity-limited burnup (9).
A method of extending reactor operation past reactivity.
limited burnup has been proposed by General Electric for
their boiling water reactors (BWR) (9). In this method
reactivity can be gained by a daily power-level cycling where
the reactor power level is changed on a 10 hour full power,
14 hour reduced power operating schedule so as to reduce the
average concentration of Xenon-135 in the core at full power.
Fuel mechanical integrity problems that result from power
cycling have apparently limited the use of this technique to
date. In theory, it would appear that this method of extending
reactor operation past reactivity-limited burnup could also be
applied to PWR operation if no problems arise with fuel integ-
rity.
Methods of reactor operation that can vary the actual
cycle energy generated are not considered in this thesis because
of the limited extent of a thesis and that the most important
of the methods have already been considered in recent theses.
This thesis is thus limited to considering methods of varying
the energy potential of a cycle as discussed in the following
section.
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2.3.2 Variable Fuel Loading Techniques
Under normal operating conditions the amount of energy
that can be generated before reaching full-power reactivity-
limited burnup can be varied only by changing the excess
reactivity contained in the core at the start of the cycle.
The normal method of changing this excess reactivity is to
change the number of fresh fuel assemblies (reload batch
size) to be loaded at the beginning of the cycle or the enrich-
ment of these assemblies or a combination of both.
Increasing either the reload batch size and/or increasing
the feed enrichment causes an increase in the excess reactivity
and thus in cycle energy potential. Conversely, decreasing
either the reload batch size and/or decreasing the feed enrich-
ment causes a decrease in the excess reactivity and thus in
cycle energy potential. A combination of an increase in reload
batch size and a decrease in feed enrichment, or vice versa,
could either increase or decrease the excess reactivity
depending on the particular combination considered.
Refueling schemes for PWR's normally charge a batch of
fuel having a single feed enrichment. However, for some
longer cycle lengths, Westinghouse has proposed fuel charges
that include two feed enrichments (22). The proposed method
charges most of the fresh assemblies at one enrichment and a
few assemblies at a reduced enrichment approximately 80% of
the first. This two-enrichment scheme is used for longer
cycle lengths where the charging of large batch sizes and
large feed enrichments would tend to cause large power peaks
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in some of the fresh fuel assemblies. A change from a single
feed enrichment to two feed enrichments with the same excess
reactivity, and loading the lower enrichment assemblies at
the positions in the core where the power peaking occurs is
employed to reduce these peaks to within acceptable limits.
This two-enrichment scheme does have this apparent advantage
but will not be covered in this thesis because of the multi-
tude of feed enrichment ratios and batch size combinations
possible with this scheme. However a further study is recom-
mended to determine whether or not this scheme can effectively
be used to increase cycle energy beyond a value that is
feasible with only a single feed enrichment.
Variations in the fuel loading pattern can change the
core excess reactivity since the reactivity worth of any assem-
bly is a function of its position in the core. However, any
significant variation in cycle energy obtained by this method
usually results in unacceptable power distributions with the
power peaking exceeding the acceptable limit. This was veri-
fied by making three power distribution and cycle depletion
calculations with the SIMULATE code, which is described in
Chapter 4, for the same fuel loading patterns. The results
illustrated in Figures * 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 show that fuel
*Figures of this type are used throughout this thesis. They
represent a horizontal cross section of a quarter of the Zion
core. The core centerline runs through the top row and the
left column of the blocks shown in the figure. Only a quarter
of a core is represented since fuel loading for the Zion class
reactors is usually performed employing quarter-core symmetry.
Each block represents a fuel assembly position and the infor-
mation given in each block is for the fuel assembly located
in that position. The heavy outline around some of the fuel
assembly blocks indicates that these assemblies are newly
charged at the beginning of the cycle that is described by
the figure.
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Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.3
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loading patterns that shift the power generation to either the
edge or the center of the core cause less than a 0.2% increase
in the current cycle energy. However, the energy sharing
between fuel batches and thus fuel burnup of these batches was
altered slightly and therefore these fuel loading variations
will cause energy variations in later cycles that may be
greater than the energy variation-in the current cycle. The
magnitude of these possible variations was not considered
in this thesis and is also recommended for further study.
This thesis is therefore limited to looking at variable
cycle energy that can be achieved by variations in either
batch size, enrichment or a combination of both. Variations
in cycle energy obtained with more than one feed enrichment
or by variation in the fuel loading pattern (the procedure
used in this thesis to obtain fuel loading patterns is de-
scribed in Section 3.2.3.2) are not considered.
2.4 Optimization of Variable Cycle Energy Potential
For a given reactor and fuel operating history of that
reactor, there are multiple combinations of reload batch
size and enrichment which could produce the same energy poten-
tial for the next cycle of the reactor. However, not all of
these combinations would be feasible because of engineering
limits placed on reactor operation and from among the feasible
combinations a combination can be found which would result
in minimum fuel cycle cost. The approach taken in analyzing
the engineering feasibility of reload batch size and enrich-
ment combinations is discussed in Section 2.4.1. The
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approach taken in calculating the unit fuel cycle cost of the
feasible alternatives is discussed in Section 2.4.2.
2.4.1 Engineering Feasibility of Variable Fuel Loading
A complete safety analysis must be performed for every
commercial nuclear power plant in the United States before
an operating license is- issued for that plant. This safety
analysis, of which the results are published as a Safety
Analysis Report to be submitted to the AEC for review, con-
sists of analysis of reactor components and operating perfor-
mance and procedures so as to limit reactor operation and
protect against potential accidents which might lead to
physical harm or excessive radiation exposure to plant per-
sonnel or the general public. This safety analysis is
performed both on the reactor components which are a permanent
part of the reactor as well as the initial fuel loading of
the reactor and resulting operating performance of this fuel.
Upon reactor refueling a revised safety analysis must be
performed for the new fuel loading and resulting operating
performance so as to assure continued safe operation of the
reactor.
Since this thesis is analyzing variable fuel loading
alternatives, only that part of the safety analysis that is
affected by the fuel loading variations need be considered.
For example, fixed reactor components such as the reactor
coolant system or the reactor instrumentation system have
been analyzed in the original safety analysis and need not
be considered in the safety analysis of reload alternatives.
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The fuel rod and fuel assembly mechanical designs also are
treated as fixed over the core lifetime and therefore engi-
neering limits placed on their use by the original safety
analysis should also remain fixed. However, the uranium
enrichment of these assemblies along with the number and
placement of these assemblies will differ for various reload
cores and these differences will affect the engineering safety
margins that exist during operation of these reload cores.
For this reason the Zion Final Safety Analysis Report (13)
was reviewed in order to determine which engineering safety
limits should be considered in this analysis of variable fuel
loading. The results of this review are presented in
Section 3.2 of this thesis.
Once the engineering safety limits that limit the vari-
ability of reload cores are known a model can be formulated
which will calculate with reasonable accuracy the engineering
parameters that are associated with each of these engineering
safety limits. The accuracy of this calculational model
should be tested against some known calculational results.
The model which was formulated to perform these calculations
for the Zion reactor is briefly described in Chapter 4. A
test of the accuracy of the model against the first cycle of
the Zion reactor is described in Section 5.1. The first
cycle of the Zion reactor was chosen for this test since the
reactor physics and engineering analysis for this cycle was
performed and reported by Westinghouse in the Zion Final
Safety Analysis Report.
The analysis of engineering safety margins for variable
fuel loadings is complicated by the fact that these margins
depend on the fuel remaining in the core from the previous
cycle as well as the reload fuel for the current cycle.
Consequently a detailed study on the engineering feasiblity
of reload cores will be strictly applicable only to the par-
ticular reactor's recent operational and fuel management
history. Since a study of every conceivable case would be
an impossible task, this analysis was limited to two parti-
cular cases believed to be representative of typical oper-
ating histories for large PWRIs.
The two sets of cases considered are variations from
steady-state cycles for two alternative refueling schemes
which result in approximately the same steady-state cycle
energy. Steady-state conditions were selected for the initial
state of the reactor, since this provided a common basis for
comparing the effects of different means for obtaining a dif-
ferent cycle energy change. Two modes of steady-state
operation were investigated to provide information concerning
the sensitivity of the results to the initial mode of reactor
operation. The first set of cases is a variation from a
steady-state cycle arrived at by refueling each cycle with
64 fuel assemblies (approximately 1/3 of the core) containing
3.20 w/o U-235 as proposed by Westinghouse for reactor oper-
ation past the first cycle of Zion. The second set of cases
is a variation from a steady-state cycle arrived at by
refueling each cycle with 48 assemblies (approximately 1/4
of the core) containing a feed enrichment which results in
a steady-state cycle energy approximately the same as the 64
assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 refueling case.
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The analysis performed to reach these steady-state cycles
is discussed in Chapter 5 while the analysis performed on the
variations from these steady-state cycles is discussed in
Chapter 6.
2.4.2 Economic Analysis of Variable Fuel Loading
As was discussed in the last section, many combinations
of reload batch size and enrichment exist that will allow
reactor operation within the engineering safety limits and
also produce the desired energy potential for the next cycle.
The usual optimization procedure is to choose from these
various combinations the combination that minimizes the fuel
cycle cost of that reactor. This economic optimization,
however, is complicated by the fact that the fuel cycle
cost for a particular fueling period of a nuclear plant is
coupled to both the fueling periods before and after the
period of interest. This coupling is a result of the nuclear
fuel batch loading procedure in which fuel costs are associ-
ated with fuel batches which reside in the reactor core over
many fueling periods. The costs associated with the nuclear
fuel are incurred both prior to fuel loading and after fuel
discharge.
The costs incurred prior to fuel loading in the reactor
result from
1. Purchase of U308 concentrates
2. Conversion of U3 0 to UF6
3. U-235 enrichment of the UF6
4. Conversion of the enriched UF6 to UO and fabrication
of the U02 into fuel rods and fuel aisemblies
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The costs incurred after fuel discharge result from
1. Shipping of spent fuel
2. Reprocessing of spent fuel and disposal of waste
products
3. Conversion of the uranium reprocessing product
UNH to UF6
4. Credits for uranium and plutonium
These costs are incurred at different points in time and
present-value techniques must be employed in the economic
analysis to allow for the carrying charges on these expendi-
tures.
Since this economic optimization is to be performed on
costs incurred for a particular fueling period, that portion
of each batch's costs applicable to the fueling period of
interest should be identified. Complicating the identification
of these costs is the fact that the future refueling and oper-
ating strategy of the reactor is not known and therefore the
complete burnup history of the batches in the core during the
period of interest is also not known. Realizing these com-
plications, one of the tasks of this thesis is to make approp-
riate assumptions about the future operational history of the
batches in question and to formulate a calculational model
that will perform this economic analysis. This economic cal-
culational model is discussed in Section 4.4.
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2.5 Thesis Objectives
In summary of this chapter, the objectives of this thesis
are to
1. Determine the engineering safety limits which might
limit reactor operation and therefore must be con-
sidered in the analysis of variable fuel loadings.
2. Formulate a calculational model which will calculate
with reasonable accuracy the engineering parameters
which are constrained by the engineering safety
limits placed on reactor operation and also calcu-
late the cycle energy potential for the particular
fuel loading.
3. Test the accuracy of the calculational model against
the first cycle of the Zion reactor for which the
reactor physics and engineering analysis has been
performed and reported by Westinghouse in the Zion
Final Safety Analysis Report.
4. Use the calculational model to determine feasible
fuel loading patterns, cycle energies, and fuel oper-
ating histories for two alternate fuel loading schemes
until steady-state conditions are reached.
5. Use the calculational model and the steady-state
cycles that were calculated to determine the effect
of variations in reload fuel on the cycle energy and
the engineering safety margins for the cycle following
each of the steady-state cycles.
6. Formulate an economic calculational model which will
calculate fuel cycle costs for a fueling period rather
than fuel cycle costs for a fuel batch.
7. Use this economic calculational model to calculate
and compare the fuel cycle costs for the variations
in reload fuel that were analyzed by the reactor
physics calculational model.
8. Generalize, if possible, the results of the above
analyzes to other possible fuel loading schemes.
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CHAPTER 3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MECHANICAL DESIGN,
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS AND SAFETY ANALYSIS OF
THE ZION REACTOR
3.1 General Description of the Zion Reactor
As discussed in Section 2.2, the Zion reactor was chosen
as the reference reactor for which the analysis on variable
cycle energy potential is to be performed. In the following
three sections a description of the Zion PWR is presented
along with a discussion of some of the operating characteristics
of the plant. In Section 3.1-.1 a brief description of the
mechanical design of the Zion reactor is presented. In Section
3.1.2 a discussion of some of the operating characteristics of
the Zion reactor which affect the core distribution and cycle
energy potential is presented. Finally, in Section 3-1-3 a
discussion of fuel loading patterns which are an important
factor in determining power distributions and thus power peak-
ing is presented.
3.1.1 Mechanical Description of the Zion Reactor
The generation of electricity by the Zion PWR is similar
to any other thermal power plant in that the reactor's basic
function is to generate high pressure, high temperature steam
to drive a turbine generator which produces electricity.
Figure 3.1, a cut-away view of the Zion pressure vessel inter-
nals and Figure 3.2, a horizontal cross section of the pres-
sure vessel internals are helpful in describing the specific
method of generating high pressure, high temperature steam
by the Zion reactor.
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Reactor Vessel Internals
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Figure 3.2
Core Cross Section
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Water at 530 F and 2250 psia enters the pressure vessel
from above the reactor core and flows down the outside of the
core between the core barrel and the core baffle. The water
is reversed in direction at the bottom of the pressure vessel
and flows through the reactor core where the heat from the
nuclear fission chain reaction is picked up. The heated water,
now at approximately 600 0F, flows out the side of the reactor
vessel to a heat exchanger where the steam for the turbine
generator is produced. The water completes its loop by trav-
eling through a pump and back to the reactor vessel.
The active fuel region of the Zion reactor consists of 193
fuel assemblies containing fuel rods of slightly enriched
uranium. The fuel assemblies, as shown in Figure 3.3, are
approximately 8.5 inches square, 12 feet in height, and contain
a 15 x 15 array of fuel rod positions. 204 of these positions
contain the fuel rods of enriched uranium while twenty of
these positions contain control rod guide tubes and one position
contains an instrumentation tube. Under normal operation
water completely surrounds the fuel rods, the control rod guide
and the instrumentation tubes.
The fuel rods are 0.422 inches in diameter with a clad
thickness of 0.0243 inches and each contains a stack of 0.6
inch high U02 fuel pellets to reach an approximate height of
12 feet. The first cycle fuel loading for the Zion reactor
contains assemblies having three different enrichments, 2.25,
2.80 and 3.30 w/o U-235, distributed in the core as shown in
Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4
Core Loading Arrangement
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In order to hold down the excess reactivity for the first
core so that the moderator temperature coefficient will remain
negative, burnable poison rods made of borosilicate glass are
distributed is some of the 2.80 and 3-30 w/o U-235 enriched
assemblies. These burnable poison rods are contained in the
control rod guide tubes, with some assemblies containing dif-
ferent number of rods, and are distributed throughout the core
as shown in Figure 3.5. As seen in this figure, the concen-
tration of burnable poison rods is greater in the center of
the core which helps flatten the power distribution. In this
same core without burnable poison rods the power distribution
would peak in the center of the core at a higher value.
A more complete listing of some of these mechanical design
parameters for the Zion reactor, as obtained from the Zion
Final Safety Analysis Report ( 13) and the Zion Reactor Design
Analysis Report, WCAP-7675, 1 is given in Appendix A.
3.1.2 Operating Characteristics of the Zion Reactor
An important part of this thesis is to determine the
effect of refueling decisions on the engineering safety margins
that will exist during reactor operation. These engineering
safety margins are directly related to the engineering safety
limits which are discussed in Section 3.2. Of the engineering
safety limits described in that section only a few, the maximum
power peaking, the maximum fuel pellet burnup and the limits
on fuel and moderater temperature coefficients are of interest
in this thesis. This section is presented in order to briefly
describe some of the operating characteristics of the Zion
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Figure 3.5
Distribution of Burnable Poison Rods -
Number of Burnable Poison Rods per Assembly
(1436 total)
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reactor which can affect these safety margins and thus must be
considered in the formulation of a model which will be used to
calculate these margins. A more extensive discussion of reactor
operating characteristics can be found in other books and jour-
nals (e.g. (17)(26)).
Commercial nuclear power reactors of the PWR and BWR types
are currently being designed to allow for full-power operation
for a period of about a year before refueling is required. In
reactor physics theory full-power operation or any constant-
power operation is maintained by keeping the effective multi-
plication factor, k eff, equal to 1.0. Ifk eff was allowed to
increase above 1.0 the reactor power level would increase
exponentially and, conversely, if keff were allowed to decrease
below 1.0 the reactor power level would decrease exponentially.
Equivalent to keeping keff equal to 1.0 is keeping the
reactivityJ, equal to 0.0, where reactivity is defined as:
Skef - 1 (3.1)
k eff
The excess reactivity (the reactivity that would exist if all
control poisons were removed from the core) of the core deter-
mines the length of time the reactor can operate at full power
before refueling is required. The excess reactivity which is
loaded into the core at each refueling is controlled (maintain
0.0) during reactor operation by either fixed or variable
control poisons.
For the Zion reactor fixed control in the form of burnable
poison rods, and variable control in the form of control rods
and soluble boron, are used to control the core reactivity.
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The variable control rods are used to control more rapid changes
in reactivity such as occurs with power level changes and reactor
shutdown. During normal operation these variable control rods
are usually withdrawn from the reactor since their presence
usually increases power peaking and causes non-uniform fuel
depletion. The fixed burnable poison rods and the variable
soluble boron are used to accommodate the long term reactivity
changes such as occurs with fissle isotope depletion and fission
product buildup.
The point in full-power reactor operation when the soluble
boron is completely removed from the core and all variable
control rods are also removed from the core is called full-
power, reactivity-limited burnup. At this point a further
reduction in reactivity due to fuel depletion can no longer
be compensated for by the removal of any control poison and
the reactor goes subcritical. Reactor operation beyond this
point is possible with certain non-normal operating procedures
such as were described in Section 2.3-1-
The presence of soluble boron in the reactor core has a
pronounced effect on the power distribution and isotope
depletion during normal operation. The effect of soluble
boron, which is distributed uniformly in the reactor core, on
the power distribution is to shift the power from the center
of the core, where the reactivity worth of the boron is the
largest, to the periphery of the core. This power shift can
be seen in Figure 3.6 where the XY power distribution for the
Zion reactor at the beginning of the first cycle is shown
both with and without soluble boron present.
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Figure 3~.6
Zion Reactor
Assembl7 Power Distribution With and Without
Soluble Boron
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These calculations were made with the LEOPARD-SIMULATE
computational model that is described in Chapter 4.
The effect of soluble boron on isotope depletion is a
direct result of the spectrum hardening that is caused by the
presence of the soluble boron. The spectrum hardening causes
an increase in the neutron absorption and fission of U-238 and
thereby results in an increase in plutonium production and a
decrease in U-235 depletion. This spectrum hardening effect can
be seen from two LEOPARD depletion calculations which were made
for the Zion fuel of 3.30 w/o U-235 enrichment. The two calcu-
lations were performed one with no soluble boron in the water
and one with 425 ppm soluble boron in the water which corresponds
to the average concentration of soluble boron in the first cycle
of the Zion reactor as predicted by Westinghouse. After 33,000
MWD/T fuel burnup , the Westinghouse predicted discharge burnup
for a steady-state cycle, the U-235 concentration was 2.9%
greater and the fissile plutonium concentration was 3.8% greater
for the LEOPARD fuel-cell depletion run with soluble boron.
These results indicate that the effect of soluble boron should
be included in the model that is used to calculate power dis-
tributions and cycle burnups for this analysis.
The deposition of heat in the reactor cooling water results
in a gradual decrease in the water density as it flows from the
bottom to the top of the core. This variation in water density
causes a similar variation in neutron moderation which results
in a power shift from the top to the bottom of the core.
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An example of this power shift is shown in Figure 3.7 where the
axial power shape of a single fuel assembly is shown as obtained
from two CITATION calculations that included or did not include
the water density variation. The peak-to-average power density
that is obtained from this figure is 10% greater for the calcu-
lation which accurately included the water density variation.
This result indicates that the axial variation in the water
density should be included in the model which is used to calcu-
late power distributions for this analysis.
3.1.3 Fuel Loading Patterns for the Zion Reactor
An important refueling decision which significantly affects
the core power distribution is the loading pattern of the fuel
and burnable poison rods in the reactor. The fuel and burnable
poison rod loading pattern and resulting power distribution as
predicted by Westinghouse for the first cycle of the Zion
reactor is shown in Figure 3.8. This "modified scatter" fuel
loading scheme places the highest enriched fuel assemblies along
the periphery of the core and scatters the remaining lower
enriched fuel assemblies in the interior of the core. In this
particular loading scheme the burnable poison rods are placed
in the two highest enrichment fuel lots.
The criterion used by Westinghouse to arrive at this load-
ing pattern appears to be to load the fuel and burnable poison
rods in order to maximize the average burnup of the fuel as-
semblies that are to be discharged at the end of this cycle
while maintaining the power peaking within certain design limits.
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Figure 3.8
Zion Reactor
First Cycle Fuel and Burnaible Poison Rod
Loading and Assembly Powe-eDistribution
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In this particular loading pattern the burnable poison rods
were not placed in the 2.25 w/o U-235 fuel assemblies since
these assemblies are scheduled to be discharged at the end of
the first cycle and maximum burnup was desired in these as-
semblies. Also evident from the burnable poison rod loading
pattern for this cycle is that a redistribution of the burnable
poison rods could have been performed which would have reduced
the radial power peak. For example, burnable poison rods could
have been shifted to the assembly which experiences the peak
(position EE) in order to reduce the power in that assembly.
For the cycles after the first cycle of Zion, Westinghouse
markets a refueling scheme which discharges 64 fuel assemblies
that have achieved the greatest burnup (the 2.25 w/o U-235
enrichment assemblies after the first cycle) and loads 64 fresh
fuel assemblies of 3.20 w/o U-235. Since fuel reloads are a
competitive commercial service, detailed information on the
loading patterns for these reloads are not generally available
except to customers. Some details on the loading patterns for
the Westinghouse reload cores have been released and apparently
the same fuel management criterion appears to apply for these
reloads as applied for the first cycle fuel loading. This
criterion, repeated for emphasis, is to load the fuel assemblies
and burnable poison rods in order to maximize the average burnup
of the fuel assemblies that are to be discharged at the end of
the current cycle while maintaining power peaking within certain
design limits. Using this loading criterion is reasonable since
maximizing fuel discharge burnup certainly minimizes unit fuel
cycle costs, everything else being equal.
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The actual use of this criterion for reload cores is
substantiated by the information presented in Figure 3.9 which
was taken from a Westinghouse report (6). Shown in this figure
is a fuel loading scheme for a reload core of a Zion type
reactor and the resulting power distribution. From experience
gained in finding loading patterns for this thesis, as described
in Section 6.2, a more-flattened power distribution could have
been obtained for this fuel loading by shuffling some of the
once irradiated fuel assemblies toward the fresh fuel thereby
allowing the fresh fuel to increase its fraction of power gen-
eration. A decrease in the power peaking would result at the
expense of a reduction in the average burnup of the assemblies
that are to be discharged at the end of the current cycle.
Notice that the checkerboard scattering of the assemblies in
the interior of the core, as was used in the first cycle, is
not present in this reload core. The absence of this checker-
board loading pattern is consistant with fuel shuffling criteria
arrived at in this thesis and discussed in Section 6.2.
One difference between the fuel loading of the first cycle
and later cycles of the Zion type reactor is the absence of
burnable poison rods in the reload batches for the later cycles.
Apparently, burnable poison rods are no longer needed.to main-
tain a negative moderator temperature coefficient and fuel
loading patterns can be found to maximize fuel discharge burn-
up while still keeping the power peaking within operating limits.
Actually, an economic trade-off exists between the cost of adding
burnable poison rods and the savings that can be achieved by
maximizing fuel discharge burnup.
Figure 3.9
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Most likely the economics favored the elimination of burnable
poison rods for the reload fuel batches.
3.2 Discussion of the Safety Analysis Performed for the Zion
Reactor
As discussed in Section 2.4.1, a safety analysis must be
performed for every reload core of a nuclear power reactor in
order to assure continued safe operation of that reactor. This
revised safety analysis should consider all changes in the
operating performance of the reactor that might affect the
engineering safety margins for that reactor. If the basic
reactor components and the fuel mechanical design remain fixed
for the reload cores then the revised safety analysis for the
reload cores need not repeat the original safety analysis that
was performed on these components'. However, changes in the
reload core such as the reload batch size, the reload enrichment
and the fuel loading pattern can affect the engineering safety
margins and therefore the effect of these changes on the engi-
neering safety margins should be considered in the revised
safety analysis.
A review of the Zion Final Safety Analysis Report was
performed in order to determine which engineering limits should
be considered in the analysis of variable fuel loading. The
basic reactor components, and the fuel rod and fuel assembly
mechanical designs, were assumed to be fixed so that only the
effect of changes in the fuel batch size, the fuel enrichment
and the fuel loading pattern were considered. The results of
this review of the Zion Final Safety Analysis Report is
presented in Section 3.2.1.
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Since a complete safety analysis for every reload core
considered in this analysis is beyond the resources of this
thesis, a simplified analysis is performed which calculates
some of the engineering parameters which are directly related
to the safety margins for reload cores. A discussion of the
safety analysis that should be performed for reload cores is
presented in Section 3.2.2. A discussion of the simplified
safety analysis performed for the reload cores considered in
this thesis is presented in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.1. Review of the Zion Final Safety Analysis Report
3.2.1.lReactor Design Criteria and Design Limits
The design criteria for the Zion Nuclear Power Plant are
(13)
presented in Section 3 of the Zion Final Safety Analysis Report-
A single criterion, the Reactor Core Design Criterion, provides
a basis from which all other criteria for the plant can be derived.
The Reactor Core Design Criterion is stated as follows:
Criterion: The reactor core with its related controls and
protection systems shall be designed to function
throughout its design lifetime without exceeding
acceptable fuel damage limits which have been
stipulated and justified. The core and related
auxiliary system designs shall provide this
integrity under all expected conditions of normal
operation with appropriate margins for uncertain-
ties and for specified transient situations which
can be anticipated.
This criterion stipulates that the reactor core must be designed
to function throughout its design lifetime without exceeding
acceptable fuel damage limits. The core design lifetime, as
used in this criterion, includes operation under normal
conditions with appropriate margins for uncertainty as well as
operation under anticipated transient conditions. Anticipated
transients include the loss of reactor coolant flow, loss of
normal feedwater, loss of off-site power, startup of an inactive
reactor coolant loop, loss of external electric load as well as
other transients of less serious consequences.
Acceptable fuel damage limits, as referred to in the above
design criterion, ensure the integrity of the fuel cladding by
preventing excessive fuel swelling, excessive clad heating, and
excessive cladding stress and strain. These design limits, as
stated in the Zion Final Safety Analysis Report, are
a) Minimum DNB ratio equal to or greater
than 1.30.
b) Fuel center temperature below melting
point of U02'
c ) Internal gas pressure less than the
nominal external pressure (2250 psia)
even at the end of life.
d) Clad stresses less than the Zircaloy
yield strength (as irradiated)
e) Clad strain less than 15.
f) Cumulative strain fatigue cycles less
than 80% of design strain fatigue life.
(as irradiated)
Recent concern over the effectiveness of the Emergency
Core Cooling System has resulted in an additional design limit
on the peak fuel cladding temperature. The design limit on the
fuel cladding temperature, as imposed by the AEC's Interim
Acceptance Criteria (31) is
g) Peak fuel cladding temperature less than
2300 OF.
In addition to the Core Design Criterion stated above,
other design criteria are presented in Section 3 of the Zion
Final Safety Analysis Report.
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These design criteria, which are only listed in this section,
expand on some of the functions of the reactor protection
systems. These additional design criteria include the
Suppression of Power Oscillations
Redundancy of Reactivity Control
Reactivity Hot Shutdown Capability
Reactivity Shutdown Capability
Reactivity Holddown Capability
Reactivity Control System Malfunction
Maximum Reactivity Worth of Control Rods
These design criteria result in the following design
limits
a) Power oscillations which could cause damage in
excess of acceptable fuel damage limits shall
not be possible or shall be readily suppressed.
b) The reactivity control systems shall be capable
of making and holding the core subcritical by
at least 1% Ak/k from any mode of operation
associated with steady state or anticipated
transient operation.
c) This capability, as stated in b, shall be
sufficiently fast to prevent the exceeding of
acceptable fuel damage limits assuming the
most reactive control rod fully withdrawn and
assuming a 10% uncertainty in the control rod
worth calculations.
d) The reactivity worth of individual control rods
shall be limited so that the maximui reactivity
insertion rate is less than 8 x 10~ Ak/sec.
assuming that two of the highest worth control
groups are accidently withdrawn at maximun speed.
A brief description of the analysis performed in order to
ensure that these design limits are not exceeded is presented
in Section 3.2.1.2.
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3.2.1.2 Reactor Safety Analysis and Engineering Safety
Limit s.
A safety analysis was performed for the first cycle of
the Zion reactor in order to demonstrate that the core design
will satisfy the core design criteria as presented -in the pre-
ceeding section. The core design criteria stipulate that certain
design limits must not be exceeded during either normal operation
or during anticipated transients of the reactor. These limits
apply during the entire lifetime of the core and an analysis must
be performed which assures reactor operation within these limits
during the entire lifetime.
Since an analysis of safety margins for normal operations as
well as for anticipated transients for every point in a core life-
time is an impossible task, the safety canalysis is limited to
analyzing certain significant cases.. These cases are selected
with knowledge of reactor operating characteristics and with
experience from previous reactor calculations and they are chosen
to include cases which are expected to result in minimum safety
margins. A typical case assumes the reactor is at some steady-
state operation at some particular point in the core lifetime
when one of the anticipated transients is postulated to occur.
The analysis for this case assumes conservative values for the
pertinent reactor parameters and follows the response of the
reactor core and protection systems to the transient. Reactor
parameters are calculated during the transient and are compared
with design limits to show that adequate safety margins exist.
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Obviously, if adequate safety margins do not exist changes are
made in the core design or in allowable operating conditions so
as to obtain the required safety margins.
An analysis of this type usually leads to certain engi-
neering parameters which have a direct correlation with the
safety margins for the reactor analyzed. With these correlations
known appropriate limits are set for these parameters to be
followed during reactor operation so as to assure operation
within the reactor design limits.
For the first core of the Zion reactor the nuclear hot
N N
channel factors, F and FH, that exist during normal operation
were determined to have a direct correlation with the reactor
design limits that were presented in the preceeding section.
The Nuclear Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor,FQNYis defined as
maximum local fuel rod linear power density divided by the average
fuel rod linear power density, assuming nominal fuel pellet and
N
rod dimensions. FQ for the Zion reactor can be expressed as
FN = FN - FN F N
Q Z XY U (3.2)
where
N
FZ = core axial peaking factor which is
sometimes expressed as F N F
Z,HOM GRID
NFZ3HOM = core axial peaking factor assuming the
grid spacers are homogenized in the
axial direction.
FN = grid spacer factor which accounts for
GRID the increased axial peaking due to
the presence of grid spacers.
N_
FXY = radial peaking factor.
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FUN = uncertainty factor. If FQN is measured
FUN is the uncertainty in the monitoring
system and if F Nis alcuated N iSU
the uncertainty in the calculational model.
The 'Nucilear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel :Factor., F4j, is
defined -as the ratio :of the integral of the l'iear power along
the :rod with the highest integrated .power to the average inte-
grated rod ,power-, ;assuming nominal fuel pellet -and rod
dimensions. F N for the Zion reactor aan ihe expressed as
AH
-F4N zPe ak
FH q dz Rod . F 3)
H (q Avg)
Where
'dz Peak
q z Rod integral of the rod linear power
for the rod -.with ;the highest -integrated
rod power.
H core height
q 'Avg = average rod linear heat rate
FUN = uncertainty -factor
The analysis performed for .the Zion reactor, as described
in the Zion Final Safety Analysis Report, determined that if
at full-power
F N < 2.71
FAN 1.58AH
then adequate safety margins exist for reactor operation within
the reactor design limits. The analysis also determined limits
on F N and F N for reduced power ope-ration. In general, theQ AH
maximum allowable values for FQN and FAH increases with a decrease
in reactor power level. Therefore, since the limits on FQN and
F N are more limiting at full-power operation, only these full-
power limits were considered in this analysis.
These limits on F N and F N apply throughout the lifetimeQ A
of the core but are found to be most limiting during anticipated
transients that are analyzed at the beginning of the cycle.
The limit on F N of 2.71 (determined before the AEC'sQ
Interim Acceptance Criteria was imposed) was set as a result
of the analysis of an overpower transient in which the maximum
fuel pellet power density was high enough to cause the fuel
centerline temperature to approach the melting temperature of the
fuel. This limit on F N was found to be most limiting at the
Q
beginning of the cycle when the amount of stored energy in the
fuel pellets is at its maximum. Clad creepdown which increases
with fuel exposure causes an increase in the heat conductance
through the fuel-clad gap and thus a decrease in the stored
energy of the fuel. The tendency of power peaks to burn them-
selves down results in a decrease in the magnitude of F N and
thus also in the stored energy of the fuel with fuel exposure.
However, the fuel pellet thermal conductivity decreases with
fuel exposure resulting in an increase in the stored energy of
the fuel. The overall result however is dominated by the
decrease in stored energy with fuel exposure and thus a decrease
in the fuel centerline temperature with fuel exposure
The limit on F N was set as a result of the analysis of
&H
the loss of coolant flow transient in which the limit on the
minimum DNBR is approached during the transient.
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This limit on F N was found to be most limiting at the beginning
of the cycle when F N has its highest value. As with local power
AH
peaks, the fuel rod peak power also tends to burn itself down
resulting in a lower F N with increased fuel exposure.
AH
The -safety limits on FQN and F4g preszented above were
those determined for the Zion reactor as reported in the Zion
Final Safety Analysis Report. Since that report was issued
changes in these limits have been made as a result of new
analyses. These new analyses were necessary in order to consider
the effect of the added limit on the peak cladding temperature
(a result of the Interim Acceptance Criteria for the evaluation
of the effectiveness of the Emergency Core Cooling System) and
the effect of the recently disc-overed fuel densification.
The concern over the effectivenes-s of the Emergency Core
Cooling System resulted in a re-evaluation of the Ioss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) using the limit of 230OOF for the peak clad
temperature. The minimum safety margin associated with this
peak clad temperature was found to occur for a double-ended
guillotine break of a cold leg of the coolant system. The
analysis performed for the transient associated with this break
resulted in a new limit for the peak local linear power and thus
Nfor FQ. At the BOL the local linear power was limited, as a
result of this analysis, to 17.2 kw/ft (4)resulting in a new
limit on FQN for full-power operation of
FQN - 2.38
Since the Zion-I reactor, as designed, could not meet this limit
on FQN at the BOL the reactor was restricted to operation at a
reduced power level of 91.3fo of full power with a limit on FN of
FQN S- 2.62
With reactor operation the average fuel temperature decreases
because of clad creepdown and consequently a higher peak local
fuel rod power is allowed with increased fuel burnup . After
approximately 3000 effective full-power hours (EFPH) of operation
the limit on the peak local fuel rod power increases enough to
allow full-power operation with the same limit on FQN of
F Q 2.62
This new limit on FQN assumes an excore detection system is used
to monitor the axial power tilt and that the axial offset (the
difference between the detector current reading at the top of
the core and the detector current reading at the bottom of the
core) is maintained between -12% and +6%. The effects of fuel
densification were also included in the analysis for deter-
mining this new limit.
The effects of fuel densification were analyzed(34 )for
the overpower transient and the loss of coolant flow transient
that were found to be the most limiting transients in the
original Zion Final Safety Analysis Report. A power spike
factor, S(Z) was added to the expression for F N resulting in
FQN MAX PN(Z).S(Z) N N
where
PN(Z) = axial power shape factor.
S(Z) = axial .power spike augmentation factor
associated with the fuel pellet gap
that occurs with fuel densification.
S(Z) was found to be approximately a linear function of the
core height increasing from a value of 1.0 at the bottom of
the core to a value of 1.18 at the top of the core.
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The effect of this factor is to reduce the allowable value for
PN(Z) for a given limit on FQN. The new analysis for the over-
power transient, including the effects of fuel densification,
resulted in a limit on FQN greater than that determined for
the analysis of the LOCA. Therefore the postulated LOCA
accident is now the most limiting transient for peak local
fuel rod power resulting in the limit for F N of 2.62 as given
in the previous paragraphs.
The effects of fuel densification did not affect
the analys-1,s of the loss of coolant flow transient and there-
N27)
fore the limit on F . However, as a result of another analys 7AR
N
the value of the nuclear uncertainty factor, FU , as applied to
FAH was changed from 1.10 to 1.08 resulting in a new limit on
N of
FAH
F N ' 1.55
The analyses that were performed to determine the limiting
values for FQN and F4N were performed on transients that occur
at the beginning of the cycle. In the analysis of these tran-
sients certain assumptions were made for the values of the fuel
and moderator temperature coefficients. At the beginning of
the cycle, at full power the following conservative values were
assumed
fuel temperature = -. 7 x 10~4 y/OF
coefficient
moderator temperature 
-- 3 X 10~ A?/OFcoefficient
A decrease (more negative) in the values of these coefficient
would result in greater safety margins for the analysis per-
formed.
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The values of these coefficients do decrease with fuel exposure
so these conservative values that were assumed for these coef-
ficients can actually be considered safety limits for these
coefficients.
One additional reactor parameter that can also be considered
a safety limit is the reactivity shutdown margin. As discussed in
the previous section the minimum shutdown margin of 1%&k/k must
be available under all conditions.
These limits on FQN and FA and the assumed limits on the
temperature coefficients and the reactivity shutdown margin form
a set of engineering safety limits which are to be followed for
the first cycle of the Zion reactor. The engineering parameter
that are associated with these limits also form a set of para-
meters which are used to analyze the variations in safety margins
that exist for various reload cores of the Zion reactor as discus-
sed in the following section.
A summary of these limits is presented in Table 3.1. Included
in this table are the limits orginally found from the Zion Final
Safety Analysis Report and the current limits found after consider-
ing the effects of the new limit on peak clad temperature and fuel
densification.
3.2.2 Required Safety Analysis for Reload Cores
A revised safety analysis is required for all reload cores of
the Zion reactor. This revised analysis performs the same type of
transient analyses as described in Section 3.2.1.2 for the first
core and must assure reactor operation within the same design.
limits as presented in Section 3.2.1.1. The revised safety
analysis is performed on the new fuel loading and results in
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Table 3.1
Engineering Safety Limits for the First
Cycle of the Zion Reactor
Safety Limits
Fuel Temperature
Coefficient (Af/*F)
Moderator Temperature
Coefficient (Af/*F)
Reactivity Shutdown
Margin (Ak/k)
Nuclear Hot Channel Factors
at full power
FN
F N
AH
FSAR (l)
* -0.7 x 104
S-0-3 X 1'r
Current (Q4)
-4: -0.7 x 10~
0-3-x 10~0
2 1%
2.71
1-58
(10% nuclear
uncertainty)
S 2.38 at BOL
gradually in-
creasing to
tS 2.62
after approxi-
mately 3000
EFPH
1.55(8% nuclear
uncertainty)
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safety limits similar to those found for this first core as
described in Section 3.2.1.2. However, since the fuel load-
ing has changed and many of the assumptions for some of the
engineering parameters have changed, new values may be
determined for these safety limits.
In addition to the engineering parameters described in
the last section one more engineering parameter becomes
important in the consideration of safety limits for the re-
load cores of the Zion reactor. This parameter is the
maximum fuel burnup which is directly related to the fuel
design limits for internal gas pressure, clad stress and
clad strain. Since only fresh fuel is loaded into the
first core of the Zion reactor this fuel doesn't achieve a
high enough burnup in the first cycle to approach any of
the design limits on the fuel. However, some of this fuel
is retained for additional cycles and fuel burnup high
enough to approach the design limits can occur in this fuel
in later cycles.
A limit for the maximum fuel burnup for the Zion type
fuel has not been reported by Westinghouse. In the Zion
Final Safety Analysis Report the position taken was that
additional experience was needed from operating reactors
before a limit could be set for the maximum fuel burnup.
However, it was expected that the fuel could be irradiated
to peak burnup of approximately 60,000 MWD/T before any
design limits might be exceeded. More recently Westinghouse
has reported (35) that a maximum fuel burnup of approxi-
mately 50,000 MWD/T is more typical of a possible limit on
fuel burnup for their fuel.
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3.2.3 Simplified Safety Analysis for Reload Cores
Since a complete safety analysis for every reload core
considered in this analysis is beyond the resources of this
thesis, a simplified analysis is performed which calculates
some of the engineering parameters which are directly related
to the safety margins for reload cores. A comparison of these
engineering parameters for alternate refueling schemes gives a
relative indication of the safety margins that exist for these
alternate schemes. The engineering parameters considered in
this simplified analysis are given in Section 3.2.3.1. The
value of some of these engineering parameters depends on the
loading pattern used in the analysts so the method of deter-
mining loading patterns for the reload cores considered is
described in Section 3.2.3.2.
3.2.3.1 Significant Engineering Parameters
From the review of the Zion Final Safety Analysis Report
certain engineering parameters were determined to be directly
related to engineering safety margins for reload cores. The
relevant engineering parameters were
F N
Q
F N
AH
fuel temperature coefficient
moderator temperature coefficient
reactivity shutdown margin
maximum fuel burnup
From these parameters F N, F , moderator temperature coefficient
and the maximum fuel burnup are easily calculated for the various
reload cores considered in this thesis.
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The model formulated to calculate these parameters is briefly
described in Chapter 4.
The values of the parameters F N and F N for the reload
AH
cores considered in this thesis strongly depend on the fuel
loading patterns used for these reload cores. Because of this,
a procedure was developed for determining fuel loading patterns
which gave relatively flat power distributions. Only with a
procedure of this type could a fair comparison be made of the
parameters F N and F N for alternate reload cores. The procedureQ AH
developed for determining fuel loading patterns for this thesis
is described in the following section.
The calculation of the fuel temperature coefficient and the
reactivity shutdown margin for the various reload cores considered
in this thesis involves methods beyond the scope of this thesis.
A study of the variation in these parameters with variable fuel
loading is recommended for future work.
In summary, this analysis is limited to calculating the
following engineering parameters
F NQ
F N
AH
moderator temperature coefficient
maximum fuel burnup
for the various reload cores considered in this thesis.
3.2.3.2 Fuel Loading Patterns
A procedure for determining fuel loading patterns is required
for the reload cores considered in this thesis. A general
criterion for determining optimal fuel loading patterns, as appeared
to be used for the Zion reactor, was presented in Section 3.1.3.
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This criterion was to load the fuel and burnable poison rods in
order to maximize the average burnup of the fuel assemblies that
are to be discharged at the end of this cycle while maintaining
the power peaking within certain design limits. In order to find
fuel loading patterns that satisfy this criterion a large number
of feasible loading patterns would have to be analyzed. In order
to reduce the number of fuel loading patterns considered in this
thesis a simplified criterion is desired for finding these load-
ing patterns.
The reload cores analyzed in this thesis can be divided into
two distinct groups. The first group contains the reload cores
for the transient cycles for the two alternate combinations of
reload batch size and feed enrichments considered in this
analysis. The second group contains the reload cores for the
variations in cycle energy potential from the steady-state cycles
that were obtained from the transient cycle analyses. In order
to reduce the amount of effort required in determining fuel
loading patterns for these two groups of reload cores, the
actual fuel loading pattern criterion used for each group can
be made a function of the objectives for considering each group.
The objective of the transient cycle analyses is to find
steady-state cycles to be used as the reference cycle for the
variation in energy potential. Finding optimal fuel loading
patterns for the reload cores of these cycles is not an important
objective of this analysis. Thus determining feasible fuel
loading patterns rather than optimal fuel loading patterns should
be a sufficient fuel loading pattern criterion for these reload
cores.
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Feasible fuel loading patterns as used here are fuel loading
patterns for which the engineering safety limits are not
exceeded. Since, of the safety limits described in Section
N N
3.2.1.2 only F and FAH depend significantly on the fuel
loading pattern, the relevant limits for feasibility are
F QN~ 2.38
F N 1.55AH
for full-power operation.
One of the objectives of the analysis on reload cores for
the variations in cycle energy potential is to determine the
relative safety margins that would exist for the alternate
fuel loadings. For these reload cores a desirable fuel load-
ing pattern criterion would be to obtain the fuel loading
pattern that results in maximum reactor safety margins. As
discussed in Section 3.2.1.2, maximum safety margins should
N adFN
correspond to minimum values for FN and FAH as well as maximumQH
or minimum values for other engineering parameters. Thus for
the reload cores for the variations in cycle energy potential
the fuel loading pattern criterion used in this thesis is to
NN
obtain fuel loading patterns which minimize F N and F&H The
actual procedure used to obtain these fuel loading patterns is
described in Section 6.2.
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CHAPTER 4
REACTOR ANALYSIS METHODS AND COMPUTER CODES
4.1 General Description of In-Core Reactor Analysis Methods
In order to determine the values of the nuclear parameters
which relate to the various engineering constraints as dis-
cussed in Chapter 3, various reactor analysis methods and
computer codes have been developed. In simplest terms the
problem of in-core analysis consists of determining the distri-
bution of neutrons both spatially and energy-wise as a function
of time along with the neutron reaction rates of all isotopes
present in the reactor. The neutron reaction rates, or
cross sections as called by the nuclear industry are generally
determined from experiments and reactor data. They are con-
tinuously being updated by the Brookhaven National Laboratory
and are published for distribution under the name of ENDF/B
(20) cross section set.
The theory of neutron transport in a heterogeneous
medium such as a reactor core has been developed and in its
most detailed form is described by the Boltzmann Transport
Equation as given in Equation (4.1).
'- 7+(_, E,JQ) + ET (r,E) +(r, Ef) (4.1)
= S(r, E,..) + Emax FdE'fdS1' (r, E'-+E,2-->.) #(', E',SQ)
On the left side of the equation the first term is the
neutron leakage and the second term the neutron collision
rate. On the right side of the equation the first term is
a source term and the second term represents neutrons coming
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from scattering collisions or fissions from different
energies and directions.
The solving of this equation for a heterogeneous reactor
in all the ENDF/B cross section groups is an impossible
task and has led the nuclear industry to make numerous approx-
imations to the Boltzmann Transport Equation that enables it
to be solved in reasonable time with the help of a high speed
computer. Even with the approximations that are made, the
analysis is still usually broken down into a number of
smaller parts and then joined together for the final solution.
The most commonly used theory to reduce the Boltzmann
Equation to a solvable problem is diffusion theory which
essentially eliminates the angular dependence in the Boltzmann
Equation and discretizes the space and energy dfimensions into
spatial mesh regions and energy groups. Even the solution
of the neutron distribution in every distinct material region
in a reactor is too time consuming for the computers presently
in use, so certain regions in a reactor are homogenized and
equivalent cross sections are determined so as to preserve
the total reaction rates. The process of isolating individual
regions and calculating equivalent cross sections in few
energy groups is pe.rformed with integral transport codes of
which the most widely used for PWR's is LASER (30) and
LEOPARD (5). The LEOPARD code which was used in this thesis
is described briefly in Section 4.2.
The homogenized cross section data as obtained from
either LASER or LEOPARD is then used as input to the finite
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difference diffusion theory codes such as CITATION (19),
PDQ-5 (10) or PDQ-7 (11) in order to obtain the entire
core neutron distributions and reaction rates. CITATION
was used for some of the calculations in this thesis and
is briefly described in Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
Reactor calculations with diffusion theory codes are
presently being used in the nuclear industry for design
calculations for nuclear power reactors. However, even
for a single reactor, for a single point of time they are
very time consuming and are therefore not practical for
scoping calculations in which many cycles and many vari-
ations in fuel loadings are to be considered. For this
reason and for the reason that the accuracy of a scoping
calculation need not be as great as a design calculation,
computer codes which make further approximations to dif-
fusion theory have been developed.
One group of codes which is in this category is the
nodal theory codes of which FLARE (16) is the most
widely known commercially available code. These codes
reduce the spatial problem to a single point per fuel
assembly in the XY plane and approximately twelve points
in the axial direction and reduce the energy distribution
to only a single energy group. The input cross section
data and thermal hydraulic feedback information are fit
to polynomial correlations as a function of various
nuclear parameters which are then used to calculate
reactor power distributions and depletion rates. These
codes lack the rigorous analysis of the diffusion
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theory codes however they do provide a tool which if used
carefully can provide reasonably accurate results for
scoping type calculations. SIMULATE (18) is a nodal theory
code which is based on this theory and was used in this
thesis. SIMULATE is described in more detail in Sections
4.3.3 and 4.3.4.
There are many other codes which have been developed for
use in multiple cycle analysis for utility system optimization
calculations which are much faster than SIMULATE in calcu-
lating power distributions and cycle depletion. However,
these codes generally have approximations which leave out
many of the details such as power peaking and fuel pellet
burnup which are needed for the type of analysis performed in
this thesis so that they could not be used in this thesis.
4.2 Neutron Energy Spectrum and Microscopic Cross Section
Calculations
4.2.1 Description of Leopard Calculations
The LEOPARD computer code is used to compute the neutron
energy spectrum for a heterogeneous region of a reactor and
to calculate equivalent cross sections to be used in the homo-
genized regions of either the diffusion theory or nodal theory
codes. Depletion effects are also determined by using the
calculated neutron energy spectrum to deplete the input iso-
topes for a period of time specified in the input to the code.
This procedure is repeated for as many burnup steps as desired
to obtain the equivalent cross sections as a function of fuel
burnup for the estimated life of the nuclear fuel.
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The LEOPARD code was specifically written to perform its
calculations on fuel pin cells typical of BWR and PWR fuel
rods presently in commercial use. The fuel cell geometry used
in LEOPARD, as shown in Figure 4.1, consists of a cylindrical
fuel region which is surrounded by annular regions of clad,
moderator and an "extra" region. The "extra" region is
generally used to account for that portion of a reactor core
that contains the water gaps or holes and structural material.
A single LEOPARD run using this geometrical model can be
performed for each of the three enrichment fuel assemblies of
the Zion reactor as were described in Section 3.1.1.
For the Zion fuel assembly the LEOPARD super-cell geometry
consists of the fuel, clad and equivalent annular moderator
region as exists for a fuel pin in the interior of the assembly.
The LEOPARD "extra"region is used to account for the RCC water
holes, zircalQy control-rod followers, water gaps between
assemblies and the inconel assembly grid spacers.
LEOPARD contains a built-in multigroup microscopic cross
section library so that cross sections such as the ENDF/B
set do not have to be provided as input. The cross sections
used in LEOPARD are actually a processed set of the ENDF/B
set that is obtained through a code called SPOTS (5). Thus,
the only input required for LEOPARD is the region dimensions,
material compositions and region temperatures. The code
automatically thermally expands the materials depending on
the input temperatures and uses the expanded material number
densities in its spectrum calculations.
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Figure 4.21
LEOPARD Super-Cell Geometry
- Fuel Region
Clad Region
Moderator Region
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LEOPARD calculates the neutron energy spectrum for the
super-cell model of the fuel assembly with a modified
MUFT-SOFACATE model. The MUFT (8) model calculates the fast
spectra in 54 energy groups and collapses microscopic cross
sections to 3 energy groups over the range of 0.625 eV to
10.0 MeV. Since the neutron mean free path is much larger
than the typical super-cell dimensions in this energy range
the super-cell is homogenized to perform a zero dimensional
spectra calculation. The three fast energy groups are further
collapsed to one fast group for use in a two-group diffusion
theory model.
The SOFACATE (3) model calculates the thermal spectra
in 172 energy groups and collapses microscopic cross sections
to a single thermal group over the range of 0 to 0.625 eV.
In this thermal energy range the mean free path of neutrons
is on the order of the size of the fuel cell so that a homo-
genization of the region is no longer a valid approximation.
For this reason the LEOPARD procedure in the thermal energy
range is to determine energy dependent disadvantage factors
using a method similar to the Amouyal-Benoist-Horowitz
procedure (2) and to use these disadvantage factors to modify
the microscopic cross sections in each of the 172 thermal
energy groups. These modified cross sections are then used
in the collapsing procedure in order to obtain the single
thermal energy group microscopic cross section set.
The printed output from LEOPARD contains a summary of
the input, the collapsed microscopic cross sections along with
other useful information such as the infinite multiplication
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factor (koo), macroscopic cross sections and isotope con-
version rates.
The LEOPARD runs that are necessary to obtain the input
for CITATION and SIMULATE are slightly different and are
therefore described separately in the following two sections.
Listings of sample input decks can be found in Appendix B.
4.2.2 LEOPARD Calculations to Obtain Input Data for
CITATION
The CITATION computer code, described in Section 4.3.1,
was used in this thesis to calculate two-demensional (X,Y)
power distributions for either an entire core, a group of
fuel assemblies or a single fuel assembly. The CITATION code
was also used to calculate fuel depletion for both the group
of assemblies or single assembly configurations.
Some of the required input for these CITATION calcu-
lations was obtained from appropriate LEOPARD calculations as
described in the next few paragraphs. The basic input for
these LEOPARD calculations such as the material concentrations,
region dimensions and region temperatures was obtained from
either the Zion Final Safety Analysis Report (13) or the Zion
Reactor Design Analysis Report, WCAP-7675 (1). Selected
data from these reports is reproduced in Appendix A for refer-
ence.
The input required from LEOPARD for the non-depletion
calculation is macroscopic cross sections obtained from LEOPARD
runs made with an average power density, average moderator
density and appropriate fuel burnup and soluble boron concen-
tration.
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The input required from LEOPARD for the depletion
calculations is homogenized isotope number densities and
microscopic cross sections obtained from LEOPARD runs again
with average power density, average moderator density and
appropriate fuel burnup and soluble boron concentration.
The microscopic cross sections required by the CITATION
depletion calculation are the printed LEOPARD microscopic
cross sections modified by the appropriate thermal dis-
advantage factors so as to obtain the flux-weighted micro-
scopic cross sections that will conserve reaction rates in
the homogenized CITATION representation of the unit fuel cell.
These flux-weighted microscopic cross sections were not pro-
vided by LEOPARD as output so the code was revised to cal-
culate and print these cross sections. The calculation
performed on the thermal energy group microscopic cross
section is given by Equation (4.2).
(4.2)
where
,.
T
CITATION
T
CITATION
T
LEOPARD
T
= DT i, LEOPARD
= the flux-weighted thermal energy
group microscopic cross section
for isotope i that is to be used
by CITATION
= the thermal energy group microscopic
cross section for isotope i as cal-
culated by LEOPARD before revised
D = the thermal energy group disadvantage
factor for isotope i as calculated
by LEOPARD
The fast energy group microscopic cross sections as calcu-
lated by LEOPARD were used without modification.
4
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4.2.3 LEOPARD Calculations to Obtain Input Data for
SIMULATE
The SIMULATE computer code, described in Section 4.3.3 ,
was used in this thesis to calculate three dimensional (Xyz)
power distributions and fuel depletion for the entire core of
the Zion reactor. The SIMULATE code was also used to calcu-
late the beginning-cf-cycle (BOC) moderator temperature
coefficient for many of the fuel loadings considered.
Some of the required input for these SIMULATE calcula-
tions was obtained from appropriate LEOPARD calculations as
described in this section. The basic input for these LEOPARD
calculations is exactly the same as the input to the LEOPARD
calculations for CITATION as described in the last section.
The input parameters required by SIMULATE as obtained
LEOPARD are simply reactor physics parameters for every node
in the reactor which are used in SIMULATE to calculate neutron
reaction rates and leakage rates for each of these nodes. In
particular, the reactor physics parameters required by SIMULATE
are the
1. infinite multiplication factor (koo),
2. migration area (M2 ),
3. Fermi Age (T).,
F4. fast macroscopic transport cross section (E tr)
E
5. average fission energy per fission neutron produced (U)
The values of these parameters are required as a function of
various fuel assembly and reactor core operating conditions.
The operating conditions which affect these parameters for a
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PWR are the fuel burnup, power density, soluble boron concen-
tration and moderator density. Fortunately, the reactor
physics parameters are only a function of the current operating
conditions and not of the operating history of the fuel.
The task of obtaining these reactor physics parameters
for all likely combinations of the operating conditions was
made considerably easier by the fact that some of the operating
conditions affect the reactor physics parameters independently
of the other operating conditions. More specifically, the
effects on the reactor physics parameters of the fuel power
density, soluble boron concentration and moderator density
were independent of one another. However each of them depended
on the fuel burnup. This is true since the neutron spectrum
hardens with fuel burnup due to fission product buildup and
plutonium production. This hardening effect causes a reduction
in the relative neutron absorption by Xe135 and B10 two
isotopes that have high thermal neutron absorption cross
sections aid whose changes in number density are mainly
responsible for the changes in the reactor physics parameters
with changes in power level and soluble boron concentration.
However, the effect on the reactor physics parameters of the
moderator density as a function of fuel burnup can be ignored
since the spectrum hardening with the reduction in moderator
density is much greater than the spectrum hardening with
fuel burnup. The interdependence of the operating conditions
on the reactor physics parameters can be understood more
clearly by examining the equation used for the correlations
as presented in Section 4.3.4.
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The LEOPARD runs that are made to obtain the reactor
physics parameters described above are to be performed for
each enrichment fuel type that is to be loaded into the
reactor. Since the reactor physics parameters can be related
independently to each of the operating conditions except fuel
burnup, as was discussed above, the procedure used was to
run a LEOPARD depletion calculation using average operating
conditions and then to vary from these average conditions at
different fuel burnup time steps. Thus, for the first core
of the Zion reactor, a depletion run was made for each of
the three initial enrichments with a constant power density
of 99.565 watts/cm3, a constant soluble boron concentration
of 425 ppm and a constant moderator density corresponding to
565 0F and 2250 psi pressure. Then at the burnup steps of
150, 2000, 10000, 18000, 26000, 34000, 42000 and 50000 MWD/T
variations in the power density and soluble boron concentration
were made to obtain the effect on the reactor physics para-
meters. Variations in the moderator density were made only
at 10,000 MWD/T burnup since its effect was independent of
fuel burnup.
To perform this procedure for all the reload enrichments
for all the transient cycles and the variation cycles from
steady state would be very expensive and time consuming.
However, since the reactor physics parameters are a smoothly
varying function of enrichment, LEOPARD runs were made only
for enrichments of 2.90, 3.20, 3.40, 3.70, 4.00, 4.30 and
4.60 w/o U-235, and for intermediate enrichments a simple
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linear interpolation was employed to arrive at the appropriate
parameters.
4.2.4 LEOPARD Calculations for Assemblies that Contain
Burnable Poison Rods
The initial fuel loading of the Zion reactor consists
of ten different types of fuel assemblies, differing in the
uranium enrichment and the number of burnable poison rods
contained in each assembly. Three of these fuel assembly
types are the three different feed enrichments (2.25, 2.80
and 3.30 w/o U-235) without burnable poison rods while the
remaining seven fuel assembly types are two of these same
enrichments (2.80 and 3.30 w/o U-235) containing a varying
number of burnable poison rods.
The LEOPARD runs needed to obtain the input data for
CITATION and SIMULATE for the fuel assemblies without
burnable poison rods were straightforward LEOPARD calculations
as described in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. However, the
LEOPARD runs for the assemblies with burnable poison rods
needed auxiliary calculations to obtain additional input for
the LEOPARD calculations so as to simulate the effect of the
burnable poison rods.
These auxiliary calculations were performed to obtain
the reactivity worth of the burnable poison rods for the
seven fuel assembly types which contain these rods. This
reactivity worth was then simulated in LEOPARD by adding
soluble boron to the extra region of the LEOPARD calculation
so as to obtain the same reactivity worth in LEOPARD as
obtained from the auxiliary calculations. The soluble boron
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was added to the extra region in LEOPARD since the extra
region was used in LEOPARD to account for the ROC cells where
the burnable poison rods are located. The input data for
CITATION and SIMULATE for the fuel assemblies with burnable
poison rods were then obtained from these LEOPARD runs with
the equivalent soluble boron in the extra region.
The auxiliary calculations necessary to obtain the
burnable poison rod reactivity worths could not be performed
at MIT since a code was not available to generate cross
sections for burnable poison rods. These calculations,
however, were performed at the Commonwealth Edison Company
using the proprietary computer codes LOCALUX (12) and
RODWORTH (28) to obtain appropriate microscopic cross sec-
tions. These cross sections were then used in PDQ-5 assembly
calculations to obtain the equivalent reactivity worths for
the burnable poison rods as given in Table 4.1.
These LEOPARD calculations that include the burnable
poison rod effects were perfomred only for the initial fuel
assembly compositions and did not include the effects of
fuel depletion. Therefore some additional assumptions and
calculations were necessary to provide the physics para-
meters that SIMULATE needed to perform the depletion calcu-
lations.
The burnable poison rod reactivity worth as a function
of fuel depletion has been approximated for the Zion fuel
assemblies in a recent special problem report completed at
M.I.T. (36). Approximate reactivity worth as a function of
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Table 4.1
Burnable Poison Rod Reactivity Worth
for Zion Initial Core Fuel Assemblies
SIMULATE
Fuel
Type
1
2A
2B
2C
2D
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
Fuel
Enrichment
w/o U-235
2.25
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
3.30
3.30
3.30
3.30
3.30
Number of
Burnable
Poison Rods
0
0
12
20
0
8
9
12
20
* Af = ko 
- kn
(ko) (kn)
ko = infinite multiplication factor with o burnable poison
rods
kn = infinite multiplication factor with n burnable poison
rods
0
0
.1135
.1512
.1900
0
.0630
.0716
.0985
.1649
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fuel depletion were obtained from burnable poison rod
boron depletion rates and self-shielding factors as reported
by Westinghouse, along with boron absorption cross sections
from LEOPARD calculations for the different fuel enrich-
ment types. The approximate curves obtained from this report
Ak
were fitted to the polynomial of k burnable as a function
of fuel burnup, E, poison
2 3 4
Ak = B42(l + B43E + B44E + B1 3E + B14 E )
k burnable
poison
that is used by SIMULATE. The resulting "B" constants for
this polynomial equation are given in Appendix C for the
fuel assemblies initially loaded in the Zion reactor.
The variation in the values of the other reactor physics
parameters (T' M2, Etr and 5) with fuel depletion for the
assemblies that contained burnable poison rods was not easily
approximated. However, since the variation in the values for
these parameters was small (<5%) over the estimated life-
time of the fuel and their affect on the power distribution
was also small (< 2% variation), their variation was ignored.
The values of these reactor physics parameters for the assem-
blies with burnable poison rods were assumed to be the same
as the values of the reactor physics parameters of the assem-
blies without burnable poison rods.
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4.3 Power Distribution and Depletion Calculations
4.3.1 Description of the CITATION Neutronic Calculations
The CITATION computer code was used in this thesis to
calculate two-dimensional (X,Y) power distributions for
either an entire core, a group of fuel assemblies or a
single fuel assembly. These calculations were performed
with two neutron energy groups, a fast and a thermal, group
corresponding to the two group energy structure used by
LEOPARD.
The diffusion theory approximation to the Boltzmann
transport equation can be written as shown in Equation (4.4).
- (!D.gE)? V+(r, 5E) + [:a (n, E) + Es (E, E) I #(!:,E) (4.4)
E' Zs (r,E'-+E) + X(E) 9 f(rE') +(r,E') dE'
' L keff
where
D(t, E)
s(rE)
s5 (r,E)
= diffusion constant (cm.)
= scaler neutron flux (cm-2 )
= macroscopic absorption cross section (cm'l)
= total macroscopic scattering cross section
(cm.-1)
- differential Tacroscopic scattering cross
se.ction (cm.~ )
X(E) = prompt neutron spectrum distribution
r,E) = macroscopic neutron production cross section
(cm-1 )
keff = effective multiplication factor
-' Egf(
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This equation can be transformed into a solvable
equation by dividing the continuous energy spectrum into
discrete energy groups, dividing the continuous space
dimensions into discrete mesh regions and by simplifying
the neutron diffusion term. For a two-dimensional problem,
diffusion in the third dimension can be approximated by a
buckling term D(r)B2 . The resulting equations for two energy
groups, a fast and thermal, for which XF = 1.0 and XT = 0.0
can be expressed as (4.5)
-DF(r) V2 0F(r) + a,F(r) + DF(r)Bz :F(_)
=Yf,F(f) F(r)/keff
(4.6)
-DT(r) 7 2  T(_r) + [a,T(E) + DTE)BT OT(r_)
where
F and T = fast and thermal energy group designations
DG(r) = diffusion constant for group G (cm.)
4G(r) = scalar neutron flux for group G (cm-2 )
Ea,G(r) = macroscopic bsorption cross section for
group G (cm~ )
BG = buckling for group G (cm-2)
FG(r)= macroscopic neutron production cross section
for group G (cm-1 )
keff = effective multiplication factor.
Assuming a five-point difference approximation for the dif-
fusion term allows this equation to be solved in an iterative
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manner to yield two-dimensional flux and power distributions
as well as keff.
Nuclide depletion is performed in CITATION by using the
input nuclide number densities and microscopic cross sections
and the calculated neutron flux to calculate nuclide deple-
tion rates. The nuclides are depleted for short time steps
between which the flux distribution is recalculated with the
new number densities. Since LEOPARD provides only a limited
set of microscopic cross sections, simplified nuclide deple-
tion chains were assumed in CITATION. These chains are
shown in Figure 4.2 and were adequate for the depletion
analysis as described in Section 6.1.
4.3.2 Input Data for CITATION
The input data required for the CITATION calculations
performed in this thesis was of two different forms depending
on whether a static (non-depletion) calculation or a depletion
calculation was performed. Some of the required input data
such as region dimensions and fuel loading distributions
are the same for both types of calculations and was obtained
from the Zion Final Safety Analysis Report. Additional
required input data for a CITATION static calculation consists
of macroscopic cross sections whereas additional required
input data for a CITATION depletion calculation consists of
nuclide number densities, microscopic cross sections and
nuclide depletion chains. This additional input was obtained
from appropriate LEOPARD calculations as described in
Section 4.2.2.
Figure 4.2
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Other input such as mesh spacings, convergence criteria
and boundary conditions were obtained from recommendations
made by the code authors and past users of the code as well
as from personal experience. Sample CITATION input listings
are given in Appendix B.
4.3.3 Description of the SIMULATE Neutronic Calculations
The SIMULATE computer code was used in this thesis to
calculate three-dimensional (XYZ) power distributions and
fuel depletion for the entire core of the Zion reactor. By
varying the core inlet moderator temperature, SIMULATE was
also used to determine the BOC moderator temperature co-
efficient.
The SIMULATE code, a proprietary nodal theory code, was
developed at the Yankee Atomic Electric Company of Westboro
Massachusetts and was made available to the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology for its own private use. Because of
the proprietary status of the code the details of some of
the equations used in the code can not be reported in this
report. However, since SIMULATE was based on the non-
proprietary nodal theory code, FLARE, a general description
of the theory contained in FLARE and other nodal theory codes
can be presented. In addition, a very general description
of the differences between FLARE and SIMULATE will also be
presented.
The general theory behind all nodal theory codes in-
volves a coarse-mesh approximation to the one-energy-group
diffusion theory equation. In three dimensions the one-
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energy-group diffusion theory equation can be expressed as
given in Equation (4.7).
2 ~
D(r)V 2 (r) -1Ea(r) r(r) + S(r) = 0 (4.7)
The coarse-mesh approximation to this equation assumes a
single node per assembly in the radial plane (X,Y) and' approx-
imately twelve nodes per assembly in the axial direction (Z).
Since only the active fuel region of the reactor is included
in the nodal representation the neutron leakage from the core
to the radial and axial reflectors is approximated with the
use of horizontal and vertical albedos.
With appropriate assumptions for the diffusion and
absorption terms in Equation (4.7) and with a little mani-
pulation of these terms, an equation for the neutron source
at each node in the reactor can be determined as given in
Equation (4.8).
I~.L
S1
1 - ko
m#1
(4.8)
Sm Wml
Wl
In this equation
S= neutron source at node 1
S = neutron source at node m
m
kool =infinite multiplication factor at node 1
= reactor eigenvalue
Wml = the probability of a neutron born at node m
is absorbed at node 1
Wil = the non-leakage probability of node 1
This equation is taken from the FLARE formulation for
the source at each node and it is essentially the equation
used in all nodal theory codes. The main difference between
the various nodal theory codes is the definition of the
coupling coefficient Wml and W that are used in this
equation.
In defining the coupling coefficient Wml and W11 the
FLARE code assumes that all neutrons that are born at node 1
are either absorbed in node 1or are transported into one of
the six adjacent nodes and immediately absorbed in that node.
The SIMULATE code differs from the FLARE code in that a
neutron that is transported into one of the six adjacent
nodes can either be absorbed in that node or transported out
of that node. This more general formulation of the neutron
transport in SIMULATE results in more complicated definitions
for the coupling coefficients.
In FLARE the only reactor parameters used in defining
Wml and W are the Migration Area (M2 ) and the internode
spacing. In SIMULATE, however, two additional reactor para-
meters, the Fermi age (T) and the fast group macroscopic
transport cross section ( Xtr) are also used.
The calculational procedure used in SIMULATE consists
of the following four levels of calculation:
1. Source or power iteration
2. Moderator density iteration
3. Control poison iteration
4. Fuel burnup
In this procedure each level of calculation is performed until
convergence is achieved at that level and then the new values
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of the parameters determined at that level are used to redo
the preceeding levels until convergence is achieved between
successive iterations. For example, the source is first
calculated with average reactor conditions (average power
density, moderator density and control poison) and with this
source new reactor conditions are calculated which are used
for the next iteration of-the source calculation. Conver-
gence is achieved when the difference in the values for the
source at each node for successive iterations is smaller
than a specified convergence criterion.
The control poison iteration, level 3 of this procedure,
allows for the variation of control poison with depletion so
as to maintain criticality or keff = 1.0 at all time steps.
For the Zion reactor soluble boron is used as the control
poison and SIMULATE can accurately determine the variation of
the soluble boron concentration with fuel depletion. As
was discussed in Section 3.1.2 the presence of soluble boron
was found to have a significant effect on the core power
distribution and therefore the inclusion of the control poison
iteration is a necessary part of this calculation.
Fuel depletion is performed in SIMULATE by using the
final converged source distribution to calculate the thermal
power at each node and to use this thermal power to calculate
the fuel burnup for a short time step. The length of this
time step is specified in the input to the code and the
depletion proceeds for either a specified number of time steps
or until all the control poison has been removed from the
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reactor core. The conversion factor used to convert the
source distribution to a power distribution is the reactor
physics parameter, E/, the average fission energy per
fission neutron produced.
Nuclide number densities as a function of fuel burnup
are not calculated by SIMULATE but must be taken from the
depletion calculations that were performed with the LEOPARD
code. A simple linear interpolation is performed between the
appropriate LEOPARD burnup steps to obtain the nuclide number
densities for any desired fuel burnup. This procedure was
used in this analysis to determine the nuclide number
densities for the discharge lots of fuel that are found in
the SIMULATE depletion calculations described in Chapters 5
and 6. The nuclide number densities were determined for each
individual node of the discharged lots of fuel and were used
to calculate the final weight and fissile content of the
discharged uranium and plutonium for those lots.
The correlations which are used by SIMULATE to relate
the reactor physics parameters that are used in the calcu-
lations described above (k 0 , T, M2 ,tr and E/V) to the fuel
burnup and reactor operating conditions are presented in
Section 4.3.4.
4.3.4 Input Data for SIMULATE
As with the CITATION code the required input data for
the SIMULATE calculations performed in this thesis were of
two different forms depending on whether a static calculation
or a depletion calculation was performed. Again, some of the
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required input data such as region dimensions and fuel loading
distributions are the same for both types of calculations
and were obtained from the Zion Safety Analysis Report. The
input data that differ for the two different calculations
consist of "B" constants which were used in the polynomial
correlations for the reactor physics parameters that are
required by the code.
The essential difference in the "B" constants for the
static and depletion calculations was that the exposure
dependence for some of the reactor physics parameters used
in the static calculation could be ignored, thus simplifying
the input preparation for these static calculations. The
reactor physics parameters that were used by SIMULATE were
obtained from LEOPARD calculations as described in Section
4.2.3. The polynomial equations that are used by SIMULATE
to relate these reactor parameters to the various fuel and
reactor operating conditions are presented below along -With
sample data for these equations as obtained from the LEOPARD
calculations.
The following equations are used in SIMULATE to calculate
the required neutron transport parameters as a function of
the moderator density, fuel burnup and soluble boron concen-
tration for PWR fuel with control rods fully withdrawn:
At 0.0 ppm soluble boron
' = B5 4 - (1 + B55U + B5 6U2 ) (1 + B63E) (49)
M = Bi - (1 + B2 U + B3 U2 ) (1 + B6 0 E) (4.10)
tr = B4 5 - (1 + B4 6 U + B4 7U2 ) (1 + B6 6 E + B6 7E2) (4.11)
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At a reference ppm soluble boron
' = B5 4 - (1 + B55 U + B56U2 ) - (B64 + B65E) (4.12)
M2 = Bi - (1 + B2 U + B3 U2) - (B 6 1 + B6 2 E) (4.13)
tr = B45 - (1 + B46U + B4 7U 2) - (B68 + B69E + B70E 2 (4.14)
In these equations,
= Fermi Age (cm2 )
M2 = migration Area (cm2 )
Ztr = fast macroscopic transport cross section (cm 2
U = moderator density (gm/cc)
E = fuel burnup or exposure (MWD/T)
The 6ode calculates these neutron transport parameters for a
zero concentration and a reference concentration of soluble
boron and interpolates or extrapolates to find the values of
these parameters for the actual soluble boron concentration.
Plots of these neutron transport parameters as a function of
fuel burnup for 0.0, 425.0 and 850.0 ppm soluble boron for a
fuel enrichment of 3.30 w/o U-235 are given in Figures 4.3,
4.4 and 4.5. The "B" constants used in these equations and
all other equations in this section are given in Appendix C
for the enrichments used in this analysis.
The following equations are used in SIMULATE to calcu-
late the infinite multiplication factor as a function of the
moderator density, fuel burnup, fuel relative power density
and soluble boron concentration for PWR fuel with control
rods fully withdrawn:
koo k oo Z 1 - Z2 - Z3  (4.15)
koo= B6(1 + B9U + B1 2 U2 ) (4.16)
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Aki 
_k - A
Zi = 1 - ke - kdop A BP (4.17)
ek 
- P B16(1+ B15 + B2 2E) (1 + B23E) (4.18)ki xe B15 + B22E + PS
Ak = PS B17 (1 + B18 (1-U)) (4.19)
ki dop
Ak 2 3 4
~I bp = B42(1 + B43E + B44E + B1 3E + B14 E4 ) (4.20)
Z2 = 1 - B20E + B2 7E2 + B2 8 E
3 + B2 9E
4  (4.21)
Z3=1(4221 + C (U/UAVG) POI
2 3 4C = B3 4 (1 + B35E + B36E + B2 5E ± B2 6E ) (4.23)
In these equations,
koo = infinite multiplication factor
P = ratio.of total core power to rated core power
S = neutron source rate normalized to an average of 1
POI = soluble boron concentration (ppm)
A plot of k., versus fuel burnup and moderator density (or
corresponding temperature at constant pressure) at full power
is shown in Figure 4.6 for a fuel enrichment of 3.30 w/o U-235.
A plot of C, the reactivity worth per ppm soluble boron,
versus exposure for the same fuel is shown in Figure 4.7.
The equations used in SIMULATE to convert the neutron
source rate distribution, S , to a fission power distribution
at each node, P , are given by
P = S E (4.24)
E = B3 7 + B38E + B3 9 E (4.25)V
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In these equations,
E = average energy per fission (MeV)
= average number of neutrons produced per fission
A plot of-! versus fuel burnup for a fuel enrichment of 3.30
w/o U-235 is shown Figure 4.8.
Also required for input to SIMULATE are the horizontal
and vertical albedos which are used to account for the neutron
leakage from the active core region. The required albedos
are obtained from a power distribution normalization in which
the albedos are adjusted in SIMULATE until the SIMULATE
power distribution agrees closely with a more accurate power
distribution. A power distribution calculated with the
CITATION code was used for this purpose and only a single
normalization was required to obtain the albedos to be used
for all the SIMULATE calculations. A more complete description
of the normalization performed in this analysis is presented
in Section 5.1.2.
As with the CITATION code, other input such as the axial
node spacing, convergence criteria and boundary conditions
were obtained from recommendations made by the code authors
and previous users of the code as well as from personal
experience. Sample SIMULATE input listings are given in
Appendix B.
4.4 Fuel Cycle Cost Calculations
Since nuclear fuel is purchased for a reactor and loaded
and discharged from the reactor in a batch, nuclear fuel cycle
costs have also usually been calculated on a batch-by-batch
Figure 4.8
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basis. As a result of this, nuclear fuel cycle costs for an
individual fueling period can only be determined after all
the batches that were irradiated during that period have
been discharged from the reactor. This means that the re-
fueling and operating strategies inust be known for a number
of additional periods past the period of interest before the
fuel cycle cost can be calculated for that period. For the
approach to steady-state fuel cycles that were analyzed in
this thesis the refueling and operating strategies for future
cycles were known and therefore this batch-by-batch method of
fuel cycle costing could be used. The code which was used
in this thesis to calculate these batch-by-batch costs is
the MITCOST (14) code which is briefly described in Section
4.4.1.
Once the steady-state fuel cycle has been determined in
this analysis the next step in the analysis was to determine
reload batch sizes and enrichments that are necessary to
arrive at variable energy potentials for the next cycle.
Since many combinations of batch size and enrichment could
be found which will result in the same energy potential for
this next cycle, a fuel cycle cost calculation was desired
which would determine which combination was the most economical.
The usual batch-by-batch fuel cycle costing would not be
sufficient for this calculation since this method would require
assumptions about the future refueling and operating strategies,
which would not be known to be optimal in themselves, and
therefore could have a large affect on the fuel cycle cost
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for the cycle of interest. Thus, the MITCOST-C code was
developed in this analysis to calculate the fuel cycle cost
for an individual cycle while making as few assumptions as
possible about the refueling and operating strategies of the
future cycles. The assumptions and theory behind the
MITCOST-C code are described in Section 4.4.2. A FORTRAN
listing of the MITCOST-C code along with the input instruc-
tions for the code are given in Appendix F.
4.4.1 Description of Fuel Cycle Cost Calculations for
a Batch, MITCOST
The MITCOST computer code was used in this thesis to
calculate the levelized fuel cycle cost per batch or lot of
fuel for the first cycle and transient cycles of the Zion
reactor. All the details of the MTTdOST code are not pre-
sented here but can be found in the MITCOST manual (i4).
Basically the code performs a present worth analysis to
determine the revenue requirement for a lot of fuel taking
into account all the fuel expenditures, credits and income
tax effects for that lot of fuel. The levelized fuel cycle
cost per lot is then calculated by dividing the lot revenue
requirement by the discounted amount of electricity generated
by that lot.
A simplified form of the equation used by MITCOST for
the levelized fuel cycle cost for a lot of fuel is given by
J-
Z.
(+)tj -to
J
1T M
Hm
m=l
M Hm
(l+x)tm-to
M Em
(1+x)tm-to
(4.26)
where
e = levelized
T~= corporate
x = effective
fuel cycle cost for the lot of fuel
income tax rate
cost of money
Z .= various expenditures or credits for the lot of fuel
t = time when the various expenditures or credits are
made for the lot of fuel
to = an arbitrary reference time taken to be either the
start or end of the irradiation for the lot of fuel
Hm = thermal energy generated in period m from the lot
of fuel
Em = electric energy generated in period m from the lot
of fuel
tm = time when revenue is received for the electricity
generated in period m for the lot of fuel
The numerator in this equation is the revenue require-
ment for the lot of fuel and the denominator is the discounted
amount of electricity generated by this lot.
elot 
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4.4.2 Description of Fuel Cycle Cost Calculations for
a Cycle, MITCOST-C
The MITCOST-C computer code was written for this analysis
to calculate the levelized fuel cycle cost for an individual
cycle. Specifically, the MITCOST-C code was used to calcu-
late the levelized fuel cycle cost for the variations in
energy potential for the cycle following a steady-state cycle.
Basically, the code performs a present-worth analysis to
determine the revenue requirement for the cycle for each lot
(or batch) of fuel that is irradiated during the cycle plus
a correction term for the revenue requirement for the lots
of fuel that are discharged at the end of the previous cycle.
The code takes into account the fuel expenditures, credits
and income tax effects in a manner similar to the MITCOST
code which calculates levelized fuel costs for each batch
(or lot) of fuel (in contrast to each cycle of fuel irradiation).
However, fuel expenditures that are independent of the energy
generated for each lot are divided among the cycles in pro-
portion to the estimated fraction of energy generated in
each cycle. Applying this procedure involves estimating the
total energy generation and discharge times for each lot of
fuel. In order that the total revenue requirement for a lot
of fuel over many cycles of irradiation equals the actual
revenue requirement for the lot as calculated by MITCOST a
correction must be made to the revenue requirement calculated
for each cycle at the time the lot is actually discharged
from the reactor if the estimated and actual energy productions
differ.
The levelized fuel cost for a cycle as expressed above
can be formulated as:
K
RRk + RRdl
ecycle =k=
K K mYZZZ E k
m=l k=l (1+x)tm- to (4.27)
where
RRk = revenue requirement for lot k of fuel for the
cycle of interest, discounted to time to
RRdl = revenue requirement correction term for the lots
of fuel discharged from the reactor immediately
preceeding the cycle of interest, discounted to
time to
Emk = electric energy generated in period m during the
cycle of interest for lot k
tm = time when revenue is received for the electricity
generated in period m
The levelized fuel cost for a cycle as given in this
equation is simply the total revenue requirement for the cycle
divided by the discounted electric energy generated during
that cycle.
The revenue requirement per lot of fuel for the cycle of
interest, RRk, can be formulated with the use of Figure 4.9
which shows the time basis used in the equations presented
below. The revenue requirement for lot k for the cycle of
interest discounted to ts can be expressed as:
RRk k1 V(tS) 
- Vk(tE)
1 -' [ (1+x)tE-ts (4.28)
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Figure 4.9
Time Basis Used in the MITCOST-C Fuel Cycle Cost Equations
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tC = time batch is first charged to reactor
tS = time during refueling immediately prior to cycle of interest
tE = time during refueling immediately after cycle of interest
tD = time batch is finally discharged from reactor
tU, tPU, tFAB are the times for the pre-irradiation expenditures
tSHIP, tREP, tCONV, tUCR, tPUCR .are the times for the post-irradiation expenditures
and credits
H
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Vk(tS) - Vk(tE)
+ 1
1 -+T
+ 1
IPVELEC
Correction terms for the preirra-
diation carrying charges for lot k
Correction terms for the postirra-
diation carrying charges for lot k
where
Vk(t) = value of fuel lot k at time t
= corporate income tax rate
x = effective cost of money
ts and tE = times halfway through the refueling periods
immediately prior to the start and immediately
following the end of the cycle of interest
M
PVELEC =
Hmk
(l+x)tm- ts
Hmk
Hmk = thermal energy generated in period m for lot k
The value of fuel lot k at time t is expressed as:
Vk(t) = MU(t) cU(t) + mPu(t) cPu(t) (4.30)
t
+ 1 - t 1( - 1 cU(tC) + cfab mU(tC)
t ffab
. tCP
tfd
tC (1-frep) mPu(tD) cPu(tD)
tjy
(4.29)
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+ frep cconv + (1-frep fconv) cU(tD) mU(tD)
+ Cship + crep] mU(tC)
where
MU(t), mPu(t)
tC and tD
crab, cship
Crep, cconyv
ffab, frep
fconv
tfdEtc
tD
E
t C
= mass of uranium and plutonium at time t
= unit cost of uranium and plutonium at
time t
= times fuel lot k are charged and dis-
charged from the reactor
= unit cost of fabrication, shipping re-
processing and conversion
= fractional yields of uranium and
plutonium in the fabrication, repro-
cessing and conversion processes
= amount of energy generated by lot k
up till time t
= total amount of energy generated by
lot k before discharged from the reactor
The correction terms for the preirradiation carrying
charges for lot k, as required in Equation (4.28), simply
proportion the preirradiation carrying charges according to
the estimated fraction of energy generated during the cycle
of interest. These preirradiation correction terms are
expressed as:
[ tEr 1 (4.31)
cU(tc) mU(tc)
ffab
1 1
(l+x)tU- ts (l+x)tC- ts
+ cfab mU(tC)
(1+x)tFAB-tS (1+x)tC-ts
I
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Similarly the correction terms for the postirradiation
carrying charges, as required in Equation (4.28), simply
proportion these carrying charges according to the estimated
fraction of energy generated during the cycle of interest.
These postirradiation correction terms are expressed as:
(4.32)
rep fconv cU(D) mU(tD) (1+x)tD-tS
+ frep cPu(tD) mPu(tD) 1 tD-t (
- 1
(1xtUCR-tS)
1
1+x)t PUCR-tS)
(+x)tCONV-Sfrep c ony MU(tY) (1 tD-tS
- cship mU(tc) 1tD-tS 1tSHTPts)
(1+m(1+x)S
~1- 1pm~t)_
- cepEU~C)(1+x)t 
-S (1+x)tREP-t S
Since these equations are used to calculate the revenue
requirement for lots of fuel that may not be discharged for
many cycles past the cycle of interest and since the future
operating history of these lots are not known exactly, some
of the discharge parameters used in these equations must be
estimated. Specifically, the total energy generated by the
lot before discharged and the actual time of discharge must
be estimated. Given the estimate total energy generated by
~ tE
ts .d
.C
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the lot, the discharge amounts and values of the uranium and
plutonium isotopes are also estimated.
Recently, Joseph P. Kearney (22) of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology determined that for a Zion class
reactor the total energy generated per lot of fuel can be
closely approximated by a linear function of the initially
charged enrichment of the fuel. He found from a large number
of calculations that this linear approximation for the total-
energy generated was good to within 10% of the actual energy
generated. Using this result, the following equation
tD
dE = -20,845 + 16,014 £ (MWD/T) (4.33)
t C1 EXPECTECD
was used in this analysis to estimate the total energy
generated per lot of fuel. The values of the constants used
in this equation were determined from the actual discharge
fuel burnups of the steady-state cycles for the two transient
cycle refueling schemes analyzed in this thesis as given in
Table 4.2.
The final discharge time for a lot of fuel is estimated
by assuming that the lot of fuel generates energy at the same
rate in the future as was generated during previous cycles.
Thus, using the 'estimate for the total energy generated by
the lot as described above, the estimated discharge time for
the lot is expressed as: (4-34)
tD
I( dE)P
tD-EXP = tE + JdEX - 1 (tE-tC) - tR
tE FI ~t
IdEJ
tn ACT
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Table 4.2
Average Discharge Burnups for the Steady-State Cycles
of the Two Transient Cycle Refueling Schemes
Refueling Steady-State
Scheme Average Discharge
Burnup (MWD/T)
64 Assemblies 30,400
3.20 w/o U-235
48 Assemblies 39,368
3.76 w/o U-235
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where
tR = length of the refueling interval
The levelized fuel cycle cost for a cycle as given by
Equation (4.27) includes the term RRdl which accounts for a
correction to the revenue requirement for the lots of fuel
discharged from the immediately preceeding cycle. This
correction in the revenue requirement for these discharge
lots is a result of the proportioning of the fixed fuel expen-
ditures according to the expected fraction of energy to be
generated from these lots of fuel. If the actual energy
generated from a particular lot of fuel is different from the
expected energy from that lot (as found from Equation (4.33))
then the proportioning of the fixed expenditures for each of
the previous cycles for that lot was incorrect and should be
corrected. This correction in the revenue requirement, as
given by RRdl, is made to the cycle immediately following
discharge since presumably the deviation from the steady-state
refueling scheme was made in order to change the energy
potential of that following cycle. Note that if the discharge
lots of fuel are exactly the same as the steady-state dis-
charge lots then this correction term RRdl is equal to zero.
RRdl, the correction to the revenue requirement for
the lots of fuel discharged from the immediately preceeding
cycle is expressed as:
RRd [{V(tD-ACT) 
- V(tD-EXP)
*The first two terms in this equation correspond in theory to
the first two terms in Equation (4.28). In this equation
they can be combined to obtain V (tD-ACT) - V(tD-EXP)
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V(tD-ACT) - V(tD-EXP)
+ 1 Correction terms for the pre-1
L1- L irradiation carrying charges
+ [1v Correction terms for the post-
irradiation carrying charges
tD-ACT =
tD-EXP =
actual time of discharge for the discharge
lot of fuel
expected time of discharge for the discharge
lot of fuel
The correction terms in Equation (4.35) for the pre-
irradiation and postirradiation carrying charges are simply
the difference between the actual carrying charges for the
discharge lots and carrying charges attributed to the previous
cycles for these discharge lots. For example, the correction
term for the fabrication carrying charges, one of the cor-
rection terms for the preirradiation carrying charges, is
expressed as:
(4.36)
tD-ACT
1 tc IdE
1 -fab mU(tC) 1- 1
tD-EXP (1+xtFAB-tS (1+x)tC-tS
I dE
tCo.
Note that RRdl as given by Equation (4.35) with the
inclusion of the correction terms for the carrying charges as
given by the example in Equation (4.36) is equal to zero when
where
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the expected fuel value and fuel discharge burnup are equal
to the actual fuel value and fuel discharge burnup. However,
when the discharge fuel lot achieves a fuel burnup greater
than the expected fuel burnup RRdl is less than zero and
when the fuel lot achieves a fuel burnup less than the
expected fuel burnup RRdl is greater than zero. Since fuel
assemblies are discharged in the order of maximum average
fuel burnup the fewer assemblies discharged the higher the
average discharge burnup and the lower the RRdl correction
term. Conversely as a greater number of assemblies are dis-
charged the lower the average burnup and the higher the RRdl
correction term.
In summary, the levlized fuel cycle cost for a cycle is
just the revenue requirement for that cycle divided by the
discounted electric energy generated during that cycle. The
revenue requirement for that cycle is composed of the revenue
requirement for the lots of fuel that are irradiated during
the cycle plus an amount of revenue required to account for
the change in revenue requirement for the lots discharged
from the immediately preceeding cycle to accomplish the
desired deviation from the steady-state cycle energy potential.
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CHAPTER 5
REACTOR PHYSICS AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF
THE FIRST CYCLE AND TRANSIENT CYCLES FOR
THE ZION REACTOR
5.1 Comparison of the First Cycle Westinghouse Design
Predictions and the First Cycle Calculations from
LEOPARD, CITATION and SIMULATE
As discussed in Chapter 4, the reactor analysis computer
codes LEOPARD, CITATION and SIMULATE are used in this analysis
to calculate core power distributions and fuel depletion for
the Zion reactor. The accuracy of this calculated model was
tested against the Westinghouse design predictions for the
first cycle of Zion and the results of this comparison are
presented in this section.
5.1.1 Beginning of First Cycle, Clean Core, Power
Distribution Calculations
The mechanical design details and the first core fuel
loading of the Zion reactor were presented in Section 3.1.1.
This information was used to calculate the beginning of cycle
(BOC) clean core (no Xe or Sm), XY power distribution with
the CITATION and SIMULATE computer codes, using LEOPARD to
obtain the input cross sections for CITATION and the input
reactor physics parameters for SIMULATE.
The region specifications and mesh spacing used for the
CITATION power distribution calculation are shown in Figure
5.1. Each assembly was represented by a 49 point (7 x 7 mesh)
homogenized region while the core baffle, radial reflector
and core barrel were explicitely represented as shown in the
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Figure 5.1
CITATION, Quarter Core, Zion,
Mesh Spacing and Region Specifications
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2
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figure. The calculated assemblywise CITATION power distri-
bution along with the Westinghouse-predicted power distri-
bution is shown in Figure 5.2.
Analysis of Figure 5.2 indicates that the CITATION code
calculates the beginning-of-life core power distribution for
Zion to within 5% of the Westinghouse prediction. A pattern
is observed in the difference between the two assemblywise
power distributions as indicated by the + and - signs in the
figure. The + signs indicate that the CITATION calculation
over-predicted the assembly power while the - signs indicate
that CITATION under-predicted the assembly power. A compar-
ison of this + and - sign pattern with the fuel assembly
loading pattern shows that the CITATION code over-predicted
the power in the assemblies that contained burnable poison
rods and under-predicted the power in the assemblies that
did not contain burnable poison rods.
One possible explanation for this discrepency in power
distributions is that the method of simulating the effect
of the burnable poison rods, as described in Section 4.2.4,
does not accurately simulate the neutron transport between
the CITATION homogenized fuel assemblies. In the actual fuel
assemblies the burnable poison rods are distributed in the
interior of the assemblies whereas in the CITATION represen-
tation of the assemblies the burnable poison rods are effec-
tively homogenized. This homogenization effectively reduces
neutron leakage in the CITATION calculation and thus results
in the increased power in these assemblies. However, a 5%
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Figure 5.2
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assembly power discrepency is within reasonable accuracy for
this analysis.
The calculation of the beginning-of-life core power
distribution by SIMULATE requires a normalization of the
power distribution against a more accurate power distribution
calculation. The CITATION power distribution described above
was used for this referenc.e power distribution and the results
of the normalization are shown in Figure 5.3. Included in
this figure are the CITATION-calculated power distribution,
the Westinghouse-predicted power distribution and the hori-
zontal albedos for the assemblies on the peripheny of the
core that were necessary to obtain the normalized SIMULATE
power distribution.
The calculated assemblywise power distribution obtained
from SIMULATE, as shown in Figure 5.3, is within 5% of both
the CITATION-calculated power distribution and the Westing-
house-predicted power distribution. One of the authors of
the SIMULATE code believes that the difference between the
power distributions could also be attributed to SIMULATE's
inaccurate calculation of neutron transport for assemblies
containing burnable poison rods (32). He indicated that the
usual neutron transport physics parameters,T,M 2 and)tr,
are not adequate for the code's usual calculation of neutron
transport for assemblies with burnable poison rods. However,
since burnable poison rods are present only in the first
cycle of Zion and not in the cycles of main interest for this
analysis, no attempt was made to correct this inaccuracy in
the code. A SIMULATE power distribution calculation without
Figure 5,3
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burnable poison rods is described in the next section and as
is shown there, the maximum difference between the SIMULATE
and CITATION assembly-wise power distribution is about 4%,
well within acceptable accuracy for this analysis.
5.1.2 First Cycle Power Distribution Normalization for
bIMULATE
In order to use SIMULATE for power distribution calcu-
lations, a power distribution normalization is required as
discussed in Section 4.3.1. From this normalization, hori-
zontal and vertical albedos are determined which are used
to account for neutron leakage from the reactor core. The
normalization performed for the first cycle of Zion is
described in this section. The albedos found from this nor-
malization were used for both the first cycle depletion
calculations and the transient cycle depletion calculations
that are described in later sections of this chapter.
The normalization that is usually performed for nodal
theory codes is an iterative procedure in which the albedos
used in the nodal theory code are adjusted until the calcu-
lated BOC power distribution closely agrees with a power
distribution obtained from a more accurate code. This nor-
malization is usually performed for a typical fuel loading
of the reactor and the albedos obtained from this normal-
ization are then used for all subsequent calculations for
either this same fuel loading or any other fuel loading for
this reactor.
Since the amount of neutron leakage from the reactor
core changes with fuel depletion, an improvement on this
usual procedure is to perform two power distribution normal-
izations, one at the BOC and one at the EOC. Then, an
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average of the albedos found from these two normalizations
are used in all subsequent calculations so as to account
more accurately for the neutron leakage that occurs through-
out the cycle. This dual normalization procedure was used
for the normalization performed for this analysis.
Since both CITATION and SIMULATE appear to have certain
calculational problems when calculating core power distributions
for cores containing burnable poison rods, the normalization
for this analysis was performed for the initial Zion fuel
loading with all the burnable poison rods removed. In addi-
tion, since the SIMULATE depletion calculations are always
performed with neutron flux distributions determined for
full-power, equilibrium Xe and Sm conditions, the normalization
performed for this analysis was also performed under these
conditions.
The conditions under which the BOC normalization calcu-
lations were performed are summarized in Table 5.1. The
CITATION power distribution and normalized SIMULATE power
distribution for this BOC normalization are shown in Figure
5.4. The assemblywise power distribution from SIMULATE agrees
with the more accurate assemblywise power distribution from
CITATION to within 3%. The effective multiplication factors
for these two calculations agree to within 0.14%.
Since these BOC normalization calculations were per-
formed in two dimensions (X,Y), only the horizontal albedos
required by SIMULATE were obtained. To obtain the vertical
albedos for SIMULATE these horizontal albedos should be used
in a three dimensional (XYZ) SIMULATE calculation in which
Table 5.1
Summary of Reactor Operating State
and Code Input Assumptions for
Beginning-of-Cycle Normalization
Reactor Operating State
Zion Reactor first cycle fuel loading
150 MWD/T average core burnup (equilibrium Xe and Sm)
No burnable poison rods
850 ppm soluble boron
CITATION Input Assumptions
Two dimensions (XY)
71 x 71 mesh (see Figure 5.1)
Axial buckling = 0.0
SIMULATE Input Assumptions
Two dimensions (XY)
Nodal, one node per assembly
Vertical albedos = 1.0
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Figure 5.4
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the vertical albedos are adjusted until the SIMULATE axial
power distribution agrees closely with a three-dimensional
CITATION axial power distribution. However, since a three-
dimensional CITATION calculation is very expensive to perform
and the SIMULATE axial power distribution is relatively
insensitive to reasonable changes in the vertical albedos,
this three-dimensional normalization was not performed.
Instead, vertical albedos which were found at the Yankee
Atomic Electric Company (32) to be appropriate for use on
their analysis of the Connecticut Yankee PWR were used for
the analysis of the Zion PWR in this thesis.
A depletion calculation to full-power, reactivity-
limited burnup was performed with SIMULATE for the Zion
reactor using the albedos found from the clean-core normal-
ization described in the last section. (A better choice of
albedos would have been the albedos obtained from the BOL,
equilibrium Xe and Sm normalization described in this section.)
The EOC assemblywise burnup distribution that was determined
from this depletion calculation was used for the EOC power
distribution normalization.
The conditions under which the EOC normalization calcu-
lations were performed are summarized in Table 5.2. The
EOC assemblywise burnup distribution is shown in Figure 5.5
and the CITATION power distribution and normalized SIMULATE
power distribution for this burnup distribution is shown in
Figure 5.6. For this case, the assemblywise power distri-
bution from SIMULATE agrees with the assemblywise power
distribution from CITATION to within 4% and the effective
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Table 5.2
Summary of Reactor Operating State
and Code Input Assumptions for
End-of-Cycle Normalization
Reactor Operating State
Zion Reactor first cycle final burnup distribution (as
obtained from a SIMULATE depletion calculation)
No burnable poison rods
0 ppm soluble boron
CITATION Input Assumptions
Two dimensions (XY)
71 x 71 mesh (see Figure 5.1)
Axial buckling = 0.0
SIMULATE Input Assumptions
Two dimensions (XY)
Nodal, one node per assembly
Vertical albedos = 1.0
Figure 5.5
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Figure 5.6
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Assembly Power Distribution
for the EOC Normalization
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multiplication factors for these calculations agree to within
0.10%.
The two sets of horizontal albedos that were obtained
from these two normalizations were averaged to arrive at a
final set of horizontal albedos. The BOC and EOC core power
distributions were then recalculated with SIMULATE using
these average albedos and the assemblywise power distributions
for these calculations were found to still agree to within
4% of the more accurate CITATION power distributions. These
final normalized power distributions are also shown in Figures
5.4 and 5.6 with the original normalized power distributions
and the CITATION power distributions.
Nodal theory codes also require a normalization of the
effective multiplication factor, keff, so as to correctly
predict the control poison concentration as a function of
depletion and therefore the zero-control, reactivity-limited
cycle burnup. This normalization is performed with SIMULATE
by a small adjustment in the assembly infinite multiplication
factors, k, until the EOC SIMULATE keff agrees with the EOC
CITATION keff. For the first cycle of Zion this keff normal-
ization was accomplished by multipling all the assembly
km's by a factor of 1.001. This keff normalization caused
only a slight increase in the first cycle energy potential
calculated by SIMULATE and to be consistant this factor of
1.001 was also applied to all the reload fuel assembly k.'s
for the SIMULATE transient cycle calculations.
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5.1.3 Beginning of First Cycle Moderator Temperature
Coefficient Calculation
The beginning of the first cycle moderator temperature
coefficient for the Zion reactor was easily calculated with
the SIMULATE computer code. Two BOC, three-dimensional calcu-
lations with SIMULATE were performed for two different inlet
moderator temperatures (530 0 F and 540 0 F) and the effective
multiplication factors (klk 2) obtained from these calculations
were used in Equation (5.1)
moderator
temperature = 1 dk = - A /OF (5-1)
coefficient k dTM k1 X2 (T2-T1 )
to determine the moderator temperature coefficient.
The Westinghouse-predicted and the SIMULATE-calculated
moderator temperature coefficients are given in Table 5.3
for the BOC, full-power, equilibrium Xe and Sm conditions of
the Zion reactor for 850 ppm and 950 ppm soluble boron. For
both cases, SIMULATE predicted the moderator coefficient to be
approximately 0.12 x 10-'KA/OF more negative than the
Westinghouse prediction. This difference is within acceptable
accuracy for the calculation of the moderator temperature
coefficient required for this analysis.
5.1.4 First Cycle, SIMULATE Depletion Calculation
The first cycle depletion of the Zion reactor was per-
formed with the SIMULATE computer code using the input data
obtained from LEOPARD as desribed in Section 4.3.2 and the
albedos that were found from the normalization procedure
described in Section 5.1.2. The BOC core power distribution
at full-power, equilibrium Xe and Sm conditions along with
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Table 5.3
BOC, First Cycle, Moderator Temperature
Coefficient Calculation
1 d k
1 dTM
850 ppm
soluble boron
950 ppm
soluble boron
Westinghouse (13)
-o,80 x 10~4
-o.66 x l0~4
SIMULATE
-0.92 x 10~4
-0.77 x 104
(AP/OF)
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the EOC assembly burnup distribution as obtained from SIMULATE
is shown in Figure 5.7. The Westinghouse-calculated core
power and burnup distribution under the same conditions is
also given in Figure 5.8.
A comparison of these two calculations reveals that the
cycle energy potential as calculated by SIMULATE agrees with
the Westinghouse-calculated value to within 0.5%. The magni-
tude of the maximum assembly power as calculated by SIMULATE
also agrees with the Westinghouse-calculated value to within
the roundoff given in the figures. However, the BOC relative
power distribution and therefore the EOC assembly burnup
distribution was calculated by SIMULATE to be slightly tilted,
with the SIMULATE relative assembly power higher in the
assemblies on the outer edge of the core and lower in the
assemblies in the center of the core.
This power tilt is apparently due to the inability of
SIMULATE to accurately simulate the effect of burnable poison
rods on the core power distribution. As discussed in Section
5.1.2 the normalization performed for the Zion reactor was
performed for the first cycle fuel loading without burnable
poison rods so as to eliminate any incorrect power shifts
due to burnable poison rods. The albedos obtained from this
normalization were used for the first cycle and the transient
cycles depletion calculations performed with SIMULATE.
Since burnable poison rods are present only in the first
cycle fuel loading of Zion, the calculational inaccuracy
caused by the burnable poison rods primarily affects this
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Figure 5.7
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IFgure 5.8
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnup Distribution
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first cycle calculation. The transient cycle calculations
are affected only in a secondary way since the fuel loading
for these cycles contain assemblies depleted in the first
cycle. These inaccuracies, however, are expected to die out
and a reasonably accurate steady-state power and burnup
distribution should be calculated. The calculational accuracy
is preferred in the steady-state cycle rather than the first
cycle since the variations in cycle energy potential as will
be discussed in Chapter 7 are performed using the steady-state
assembly burnups.
In summary, a different set of albedos could have been
used that would have resulted in a more accurate calculation
of the first cycle power and burnup distribution. However,
the use of these albedos in the transient cycle depletion
calculations would also have resulted in a less accurate
burnup distribution for the steady-state cycle where the
accuracy is preferred.
The axial relative power distribution for selected fuel
assemblies both at the BOC and EOC are given in Table 5.4.
At the BQC the peak assembly power occurs at a location
approximately two feet below the midplane o' the core. This
location of the peak assembly power agrees with the CITATION
calculation of the peak power as was illustrated in Chapter
3 in Figure 3.7. The power peaking toward the bottom of the
core is caused by the larger thermal neutron flux due to the
greater neutron moderation in this region of higher water
density. At the EOC the peak assembly power remains in the
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Table 5.4
Zion Reactor, Cycle 1
Axial and Radial Distribution
of Power Relative to Reactor Average
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lower half of the core and the axial power distribution takes
on the double-hump power shape caused by the non-uniform
axial fuel depletion that occurs during the cycle.
5.1.5 Summary of Predicted versus Calculated First
Cycle Reactor Physics and Engineering Parameters
A summary of some of the Westinghouse-predicted and the
SIMULATE-calculated physics and engineering parameters for
the first cycle of Zion is given in Table 5.5. The EOC as-
sembly burnups as obtained from this first cycle SIMULATE
depletion are used for the fuel loading for the second cycle
as described in Section 5.2. The fuel cycle cost calculations
for this cycle are described in Section 5.3.
5.2 Power Distribution and Burnup Calculations for the
Transient Cycles of the Zion Reactor
The first cycle depletion of the Zion reactor was per-
formed with the SIMULATE code as described in Section 5.1.4.
The fuel loading and fuel loading pattern for this cycle
were taken from Westinghouse design specifications as reported
in the Zion Final Safety Analysis Report. The core burnup
distribution that was obtained from this first cycle depletion
calculation was used for the input for the transient cycle
refueling schemes that are described in this section.
Since fuel loading patterns for the second cycle and
subsequent cycles of the Zion reactor have not been publicly
reported by Westinghouse, acceptable fuel loading patterns
had to be determined for these cycles. The method used in
this analysis to arrive at acceptable fuel loading patterns
for the transient cycles is described in Section 5.2.1.
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Table 5.5
Predicted vs. Calculated First Cycle Physics and
Engineering Parameters for the Zion Reactor
Cycle average burnup (MWD/T)
Cycle thermal energy
potential (GWD)
BOL, core power
distribution
EOC, fuel assembly
burnup distribution
Westinghouse (1)
15,600
1346.9
see Figure 5.8
see Figure 5.8
SIMULATE
15,535
1341.1
see Figure 5.7
see Figure 5.7
BOC, equilibrium Xe and Sm
soluble boron concentration
(ppm)
BOC, burnable poison rod
reactivity worth (%Af)
BOC, peak assembly
relative power
Cycle average discharge
burnup (MWD/T)
BOC moderator temperature
coefficients (Af/F)
850 ppm boron
950 ppm boron
850
9.0
1.24
17,217
-0.80 x lo4
-0.66 x lo-
917
8.4
1.24
15,950
-0.92 x 10~
-0.77 x l0
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Two alternate refueling schemes were analyzed for this
report. The first refueling scheme is the scheme marketed
by Westinghouse in which 64 fuel assemblies of 3.20 w/o U-235
are newly charged to the reactor for each of the transient
cycles. The fuel discharged from each cycle is the 64 fuel
assemblies which have achieved the greatest burnup. The
analysis performed for this scheme is described in Section
5.2.2.
The second refueling scheme that was performed for this
analysis is a refueling scheme in which 48 fuel assemblies
of 3.76 w/o U-235 are newly charged to the reactor for each
of the transient cycles. This scheme was proposed for this
analysis since the steady-state cycle energy potential found
for this scheme was approximately the same as that found for
the first refueling scheme. This provided two alternate
refueling schemes which look indentical to the power system
dispatcher for which the engineering constraints and fuel
cycle costs could be compared. The analysis performed for
this second refueling scheme is described in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.1 Fuel Loading Patterns for the Transient Cycles
Since fuel loading patterns for the second and subse-
quent cycles of the Zion reactor have not been publicly re-
ported by Westinghouse, these loading patterns had to be
found for this analysis. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the
fuel loading pattern for any given fuel loading has a large
effect on the core power distribution and therfore also the
maximum local power density of the core. The maximum local
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power density is one of the engineering parameters that is
limited during reactor operation so that fuel loading patterns
must be found so as not to exceed this safety limit.
There are different fuel loading criteria which could
be used to arrive at acceptable fuel loading patterns for
these transient cycles. As discussed in Chapter 3, the cri-
terion might either be to maximize the fuel discharge burnup
or to maximize the power-peaking safety margin. Using either
of these criteria for determining the fuel loading patterns
for the transient cycles would involve many iterations in
calculating power and fuel burnup distributions. However,
since the transient cycle analysis is not the main concern
of this thesis, the transient cycle analysis was simplified
by not attempting to optimize the loading patterns for these
cyles but only to find loading patterns that would allow
reactor operation within the power-peaking safety limit.
Thus the transient cycle power and burnup distribution de-
scribed in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, and the fuel cycle cost
calculations for these cycles described in Section 5.3 are
just feasible results and not optimal results.
5.2.2 Transient Cycle Analysis for the 64-Assembly,
3.20 w/o U-235 Reload Scheme
The power distribution and depletion calculations for
the transient cycles of the Zion reactor were performed with
the SIMULATE computer code. The results of these calculations
for Cycle 2 through Cycle 8 for a reload fuel batch of 64
assemblies of 3.20 w/o U-235 are shown in Figures 5.9 thru
Figure 5.15. Included in these figures are the fuel loading,
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Figure 5.9
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Figure 5. 10
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power an~WBurnup Distribution
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Figure 5.11
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and B~urnup Distribution
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4H,
20609
29827
o.88
4GF
18301
27516
0.84
5GE
10268
21143
1.03
4GE
20409
29404
o.85
4BB
22999
31661
0.79
5HB
10638
21676
.1.07
5GD
12600
23357
1.06
4DA 6GB 4GD 6GD
23317 - 22787 -
32582 12978 32079 12957
0.92 1.34* o.92 1.
1HA 6 HB HC 6HD
10576 10926 9974 8147
1.09 1.14 1.01 0.81
10 m ee meam.m.....
5BH
10638
21682
1.07
5DG
12600
23360
1.06
6DG
1295
1.3.*
H
6AH
10577
11.09
6BH
10927
1. 14
6CH
9975
1.01
6DH
8147
0.8P;1
5GF 4BBH 6EG
7851 21655 -
19395 31161 .10585
1.14 0.93 1.07
4HB 6FF'L 6FG
21655 
- -
31160 12078 V 8058
0.93 1.22 0 .79
6GE 6GF
hi --i10584 8058
1 1.07 0.79
* = Maximum Relative Power
Cycle Avg. Burnup ='10,284 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 914.7 GWD
Key
1AA Assembly Number
- BOC Burnup, MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T
1.04 BOC Relative Power
- (Assembly/Average)
A
B
0
D
F
G
H
B 
I I i -4
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A
C
D
E
F
G
H
Figure 5.12
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnup Distribution
Cycle
Fuel Lots 4, 5, 6, 7 Initially 3.20 w/o U-235
B C D E F G H
4FG 6AH 5GB 6FG 6FF 5AH 5BG 7AH
27172 10577 22807 8058 12078 21092 23431 -
35378 20946 31758 18927 22717 29563 32568 10500
0.72 0.94 0.80 1.02 1.02 o.82 o.94 1.13
6HA 6BG 6CH 5DH 6DM 5EG 7BG 7BH
10577 12981 9975 19416 8147 21164 - -
20945 23521 20536 28701 19232 30124 12806 1o841
0.94 o.96 0.97 0.85 1.07 o.88 1.37 1.17
5GB' 6HC 6GB 5FG 6EG 5CH 5DG TCH
22807 9974 12978 19124 10585 20711 23360 -
31756 20533 22884 27915 21112 29464 32446 9878
o.80 0.97 0.90 0.80 1.02 0.85 0.93 1. 04
6FG' 5HD 5GF 5FF 6BH 6DG 7DG 7DH
8058 19402 19395 22629 10927 12959 - -
18921 28679 28140 31055 21676 23478. 12806 8080
1.02 0.85 0.80 0.78 1.06 1.07 1.38*H 0.84
6FF' 6HD 6GE 6HB 6F 5BH 7EG
12078 8147 10584 10926 8058 21682
22713 19227 21100 21673 19371 31068 10501
1.02 1.07 1.02 1.06 1.15 0.95 1.10
5HA 5GE 5HC 6GD 5HB 7FF 7FG
21091 21143 20705 12957 21676 - -
29562 30105 29458 23477 31064 11991 8015
0.32 0.88 0.85 1.07 0.95 1.26 0.82
5BG 7GB 5GD 7 GD 7GE 7GF
23431 - 23357 - -
32568 12807 32444 812806 f10501 8015
0.94 1.37 0.93 1.38 91.10 0.82
T7A 77HD
10500 10841 9879 8081 Maximum Relative Power
1.13 1.17 1.04 o.84
Key
Cycle Avg. Burnup 10,038 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 893.0 GWD 1AA Assembly Number
- BOC Burnup- MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T'
1.04 BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
......... ......
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Figure 5.13
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnup Distribution
Cycle 6
Fuel Lots 5, 6, 7, 8 Initially 3.20 w/o U-235
A B C D E F G H
5FG 7AH 6GB 7FG 7FF 6AH 6BG 8AH
27915 10500 22884 8015 11991 20947 23521 -
36064 20926 31883 18969 22713 29473 32657 10500
0.72 0.95 0.81 1.03 1.03 0.82 0.93 1.12
711A 7BG 7CH 6DH 7DH 6EG 8BG ; 8BH
10500 12806 9878 19232 8080 21112 - -
20925 23442 2Q537 28617 19252 30121 12820 10843
0.94 0.98 0.98 0.86 1.08 0.88 1.36 1 1.16
6GB' 7HC 7GB 6FG 7EG 6CH 6DG 8CH
22884 9878 12807 18927 10501 20536 23478 -
31878 20532 22820 27815 21115 29354 32564 9879
0.81 0.98 0,92 0.81 1.03 0.86 0.92 1.03
7FG' 6HD 6GF 6FF 7BH 7DG 8DG 8DH
8015 19227 19371 22717 10841 12806 - -
18957 28593 28182 31187 21663 23345 12829 8086
1.02 0.86 0.81 0.79 1.07 1.07 1.37* 0.83
7FF' 7HD 7GE 7HB 7GF 6BH 8EG
11991 8081 10501 1o841. 8015 21676 -
22705 19240 21094 21659 19382 31092 10517
1.03 1.08 1.02 1.07 1-15 0.'5 1.10
6HA 6GE 6HC 7GD 6HB 8FF 8FG
20945 21100 20533 12806 21673 - -
29469 30106 29346 23393 31089 12011 8023
0.82 o.88 0 .86 1.07 0.95 1.25 0.82
6BG' 8GB 6GD 8GD '4 8GE 8GF
23521 - 23477 - - -
32656 12818 32562 12828 10516 8023
0.93 1.36 09 13 1.10 083
8HA 8HB 8,H C 8HD
10500 ,10843 9879 8085 * = Maximum Relative Power
1.12 1.16 1.03 0.83
Cycle Avg. Burnup = 10,084 MVD/T Key
Cycle Thermal Energy = 897.1 GWD
1AA Assembly Number
- BOC Burnup, MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T[12 .4 BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
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Figure 5.14
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnup Distribution
Cycle 7
Fuel Lots 6, 7, 8, 9 Initially 3.20 w/o U-235
4 B C D E G H
6FG 8AH 7GB 8FG 8FF 7AH 7BG 9AH
27815 10500 22820 8023 12011 20926 23442 -
35977 20927 31825 18967 22722 29455 32594 '10506
9.72 o.94 0.81 1.03 1.03 0.82 0.93 4112
8HA 8BG 8CH 7DH 8DH 7EG 9BG 0 9BH
10500 12820 9879 19252 8086 21115 - -
20926 23452 20532 28625 19246 30121 12827 1o847
0.94 0.97 o.98 0.86 1.08 0.88 1.36 1.16
7GB' 8HC 8GB 7FG 8EG 7CH 7DG 9CH
22820 9879 12818 18969 10517 20537 23395 -
31821 20527 22820 27841 21118 29352 32494 9884
o.81 o.98 o.91 o.81 1.02 0.86 0.92 1.03
8FG 7HD 7GF 7FF 8BH 8DG 9DG 9DI
8023 19240 19382 22713 10843 12829 - -
18957 28597 28183 31175 21656 23409 12829 8086
1.02 0.86 o.8o 0.79 1.07 1.07 .
8FF' 8HD 8GE 8HB 8GF 7BI1 9EG
12011 8085 10516 10843 8023 21663 -
22715 19230 21099 21651 19382 31076 10514
1.03 1.0B 1.02 1.07 1.15 0.95 1.10
7HA 7GE 7HC 8GD 7HB 9FF 9FG
20925 21094 20532 12828 21659 - -
2.9453 30101 29344 23406 31072 12007 8021
0.82 0.88 0.86 1.07 0.95 1.25 0.82
7BG' 9GE 7GD 9GD 9GE 9GF
23442 - 23393 --
32594 12827 32492 122 10514
0.93 1.36 0.92 1.37* 1.10 0.82
9HA 9HB 9HC .9HD
10506 10847 984 8086 * = Maximum Relative Power
1.12 1.16 1.0_3 0.83
Cycle Avg. Burnup = 10,081 IWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 896.8 GWD
Key
1AA Assembly Number
- BOC Burnup, MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T
1.04 BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
j.. ,...,
A
B
C
D
F
G
E
I
-2o8-
Figure 5.15
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power anTTBurnup Distribution
Cycle 8
Fuel Lots 7, 8, 9, 10 Initially 3.20 w/o U-235
7FG
27841
35997
0.72
B
9AH
10506
20929.
0.94
C
8GB
22820
31824
0.81
D
9FG
8021
18967
1.03
E'
9FF
12007
22721
1.03
F
8AH
20927
29456
0.82
9HA 9BG 9CH 8DH 9DH 8EG
10506 12827 9884 19247 8086 21118
20928 23454 20535 23621 19249 30125
o.94 0.97 0.98 o.86 1.08 o.88
8GB'
22820
31820
o.81
9FG'
8021
18956
1.02
9HC
9884
20530
0.98
8HD
19236
28594
0.86
9GB
12827
22827
0.91
8GF
19382
28183
0.80
8FG
18968
27840
o.81
8FF
22722
31183
0.79
9EG
10514
21117
1.02
9BH
10847
21660
1.07
8CH
20532
29348
0.86
9DG
12829.
23410
1.07
9 FFt 9HD 9GE 9HB 9GF 8BH
12007 8086 10514 10847 8021 21656
22714 19238 21093 21656 19382 31071
1.03 1.08 1.02 1.07 1.15 0.95
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
G H
8BG F10AH
23452
32601 10505
0.93 1.12
10BG 1OBH
12826 10847
1.36 1.16
8DG 10H
23409 -
32506 9883
0.92 1.03
1ODG lODH
12830 8;86
1.37* .83
l0EG
10516
1.10
OFG
8022
0.82
Relative Power
Cycle Avg. Burnup = 10,081 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 896.8 GWD
Key
lAA Assembly Number
- BOC Burnup; MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T
1.04 BOC Relative Power
- (Assembly/Average)
8HA 8GE 8HC 9GD 8HB 10FF
20926 21099 20527 12829 21651 1 -
29454 30105 29340 23408 310o67 9 12010
0.82 0.88 0.86 j 1.07 0.95 F 1.25
8BG' loGB 8GD 10GB EGS 1OGF
23452 -~ 23407 - - -
32601 12825 32504 12829 010516 822
0.93 1 .36 0.92 1.37* 1.10 o.82
loHA l0HIB lOHC 10D
10505 10847 * = Maximum
1.12 1 1
H
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fuel loading pattern, BOC burnup distribution, EOC burnup
distribution and the BOC relative assembly power distribution.
A summary of the fuel cycle performance is given in Table 5.6
and a summary of the fuel shuffling history is given in Table
5.7.
A steady-state cycle thermal energy of 896.8 GWD was
reached in Cycle 7 with a BOC maximum relative assembly
power of 1.37. The maximum relative assembly power for all
the transient cycles was 1.38 at the beginning of Cycle 5.
As discussed in Chapter 3 the maximum relative assembly power
decreases with fuel depletion so that the BOC value of the
maximum relative assembly power is also the maximum value for
the entire cycle. Since the operating safety limit is on the
peak rod power or F rather than on the peak assembly power,%H
as was discussed in Section 3.2, this value of 1.38 must be
multiplied by the peak-to-average rod power within the assem-
Nbly to obtain FH . Using the value of 1.053 for the peak-to-
average rod power within an assembly, as was obtained for an
isolated assembly assuming zero-current boundary conditions
(see Section 6.1), results in the maximum value of 1.45 for
F N for the transient cycles. This value of 1.45 is below
the safety limit for FN of 1.55 (see Section 3.2) so the
criterion of keeping below this safety limit for the tran-
sient cycles was achieved.
The axial relative power distribution at the BOC and
the axial fuel burnup distribution at the EOC for selected
fuel assemblies is shown in Table 5.8 for Cycle 8. The
Table 5.6
Fuel Cycle Performance of 1060 MWe Zion Reactor
in Successive Cycles
for 64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 Reload Batches
Cycle Fuel Lot Number
Number Charged Discharged
1 1
2+
3+
4
5
6
7
8
9
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 10
1
2*
3*
4*
5*
6*
7*
8*
WT % U-235
Charged
2.25
Burnup, MWD/T
Cycle Fuel
Average Discharged
15,535 16,943
Peak Radial
Power Ratio
Max.
Value
1.24
Position
EE
2.80
3.3
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
9,652
9,894
10,284
10,038
10,084
10,081
10,081
25,115
32,076
30,306
30,401
30,419
30,399
30,400
1.34
1.36
1.34
1.38
1.37
1.37
1.37
DG
DG
DG
DG
DG
DG
DG
30,400 x 64 = 1,945,600
10,081 x 193 = 1,945,633
* 63 assemblies from this lot and one from previous lot
+ contains burnable poison
f\)
I
Table 5.7
Position of Fuel Assemblies from
Individual Fuel Lots in Successive Cycles
for 64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 Reload Batches
LOT:
PERIOD:
A
FE t
5
34 5
AlH AB AF
BG BB1 ACA
BH DE EF
CH BC CF
DG DF CG
DH BE BD
EG CE BF
FF DD
F CDDA AC
G13 CC CA
GD FD GC
CE EC FB
CF EE DC
HA BA FA
11B ED FE
HC CB FC
U1D EB DB
6
4 5 6
All AB AF
BG BB GB BGA
BH DE EF
CH1 BC CF
DG DF CG
DI 13E BD
EG CE BF
FF DD
FGU CD
GB CC CA
GD FD GC
GE EC 'FB
GF EE DC
HA BA FA
HB ED FE
HC CB FC
AID EB DB
7
5 6 7
All AB AF
BG BB SACA
BPH DE EF
CII BC CF
DG DF CG
DII BE BD
2 3 4
1 2 1 2 3 2 3 4
B AE AH AF AC AD AE AG
AD AB BG BE CG AH AB AF
AF AC Bi BF BF BB BB DD
3A EA CH CF BD BH DE EF
3C DE DG BD EF CH BC BF
BE CD DH EE DD DD CC ACCA
CB ED EG CE OF DA EA GA
CD CG FF AGA DG DF CGGA GA
CF DF FG BG CD DH BE BD
)A BA GB EB GC EG CE CF
DC GC GD DB FE FG A CD
DE EF GE EC FC GD FD GC
EB DC GF GB DC GE EC FC
ED FE HA FA CA GF EE DC
EE CC HB FB FB HA BA FA
EF BC HC FC DB HB ED F E
FA CA HD*FF AF HC CB FBFA
FC FD ID EB DB
BP
DD
C D
AC
C A
C C
P13
DC
FA
FE
FC
DB
8
All AB AC
BG 1B AGGA.
BH DE EF
CH1 BC CF
DC DF CG
DH BE BD
EG CE BF
F DD
FG*AD CDDAAC
GB CC CA
GD FD GC
GE EC FB
CF EE DC
HA BA FA
HIB ED FE
IC CB FC
ID EB DB
CB
4n
'One of these assemrblies is placed in central pos-.tion Ai yl
One of these assemblies is placed in central position AA for a fourth
irradiation cycle.
EG CE
FF 4
FA D
GB CC
GD FD
GB EC
GF EE
HA BA
HB ED
EC CB
ED EB
I -
H
H
_____________________________________________________________ 
- ~j
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Table 5.8
Zion Reactor, Cycle 8
Relative Powdr and Burnup
for 64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 Reload Scheme
ASS'Y LOCATICTN
IIUMBER OF
PREVIOUS CYCLES
AXIAL POSITION
12(TfO)
1
1
1
0
7 MID
6 PLANE
5
4
3
2
1(BOTTOM)
AVERAGE
DA DB DC DD DE DF DG
1 2 2
0.72 0.64
1.03 0.87
1.13 0.95
1.17 0.98
1.18 0,99
1.17 0.98
1.15 0.96
1.1. 0.93
1.07 0.89
1.00 0.83
0.91 0.76
0.64 0.56
T 02 0 83
2 1 1
RELATIVE POWER AT BEGINNING
0.60
0,81
0.89
0.92
0.92
0.92
0 .90
0.87
0.83
0.78
0.70
0.52
0 .* 1-
0,57
0.78
0.86
0.39
0.90
0.90
0.89
0..86
0.82
0.77
0.69
0.51
0.79
0.68
1.00
1.13
1.20
1.23
1.24
1.23
1.21.
1.16
1.09
0.97
0.68
1.07
0.62
0.94
1.10
1.18
1.23
1.26
1.26
1.25
1.21
1.13
0.99
9.66
1.07
ASS'Y LOCATION
*NUMBER OF
PREVIOUS CYCLES
AA AB AC
4 2 3
AD AE AF AG All
2 2 3 3 1
AXIAL POSIT0ON
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
AVERAGE
27179
35525
37482
37850
37893
37897
37913
37952
38028
38052**
37078
29045
3 991*
3.4426
19961
21536
21992
22174
2303
22430%
22568
22710
22740
219C5
16317
20922
EURNUP, MWD/T, AT END OF CYCLE
23474
31028
32909
333438
3 3478
33564
33653
33762
33894
33952
33049
25703
-1818
130,7
18154
19575
19972
20120
20221
20320
20431
205-46
20566
1988
14715
17779
155;l9
21530
23259
23794
24028
24 199
24364
24537
24710
24760
23389
179014
22714i
2110
28394
30387
30932
311 29
31256
31378
31513
31653
31661
30614
23379~2) o6 
22962 6100
31095 9347
33421 10543
34124 11018
-e,.!42 1 11267
34631 11454
34833 11629
35042 11.803
35247 11956
35281 11957
34090 11236
25999 767.1
32595 1049U
MAXIMUM ASSEMBLY AVERAGE
MAXIMUM LOCAL VALUE
0
0.61
1.07
1.32
1.48
1.58
1.64
1.68
1.70**
1.67
1.57
1.32
0.77
1.37 't
DI
0
0.35
0.64
0.81
0.91
0.97.
1.01
1.04
1.04
1.02
0.96
0.79
0.44
07F3
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maximum local power density occurs in the assembly that has
the maximum assembly average power.density at a position
approximately two feet below the center of the core. As with
the first cycle, the maximum local power density occurs in
the bottom half of the core because of the higher average
thermal neutron flux in this region due to the higher water
density and therefore greater neutron moderation. The maxi-
mum local fuel burnup also occurs in the lower half of the
core for this same reason. The peak assembly relative power
density for all the transient cycles was found to be 1.72 at
the beginning of Cycle 5. Multiplying this peak relative
power density of 1.72 by 1.053, the peak-to-average rod
power within an assembly, results in a peak relative local
power for F of 1.81. This value of 1.81 is below the safety
limit of 2.38 (see Section 3.2) for Q so the criterion of
keeping below this limit for the transient cycles was achieved.
The fuel assembly inventory at the end of Cycle 8 is
used for the fuel loading for the variations from the steady-
state cycle as is described.in Chapter 6.
5.2.3 Transient Cycle Analysis for the 48-Assembly,
3.76 w/o U-235 Reload Scheme
The results of the power distribution and depletion
calculations for the transient cycles of the Zion reactor for
Cycle 2 thru Cycle 9 for a reload fuel batch of 48 assemblies
of 3.76 w/o U-235 are shown in Figures 5.16 thru Figure 5.23.
A summary of the fuel cycle performance for this reload scheme
is given in Table 5.9 and a summary of the fuel shuffling
history is given in Table 5.10.
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Figure 5.16
Zion 'Reactor
Assembly Power ani.~Burnup Distribution
Cycle 2
1
2
3
4
Initially 2.25 w/o U-235
Initially 2.80 w/o U-235
Initially 3.30 w/o U-235
Initially 3.76 w/o U-235
B C D E G H
JFD 2AB 2AD 3FG 2AF 3AH 1AG 4AH
16698 16578 16666 9449 17184 12775 16220 -
23184 24385 24788 19107 24987 21678 23110 10207
0.75 0.93 0.97 1,17 o.94 1.09 0.86 1.39
2BA 3GF 3BH 3DG 2BC 3CH 2CF 4BH
16578 9449 13596 15946 15844 11985 16951 -
24385 19237 22864 24733 23900 21094 24464 10004
0.93 1.19 1.12 1.06 0.97 1.12 0.94_ 1.35
2DA 3HB 3FF 2EF 3DH 3EG 2BE 4CH
16666 13596 16484 14934 10194 14014 16716 -
211788 22864 25078 22809 19542 22834 24126 9546
0.97 1.12 1.03 0,93 J.1 1.06 0.9Q 1.26
3FG' 3GD 2FE 1DF 2DE 3BG 2CD 4DH
9449 15946 14Q34 16698 15980 16o4l 16600 -
19107 24733 22d09 23273 24005 23936 23524 6825
1.17 1..06 0.9 0.76 0.95 0.92 .8230H9 0,82
2CB
15844
23900
0.97
3HD
1952
1.12
2ED
15930
24005
0.95
4EE
11620
1.42*1
& I. ~ mg-I
3HC
11985
21094
1.12
3GE
14014
22834
1.06
3GB
16o41
23936
0.92
lGC
15950
22706
0.78
4 - -
2FC
16951
24464
.o.94
2EB
1671 ic
24126
0.90
2DC
16600
23524
0.82
w in, m- 0 -I "mem -t-rj M I
4HA HB 411 14HC j 4HD
10207 10004 9546 1 6825
V1.39 f4 1.35 9 . 0 o8
1CG
15950
22706
0.78
2EE
18302
24182
o.65
4GE 4GF
-848433 6185
0.99g 0.70
A
B
C
D
E
* = Maximum Relative Power
Key
Cycle Avg. Burnup = 8,228 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 710.7 GWD
Assembly Number
BOC Burnup) MWD/T
EOC Burnup, I"D
BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
Fuel Lot
Fuel Lot
Fuel Lot
Fuel Lot
4EG
8433 
0.99c
4FG
I -
6185
0.7(0
G
H
2 FA
17184
24987
0.94
3HA
12775
21678
1.09
iGA
16220
23110
o.86
- ......... l E i r Ild i "iIIi'~ i 'l Ii l"i-u d ? f '1 S - l p i II)- 1 2 9 I ~ 'ht ~-~l 1'' N ini1 1 M NN ' *5 i. :''1 -J ''. ' '' > 13 Ir~ 1 f l - "1.6 1Z '- lr -I'- U~ f i' l 1 - 1
wpm ""plop !111
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Figure 5.17
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power 4nd Burnup Distribution
Lot 2
Lot 3
Lots 4,5
Initially 2.80 w/o
Initially 3.30 w/o
Initially 3.76 w/o
U-235
U-235
U-235
2EB
24126
29438
0.51
B CB) fl V.r
3 BH
22864
29332
o.65
2EF
22809
30316
0.80
-4AH
10207
20762
1.20
3FG
19107
28963
1.14
4EE
11620
22178
1.22
3AH
21678
29348
0.85
3BH' 3HB 4DM 2BC 4EG 3DH 2CD22864 22864 6825 23900 8433 19542 2352429332 30368 17584 32144 19848 28566 302390.65 0.79 __1.20 0.92 1.33 1.02 0.73
2EF' 4HD 3FF 4BH 3DG 4FG 3BG22809 0825 25078 10004 24734 6185 23936
30316 17584 33906 21026 33706 7298 31240
0.80 1.20 0.99 1.27 1.02 1.27 0.79
4HA
10207
20762
1.20
3 FG'
19107
28963
1.14
11620
22178
1.22
2C3
23900
32144
0.92
4GE
8433
19848
1.33
3HD
19542
28566
1,02
4HB -
10004
21026
1.27
3GD
24733
33706
.1.02
14GF
6185
17298
1.27
3GF
19237
28909
1.10
4HC
9546
20081
1.20
3HC
21094
29081
0.87
3HA 2DC 3GB 3GE
21678 23524 23936 22834j
29348 20239 31240 297101
0.85 0.73 . 0.73
5HA 5HB . H C 5HD
10226 9718 9373 6720
1., 10.73
4CH
9546
20081
1.20
3CH
21094
29081
0.87
3EG
22834
297100.73
0.73
5AH7
10226
1.21
5-
9718
1. 14
5 H
1.07 71
6720
0.73
2FE 2DE 5EG
22809 24005 -
29820 30927 9030
0.76 0.75 1.01
2ED 5FF 5FG
24005 - -
30927 11743 8216
0.75 1. 3- 0.05
5GE 5GF
9030 8216 1
1.ol 0
.95
* = Maximum Relative Power
Cycle Avg. Burnup = 8,887 IVD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 774.6 GWD
Key
1AA Assembly Number
- BOC Burnup', MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T
1.0.4 BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
A
B
C
E
F
G
H
D E F G H
4
D I
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Figure 5.18
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnup Distribution
Fuel Lot 3
Fuel Lots 4, 5, 6
Initially 3.30 w/o U-235
Initially 3.76 w/o U-235
B
4AH
20762
28301
o.67
C
3AH
29348
37330
0.76
D
5FF
11743
23189
1.16
E - F
3 BIT
29332
38111
0.87
5AH
10226
21088
1.08
G
3FG
28962
35780
0.64
H
6AH
loo41.
1.01
4HA 3GF 5FG 4DH 5BH 4FG 3CH 6BH
28301 36276 19778 29007 21937 30032 35957 9876
0.67 0.67 1.15 1.16 1.26 1.02 0.65 0.99
3HA 5GF 4EE 4FG 4CH 5EG 3DH 6CH
29348 8216 22178 17298 20081 9030 28566 1
37330 19778 32484 27904 31023 20842 36382 10083
0.76 1.15 1.03 1.07 1.11 1.22 0.77 1.03
5FF' 4HD 4GF 3HB 5CH 4BH 5DH 6DH
23189 29007 27904 38504 20541 31179 18568 8439
1.16 1.16 1.07 0.80 1.14 1.04 1.25 ,87
5HB
9713
21937
1.26
4GE
19848
30032
1.02
4ic
20081
31023
1.12
5GE
9030
20842
1.22
51C
9373
20541
1.14
4HB
21026
31179
1.04
B
C
D
F
G
H
3BG 3EG 6EG
31240 29710 -
38433 37462 310955
0.70 0.78 1. 18
3GE 6FF 6FG
29710 - -
37462 12664 9057
0.78 1.38 0.98
6GE 6GF
10955 9057
1.18 0.q8
* = Maximum Relative Power
Cycle Avg. Burnup = 9,868 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 868,8 GWD
Key.
1AA Assembly Number
- BOC Burnup; MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T
1.04 BOC Relative Power
-- (Assembly/Average)
A1z A
3GB
31240
37019
0.49
3FG' 3HC 13HD 5HD
28963 29081 28566 6720
35780 35957 36382 18568
0.64 0.65 0.77 1.25
6HA 6B 6HC 6HD
-
-jH 
- 6H-
loo41 1 9876 10083 Q 8439
1.01 )0.99 1.03 0.87
3BlT'
29332
3 111
0.87
5HA
10226
21088
1.08
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FIgure 5.19
Zipn Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnip Distribution
Cycle 5
Lot 3
Lots 4, 5, 6, 7
Initially 3.30 w/o U.235
Initially 3.76 w/o U-235
C D
5AH
21088
32125
1.13
6FF
12664
24591
1.22
E
4GE
30031
39686
0.95
F G H
6AH
loo41
21289
1.10
4AH
28301
36311
0.75
5FG' 5GF 6Ci 5EG 6BH 5BH 4CH
19778 19778 10084 20842 9876 21937 31023
29732 30662 22672 31919 22044 31920 38689
0.99 1.1l 1.30 1.12 1.22 0.96 0.71
5HA 6HC 5FF 5DH 5CH 6FG 4DH
21088 10084 23189 18568 20541 9057 29007
32125 22672 33653 28932 31179 20597 37544
1.13 1.30 1.05 1,02 1.04. 1.13 0.81
5KD
18568
28932
1.02.
5HC
B
C
D
E
F
G
6GF
9057
20597
1.13
4HD
29007
37544
0.81
4EG
3003.
38731.
0.82
6GE
10955
21610
1.02
4GF
27904
36792
o.84
6HD
8439
19687
1.11
7HA 7n7H B HC HD
11620 10317 10354 8331
.5 1.1 1.02 0.81
6FG
10955
21610
1.02
4FG
27904
3b792
o.84
6DH
8439
19687
1.L T
4EE 4 BH 7EG
32484 31179
40143 39359 10879
0.71 o.78 10
4HB 7FF 7FG
31179 - -
39359 12867 9095
0.78 1.33 0 -03
7GE 7GF
--
10879 9095
1.10 0.93
7AH
'10620
1.05
7BH
10317
I,01t
7CH
10354
-1.02
7DH1
8331
o0.81
* = Maximum Relative Power
Cycle Avg. Burnup 10,151 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 902.9 GWD
Key
lAA Assembly Number
- BRoC Burnup; MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T
1.04 BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
Fuel
Fuel
A
3FG
35780
42766
0.67
5FG
19778
29732
0.99
5HC
20541
3117
104
6FF'
12664
24591
1,22
4GE'
3003
3968 0
0.95
6HA
10041
21289
1.10
4HA
28301
36311
0.75
5GE
20842
31919
1.12
6HB
9876
22044
1.22
5HB
21937
31920
0.96
4HC
31023
38689
0.71
WfU71M"~fgwr, 7
i e, Lg a
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FIgure 5.20
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnup Distribut ion
Cy7cl- e 6
Fuel Lots 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Initially 3.76 w/o U-235
B C E F G -- H
4AH 6FG 6AH 7FF 5GE 7AH 5AH
36311 20597 21238 12867 31919 10620 3212
43676 30145 31837 24156 40814 21163 3937
0.74 0.98 1.11 1.18 0.90 1.07 0.7
6FG' 6GF 7CH 6EG 7BH 6BH 5CH
20597 20597 10354 21610 10317 22044 3117
30144 30924 22296 31984 21724 31553 3853
0.98 1.08 1.?7 1.08 1.18 o.96 0.7
6HA 7HC 6FF 6DH 6CH 7FG 5DH
21288 10354 24591 19687 22672 9095 2893
31835 22294 34257 29203 32403 20104 3725
1.11 1.27 0.99 0.96 0,98 1.13 0.8
7FF' 6GE 6Hm 5EG 7EG 5FG 7DH
12867 21610 19687 31919 10879 -29732 833
24151 31978 29197 39837 20892 38052 1932
1.18 1.08 0 , 96 0.77 1.00 0.84 1.1
5GE'
31919
40806
0.90
7HB
10317
21711
1.18
6HC
22673
32380
0.98
7GE
10879.
20851
0.99
5FF 5BH
33652 31920
40813 39733
0.70 0.80
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
8HA 8HB . 8HC 8HD
1 0 267  7  1 17 8.92
1.06 4 1.05 1.08 0.86
8AH
5
4 1027
1 1.0,
9
2
3
2
2
4
1
6
6
8EG
10655
1.6
8FG
8946
* = Maximum Relative Power
Key
Cycle Avg. Burnup = 9,659 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 859.3 GWDT
Assembly Number
BOC Burnup, MWD/T
EOC Burnup, MWD/T
BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
IA
7HA 6HB 7GF 5GF 5HB 8FF
10620 22044 9095 30662 31920 -
21149 31534 m20051 38828 39701 12557
1.06 0.96 1.12 0.82 0.80 1.4I *
5HA 5HC 5HD HD 8GE 1 GF
32125 31179 28932 8331 -
39366 38519 37225 19269 110624 8937
0.71 0.72 0.84 1.15 1.15 0.98
MN'l Op I I IIPpkq
I
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Figure 5.21
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnup Distribution
Fuel Lots 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
5HD
37225
44699
0.76
7FG'
20104
29963
1.03
7FG
20104
29961
1.03
7GF
20051
30733
1.14
C
7AH
21163
31988
-1.15
8CH
10195
22468
1.32
D
8FF
12556
24165
1.23
7EG
20892
31618
1.12
6GE
31978
41031
0.92
. 8BH
10090
21739
1.20
8AH
;t0275
20979
1.08
7BH
21724
31351
0.96
G
6AH
31837
39089
0.70
6CH
32403
39614
0.70
7HA 8HC 7FF 7DH 7CH 8FG 6DH
21149 10176 24155 19326 22296 8946 2920
31983 22459 34124 29108 32227 20046 3746
1.16 1.32 1.04 0.99 1.00 1.12 0.8
8FF'. 7GE 7HD 6EG 8EG 6FG 8DH
12556 20852 19269 31984 10655 30145 821
24173 31591 29060 1 40036 20791 38454 1922
1.23 1.12 -0.99 0.78 1.00 0.82 1.1
B
C
D
F
G
8H.B
10079
21731
1.20
7HC
22294
32216
1.00
8GE
10624
20737
1.00
6FF 6BH
34257 31 54
41412 39 118
o.69 0.80
8HA 7HB 8GF 6GF 6HB 9FF
10267 21711 8936 30924 31534 5-
20970 31333 20003 39112 39377 12595
1.07 0.96 1.11 0.80 0.79 1 37
6HA 6HC 6HD 8HD 9GE 9GF
31835 32379 29197 8192 -
39086 39588 37446 19159 106 52 8953
0.70 0.69 0.81 1.13 4 1.13 0.96
9HA 9HB 9HC 9HD
H 10232 102110141 8185
1.05 .03 .oh 0.83
3
8
2
6
0
4
9EG
10672
1.13
9FG
8959
0.q6
H -
* = Maximum Relative Power
Cycle Avg. Burnup = 9,769 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 869.0 GWD
Key
lAA Assembly Number.
- BOC Burnup, MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T
1.04 BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
6GE'
31978
41033
0.92
Initially 3.76 w/o U-235
AA B
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Figure 5.22
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnup DistributQn
Cycle 8
Fuel Lots 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 Initially 3.76 w/o U-235
6HnD
374-46
44931
0.76
B
8FG
20046
29955
1.03
8GF
20003
30741
1.14
9HC
1l41
22490
1.32
C
8AH
20979
31885
1.16
9 CH
10151
22492
1.32
8FF
24165
34180
1.04
D
9FF
12595
24263
1.23
8EG
20791
31584
1.13
8DH
19220
29061
0.99
E
7GE
31591
40735
0.92
9 BH
10024
21734
1.21
8CH
22468
32408
0.99
9AH
10234
20985
1.07
8BH
21739
31397
0..96
9FG
8959
20088
1.12
G
7AH
31988
39245
0.70
7CH
32227
39474
0.70
7DH1
29108
37406
0.82
lOAH
10247
1.05
loBH
loo44
11.03
loCH
10172
1.04
9FF' 8GF 8HD 7EG 9EG 7FG 9DH 1ODH
12595 20737 9159 31619 10672 29961 8200 -
24271 31545 290 39751 20851 38324 19242 8217
1.23 1.13 0.99 0.79 1.00_ 0.82j 1.13 -0.3
Ak
B<
C
D
E
F
G
H
9HB
1002
21731
1.21
8HC
22459
32391
0.99
9GE
10652
20805
1.00
7FF 7BH 10EG
34124 31351 -
41326 39272 10707
0.69 0.79 1.13
9HA SHB 9GF 7GF 7HB 1OFF
10232 21731 8952 30733 31333 -
20980 31382 20049 38974 39231 12640
1.07 0.95 1.11 o.81 0.79 I 1.37*
7HA 7HC 71TD 9HD 10GE N 10GF
31983 32216 29060 8185 - -- -
39238 39460 37349 19189 10686 8976
0.69 0.69 0.81 1.13 1.12
lOHA 1HB [loH, 101D
10245 o0041 oi164 8202
1.05 1.02 1.0 83
I-O i
8982
o.96
* Maximum Relative Power
Cycle Avg. Burnup = 9,311 MID/T
Cycle Thermal Energy =872.8 GWD
. Key
lAA Assembly Number
- BOC Burnup, MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T
I1.Q4 BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
8FG'
20046.
29956
1.03
8HA,
20970
31883
1.16
7GE'
31591
0737
0.92
--
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Figure 5,23
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnup Distribution
Fuel Lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 Initially 3.76 w/o U-235
B C D E G
t r r r
9FG
20088
29964
1.03
9AH
20985
31860
1.16
1OFF
12640
24272
1.23
8GE
31545
40677
0.93
lOAH
10247
20981
1.08
. 8AH
31885
39139
0.70
9FG' 9GF loCH 9EG 1OBH 9BH 8CH
20088 20049 10172 20851 10044 21734 32408
29965 30748 22473 31607 21727 31374 39627
1.03 1.14 1.32 1.12 1.21 0.96 o.69
1OHC
10164
22471
1.32
9FF
24263
34234
1.04
9DH
19242
29054
0.99
9CH
22492
32408
1. QO
1OFG
8983
20091
1.12
8DH
29061
37353
0.82
H
llAH
10236
1.05
lBH
0029
1.02
,10162
1.. 04
1oFF' 9GE 9HD 8EG 10EG 8FG 1oDH llDH
12640 20805 19189 31584 10707 29955 8217 -
24278 31573 290lo 39700 20860 38304 19244 8209
1.23 1.13 0.99 0.79 1.00 o.82 1Il4 o. 8
8GE'
31545 4 0
40677
0.92
10HB
10040
21722
1.21
9HC
2240
32395
0.99
lOGE
10686
20812
1. OQ
8FF 8BH i
34180 31397
41361 39300
0.69 0.79
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
R
llHA 1111 llHC llHD
10234 1002 1015 94
i.04 1.2 .04 o.83
1lEG
10694
1 .1
11FG
8973 (
0.96
* = Maximum Relative Power
Key
Cycle Avg. Burnup = 9,789 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 870.9 GWD
Assembly Number
BOC Burnup- MWD/T
EOC Burnup, MWD/T
BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
7HD
37349
44822
0.76
9HA
20980
31860
1.16
lOHA 9HB lOGF 8GF 8HB I 11FF
10246 21731 8976 30741 31383
20975 31363 20049 38965 39262 12624
1.07 0.96 1.11 0.81 0.179
8HA 8HC n8HD 1OHD 11GE 11GF
31883 32391 29012 8202 4 .
39135 39607 37293 19191 10672 8967
0.70 0. 0.82 1.13 1.12 0.96
Table 5.9
Fuel Cycle Performance of 1060 MWe Zion Reactor
in Successive Cycles
for 48-Assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235 Reload Batches
Cycle Fuel Lot Number
Number Charged Discharged
1 1
2+
3+
4
5
6
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
7
8
9
10
11
1
1,2*
2, 3**
3
4***
5***
6 ***
8** ---
WT % U-235
Charged
2.25
2.80
3.30
3.76
3.76
3.76
3.76
3.76
3.76
3.76
3.76
Burnup, MWD/T
Cycle Fuel
Average Discharged
15,535
8,228
8,887
9,868
10,151
9,659
9,769
9,811
9,789
17,174
23,917
31,559
37, 029
38,433
39,191
39,488
39, 370
39,372
Peak Radial
Power Ratio
Max.
Value Po
1.24
1.42
1.39
1.38
1-33
1.40
1.37
1.37
1.37
sition
EE
* 17 assemblies from lot 1,
** 33 assemblies from lot 2,
39,372 x 48 = 1,889,856
9,789 x 193 = 1,889,277
31 assemblies from lot 2
15 assemblies from lot 3
*** 47 assemblies from this lot and one from previous lot
+ contains burnable poison
R)
R)-
EE
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
------- -------------- 
Table 5.10
Position of Fuel Assemblies from
Individual Fuel Lots in Successive Cycles
for 48-Assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235 Reload Batches
LOT: 1
PERIOD: 1 2
AA -
AC -
AE -
AG AG
BB -
BD -
BF -
CA -
CC -
CE -
CG EF
DB -
DD -
DF DD
EA -
EC -
FB -
FD* -
GA GA
GC FE
2
1 2
AB AB -
AD AC -
AF AE -
BA BA -
BC BE BD
BE CG -
CB EB DB
CD DG BG
DF BG -
DA CA -
DC GD GB
DE DE EP
EB*GC -
ED ED FE
EE FF -
AC
EF CD CA
FA EA -
FC 'GB -
FE DC EE
3
1 2 3 4
AH AF AG AC
BG DF CG EE
AB AE
BH BC BA EA
CH BF DF BG
DG BD CE -
DH CE BF CG
EG CF DG EF
FF2 E AG5
FG*DA EA GE
GB*FD GC -
GD DB EC -
GE FC GD FE
GF BB DD BB
HA FA GA CA
HB CB BB DD
HC FB FD GB
HD EC FB GC
14
AH*AD
BH CD
CH DE
DH BC
AF
EE FA
EG BE
FG CF
GE EB
GF FC
HA DA
HB DC
HC ED
5
AB
DF
CE
BD
CC
BF
CD
FB
DC
BA
FD
EC
AG
EF
BG
CG
EE
DD
DF
AE
EA
FD
GA
FE
GB
HD CB DB GC
AHi
BH
CH
DH
EG
FF
FG
GE
GF
HA
HB
HC
AF
BE
DE
DG
CF
AD
DA
BC
FC
CB
FA
EB
ED
AC
EF
CE
CD
BD
CC
AB
BA
DB
BB
CA
FB
EC
AG
EF
BG
CG
DD
EE
DF
AE
EA
FD
GA
FE
GB
HD*GD DC GC
AH
BH
CH
DH
EG
FF
FG
GE
GE
HA
HB
HC
AF
BE
BC
DG
DE
AD
DA
CF
ED
FC
FA
EB
CB
6
AC
BF
CE
CD
BD
CC
AB
BA
DB
BB
CA
FB
EC
7 8
AG
EF
BG
CG
DD
EE
DF
AE
EA
FD
GA
FE
GB
HD*GD DC GC
AH
BH
CH
DH
EG,
FF
FG
GE
GF
HA
HB
HC
AF
BE
BC
DG
DE
AD
DA
CF
ED
FC
FA
EB
CB
AC
BF
CE
CD
BD
CC
AB
BA
DB
BB
CA
FB
EC
AG
EF
BG
CG
DD
EE
DF
AE
EA
FD
GA
FE
GB
HD*GD DC GC
AH
BH
CH
DH
EG
-FF
FG
GE
GF
HA
HB
HC
AF
BE
BC
DG
DE
AD
DA
CF
ED
FC
FA
EB
CB
AC
BF
CE
CD
BD
CC
AB
BA
DB
BB
CA
FB
EC
AG
ER
BG
CG
DD
EE
DF
AE
EA
FD
GA
FE
GB
HD*GD DC GC
*One of these assemblies is placed in central position AA for a final irradiation period.
I -
r\J
2 1 4 a I 4L 5 6_ 4 6k I 5_ 6 I 8_
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A steady-state cycle was not reached by Cycle 9, the last
cycle calculated for this reload scheme. Since the reload
batch size was smaller for this reload scheme (48 assemblies
refueled vs 64 for the first scheme), the number of transient
cycles necessary before reaching a steady-state cycle was
expected to be greater (approximately eleven cycles vs seven
for the first scheme) for this scheme.
An approximate steady-state thermal energy of 871 GWD
was determined for Cycle 9 which is about 3% lower than the
steady-state thermal energy of 897 GWD determined for the
64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 reload scheme. This difference,
however, is acceptable for this analysis. The criterion of
keeping FH below the safety limit for all cycles was achieved
since the maximum F Nc t for all cycles was 1.50 (1.42 x 1.053)
at the beginning of Cycle 2 which is below the limit on FN
AH
of 1.55. The criterion of keeping F below the safety limit
for all cycles was also achieved since the maximum FN for allQ
cycles was 1.88 (1.78 x 1.053) at the beginning of Cycle 2
which is below the limit on FN of 2.38.Q
The fuel assembly inventory at the end of Cycle 8 for
this reload scheme is used for the fuel loading variations as
described in Chapter 6. The fuel inventory at the end of
Cycle 8 is chosen since this is the same cycle from which
the variations are performed for the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o
U-235 reload scheme.
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5.3 Fuel Cycle Cost Calculations for the First Lot and
Transient Lots of the Zion Reactor
The results of the calculations to obtain the fuel cycle
cost for the first lot and the transient lots of the Zion
reactor are presented in this section. The levelized fuel
cycle cost for each discharged lot of fuel was calculated
using the MITCOST computer code that was described in Section
4.4.2.
The fuel cycle cost calculations were performed for both
the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 reload scheme and the 48-as-
sembly, 3.76 w/o U-235 reload scheme. The results for the
64-assembly reload scheme are presented in Section 5.3.1 and
the results for the 48-assembly reload scheme are presented
in Section 5.3.2. The economic and fuel cycle cost parameters
that were assumed for both reload schemes are given in Table
5.11.
5.3.1 Fuel Cycle Cost Calculations for the 64-Assembly,
3.20 w/o U-235 Reload Scheme
The fuel cycle cost calculations for the 64-assembly
reload scheme were performed with the MITCOST computer code
for two different values of the availability-based capacity
factor (ABCF). The fuel performance parameters and time
schedule for the. fuel cost calculations are presented in
reasonable detail for the calculation that assumes and ABCF=
0.70. Since the fuel performance is exactly the same for the
calculations that assume an ABCF=0.90 and only the time sched-
ule changes for these calculations, only the final results
of these calculations are presented.
Table 5.11
Economic and Fuel Cycle Cost Parameters
Operation
Purchase of U3 08 Concentrates
Conversion of U3 08 to UF6
Enrichment of U-235
Fabrication of Fuel
Shipping of Spent Fuel,
Reprocessing of Spent Fuel
Conversion of UNH to UF6
Credit for Recovered UF6
Process
Yield, f>
99.5
100
99
100
99
99*5
9. Credit for Recovered Plutonium
Unit Price
$8/lb U3 08
$2.20/kg U
$38-50/kg SWU*
$70/kg
$4/kg
$30-57/kg
$5.60/kg U
Consistant with
1, 2 and 3
$7500/kg Fiesile
Pu
Lag Time from End of Month to Receipt of Revenue
from Sale of Electricity During that Month
Refueling Downtime
Availability-Based Capacity Factor, 0.70 or 0.90
Capital Financing: 55% Bonds at 8% rate of return
35% Common Stock at 13% rate of return
10% Preferred Stock at 8% rate of return
* Diffusion Plant Tails Assay, 0.20 w/o U-235
Transaction Time
Days Years
Prior to Start of Period
127 0.3474
127 0.3474
97 0.2656
40 0.1095
After End of
182 -
212
212
212
212
6o
46
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Period
0.4986
0.5804
0.5804
0.5804
0.5804
0.1643
0.125
ro
R)
0>
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The fuel charging and discharging schedule, and the lot
burnup increments are given in Table 5.12 for the 64-assem-
bly reload scheme with an ABCF=0.70. The fuel performance
and the fuel cycle cost results for each individual fuel lot
are given in Table 5.13 for this same reload scheme and ABCF.
Finally, a sunmary of the levelized fuel cycle cost for each
individual fuel lot for both values of the ABCF, 0.70 and
0.90, is given in Table 5.14.
The fuel lots that are discharged at the end of Cycle 8,
lots 7B and 8A, have reached steady-state performance so that
all the lots discharged after the eighth cycle for this same
reload scheme will all have the same levelized fuel cycle
cost. A comparison of the levelized fuel cycle cost for the
two different ABCF's shows that a change in the ABCF from
0.70 to 0.90 results in an approximate decrease of 0.10 mills/
kwh in the levelized fuel cycle cost.
5.3.2 Fuel Cycle Cost Calculations for the 48-Assembly,
3.76 w/o U-235 Reload Scheme
As with the 64-assembly reload scheme the fuel cycle
cost calculations for the 48-assembly reload scheme were per-
formed with the MITCOST computer code for two values of the
ABCF, 0.70 and 0.90. The fuel charging and discharging sched-
ule, and the lot burnup increments are given in Table 5.15
for this scheme for an ABCF=0.70. The fuel performance and
the fuel cycle cost results for each individual fuel lot are
given in Table 5.16 for this same scheme and ABCF. Finally,
a summary of the levelized fuel cycle cost for each individual
fuel lot for both values of the ABCF is given in Table 5.17.
&Table 5.12
Puel. Charrin,', DicharGini Schedule and Lot Burnup Incireents for Zirn
Rleactor, u4-Assembly, 3.20 w/o R-235 heload .jheme (tF = 0.70)
5 6 7 - 3
F e - at BOC
w/c: U-2,55
S"alct lixmber
;r',-er of Assemtites
setftu {kg)nt Le
~~lm(k)
. -etIter
mer ofr Assembliea
Urantim (kg)
Dicer~t.ed at E:OC
S-1': Dezignations
cick
Uk
k
Uj
k
S.ert ms Energy Produced(GWD) Ft
Ti-.c (-year,)
'..nnirg or Cycle
: n of Irradiation
Er.,1 of' Cycie
2.rn.p Increment (MWD/T)
C.tlot Denignaticn
t' I
t -t
ti
1, A
1+1, A
1+2, A
1-1, B
i, B
1+1, B
1+2, B
2.25
1A
I14
29,168.2
1B
2.80
2A
63
28,171.8
2B
I
3.30
3A
63
27,499.5
3B
1
4j5.8 447.2 436.5
IA
1341.1
0.0
1.614
1.614
16,943
15,950
- - 8,700
16,448 - 10,132
- 13,280 10,242
- - 7,210
-. - 8,721
14,934 - 8,553
- 10,194 6,828
3.204A
63
29,039.1
4B
1
46o.9
3.20
5A
63
29,039.1
5B
1
460.9
3.20
6A
63
29,039.1
%B
460.9
3.20
7A
63
29,039.1
7TB
1
460.9
3.20
8A
63
29,039.1
4 B9
460. 9
3.20
9A
63
29,03.1
460.9
3-20
10A
63
29,033.1
1
460.9
1B,2A 2B,3A 3B,4A 4B,5A 5B,GA 6B,7A 7B,eA
835.2 866.5 -914.7 893.0 897.1 896.8 896.6
1.739 2.869 4.037 5.263 6.463 7.668 8.:
1.005 1.043 1.101 1.075 1.080 1.079 1.0 m
2.744 3.519 5.13% 6.338 7.543 8.747 9.9:-1
8,671
10,743
10,333
8,040
8,601
11,051
7,851
9,237
11,020
10, 660
8,547
9,293
11,273
8,058
8,99
10,653
10,5
8,206
8,791
10,869
8,015
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Table 5.14
Fuel Cycle Costs for Individual Fuel Lots,
64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 Reload Scheme
Lot Fuel Cycle Cost, mills/kwhr.
Number ABCF = 0.70 ABCF = 0.90
1A 2.1680 2.1041
2A 2.0271 1.9417
A 2.0961 1.9778
A 2.0441 1.9449
5A 2.0504 1.9487
6A 2.0571 1.9537
7A 2.0538 1.9514
8A 2.0547 1.9520
1B 1.7941 1.7265
2B 1.8003 1.7088
3B 2.0871 1.9445
B 1.9582 1.8407
5B 1.9245 1.8096
6B 1.9373 1.8200
7B 1.9315 1.8156
Table 5.15
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Table 5.17
Fuel Cycle Costs for Individual Fuel Lots,
48-Assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235 Reload Scheme
Lot Fuel Cycle Cost, mills/kwhr.
Number ABCF = 0.70 ABCF = 0.90
1A 2.1442 2.0813
2A 2.0486 1.9659
3A 1.9834 1.8817
4A 2.0457 1.9318
5A 2.0387 1.9209
6A 2.0416 1.-9208
7A 2.0511 1.9290
8A 2.0426 1.9220
1B 1.7943 1.7289
2B 1.8094 1.7228
3B 1.9569 1.8364
4B 1.9219 1.8062
5B 1.9567 1.8261
6B 1.9559 1.8239
7B 1.9619 1.8290
1.8524 1-72133C
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The fuel lots that are discharged at the end of Cycle
9, lots 7B and 8A have not reached a steady-state performance,
however, they are very close. Again, a comparison of the
levelized fuel cycle cost for the two different ABCF's shows
that a change in the ABCF from 0.70 to 0.90 results in an
approximate decrease of 0.10 mills/kwh in the levelized fuel
cycle cost.
5.3.3 Comparison of the 64-Assembly and the 48-Assembly
Reload Schemes
The two reload schemes, the 64 and 48 assembly schemes
can now be compared with each other. A comparison of Table
5.14 and Table 5.17 indicates that the levelized fuel cycle
costs are approximately equal for the two reload schemes
with the levelized fuel cycle cost slightly lower for the
48-assembly scheme. Since the levelized fuel cycle costs
are approximately equal, the choice of one scheme over the
other would most likely be made from a consideration of the
engineering safety margins that exist during operation.rather
than on the slight difference in levelized fuel cycle costs.
The engineering parameters that are limiting for these
two schemes were presented in Section 5.2. The maximum
relative assembly power for the steady-state cycle are approx-
imately equal (1-37) for the steady-state cycles of these two
schemes. However, as discussed in Section 5.2 the fuel load-
ing patterns found for these reload schemes are only feasible
patterns and not optimal patterns. Fuel loading patterns
that result in lower values for the maximum relative assembly
power could probably be found with additional work. Thus,
-235-
at this point no choice can be made for one scheme over the
other based on the maximum relative assembly power.
A clear difference, however, does exist for the maxi-
mum assembly average burnup achieved for these two schemes.
The 64-assembly scheme reaches a 36,000 MWD/T maximum aver-
age assembly power whereas the 48-assembly scheme reaches
a 44,800 MWD/T maximum average assembly power. A choice of
one scheme over the other based on the fuel burnup limits
would clearly favor the 64-assembly scheme.
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CHAPTER 6
REACTOR PHYSICS AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE
VARIATIONS IN CYCLE ENERGY POTENTIAL FROM
THE STEADY-STATE CYCLE ENERGY POTENTIAL
OF THE ZION REACTOR
6.1 Auxiliary Analyses Used to Determine Engineering Parameters
As discussed in Section 3.2.3 a simplified safety analy-
sis rather than a complete safety analysis was performed for
the reload core variations considered in this thesis. This
simplified safety analysis consisted of calculating certain
engineering parameters for these reload cores which would
give a relative indication of the engineering safety margins
that would exist for these reload cores. Specifically, the
engineering parameters that were calculated were the Nuclear
Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, FQN, the Nuclear Enthalpy Rise
Hot Channel Factor, F , the moderator temperature coeffi-
cient and the maximum fuel pellet burnup. A few auxiliary
analyses were required for the calculations of these para-
meters and these analyses are described in this section.
Described in Section 6.1.1 are analyses performed on
the assembly power distribution which resulted in a procedure
for determining the peak-to-average power density that exists
within a horizontal plane of an assembly under various fuel
loading arrangements. A calculation of the peak-to-average
power density within an assembly was required in order to
N Ncalculate the parameters F Q and FAH
Described in Section 6.1.2 is an analysis of the assembly
burnup distribution which relates the peak pellet burnup to
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the assembly-average burnup for a horizontal plane of an assem-
bly. This correlation between peak pellet burnup and assem-
bly-average burnup was required in order to calculate the
maximum fuel pellet burnup for the reload cores considered
in this thesis.
6.1.1 Analysis of Assembly Power Distributions
The core power distributions for the reload cores con-
sidered in this thesis were calculated with the nodal theory
code, SIMULATE. Since SIMULATE calculated only a nodal
power distribution (the assembly-average power density at
each of twelve axial nodes per assembly), a procedure was
required to obtain the peak-to-average power density for
each node so as to calculate the two engineering parameters
N N
FQ and FAH. The procedure developed to perform these
calculations is described in this section.
The fuel pin power distribution for a single fuel as-
sembly assuming zero-current boundary conditions at each
of the edges of the assembly is shown in Figure 6.1. This
power distribution was calculated with the CITATION code
assuming a single mesh point per fuel pin or control thimble.
As seen in this figure the power density peaks around the
control thimbles where a higher water-to-fuel ratio results
in a higher thermal neutron flux and thus a higher fission
rate and power density. The peak-to-average pin power den-
sity for this assembly was calculated to be 1.053 as shown
in the figure.
This peak-to-average pin power density of 1.053 will
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Pigure 6.1
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not generally exist for fuel assemblies in an actual reactor
core since the zero-current boundary condition does not
accurately represent the neutron transport that occurs be-
tween fuel assemblies. Thus some other procedure which
more accurately accounts for neutron transport between as-
semblies is required for determining the peak-to-average
power density within an assembly.
One calculation which would accurately calculate the
peak-to-average power density for each fuel assembly in the
core is a PDQ or CITATION calculation in which each indi-
vidual fuel pin is explicitely represented by a mesh point.
A calculation of this type is performed for design calcula-
tions on Zion reactor type cores but would be prohibitively
expensive to perform for the multiple reload cores considered
in this thesis. However, a modification of this calcula-
tion can be performed in which each fuel assembly is homo-
genized with the total number of mesh points reduced, which
would calculate the peak-to-average assembly power density
with reasonable expense. An analysis which shows the ac-
curacy of this homogenized-assembly representation is des-
cribed in the following paragraphs.
Since a CITATION power distribution calculation for an
entire core assuming one mesh point per fuel pin is pro-
hibitively expensive even for a few cases, the analysis to
determine the accuracy of the homogenized-assembly repre-
sentation of the core was performed on an isolated region
of the core. The analysis was performed for various fuel
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loadings for a 3 x 3 array of fuel assemblies assuming
zero-current boundary conditions on the outer edges of the
fuel assembly array. The power distributions were calcula-
ted for these fuel loadings with two different CITATION
mesh representations, one with each pin explicitely repre-
sented with a mesh point (15 x 15 mesh points per assembly)
and the other with the assembly homogenized with 49 mesh
points (7 x 7 mesh points per assembly) as would be used
for the entire core homogenized-assembly representation.
The power distributions and peak-to-average power densities
for the center assembly (the center assembly since no boundary
conditions are applied to the edges of this assembly) of
the 3 x 3 array were compared for the two calculations.
The results of these calculations are described in the
following paragraphs.
Shown in Figure 6.2 is the fuel loading and the as-
sembly-average power distributions for a 3 x 3 array of
fuel assemblies for one of the fuel loadings considered in
this analysis. As seen in this figure the assembly-average
power densities were accurately calculated for the homogen-
ized-assembly representation for this particular fuel loading.
A similar degree of accuracy for the assembly-average power
densities was also found for the other fuel loadings con-
sidered in this analysis.
Shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 are the relative power
distributions for the center assembly of the 3 x 3 array
for the sample fuel loading described in the preceeding
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Figure 6.2
Assembly Average Power Distribution
for a 3 x 3 Array of Fuel Assemblies
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Figure 6.3
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Figure 6.4
Region Power Distribution for Homogenized Center
Assemblies of a 3 x 3 Array of Fuel Assemblies
CITATION, 7 x 7 Mesh per Assembly
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Power Density
Power Density
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paragraph. A comparison of these two power distributions
shows that the homogenized-assembly representation results
in a peak-to-average power density approximately 2% greater
than that obtained from the explicit-assembly representa-
tion. The results of the other fuel loadings considered
were similar with the peak-to-average power density within
the center assembly being between 1% and 2% greater for the
calculations with the homogenized-assembly representation.
This accuracy is acceptable for this analysis and actually
will result in slightly conservative values for F N and
NF N which are to be calculated from entire core calcula-
tions using this homogenized-assembly representation.
This homogenized-assembly representation was used in
a CITATION power distribution calculation for the steady-
state cycle fuel loading of the Zion reactor in order to
Nillustrate its use in the calculation of Fa Shown in
Figure 6.5 is the assembly power distribution (from SIM-
ULATE), the peak-to-average pin power density for each
assembly (from CITATION) and the resulting peak pin rela-
tive power for each assembly for the 64 -assembly, 3.20 w/o
U-235 steady-state fuel loading. The CITATION calculation
to obtain the peak-to-average pin power density for each
assembly was performed in two dimensions (X, Y) using the
fuel composition in each assembly corresponding to the
average fuel burnup of that fuel assembly. For this case
the peak pin power density was determined to occur in the
assembly loaded at position HB resulting in a value for
N
FAH of 1.55 (1.162 x 1.304).
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Figure 6.5
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power D-stribution and Peak Pin Power
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Similarly, a calculation of the power distribution for
each nodal plane of the core, corresponding to the axial
nodal planes used with SIMULATE, can be performed with
CITATION to yield the peak pellet power density for the
N
core and thus FQN. These CITATION calculations for each
nodal plane would be performed in two dimensions (X, Y)
using the fuel composition corresponding to the nodal fuel
burnup for each assembly at each nodal plane. Calculations
of this type have been performed at the Yankee Atomic Elec-
tric Company for the Connecticut Yanke-e PWR (25) resulting
in the conclusion that the power distribution shape (for
an unrodded core) within an assembly varies very little
for each of the axial planes of the assembly. For this
reason the CITATION calculation used to obtain the peak-
Nto-average pin power density in order to determine FH
can also be used for the peak-to-average pellet power density
Nfor each plane to determine FQ .
After this procedure for calculating the peak-to-average
power density within an assembly was used for a number of
reload cores (approximately 10), a relationship was found
to exist between the calculated values for the peak-to-
average power densities and the assembly locations within
the core. This relationship was found to be valid only
for the fresh fuel assemblies, in which the core peak pin
power density and peak pellet power density usually occurred.
For each assembly location within the core the calculated
peak-to-average pin power density for the fresh fuel assem-
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blies was always found to be approximately the same, as
shown in Figure 6.6. For the assembly locations in the
interior of the core a single range of values was calculated.
However, for the assembly locations on the periphery of the
core, where large power gradients exist, two ranges of
values were determined depending on whether or not a fresh
fuel assembly was also loaded directly adjacent to or di-
agonal to the assembly in the interior of the core. When
a fresh fuel assembly is loaded in an interior assembly
location directly adjacent to or diagonal to a periphery
assembly the power gradients are usually larger and result
in higher values for the peak-to-average pin power densities
for the periphery assemblies as was observed and is shown
in Figure 6.6.
For the reload cores considered in this thesis the
peak pin power density and the peak pellet power density
almost always occurred in a fresh fuel assembly loaded in
an interior assembly location. Since the observed range
of values for the peak-to-average power density within an
assembly was very small in these interior locations, a
conservative approximation, within the accuracy required by
this thesis, would be to use the maximum values observed
for the peak-to-average power density for these locations.
This approximation was made for the reload cores considered
in this thesis, resulting in a reduction in the number of
CITATION power distribution calculations required for this
thesis.
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Figure 6.6
Zion Reactor
Observed Peak/Assembly-Averagre Pin Power Density
for Each Assembly Location for
a Freshly Loaded Fuel Assembly
Locations with TI;'C Sets of Figures
Top Set - Values observed when an adjacent or
dagonal 'interior assembly is also a
freshly loaded assembly
Bottom Set - Values observed when adjacent or
diagonal. interior assembly is a
previously i-radiated assembly
Peak/Assembly-Average
Pin Power Density
1.062 Maximum Value
Observed
1.054 Minimum Value
Observed
I
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6.1.2 Analysis of Assembly Burnup Distributions
The fuel depletion for the reload cores considered in
this thesis was calculated with the nodal theory code,
SIMULATE. Since SIMULATE calculated only a nodal fuel
burnup (the assembly-average fuel burnup at each of the
twelve axial nodes per assembly), a procedure was required
to obtain the peak-to-average pellet burnup for each node
so as to determine the maximum fuel pellet burnup for the
core. The analysis, which is described in this section,
determined a correlation between the average fuel burnup
of a node and the peak fuel burnup of a node.
An analysis similar to the analysis to determine the
power distribution within an assembly was performed to
determine the fuel burnup distribution within an assembly.
A typical fuel assembly, a 3.30 w/o U-235 assembly for
this analysis, was depleted, first assuming zero-current
boundary conditions on the edges of the assembly, and then
assuming other assemblies, as would be the case in the
actual core, surrounded the assembly that was analyzed.
Since the correlation desired for the peak-to-average nodal
burnup is applied to the peak nodal burnup at the end of a
cycle the assemblies surrounding the assembly to be depleted
for this analysis should be typical of the assemblies sur-
rounding the assembly that achieves the peak burnup during
actual irradiation. An assembly that achieves peak burn-
up in a core is usually surrounded during its irradiation
with assemblies that feed neutrons into it so as to increase
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its fuel burnup rather than surrounded by assemblies that
draw neutrons from it so as to decrease its fuel burnup.
For this reason assemblies with an enrichment of 2.25 w/o
U-235 were chosen to surround the 3.30 w/o U-235 assembly
and after approximately each 15,000 MWD/T burnup for the
3.30 w/o U-235 assembly the partially depleted 2.25 w/o
U-235 assemblies were replaced with fresh 2.25 w/o U-235
assemblies so as to keep feeding neutrons into the 3.30
w/o U-235 assembly during its entire irradiation. Thus,
in this depletion analysis, neutrons were continuously
being fed into the 3.30 w/o U-235 assembly so as to ap-
proximate the conditions that the peak burnup assembly
would actually be subjected to in the core during irradia-
tion.
The results of these two depletion calculations, per-
formed with the CITATION code in two dimensions (X, Y)
assuming a single mesh point per pin, are shown in Figure
6.7. The additional fuel burnup for the pellet achieving
the highest burnup is plotted versus the assembly-average
burnup for the assembly plane. As seen from this figure,
the peak-to-average fuel pellet burnup was greater at every
value of the assembly-average burnup for the case that
assumed the zero-current boundary conditions at the edge
of the assembly. This result can be easily explained by
the observation that the peak pellet burnup occurs at a
pin location in the interior of the assembly near the con-
trol thimble water holes while the lowest fuel pellet
3.5
Zero Current
Boundary Condition
0 3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
cd 1.0(. Adjacent 2.25 w/o U-235
-H Assembly Which Feeds Neutrons
Into the 3.30 w/o U-235
r 0.5 Assembly, New Assembly
Approximately Every 15,000 MWD/T
0 10 20 30 4o 50 60 70 80
Assembly Average Burnup (103 MWD/T)
Figure 6.7
Additional Peak Pellet Burnup vs Assembly Average Burnup,
3.30 w/o U-235, 425 ppm Soluble Boron
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burnup occurs at the pin locations on the periphery of the
assembly. For the case in which neutrons are continuously
fed into the assembly, the burnups of the periphery fuel
pellets increases relative to the average burnup of the
assembly, thus reducing the peak-to-average fuel burnup
for the assembly.
Since any fuel assembly which achieves the peak fuel
burnup for a cycle will usually have had a net gain of
neutrons rather than a net loss of neutrons during its
irradiation, the use of the peak-to-average fuel burnup
obtained from the zero-current boundary condition case
should result in conservative values for the peak pellet
burnups calculated for this thesis. Therefore the excess
burnup for the zero-current boundary condition case (as
given in Figure 6.7 as a function of the assembly-average
burnup) was applied to the peak nodal burnup at the end of
the cycle in order to determine the maximum fuel burnup
for each reload core considered in this thesis.
6.2 Procedure for Obtaining Fuel Loading Patterns that
Minimize Power Peaking
As discussed in Section 3.2.3.2 fuel loading patterns
which minimize power peaking were found for the variations
in fuel loading from the steady-state fuel cycle. Mini-
N N
mum power peaking or equivalently minimum FQ's and FAH
should correspond to maximum safety margins for the core.
N N
Therefore, a comparison of minimum FQ's and FAH's for
alternate reload cores should provide an indication of
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relative safety margins for these reload cores.
A procedure developed for obtaining fuel loading pat-
terns that results in flattened power distributions is pre-
sented in Table 6.1. With the use of this procedure rela-
tively flat power distributions were obtained after only a
few iterations (approximately 5) on the fuel loading pattern.
To obtain perfectly flattened power distributions (ones
which result in absolute minimum values for FoN and FANAH)
many more iterations on the fuel loading pattern would
have been required. Because of this, an averaging scheme
N
was developed which was used to approximate the minimum FAH
from a relatively flattened power distribution so as to re-
duce the total number of loading patterns that need be con-
sidered for any reload core. This averaging scheme which
N
was used to obtain a theoretical minimum FAH is described
in the following paragraphs.
Any attempt to lower the peak pin power density in
one freshly loaded fuel assembly (the peak pin power density
always occurred in a freshly loaded assembly for the reload
cores considered in this thesis) by a shuffling of fuel as-
semblies resulted in a proportional increase in the peak
pin power densities for the other freshly loaded fuel as-
semblies. A simple average of the peak pin power densities
for each of the freshly loaded fuel assemblies in which
the peak pin power density could occur would closely ap-
proximate the minimum achievable peak pin power density
for the core. The assembly positions in which the peak
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Table 6.1
Procedure Used for Obtaining a Fuel Loading Pattern
that Achieves a "Flattened" Power Distribution
1. Place the most reactive fuel assemblies, usually the newly
charged fuel, in the core at assembly locations where the
greatest neutron leakage will occur. These locations are
those on the outer edge of the core.
2. Distribute any remaining most reactive fuel assemblies
throughout the interior of the core keeping them spaced
as far apart as possible.
3. Position the least reactive fuel assemblies around the most
reactive fuel assemblies in order to increase the local
neutron absorption thereby reducing the power in the most
reactive fuel assemblies.
4. Position the remaining fuel assemblies in the remaining
fuel position attempting to keep the least reactive of
these assemblies nearest to the most reactive assemblies
within the core.
5. Calculate the power distribution for this loading pattern.
6. Note the relative magnitude of the power generated in the
most reactive fuel assemblies and shuffle the surrounding
assemblies attempting to move the least reactive fuel
assemblies toward the power peaks.
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until a "flattened" power distribution
is attained. A "flattened" power distribution can be
defined as a power distribution in which all the highest
reactive fuel assemblies have the same peak pin power
density.
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pin power density could occur are those in the interior of
the core and positions AH, HA, BH and HB on the periphery
of the core. Because of relatively high neutron leakage
from the other periphery fuel assembly positions, the peak
pin power density was never observed to occur at these
assembly positions for typical fuel loading patterns. In
summary, a theoretical minimum peak pin power density was
estimated for each reload core considered in this thesis
N
in order to obtain an approximate theoretical minimum FAH'
The fuel assemblies included in this averaging scheme are
the freshly loaded fuel assemblies that are loaded in an
interior assembly position or in assembly positions AH, HA,
BH or HB on the periphery of the core.
The results of the use of this averaging scheme for a
sample fuel loading are presented in Table 6.2. Shown in
N
this table are the calculated F4H and the averaged minimum
F&NFAH for the fuel loading pattern iterations for the sample
N
fuel loading. As seen from this table, the calculated FAH
N
approaches the averaged minimum FAH after many iterations.
N.
Also the averaged minimum FAH is approximately constant for
each of the fuel loading pattern iterations performed for
N
this case. Actually the minimum predicted FAH is a theo-
retical minimum and in general can not be achieved since
the fuel assemblies that can be shuffled in the core form
a discrete spectrum rather than a continuous spectrum of
assembly-average burnups and thus limit the power distribu-
tion shaping that can be performed. However, the actual
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Table 6.2
Actual F and Averaging Scheme Predicted
Minimum F for Sample Set* of Fuel Loading
Pattern Iterations
Fuel Loading
Pattern
Iteration
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
Calculated Fa N
1.825
Averaged N
Minimum FAH
1.476
1.601
1.593
1.583
1.566
1.537
1.512
1.514
1.477
1.470
1.466
1.496
1.480
1.487
1.472
* Taken from Case 17 of variations in reload fuel from
64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle.
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N
minimum achievable F will be only a percent or two greater
N
than the theoretical minimum achievable FH as appears to
be the case for the sample fuel loading results presented
in Table 6.2. The results of the use of this averaging
scheme for the variations in fuel loading from the steady-
state fuel cycle are presented in Section 6.3.
A similar averaging scheme for obtaining a theoretical
N
minimum FQ can also be formulated for the reload cores
considered in this thesis. However, since no axial fuel
shuffling is possible for the Zion reactor and the assump-
tion was made that all control rods are fully withdrawn
N
from the core during normal operation, the minimum FQ
N
closely parallel the minimum FAH. Thus the conclusions
N
on the relative safety margins for FQ should be similar
N
to the conclusions on the relative safety margins for FAH
and therefore only a comparison of the theoretical minimum
N
FAH's for alternate reload cores was performed. If control
rods were allowed to be present in the core during opera-
tion for this analysis a separate comparison of safety
N N
margins for F&H and FQ would have been necessary.
6.3 Reactor Physics Analysis of Energy Variations from
Zion Steady-State Cycles
The results of the reactor physics analysis of the
energy variations from the Zion reactor steady-state cycles
are presented in this section. Described in Section 6.3.1
is a power distribution renormalization for the 64-assembly,
3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle. Described in Section
6.3.2 is the reactor physics analysis for the variations
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from the 64 -assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle.
Described in Section 6.3.3 is the reactor physics analysis
for the variations from the 4 8-assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235
steady-state cycle. Described in Section 6.3.4 is the
reactor physics analysis for the cycles following the
+20% variations in energy potential from the 6 4 -assembly,
3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle.
6.3.1 Beginning of Steady-State Cycle Power Distribu-
tion Renormalization
As discussed in Section 5.1.2 a power distribution
normalization to obtain horizontal and vertical albedos
is required with the use of SIMULATE in order to force the
SIMULATE power distribution to agree with the more accurate
CITATION power distribution. The initial power distribu-
tion normalization for the Zion reactor for this thesis
was performed for the first cycle fuel loading of that
reactor. The albedos obtained from that normalization were
used for the SIMULATE calculations that were performed for
the first cycle and the transient cycles of the Zion re-
actor. Since the reactor physics calculations for the vari-
ations in energy potential from the steady-state cycle are
of main interest in this thesis, a renormalization was
performed for the beginning of the steady-state cycle fuel
loading. The results of this renormalization are shown
in Figure 6.8.
Shown in Figure 6.8 are the CITATION and renormalized
SIMULATE assembly-wise power distributions for the beginning
of the steady-state cycle. Included in this figure are the
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Figure 6.8
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horizontal albedos obtained from this renormalization.
These horizontal albedos are used for all the variations
in fuel loading from the steady-state cycles that are con-
sidered in this thesis and which are described in the fol-
lowing two sections. As seen from Figure 6.8 the maximum
variation in the assembly relative power density between
the two calculations is approximately 5%., within the ac-
curacy required for this thesis.
6.3.2 Variations from the 64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235
Steady-State Cycle
The calculations performed on the transient cycles for
the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 refueling scheme were des-
cribed in Section 5.2.1. Variations in the reload fuel
for Cycle 9 of these transient cycles were made in order
to obtain variations in the energy potential for this cycle.
The SIMULATE code, which was briefly described in Section
4.3.3, was used to calculate power distributions and fuel
depletions for these variations in reload fuel. Fuel load-
ing patterns were found which attempted to minimize power
peaking by using the procedure described in Section 6.2.
Variations in the reload fuel, specifically variations in
the number of assemblies refueled and the feed enrichment
of these assemblies, were made in order to obtain approxi-
mate variations of +10%, +151, +20%, +30% and +40o from the
steady-state cycle energy potential. At least three dif-
ferent combinations of the number of assemblies refueled
and the feed enrichment of these assemblies were made for
each variation in energy potential considered.
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Since quarter-core symmetry was assumed for these
calculations the number of assemblies refueled for each
case was limited to integral multiples of four. In addi-
tion the assemblies discharged at the end of Cycle 8, cor-
responding in number to the number of fresh assemblies
charged to Cycle 9, were always the most highly depleted
fuel assemblies. Shown in Table 6.3 are the assemblies
and assembly-average burnups for the fuel assemblies in
the core at the end of Cycle 8. These assemblies are listed
in order of increasing burnup and those retained for Cycle 9
are bracketed in the table depending on the number of fresh
fuel assemblies to be charged to Cycle 9.
Results of the variations in reload fuel for Cycle 9
of the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 refueling scheme are
shown in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. Shown in Table 6.4 are the
power-peaking parameters for the reload fuel variations
while shown in Table 6.5 are the fuel burnup parameters
and the BOC moderator temperature coefficients for the
reload fuel variations. The variations in energy poten-
tial for the various combinations of reload batch size and
feed enrichment are shown in graphical form in Figure 6.9.
As seen in this figure the curves for constant energy po-
tential are smoothly varying functions of the reload batch
size and feed enrichment, as expected. Also included in
Figure 6.9 are approximate lines for predicted minimum
N
achievable F&H for the reload fuel variations as found
from the averaging scheme described in Section 6.2 As
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Table 6.3
Zion Reactor
Assembly Burnup Distribution at
End of Steady-State Cycle #8
64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235
Refueling Scheme
Assembly
Number
10GF
1OHD
10HC
1OHA
10GE
10 HB
10FF
10GB
10GD
9FG
9HD
9GF
9HC
9HA
9GE
9HB
9FF
9GB
9GD
9BG
8FG
8GF
8HD
8HC
8HA
8GE
8HB
8FF
8 GB
8 GD
8BG
7FG
EOC Burnup
MWD/T
8022
8086
9883
10505
10516
10847
12010
12826
12829
18967
19238
19382
20530
20928
21098
21656
22721
22827
23408
23454
27840
28183
28594
29340
29454
30105
31067
31183
31820
32504
32601
35997
Number of
Assemblies
8
8
8
4
8
8
4
8
8
4
8
4
8
4
8
8
4
8
4
4
8
8
4
8
8
4
4
8
4
Partially depleted fuel
assemblies to be retained
in Cycle 9, depending on
the number of non-depleted
fuel assemblies loaded
-84
80
76
68
*64
60
56
1
Total Number of
Assemblies
193
'
4
64
Table 6.4
Reactor Physics Results for Variations in Reload Fuel
from 64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 Cycle 9
(Power Peaking Results)
Case Number of
Number Assemblies
Refueled
ss
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
64
56
60
64
68
72
76
80
60
64
68
64
68
76
68
72
80
72
76
84
Reload
Enrichment
(w/o U-235)
3.20
4.42
3.86
3.70
3.40
3.30
3.06
2.94
4.34
3.96
3.78
4.20
3.88
3.42
4.34
4.00
3.60
4.50
4.20
3.76
Cycle
Thermal
Energy
(GWD)
888.7
974.3
952.7
983.6
979.2
1003-2
987.9
994.0
1032.4
1033.6
1056.3
1076.1
1075.4
1076.6
1165.2
1158.2
1167.0
1256.7
1257.1
1258.8
Peak/Average
Assembly
Enthalpy Rise
1.36
1.45
1.42
1.40
1.33
1.35
1.38
1.29
1.42
1.38
1.41
1.43
1.42
1.32
1.44
1.39
1.38
1.43
1.39
1.30
Peak/Average
Pin
Enthalpy Rise
FN H
1.48
1.68
1.54
1.52
1.47
1.43
1.47
1.38
1.66
1.68
1.53
1.55
1.51
1.40
1.53
1.48
1.46
1-51
1.51
1.41
Averaging
Scheme
Minimum
FN
1.43
1.59
1.50
1.45
1.42
1.35
1.29
1.27
1.56
1.51
1.44
1.52
1044
1.36
1.49
1.42
1.38
1.47
1.41
1.35
Peak/Average
Node
Power
1.68
1.90
1.80
1.77
1.65
1.60
1.65
1.60
1.75
1.74
1.79
1.70
1.73
1.60
1.75
1.76
1.70
1.75
1.75
1.62
Peak/Average
Pellet
Power
F
1.82
2.12
1.95
1.92
1.79
1.70
1.75
1.72
1.92
1.96
1.94
1.86
1.84
1.70
1.86
1.87
1.81
1.86
1.90
1.76
uJ
I
Table 6.5
Reactor Physics Results for Variations in Reload Fuel
from 64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 Cycle 9
(Fuel Burnup Results)
Number of
Assemblies
Refueled
64
56
6o
64
68
72
76
80
60
64
68
64
68
76
68
72
80
72
76
84
Reload
Enrichment
(w/o U-235)
3.20
4.42
3.86
3.70
3.40
3.30
3.06
2.94
4.34
3.96
3.78
4.20
3.88
3.42
4.34
4.00
3.60
4.50
4.20
3.76
Cycle
Thermal
Energy
(GWD)
888.7
974.3
952-7
983.6
979.2
1003.2
987.9
994.0
1032.4
1033.6
1056.3
1076.1
1075.4
1076.6
1165.2
1158i.2
1167.0
1256.7
1257.1
1258.8
Previous Cycle (8
Ave5rage- Uisellarge
Burnup
(MWD/T)
30,401
30,728
30,565
30,401
30,056
29,688
29,357
29,038
30,565
30,401
30,056
30,401
30,056
29,357
30,056
29,688
29,038
29,688
29,357
28,739
Next Cycle
Ileak "Node "Pea T-ill1et
Burnup Burnup
(M4WD/T) (MWD/T)
38,068
40,056
39,020
38,905
36,089
36,093
35,348
35,535
40,084
39,416
36,017
39,569
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N
seen from this figure the minimum achievable FAH for any
particular energy potential decreases with increasing re-
load batch size and thus decreasing feed enrichment. Also,
higher energy potentials require an increasing. number of
assemblies with higher feed enrichments to obtain the same
minimum achievable FAN
Shown in Table 6.6 are the peak pellet burnups for
the variations in reload fuel considered in this analysis.
Since the fuel loading patterns used for these reload fuel
variations were chosen to minimize power peaking, the peak
pellet burnup obtained for these cases are not the minimum
achievable peak pellet burnups but only the calculated peak
pellet burnups for the particular fuel loading patterns
used. A fuel loading pattern that minimized peak pellet
burnup in the fuel to be discharged also tends to maximize
power generation in the fresh fuel assemblies and thus in-
crease the power peaking which occurs in the fresh fuel
assemblies. However, even though the peak pellet burnups
shown in Table 6.6 are not minimum achievable peak pellet
burnups, or even minimum achievable peak pellet burnups
N
for the FaH calculated, trends can be seen in the values
shown. The peak pellet burnup is a strong function of the
peak pellet burnup that exists at the BOC and thus for a
constant energy potential the peak pellet burnup decreases
with increasing number of assemblies refueled. Also for a
constant number of assemblies refueled the peak pellet
burnup increases with energy potential which corresponds
to increasing feed enrichment.
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Table 6.6
Peak Pellet Burnuos for Variations in Reload Fuel from
64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 Steady-State 'Cy<Qle
Number of Peak Pellet
Assemblies Burnup Peak Pellet Burnup at EOC
Refueled at BOC (MItD/T) 0.0> + 10* +1 5* +20*
56 30,270 - 42,360 - -
60 29,840 - 41,250 42,350 -
64 28,480 40,235 41,125 41,650 41,810
68 24,870 38,150 38,070 38,730
72 24,820 - 28,155 - -
76 24,820 - 37,370 - 37,700
80 24,210 - 37,517 - -
84 24,100 - - -
(MTdDIT)
+30;*
3,y7Y -
39,660 41,150
- 39,700
38,810 -
- 39,000
* Approximate variation in cycle energy potential
+ 40o*
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These results however do not determine what the peak
pellet burnup will be when the freshly charged fuel assemblies
are finally discharged after a few additional cycles. In
order to determine this effect three additional cycles
were analyzed for two' of the +20% cases (case 11, 64 as-
semblies refueled, and case 13, 76 assemblies refueled).
The results of this analysis are presented in Section 6.3.3.
The BOC moderator temperature coefficients for these
reload fuel variations are given in Table 6.5. As seen
from the values given in this table the BOC moderator
temperature coefficients are more negative than the approxi-
mate safety limit for the first cycle moderator temperature
coefficient (-0.3 x 10-44Y/oF) and vary only slightly with
the reload batch size. The slight decrease in the BOC
moderator temperature coefficient with reload batch size
is caused by the decrease in concentration of plutonium
and fission products (both are resonance absorbers) which
contribute significantly to the magnitude of the moderator
temperature coefficient.
Quarter-core figures giving the fuel loading patterns,
the assembly power and burnup distributions are given in
Appendix D for these reload fuel variations. The results
of the economic calculations for these reload fuel varia-
tions are presented in Section 6.4.1.
6.3.3 Variations from the 48-Assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235
Steady-State Cycle
The calculations performed on the transient cycles
for the 48-assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235 refueling scheme were
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described in Section 5.2.2. Variations in reload fuel for
Cycle 9 of these transient cycles were made in order to
verify the conclusions arrived at for the variations from
the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 refueling scheme. Varia-
tions in the reload fuel were made in order to obtain approx-
imate variations of +20% and +409% from the Cycle 8 energy
potential. Three different combinations of the number of
fuel assemblies refueled and the feed enrichments of these
assemblies were made for each of the variations in energy
potential considered.
Shown in Table 6.7 are the assemblies and assembly
average burnups fpr the fuel assemblies in the core at the
end of Cycle 8 for this refueling scheme. These assemblies
are listed in order of increasing burnup and those retained
for Cycle 9 are bracketed in the table depending on the
number of fresh fuel assemblies to be charged to Cycle 9.
The results obtained for these variations in reload
fuel from the 48-assembly, 3.76 w/o U,235 refueling scheme
were similar to those found for the variations in reload
fuel from the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 refueling scheme,
described in Section 6.3.2. The results of these varia-
tions in reload 'fuel for Cycle 9 of the 48-assembly, 3.76
w/o U-235 refueling scheme are shown in Tables 6.8 and 6.9.
The variations in energy potential for the various combina-
tions of reload batch size and feed enrichment are shown in
graphical form in Figure 6.10.
As with the variations from the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o
U-235 steady-state cycle the curves of constant energy
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Table 6.7
Zion Reactor
Assembly Burnup Distribution at
End of Cycle #8
48-Assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235
Refueling Scheme
Assembly
Number
1OHD
10GF
10HB
10HC
10HA
10GE
1OFF
EOC Burnup
MWD/T
8202
8976
10041
10164
10245
10686
12640
Number of
Assemblies
8
8
8
8
4
8
4
Partially depleted fuel
assemblies to be retained
in Cycle 9, depending on
the number of non-depleted
fuel assemblies loaded
9HD
9GF
9 GE
9HA
9HB
9HC
9FF
8HD
8FG
8GF
8HB
8GE
8HA
8HC
8FF
7HD
7FG
7GF
7HB
7HA
7HC
7EG
7GE
7FF
19189
20050
20805
20980
21731
22490
24263
29012
29955
30741
31383
31545
31883
32391
34180
37349
38324
38974
39231
39238
39460
39751
40735
41326
44931
Total Number of
Assemblies
8
8
8
4
8
8
4
8
4
4
8
8
4
8
4
8
4
4
8
4
8
4
4
4
1
193
72
64
60
52
48
40
Table 6.8
Reactor Physics Results for Variations in Reload Fuel
from 48-Assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235 Cycle 9
(Power Peaking Results)
Case Number of Reload
Number Assemblies Enrichment
Refueled (w/o U-235)
48 3.76
56 4.06
60 3.74
68 3.30
64 4.38
68 4.06
76 3.52
Cycle
Thermal
Energy
(GwD)
872.8
1048.0
1055.2
1069.6
1229.7
1232.0
1229.7
Peak/Average
Assembly
Enthalpy Rise
1.37
1.35
1.32
1.25
1.36
1.35
1.28
Peak/Average
Pin
Enthalpy Rise
F H
1-48
1.47
1.46
1.34
1.47
1.47
1.37
Averaging
Scheme
Minimum
FN
1.33
1.39
1.37
1.27
1.44
1.39
1.32
Peak/Average~
Node
Power
1.71
1.69
1.63
1.51
1.67
1.67
1.57
Peak/Average
Pellet
Power
F!Q
1.85
1.83
1.75
1.62
1.81
1.81
1.68
R)
Table 6,9
Reactor Physics Results for 7Variations in Reload Fuel
from 48-Assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235 Cycle 9
(Fuel Burnup Results)
Case Number of Reload
Number Assemblies Enrichment
Refueled (w/o U-235)
48 3.76
56 4.06
60 3.74
68 3.30
64 4.38
68 4.06
76 3.52
Cycle
Thermal
Energy
(GWD)
872.8
1048.0
1055.2
1069.6
1229.7
1232.0
1229.7
Previous Cycle (8) Next Cycle (9)
AVerage i1sharg Peak Node Peak Pellet BOC Moderator
Burnup Burnup Burnup Temp. Coefficitnt
(M4WD /T (T) ( ) (MWD/T) (,af/*F x 10-)
39,370 47,720 50,420 -
38,590 44,238 46,725 -
38,177 45,041 47,570 -
37,431 45,112 47,650 -
37,792 46,369 48,970 -
37,431 46,191 48,782 -
36,806 46,289 48,885 -
sS
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4
5
6
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4
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6
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potential are smoothly varying functions of the reload
batch size and feed enrichment. Also the minimum achievable
N
FAH for a constant energy potential decreases with increasing
reload batch size and thus decreasing feed enrichment. In
addition, higher energy potentials require an increasing
number of assemblies with higher feed enrichments to ob-
N
tain the same minimum achievable F&H,
N
A comparison of the minimum achievable FAH for the
variations in reload fuel for the two alternate refueling
schemes results in the conclusion that the minimum achiev-
N
able FAH depends on the fuel retained from the previous
cycle as well as the fresh fuel charged to the cycle. Not
enough cases were considered in this analysis to arrive at
N
a general correlation between the minimum achievable F&H
and the total composition of fuel loaded into the core.
An analysis to arrive at a correlation of this type is
recommended for a future study.
Not enough variations in reload fuel from the 48-
assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle were considered
in order to verify the trends in peak pellet burnup ob-
served for the variations in reload fuel from the 64 -as-
sembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle. Also the BOC
moderator temperature coefficient calculations were not
performed for these variations since the conclusions ar-
rived at for the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 variations
appeared to be general enough as not to need verification.
The quarter-core figures giving the fuel loading pat-
terns, and the assembly power and burnups distributions are
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given in Appendix D for these reload fuel variations. The
results of the economics calculations for these reload fuel
variations are presented in Section 6.4.2.
6.3.4 Post-Variation Cycles from the +20s Energy
Variations from the b4-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235
Steady-State Cycle
The preceeding two sections discussed the results of
the reactor physics analyses that were performed for the
variations in reload fuel from two different steady-state
cycles. Calculated for the various combinations of reload
batch size and feed enrichment were the peak pellet burnups
for the cycles analyzed. These peak pellet burnups were
found to be closely correlated to the peak pellet burnup
that existed in the core at the beginning of the cycle.
The choice of reload batch size and feed enrichment for
the cycle appeared to have little effect on the peak pellet
burnup obtained for that cycle. However, this choice of
reload batch size and feed enrichment could have a greater
effect on the peak pellet burnups obtained for later cycles.
Therefore additional cycles were analyzed for two of the
+20% variations in energy potential from the 6 4 -assembly,
3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle to determine the peak
pellet burnups for these later cycles.
Three additional cycles were analyzed for two of the
+20% variations (Cases 11 and 13) that were described in
Section 6.3.2. The same number of fresh assemblies were
loaded for each additional cycle as were loaded for the
initial variations in energy potential. The feed enrichments
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for these additional cycles were adjusted to obtain approxi-
mately the same energy potential for each cycle that was
obtained for the initially varied cycle. Thus two alter-
nate refueling schemes were analyzed which achieved ap-
proximately the same 20/ step increase in energy potential
from the steady-state cycle energy potential.
The results of the calculations performed for these
two alternate refueling schemes are presented in Table
6.10. The two alternate refueling schemes are labeled
"Path A-constant batch size" for the 64-assembly reload
path and "Path B-varied batch size" for the 76-assembly
reload path. As seen from this table, the peak pellet
burnup is consistently higher for each cycle for Path A.
The highest peak pellet burnups observed for each path
occurred in the assemblies which had the highest feed en-
richment. For Path A the peak pellet burnup (50,780 MWD/T)
occurred at the end of Cycle 12 in a 4.20 w/o U-235 as-
sembly that was originally loaded in Cycle 9. For Path B
the peak pellet burnup (41,550 MWD/T) occurred at the end
of Cycle 11 in a 3.42 w/o U-235 assembly that was also
originally loaded in Cycle 9. From these results the
conclusion is made that the peak pellet burnup increases
with increasing feed enrichment. This is a reasonable
conclusion since a higher feed enrichment for an assembly
corresponds to a higher reactivity assembly and thus
generally a higher power generation rate.
Table 6.10
'Reactor Physics and Engineering Parameters for
Two Paths that Achieve Aoproximately a 20, Step
Increase from the Steady_-tate Cycle Ener!y Potential
Cycle
Number of Fresh
Assemblies
w/o U-235
Thermal Energy
(GWD)
BOC Minimum I
EOC Peak Pellet
Burnup (MWD/T)
8
Path A - Constant Batch Size_
9* 10 11 12
64 64 64 64 64
3.20 4.20 3.58 3.52 4.10
Path B - Varied Batch Size
8 9** 10 11 12
64 76 76 76 76
3.20 3.42 3-30 3.38 3.36
896.8 1076.1 1097.0 1088.8 1078.3 896.8 1076.6 1074.2 1076.4 1077.9
1.43 1.52 1.35 1.34 1.48
40,225 41,810 44,590 47,640 50,780
1.43 1.36 1.33 1.35 1.34
40,225 37,700 38,630 41,550 40,770
* Case 11 of variations from 64-assembly,
3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle.
** Case 13 of variations from 64-assembly,
3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle.
r>
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N
A comparison of the best achievable FAH's and the
maximum fuel pellet burnups for these two alternate paths
for achieving the same energy potential results in the
conclusion that Path B, the larger reload batch size path
would result in greater safety margins. However, as will
be shown in Section 6.4.3, the economic analysis for these
paths favors Path A, the path of smaller reload batch size.
6.4 Economic Analysis of Energy Variations from Zion
Steady-State Cycles
The results of the economic analysis of the energy
variations from the Zion reactor steady-state cycles are
presented in this section. Described in Section 6.4.1
is the economic analysis for the variations from the 64-
assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle. Described
in Section 6.4.2 is the economic analysis for the varia-
tions from the 48-assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235 steady-state
cycle. Described in Section 6.4.3 is the economic analysis
for the cycles following the +20% variations in energy
potential from the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 steady-
state cycle.
6.4.1 Variations from the 64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235
Steady-State Cycle
The results of the reactor physics analysis for the
variations in reload fuel from the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o
U-235 steady-state cycle were presented in Section 6.3.2.
The MITCOST-C code, which was described in Section 4.4.2,
was used to calculate the levelized fuel cycle cost for the
cycle for each of these reload fuel variations. The
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economics and fuel cycle cost parameters assumed for these
calculations are the same as those assumed for the transient
cycle cost calculations as given in Table 5.10. The level-
ized fuel cycle cost for the cycle was calculated for each
of these reload fuel variations for two different values
of the availability-based capacity factor (ABCF), 0.70 and
0.90. In addition, the levelized fuel cycle cost for the
cycle was calculated assuming a constant cycle length of
1.070 years, corresponding to the steady-state cycle length
obtained assuming an ABCF=0.70. The results of these cal-
culations are given in Table 6.11 for each of the cases
considered. The thermal energy generated, the reload
batch size and the feed enrichment for each of these cases
was given in Table 6.4.
Plots of the levelized fuel cycle cost for the cycle
versus the number of assemblies refueled for different
variations in energy potential are given in Figures 6.11,
6.12 and 6.13 for the three different assumptions on the
cycle length. Since the cases analyzed did not result in
the exact variation in energy potential that is plotted
in these figures, interpolations of values from other curves
were required befor'e these figures could be drawn. The
cycle-levelized fuel cycle cost was first plotted versus the
cycle energj potential for various reload batch sizes.
Then from each curve of reload batch size the cycle-
levelized fuel cycle cost for each of the desired energy
potential variations was determined from an interpolation
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Table 6.11
Cycle-Levelized Fuel Cost for
Reload Fuel Variations from 64-Assembly,
3.20 w/o U-235 Steady-State Cycle
Cycle-Levelized Fuel Cost
Case Number ABCF = 0.70
SS
ABCF = 0.90
2.000
2.016
1.995
2.011
2.018
2.028
2.041
2.066
2.015
2.016
2.028
2.023
2.032
2.050
2.052
2.058
2.072
2.080
2.084
2.096
(mills/kwhr)
Constant
Cycle Length
(1.070 years)
2.000
1.975
1.965
1.968
1.978
1.979
2.000
2.022
1.949
1.909
1.912
1.896
1.912
1.922
1.932
1.948
1.974
1.908
1.913
1.926
1.917
1.928
1.951
1.941
1.950
1.968
1.963
1.970
1.987
ABCF = Availability-based capacity factor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 1.951
1.956
1.940
1.951
1.973
1.934
1.946
1.961
1.927
1.935
1.952
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
3.20 w/o U-235 Steady-State Cycle
IVariations in Energy Potential
(Cycle Length in Years)
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between actual data points. The interpolated points obtained
from this procedure are the points plotted in Figures 6.11,
6.12 and 6.13. In addition, since only a limited number
of variations in reload fuel were analyzed, an attempt was
made to extrapolate the curves shown in these figures.
The extrapolated portions of the curves are shown as dashed
in the figures.
A sufficient rumber of reload fuel combinations were
analyzed for the +10% energy potential variation to show
the trends that exist in the cyclq-levelized fuel cycle
cost. For the +10% variation in energy potential a mini-
mum levelized fuel cycle cost occurred for the reload fuel
variation in which 60 fuel assemblies are freshly loaded
for the cycle. The shape of the curve for this +10% varia-
tion can be explained from an evaluation of the individual
cost components which make up the levelized fuel cycle cost.
Two particular costs appear to contribute the most to the
shape of the curves; (1) the uranium isotope costs and (2)
the adjustment costs for the batches of fuel discharged
at the end of the previous cycle (see Section 4.4.2 for a
more complete discussion of these costs).
Theturanium isotope costs are directly related to the
AEC charges for. enriching uranium. These enrichment charges
are non-linear with the level of enrichment, with a higher
charge per unit of enrichment for a higher level of enrich-
ment. Thus the cost per unit mass of fissile isotope
(i.e. U-,235) increases with the enrichment of the uranium
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and therefore the depletion of the higher enrichment uranium
contributes more to the levelized fuel cycle cost than the
depletion of lower enrichment uranium. This effect causes
the levelized fuel cycle cost curve to increase sharply
at low reload batchsizes where the feed enrichment is high,
as seen in Figures 6.11 and 6.12.
The adjustment costs (for the batches of fuel dis-
charged at the end of the previous cycle) increase with
an increase in the number of assemblies discharged. As
discussed in Section 4.4.2, there is no adjustment cost
for the discharge batch if the same number of assemblies
are discharged as are discharged from the steady-state
cycle. However, if a higher number of assemblies are dis-
charged the total energy generated from these additional
discharged assemblies is much lower than expected and the
amount of fixed charges (i.e. fabrication, shipping, re-
processing) for these discharged assemblies that had not
been charged to the previous cycles must be charged to the
current cycle. Also as a greater number of assemblies are
discharged the average burnup of the discharged assemblies
decreases and thus a greater fraction of the fixed charges
for these aqsemblies must be charged to the current cycle.
Thus, these adjustment charges increase with reload batch
size causing an increase in the levelized fuel cycle cost
with reload batch size as is seen in Figures 6.11 and 6.12.
The depression in the curve for the levelized fuel
cycle cost that occurs in the +10% energy potential variation,
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around a reload batch size of 60 assemblies, is explained
by the method of calculating adjustment costs for dis-
charge batches of fuel. Since the fixed costs for a
batch are proportioned in the model according to the
fraction of expected energy generated in a cycle, the
fixed costs for assemblies that have already generated
close to their expected energy will have already been
charged to previous cycles and thus contribute little to
the cost for the current cycle. Therefore, any assemblies
retained for additional cycle that would have been dis-
charged with a continuation of the steady-state refueling
scheme will contribute little in fixed costs to the cur-
rent cycle. However, as fewer and fewer assemblies are
discharged the increase in isotope costs due to higher
charges for higher enrichment uranium overwhelms the de-
crease in cost for assemblies retained past their expected
energy generation and results in the increase in the level-
ized fuel cycle cost with decreasing reload batch size as
seen in Figures 6.11 and 6.12.
The curves shown for the levelized fuel cycle cost
in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 were calculated for two different
values ot the ABCF, 0.70 and 0.90. The shapes of the
curves are nearly the same for both figures with the costs
compressed slightly for the higher value of the ABCF.
Notice that the range in levelized fuel cycle cost for
each of these figures is only about 5/ for all the cases
considered. Also, over most of the range in reload batch
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size, including the region of minimum levelized fuel cycle
cost, the levelized fuel cycle cost is lower for smaller
variations in energy potential. In other words, for a
constant ABCF larger changes in energy potential per cycle
generally cost more per unit of electricity generated.
Consider however the economic results for these varia-
tions assuming a constarnt cycle length as shown in Figure
6.13. For a constant cycle length the more electricity
generated in the cycle the less expensive is the unit cost
of electricity. Also, for a constant cycle length the re-
load batch size that results in minimum levelized fuel
cycle cost increases with an increasing amount of energy
generation. This result can be seen more clearly from a
plot of the incremental fuel cycle cost for the cycle versus
the amount of energy generation. The incremental fuel
cycle costs, defined for use here as (6.1)
INCREMENTAL CHANGE IN REVENUE REQUIREMENT
FUEL CYCLE COST CHANGE IN DISCOUNTED CYCLE
ELECTRIC ENERGY
are given in Table 6.12 for the constant cycle length of
1.070 years for the variations in reload fuel considered
in this analysis. A plot of the incremental fuel cycle
cost versuscycle thermal energy for the various reload
batch sizes is given in Figure 6.14. The curves shown in
this figure clearly show that the reload batch size that
results in minimum levelized fuel cycle cost increases
with cycle energy potential.
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Table 6.12
Cycle-Levelized Fuel Cost and Incremental
Fuel Cycle Cost for Reload Variations from
64-Assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 Steady-State Cycle
Case
Number
1158.2
1167.0
1256.7
1257.1
19 1258.8
Fuel Cycle Cost for
Constant Cycle Length = 1.070 years
Levelized
(mills/kwhr)
2.000
Thermal
Energy
(GWD)
888.7
974.3
952.7
983.6
979.2
1003.2
987.9
994.0
1032.4
1033.6
1056.3
1076,1
1075.4
1076.6
1165.2
Incremental
(m .lls /kwhr )
1.715
1.486
1.669
1.764
1.818
1.997
2.212
1.631
1.654
1.720
1.687
1.720
1.843
1.721
1.767
1.835
1.752
1.778
1.838
1.975
1.965
1.968
1.978
1.979
2.000
2.022
1.949
1.951
1.956
1.940
1.951
1.973
1.934
1.946
1.961
1.927
1.935
1.952
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In summary, the economics calculations presented in
this section show that the value of the ABCF has an effect
on the levelized fuel cycle cost which is comparable to the
effect of the choice of reload batch size and feed enrich-
ment. For a constant ABCF a larger increase in energy
potential per cycle generally results in a higher levelized
fuel cycle cost. However, for a constant cycle length
and thus varying ABCF the greater the energy potential of
the cycle the lower the levelized fuel cycle cost. In
addition, for a constant cycle length the relQad batch
size that results in minimum levelized fuel cycle cost in-
creases with cycle energy potential.
6.4.2 Variations from the 48-Assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235
Steady-State Cycle
As mentioned in Section 6.3.3, the variations in re-
load fuel from the 48-assembly, 3.76 w/o U-235 refueling
scheme were made in order to verify the conclusions arrived
at for the variations from the 64 -assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235
refueling scheme. The results of the reactor physics anal-
ysis for these variations from the 4 8-assembly, 3.76 w/o
U-235 Cycle 9 were presented in Section 6.3.3. The results
of the economics analysis performed for these variations
are described in this section.
The results of the economics calculations for the
levelized fuel cycle cost are shown in Table 6.13 for the
three different assumptions on the cycle length. Plots
of the levelized fuel cycle cost versus reload batch size
for these three different assumptions on cycle length are
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Table 6.13
Cycle-Levelized Fuel Cost for
Reload Fuel Variations from 48-Assembly,
3.76 w/o U-235 Cycle 9
Cycle-Levelized Fuel Cost (mills/kwhr)
Case Number
SS
2
3
4
5
6
ABCF = 0.70
1.963
2.018
2.016
2.028
2.066
2.070
2.078
ABCF = 0.90
1.861
1.908
1.908
1.924
1.946
1.954
1.968
Constant
Cycle Length
(1.048 years
1.963
1.936
1.932
1.942
1.912
1.918
1-935
ABCF = Availability-based capacity factor
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given in Figures 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17. (As with the varia-
tions from the 64 -assembly steady-state cycle, the points
plotted in these figures were obtained from interpolations
made from plots of the levelized fuel cycle cost versus
cycle energy potential for various reload batch sizes.)
The incremental fuel cycle costs for these variations as-
suming a constant cycle length of 1.048 years are given
in Table 6.14. Since not enough variations in reload
fuel were analyzed to plot the incremental fuel cycle cost
versus the variation in energy potential, a plot of the
incremental fuel cycle cost versus the reload batch size
was made instead as given in Figure 6.18.
The shapes of the curves shown in these figures are
very similar to those found for the variations from the
64 -assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 refueling scheme. In fact,
the conclusions arrived at in the last section for the
variations from the 64 -assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 refueling
scheme can also be applied to the results found for
these variations in reload fuel.
As concluded in the last section the value of the
ABCF has an effect on the levelized fuel cycle cost which
is comparable to the effect of the choice of reload batch
size and feed enrichment. For a constant ABCF a larger
increase in energy potential per cycle generally results
in a higher levelized fuel cycle cost. However, for a
constant cycle length and thus varying ABCF the greater
the energy potential of the cycle the lower the levelized
Figure 6.15
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Table 6.14
Cycle-Levelized Fuel Cost and Incremental
Fuel Cycle Cost for Reload Variations from
48-Assembly, 3.76 w/o U-.235 Cycle 9
Case
Number
ss
1
2
3
4
5
Thermal
Energy
(GWD)
872.8
1048.0
1055.2
1069.6
1229.7
1232.0
6 1229.7
Fuel Cycle Cost for
Constant Cycle Length = 1.048 years
Levelized
(mills/kwhr)
1.963
Incremental
(mills/kwhr)
1.936
1.932
1,942
1.912
1.918
1.935
1.800
1.786
1.850
1.783
1.808
1.866
Figure 6.18
Incremental Fuel Cycle Cost
for Reload Variations from
4-Assembly, 3.7b w/o U-235
Cycle 9
Constant Cycle Length = 1.048 years
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fuel cycle cost. In addition, for a constant cycle length
the reload batch size that results in minimum levelized
fuel cycle cost increases with cycle energy potential.
6.4.3 Post-Variation Cycles from the +20M Energy
Variations from the b4 Assembly, 3.20'w/o U-235
Steady-State Cycle
As discussed in Section 6.3.4, three additional cycles
were analyzed for two of the +20% variations in energy
potential from the 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 steady-
state cycle in order to determine the effect of reload
batch size and feed enrichment on the peak pellet burnup
for later cycles. The results of the economic analysis
performed for these additional cycles is presented in this
section.
Shown in Tables 6.15 and 6.16 are the revenue require-
ment, the discounted electric energy and the levelized
fuel cycle cost for each of the four cycles for the two
reload schemes considered. As seen from these tables the
levelized fuel cycle cost was calculated to be lower for
the 64-assembly reload scheme for three of the four cycles
analyzed and for the total of the four cycles. Only for
Cycle 12 was the levelized fuel cycle cost calculated to
be lower for the 76 -assembly reload scheme. This shift
in the minimum levelized fuel cycle cost appears to be
a result of the relatively large increase in the levelized
fuel cycle cost calculated for Cycle 12 for the 64-assembly
reload scheme. In turn this relatively large increase in
the levelized fuel cycle cost for Cycle 12 for the 64-
Table 6.15
The Economic Results for the 64-Assembly Reload Scheme that
Achieves Approximately a 20% Step Increase from the Steady-State
Value of Cycle Energy
Cycle
Number of Fresh
Assemblies
w/o U-235
Thermal Energy, GWD
Electric Energy,
GWHR
Revenue Require-
ment,** 106 $
Discounted Electric
Energy,** GWHR
Levelized Fuel Cycle
Cost, mills/kwhr
9*
64
4.20
1076.1
8423.8
15.950
7883.9
2.023
10 11
64
3.58
1097.0
8586.0
15.845
8029.2
1.973
3.52
1088.8
8522.1
15.976
7971.5
2.004
12
64
4.10
1078.3
8440.8
16.769
7899.1
2.123
Total
4340.2
33973.6
55.470
27372.1
2.027
* Case 11 of variations from 64-assembly, 3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle
** Discounted to 0.0625 years before start of irradiation of each cycle
CO
I
Table 6.16
The Economic Results for the 64-Assembly Reload Scheme that
Achieves Approximately a 20% Step Increase from the Steady-State
Value of Cycle Energy
Cycle
Number of Fresh
Assemblies
w/o U-235
Thermal Energy, GWD
Electric Energy,
GWHR
Revenue Require-
ment,** 106 $
Discounted Electric
Energy,** GWHR
Levelized Fuel Cycle
Cost, mills/kwhr
9*
76
3.42
1076.6
8427.7
16.169
7887.4
2.050
10
76
3-30
1074.2
8408.7
16.112
7870.4
2.047
11
76
3.38
1076.4
8425.4
16.458
7885.3
12
76
3.36
1077.9
8437.8
16.324-
7896.4
2.087 2.067
Total
4305.1
33699.6
56.056
27189.3
2.o-62
* Case 13 of variations from 64-assembly, 3.20 U-235 steady-state cycle
** Discounted to 0.0625 years before start of irradiation of each cycle
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assembly reload scheme appears to have been caused by one
of the approximations used in the model developed to cal-
culate these levelized fuel cycle costs.
As discussed in Section 4.4.2, the fixed charges for
each batch of fuel are proportioned to each cycle that the
batch is irradiated according to the expected fraction of
energy generated in each cycle. When a batch of fuel is
finally discharged a correction is made to the revenue
requirement of the following cycle for the fixed charges
of the discharged batch so that the total fixed charges
are correctly charged for that batch. The expected energy
generation (or equivalently the expected fuel burnup) for
each batch of fuel is determined from the following
equation
EXPECTED
DISCHARGE BURNUP = -20,845 +16,014 8 (6.2)
(MWD/T)
where E is the feed enrichment (w/o U-235). The relatively
large increase in the levelized fuel cycle cost calculated
for Cycle 12 for the 64-assembly reload scheme was caused
by the large difference between the actual discharge burnup
(38,900 MWD/T) and the expected discharge burnup (46,400
MWD/T) for the batch of fuel discharged at the end of
Cycle 11 for that reload scheme. As a result of this dif-
ference in fuel burnup a correction of approximately $700,000
was made to the revenue requirement for Cycle 12 resulting
in an approximate increase of 0.09 mills/kwhr. for that
cycle.
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This relatively large difference between the actual
discharge burnup and the expected discharge burnup for this
case shows that the approximation for the expected discharge
burnup used in this analysis, as given in Equation (6.2),
is not accurate for all cases. For feed enrichments (such
as the 4.20 w/o U-235 loaded for Cycle 9 of the 64 -assembly
reload scheme) that are significantly different from those
used to arrive at Equation (6.2) (3.20 and 3.76 w/o U-235)
the approximation is especially inaccurate. For future use
of the model described in Section 4.4.2 for calculating the
levelized fuel cycle cost for a cycle, it is recommended
that more cases be analyzed in order to arrive at a better
correlation for the expected fuel burnup for a batch of
fuel.
Because of this inaccuracy in the model used for cal-
culating the levelized fuel cycle cost for a cycle, a
comparison of the levelized fuel cycle cost for the total
of the four cycles is a better comparison of the relative
costs for these two refueling schemes that a comparison of
the fuel cycle costs for each of the individual cycles. As
seen from the totals given in Tables 6.15 and 6.16, the
64-assembly reload scheme results in a levelized fuel cycle
cost approximately 0.035 mills/kwhr. less than that calcu-
lated for the 76-assembly reload scheme over the four cycles
analyzed. Thus from an economics standpoint, the 64-
assembly reload scheme is favored for achieving a step
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increase of +20% in energy potential from the 64 -assembly,
3.20 w/o U-235 steady-state cycle.
6.5 Reload Fuel Decisions Considering Engineering Safety
Margins and Fuel Cycle Costs
The results of the reactor physics analysis and the
economics analysis performed on the variations from the
Zion reactor steady-state- cycles were presented in Sections
6.3 and 6.4. The results of the reactor physics analysis
showed that for a constant energy potential for a cycle,
engineering safety margins were found to increase when the
number of assemblies refueled with lower feed enrichments
was increased. The results of the economics analysis showed
that for a constant energy potential for a cycle, the level-
ized fuel cycle cost also increased when the number of
assemblies refueled with lower feed enrichments was in-
creased. Therefore, since no econimic value is currently
placed on the magnitude of the engineering safety margins
nor is there any limitations on reactor operation as long
as engineering safety limits are not exceeded, the optimal
reload fuel for a given energy potential is the feasible
combination of reload batch size and feed enrichment which
has the smallest reload batch size.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Conclusions
The more important conclusions drawn from this analysis
of a pressurized water reactor are:
1. The fuel loading pattern for a given fuel loading
affects the cycle energy potential very little but
can significantly affect the core power peaking.
2. For normal reactor operation (all control rods
withdrawn) power peaks tend to burn down during
a cycle so that the peak pellet and peak rod
power densities always occur at the beginning of
the cycle.
3. The peak-to-average power density within an assembly,
for well-flattened core power distributions, is
almost independent of the fuel composition or fuel
loading pattern but is dependent on the assembly
position within the core.
24. The minimum achievable power peaking for any par-
ticular cycle energy potential decreases with an
increasing reload batch size and thus decreasing
feed enrichment. In addition, as the cycle energy
potential is increased a larger number of assemblies
can be refueled with a higher feed enrichment to
obtain the same minimum achievable power peaking.
5. The peak pellet burnup for a cycle is a strong
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function of the peak pellet burnup present in
the core at the beginning of the cycle. Thus
for a given cycle energy potential the peak pellet
burnup for the cycle decreases with an increasing
number of assemblies refueled. Also, for a
constant number of assemblies refueled the peak
pellet burnup for the cycle increases with an
increasing feed enrichment and thus increasing
cycle energy potential.
6. Since a higher feed enrichment for an assembly
corresponds to a higher reactivity assembly and
thus generally a higher powe-r generation rate the
peak pellet burnup at discharge increases with
an increase in feed enrichment.
7. The value of the availability-based capacity
facbor has a significant effect on the levelized
fuel cycle cost. For a constant availability-
based capacity factor an increase in the energy
potential for a cycle generally results in a
higher levelized fuel cycle cost. However for a
constant cycle length and thus a variable availa-
bility-based capacity factor the greater the
energy potential of the cycle the lower the
levelized fuel cycle cost. In addition, for a
constant cycle length the reload batch size that
results in the minimum levelized fuel cycle cost
increases with cycle energy potential.
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8. For a desired cycle energy potential the optimal
fuel loading is the feasible combination of reload
batch size and feed enrichment which has the
smallest reload batch size.
7.2 Recommendations
Because of the limited scope of this analysis many
variables which might affect the fuel management of re-
load cores of a pressurized water reactor were not con-
sidered. The following recommendations are made for
further study:
1. Westinghouse has marketed a reload scheme in
which fuel assemblies of two feed enrichments
(a single enrichment per assembly) are charged
to the reactor. A further study is recommended
to determine whether or not this scheme can
effectively be used to increase cycle energy
potential beyond a value that is feasible with
only one feed enrichment.
2. Fuel loading patterns affect the cycle energy
potential very little. However, the fuel loading
pattern may significantly affect the energy
sharing and thus fuel burnup between batches of
fuel and thus affect the cycle energy potential
for later cycles. A further study is recom-
mended to determine the effect of fuel loading
patterns on the energy potential of future cycles.
3. The calculation of the fuel temperature coefficient
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and the reactivity shutdown margin for reload
cores involves methods that were beyond the scope
of this thesis. A study of the variation in
these parameters with variable fuel loading is
recommended for future work.
)4. The MITCOST-C code, developed to calculate
cycle-levelized fuel costs for this analysis,
uses an estimate of the discharge burnup of a
batch of fuel in order to perform its calcula-
tions. The use of a linear function of feed
enrichment for this estimate proved to be in-
adequate for some of the cases considered.
A study to determine a more accurate method for
estimating the discharge burnup of a batch of
fuel is recommended for future work.
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APPENDIX A
ZION REACTOR CORE DESIGN DATA
Structural Characteristics
Core Material
(Active Core - Cold)
Fuel (U02)
Zircaly
Inconel
Stainless Steel (Type 304)
Dens it
(lb/in.
0.-368
0.237
0.296
0.239
Volume
(in 3 )
Weight
(lb)
585,758 215,559
188,351
7,466
7,295
44,639
2,209
2,108
Water 0.036
Fuel Rod Characteristics
Fuel Rod Diameter, cold (inches)
1,142,519 41,131
0.422
Clad Material
Gap Material
Diametral Gap, cold (inches)
Regions 1 and 2
Region 3
U02 Pellet Diameter, cold (inches)Regions 1 and 2
Region 3
Volume Fraction of U02 in Pellet Region
Active Fuel Length, cold (inches)
Region 1
Region 2
Region 3
Zircaloy-4
Helium
0.0075
0.0085
0.3659
0 -3649
0.9882
144.6
143.4
142.3
Fuel Assembly Characteristics
Lattice Configuration
Lattice Pitch, cold (inches)
Number of Fuel Rods/Assembly
15 x 15
0.563
204
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Enrichments, w/o U-235
Region 1 2.25
Region 2 2.80
Region 3 3.30
Theoretical Densities, %
Region 1 94
Region 2 93
Region 3 92
Coolant Temperatures, 0F
Hot, Zero Power 547
Design Inlet, Hot, Full Power 527.2
Initial Inlet, Hot, Full Power 524.9
Design Core Average, Hot, Full Power 559.4
Initial Core Average, Hot, Full Power 557.1
Operating Pressure, psia 2250
Hot Channel Factors
Heat Flux .
Nuclear, F 2.72
Engineerin, FE 1.03
Total 2.80
Enthalpy Rise
Nuclear, FN 1.58
&HE
Engineering, F 1.01
LH
Total 1.60
Average Clad Surface Heat Flux (BTU/hr. ft 2 ) 207,000
Maximum Clad Surface Heat Flux (BTU/hr. ft2 ) 580,000
Average Linear Power Density (kw/ft fuel) 6.70
Maximum Linear Power Density (kw/ft fuel) 18.8
Specific Power (kw/kg U) 37.7
Power Density (kw/liter core) 99.5
Kw/Liter of UO2 338 -58
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No. of Control Rod Assembly Guide
Thimbles/Assembly 20
Number of Instrumentation Thimbles/Assembly 1
Number of Grids in Active Core Height 6
Number of Grids over Height of Assembly 7
Guide Thimble Material Zircaloy-4
Instrumentation Thimble Material Zircaloy-4
Structural Grid Material Inconel-718
Grid Sleeve Material SS-304
Number of Fuel Assemblies
Region 1 65
Regions 2 and 3 64
Lattice Region (% of Core) 90.25
Non-Lattice Region (% of Core) 9.75
Lattice H20/U (Cold Volume Ratio)
Region 1 3.56
Region 2 3.60
Region 3 3.66
Core H20/U (Cold Volume Ratio)
Region 1 4.19
Region 2 4.00
Region 3 4.20
Regionwise Fuel Loadings (MTU)
Region 1 29.624
Region 2 28.619
Region 3 27-936
86.179
Core Performance Characteristics
Heat Output, MWth 3250
Percent Heat Generated in Fuel 97.4
Loading Technique 3 Regions:
Modified
Checkerboard
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Control Methods
Soluble Boron
Burnable Poison Rods
Material
Content, B2 0 3 (w/o)
Number in Core
Worth, Hot, Full Power, %af
Worth, Cold, %&f (2000 ppm)
(0 ppm)
Rod Cluster Control Assemblies
Material A
Number of Assemblies
Full Length
Part Length
Number of Absorber Rods/RCC Assembly
Length of Part Length Absorber, Ft.
Borosilicate
Glass
18.1
1434
-9.0
-5.5
-8.3
g-80%, In-15%, Cd-5%
53
8
20
3.0
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APPENDIX B
COMPUTER CODES SAMPLE INPUT
CODE
CITATION
LEO PARD
MITCOST-C
SIMULATE
PAGES
312
321
322
324
SECTION
B.1
B.2
B-3
B.4
2 GROUP X-Y CALCULATION FOR TI-E ZION REACTCRHOT WITH XENON AND SAMARIUM
71X71 MESH BEGINNING OF CYCLE MACROSCOPIC INPUT, CYCLE NUMBER 1
001
1
1
125
1.15
003
0 C
.0CC 1
0.C
004
39.363371
518.72674
11.416980
11.440519
11.440519
1025.9C165
39.363371
513.72674
11.416980
11.440519
11.440519
1025.9C165
305
1 1 1
61
.00005
11.440519
11.440519
26.073717
11.440519
11.416980
25.715
11.440519
11.440519
26.073717
11.440519
11.416980
25.715
1 1 0 0
3250.0
11.440519
11.440519
311.23605
11.416930
26.C73717
210.0
11.440519
11.440519
311.23605
11.416980
26.C73717
21C.C
12 12 12 12
12
12 12 12 12
12
12 12 12 12
12
12 12 12 12
12
12 12 12 12
12
1.0
518.72674
518.72674
11.440519
26.073717
311.23605
518.72674
518.72674
11 .44C5 19
26. C73717
-11.23605
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
4
0
6.944176F-06
11.440519
11.440519
11.440519
311.23605
11.440519
11.440519
11.440519
11.440519
311.23605
11.440519
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
I
1 00001
1 00002
1 00003
1 00004
1 00005
1 00006
1 00007
1 00008
1 00009
1 00010
1 00011
1 00012
1 00013
1 00014
1 00015
1 00016
1 00017
1 00018
1 00019
1 00020
1 00021
1 00022
1 00023
1 00024
1 00025
1 00026
1 00027
1 00028
1 00029
1 00030
1 00031
1 00032
1 00033
1 00034
1 00035
1 00036
H
1.0
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
1 ?
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
11.440519
11.440519
518.72674
11.440519
12.8575
11.440519
11.440519
518.72674
11.440519
12.8575
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00037
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00038
12 12 1? 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00039
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00040
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00041
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00042
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00043
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00044
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00045
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00046
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00047
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00048
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00049
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00050
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00051
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00052
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00053
12 12 12 12 12 1? 12 12 12 1 00054
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00055
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00056
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00057
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00058
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00059
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00060
12 12 12 12 12 12 1? 12 12 12 1? 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00061
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00062
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00063
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00064
12 12 12 12 12 12 1? 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00065
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00066
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00067
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00068
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1? 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00069
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00070
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00071
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00072
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00073
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00074
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 0007512 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00076
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00077
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00078
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 0007912 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00080
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00081
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00082
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00083
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00084
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00085
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 00036
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 .12 1 00087
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-6.61892-2
0.0
0.0
0.0
-1.55193-3
1.0
.752744
0.0
3.31538-4
0.0
-6.45846-3
-1.96730-6
0.0
-. 235191
-6.73179-2
1.240563
-7.02833-6
1.0
0.0)
1.48787-8
1.17718-4
2. 59298-3
-2.64224-3
0.0
210.180
0.0
.986349
-1.43625-3
0.0
1.240563
-1.14954-5
1.0
0.0
1.48787-8
1.17718-4
2.59298-3
-4.07359-3
0.0
210. 180
0.0
.986349
-1.43625-3
0.0
1.240563
-6.66689-6
1.0
0.0
1.48787-8
1.17718-4
2.59298-3
-2.98694-3
0.0
.296621
.0124859
-3.35182-5
0.0
-2.15129-2
0.0
.0994769
0.0
-1.555841
-1.46199-3
-1.83724-3
3.21489-5
c.0
0.0
.296621
.0124859
-3.35182-5
0.0
-2.15129-2
0.0
.0994769
0.0
-1.555841
-1.46199-3
-1.83724-3
3.21489-5
0.0
0.0
.296621
.0124859
-3.35182-5
0.0
-2.15129-2
0.0
.0994769
00037
00038
00039
00040
00041
00042
00043
00044
00045
00046
00047
00048
00049
00050
00051
00052
00053
00054
00055
00056
00057
00058
00059
00060
00061
00062
00063
00064
00065
00066
00067
00068
00069
00070
00071
00072
w
B46 -
851 -
856 -
861 -
866 -
B1 -
86 -
B11 -
816 -
821 -
826 -
831 -
836 -
841 -
846 -
851 -
B56 -
861 -
B66 -
B1 -
B6 -
B11 -
B16 -
821 -
B26 -
B31 -
836 -
841 -
846 -
851 -
556 -
B61 -
866 -
B1 -
86 -
Bil -
850
B55
B60
865
870
85
810
B15
B20
025
830
835
B40
B45
850
855
860
865
B70
B5
B10
815
220
B25
830
835
B40
B45
B50
B55
E60
865
B70
B5
B10
815
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
C3
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
C3
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
0.0 0.0
210.180 -1.555841
0.0 -1.46199-3
.986349 -1.83724-3
-1.43625-3 3.21489-5
0.0 0.0
1.39011 0.0
5 2.097229
5 0.0
5 .749761
5 .985690
5 -1.43625-3
6 224.743
6 .836696
6 0.0
6 .030604
6 0.0
61.499280-7
6 0.'0
69.466150-4
6 0.0
6 2.477232
6 0.0
6 .753086
6 .987416
6-1.55180-3
7 224.743
7 .836696
7 0.C
7 .030604
7 0.0
7 1.49928-7
7 0.0
7 9.46615-4
7 0.0
7 2.477232
7 0.C
7 .753086
7 .987416
7 -1.55190-3
8 224.743
8 .836696
9 0.0
-. 369757
0.0
c.0
-1.94931-3
3.21489-5
-1.53969
c.0
-. 750165
.008
-3.28700-3
1.87952C-4
c.0
78.8763
0.0
-. 523244
c.0
c.10
-1.61493-3
2.84414-5
-1.53969
c.0
-. 750165
.008
-3.297-3
1.87852-4
C .0
18.8763
.081450
-. 528244
C.0
0.0
-1.61493-3
2.84414-5
-1.53969
0.0
-. 750165
0.0
0.0
0.0
-1.55193-3
1.0
.734819
0.0
0.0
C.0
-5.57000-3
-2.73595-6
0.0
-. 194977
C. 0
0.0
0.0)
C.c
-1.35014-3
1.0
.734819
3.0
4. 14689-4
0.0
-5.57-3
-2.73595-6
0.0
-. 194977
-8.71014-2
0.0
0.0
0. C
-1.35014-3
1.0
.7348 19
0.0
1. 85567-4
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.868100-8
1.060420-4
1.833140-3
0.0
C.0
213.604
0.0
.987939
-1.55190-3
0. C
1.39011
-1.16288-5
1.0
0.0
1.86810-8
1.06042-4
1.83314-3
-2.01597-3
0.0
213.604
c.0C
.9A7939
-1.55180-3
3.0
1.39011
-3.32404-6
.341
.0121627
-1.989160-5
0.0
-1.61511-2
0.0
.0915341
c.0
-1.560103
-1.18212-3
-1.59016-3
2.84414-5
0.0
0.0
.341
.0121627
-1.98916-5
0.0
-1.61511-2
0.0
.0915341
0.0
-1.560100
-1.18212-3
-1.59016-3
2.84414-5
c.0
0.0
.341
00073
00074
00075
00076
00077
00078
00079
00080
00081
00082
00083
00084
00085
00086
00087
00088
00089
00090
00091
00092
00093
00094
00095
00096
00097
00098
00099
00100
00101
00102
00103
00104
00105
00106
00107
00108
NA)
B16
B21
826
B31
B36
B41
846
B51
B56
861
B66
B 1
86
811
B16
B21
B26
B31
836
B41
846
B51
856
861
866
B 1
B6
811
816
B21
B26
B31
B36
B4 1
B46
851
820 03
B25 03
830 03
835 03
B40 03
845 03
P50 03
855 03
E60 03
865 03
870 03
E5 03
B10 03
815 03
820 03
825 03
830 03
B35 03
840 03
845 03
850 03
855 03
860 03
865 03
870 03
85 03
810 03
815 03
820 03
B25 03
B30 03
835 03
040 03
845 03
850 03
855 03
8 .030604
8 0.0
8 1.49928-7
8 0.0
8 9.46615-4
8 0.0
8 2.477232
8 0.0
8 .753086
8 .987416
8 -1.55180-3
9 224.743
9 .836696
9 0.0
9 .G30604
9 0.0
9 1.49928-7
9 0.0
9 9.46615-4
9 0.0
9 2.477232
9 0.0
9 .753086
9 .987416
9 -1.55180-3
10 224.743
10 .836696
10 0.0
IC .030604
IC 0.0
1C 1.49928-7
10 0.0
10 9.46615-4
10 0.0
10 2.477232
10 0.0
.008
-3.287-3
1.87852-4
0.0
78.8763
.090703
-.528244
C.0
0.0
-1.61493-3
2.84414-5
-1.53969
c.0
-. 750165
.008
-3.287-3
1.87852-4
0.0
78.8763
.11692
-. 528214
0.0
C.0
-1.61493-3
2.84414-5
-1.53969
c.0
-. 751165
.008
-3.287-3
1.87852-4
c.0
78.8763
.18145
-. 528244
0.0
0.0
-5.57-3
-2.73595-6
0.0
-. 194977
-8.00968-2
0.0
0.0
0.0
-1.35014-3
1.0
.734819
0. C
1.69913-4
0.0
-5.57-3
-2.73595-6
0.0
-. 194977
-7.31341-2
0.0
0.0
0.0
-1.35014-3
1.0
.734819
0.0
1.23285-4
0. 0
-5.57-3
-2.735-95-6
0.0
-. 194977
-7. 17426-2
0.0
0.0 -
1.0
0.0
1.86810-8
1.06042-4
1. 83314-3
-7.13289-4
0.0
213.604
0.0
.987939
-1.55180-3
0.0
1.39011
-3.81706-6
1.0
0.0
1.86810-8
1.06042-4
1.83314-3
-6.39261-4
0.0
213.604
0.0
.987939
-1.55180-3
0.0
1.39011
-1 .83360-6
1.0
0.0
1.86810-8
1.06042-4
1.83314-3
-4.98923-4
0.0
213.6)4
.0121627
-1.98916-5
0.0
-1.61511-2
0.0
. C915341
0.0
-1.560100
-1.18212-3
-1.59016-3
2.84414-5
0.0
0.0
.341
.0121627
-1.98916-5
0.0
-1.61511-2
0.0
.0915341
0.0
-1.560100
-1.18212-3
-1.59016-3
2.84414-5
0.0
0.0
.341
.0121627
-1.98916-5
0.0
-1.61511-2
0.0
.0915341
0.0
-1.560100
00109
00110
00111
00112
00113
00114
00115
00116
00117
00118
00119
00120
00121
00122
00123
00124
00125
00126
00127
00128
00129
00130
00131
00132
00133
00134
00135
00136
00137
00138
00139
00140
00141
00142
00143
00144
LA)
856 - 860
861 - 865
866 - B70
03
03
03
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
05
05
05
05
05
05
05
05
07
07
07
07
07
07
J7
07
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
13
10
10
10
1
2
3
4
5
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1 C
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
.753086
.987416
-1.55180-3
1 4 1
4 1 5
1 5 1
4 1 4
1 4 1
3 1 3
1 10 1
8 6 8
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
0.0C 0.
0.0 0.
0.0 0.
0.0 0.
0.0 0.
0. c 0.
0.0 0.
0.52 .4
1AAI1AB21AC
c. 0
-1.61493-3
2.84414-5
4 1 3 1
1 4 1 10
4 1 3 1
1 5 1 9
5 2 5 6
1 5 6 7
9 6 7
6
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12 12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
0 0.0 0.0
0 0.0 0.0
0 0.0 0.0
0 0.0 0.C
0 C.0 0.0
0 0.0 0.0
0 c.0 0.0
65 .555 .555
LIAD21AE11AF2
0.0
-1.35014-3
1.0
8
6
0.0
.987939
-1.55180-3
-1.18212-3
-1.59016-3
2.84414-5
6
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
C.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
.555 .555
1AG1LAH3
0.0 0.52
0.0 0.465
0.0 0.555
0.0 0.555
0.555
0. 55
01RA21BB11BC2180118EIBFIIBC31BH3
OCA11CB21CC11CO21CE11CF21CG11CH3
01DA210811DC21CO11DE21DF110IG31DH3
ClEAllFB21EC1lED21EF21EFIFG3
0IFA21FB1lFC21FD11FE21FF31FG3
C1GA11GB31GCIC-D31GE31GF3
01HA31HB31HC3-03
0.0 -. 187144 0.0 -. 483334 0.0 .597102 414.3 1.0 0.0
1 00145
1 00146
1 00147
1 00148
1 00149
1 00150
1 00151
1 00152
1 00153
1 00154
1 00155
1 00156
1 00157
1 00158
1 00159
1 00160
1 00161
1 00162
1 00163
1 00164
1 00165
1 00166
1 00167
1 00168
1 00169
1 00170
1 00171
1 00172
1 00173
1 00174
1 00175
1 00176
1 00177
1 00178
1 00179
1 00180
wo
00
13 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 2250.0 1.0 1 00181
99 1 00182
1 00183
ILAST 1 00184
CA-
APPENDIX C
SIMULATE INPUT "B" CONSTANTS
0.1 First Cycle Fuel, No Burnable~Poison Rods
w/o
U-235
B-01
B-02
B-03
B-04
B-05
B-06
B-07
B-0
B-09
B-10
B-11
B-12
B-13
B-14
B-15
B-16
B-17
B-18
B-19
B-20
B-21
B-22
B-29
B-25
B-26
B-27
B-28
B-29
B-30
2.25 2.80 3-30 w/o U-235 2.25 2.8O 3.30
230.979
-1.58025
0.775940
0.0
0.0
0.769042
0.0
0.0
1.48296
0.0
0.0
-0.847012
0.0
0.0
0.2275
0.0310043
0.008
0.0
1.0
0.0122551
0.0
-1.26592E-3
-8.9284oE-3
0.0
-1.20476E-4
1.56223E-6
1.46115E-5
6.21146E-6
-9.94781E-8
0.0
226-564
-1.55697
0.752744
0.0
0.0
0.843147
0.0
0.0
1.24056
0.0
0.0
-0.661652
0.0
0.0
0.296621
0 030576
0. 008
0.0
1.0
0.0124859
0.0.
-2. 93333E-3
-645A46E--3
0.0
-3.35182-5.
2. 91751E-7
1..67347E-4
-1.96730EF-6
1:4878E-8
.0.0
224.743
-1-53969
0:734819
0.0
0.0.
0.835860
0.0
0.0
1.39011
0.0
0.0
-0.750165
0.0
0.0
0-341
0.030604
0.008
0.0
1.0
0.0121627
0.0
-3.287E-3.
-5.57E-3
0.0
-1.98916E-5
1.49928E,7
1.87852E-4
-2.73595E-6
1.86810E-8
0.0
B-31 0.0 0.0 0.0
B-32 0.0 0.0 0.0
B-3 0.0 0.0 0.0
B-34 1.37828E-4 1.17718E-4 1,o6o42E-4
B-35 -3-77059E-2 -2.15129E-2 -1.61511E-2
C.2 First Cycle Fuel, With Burnable Poison Rods*
w/o
U-235
Number 'of
Burnable
Poison
Rods
2.80 2.80 2.80 3-30 3-30 .3-30 3-30
12 16 20 8 912 20
B-13 +3.26634E-4
B-14 -7.02833E-6
B-42 0.118112
B-4 -7.02788E-2
B-N -2.64224-3
+4.724)5E-4
-1.14954E-5
0.151150
-6.61892E-2
-4.07359E-3
+'-31538E-4
-. 666'9:-6
0.18243
-6.7 179E-2
-2.98694E-3
+4.14689E-4
-1.16288E-5
o.0664891
-8.71014E-2
-2.01597E-3
+1. 85567E-4
-3-824o4E-6
0.074800
-8.00968E-2
-7.13-289E-4
*Only the "B" constants that differ from the 'No Burnable Poison Rod"
fuel are included in this table.
B-36
B-37
B-38
B- 39
B-40
B-41
B-42
B-43
B-44
B-45
B-46
B-47
B-48
4-49
B-50
B-51
B-52
B-53
B-61
4-55
B-56
B-5
B-58
B-61
B-62
B-63
B-64
B-65
B-66
B-67
-B-68
B-69.
B-70
3 .24898E-3
79.1628
-0.333788
5 27981E-3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0878722
2.78242
-0.721323
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2o6.139
-1-54386
0.738365
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.00189076
0.983193
-0.00264459
-0.00172860
0.986588
-0.00210514
-1.50542E-3
4.82191E-5
1.0
-1:0542E-3*
4.82191E-5
1 36085E-3
78.9296
-0.235191
2.59298E-3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0994769
2 .09723
-0.369757
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
210.180
-1.55584
0.749761
0.0
0.0
* 0.0,
-0.00146199
0.985690
-0.00194931
-0.00155193
0.986349
-0.00183724
-1.43625E-3
3.21489E-5
1.0
-1.43625E-3
3.21489E-5
9.46615E-4
78.8763
-0.194977
1.83314E-3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0915341
2.47723
-0.052244
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0-0
213.604
-1.56010
0.753086
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.00118212
0.987416
-- 0.00161493
-0.00135014
0.987939
-0.00159016
-1.55180E-3
2.84414E-5
1.0 '
-1.55180 E-3
2.84414E-5
+1.69913E-4
-3 .81706E-6
0.106794
-7. 1341E-2
-6.39261E-4
+1.23285E-4
-1.8o6E-6
o-.'166223
-7.17426E-2
-4.98923E-4
-331-
C.3 Reload Fuel
w/o
U-235
B-C01
B-02
B-03
B-0 4
B-05
B-06
B-07
B-08
B-09
B-10
B-11
B-12
B-14
B-16
B-15
B-16
B-17
B-18
B-19
B-20
B-21
B-22
B-25
B-26
B-25
B-26
B-27
B-28
B-29
B-30
B-31
B-32
B-35
B-3
B-35
B-36
B-37
B- 38
B-49
B- 0
B-41
B-42
B-47
B-;2
B-45
B-46
B-47
B-48
B-49
B-50
B-51
B-52
B-59
B-50
B-55
B-56
B-57
B-58
B-59
B-60
B-61
B-62
B-65
B-6
B-65
B-66
B-6 7
B-68
B-69
B-70
0.0
-2 .79856E-3
-6.6614E-3
0.0
-0 .18o18E-4
0 .123018E-6
0.174381E-3
-0.208102E-5
0.138659E-7
0.0
- 0.0
0.0
0.0
1.10997E-4
-0.0181295
0.931179E-3
78.d730
-0.219493
0.220306E-2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0975407
2.26159
-0.462518
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
207-713
-15375
0.759037
0.0
0.0
0.0
-1.44779E-3
0.986763
-1.75609E-3
-1.42 778 3-0.981268 ~
-l-78035E-3
-0 .116646E-2
0.2 ",)516E-4
1. 0
0.2 j9516E.-4
3.20
217.477
-1-53548
0.733205
0.0
0.0
0.885512
0.0
0.0
1.11161
0.0
0.0 .
-0.560445
0.0
0.0
0-3435
0.0305386
0.008
0.0
1.0
0.0119819
0.0
-2.770E-3
-6.20E-3
0.0
-0. 176897E-4
0.121875E-6
0.165830E-3
-0.204210E-5
0. 131771E-7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.o3440E-4
-0.0i69328
0. 909155E-3
78.8534
-0.201759
0.191205E-2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0970178
2.26159
-0.462518
0.0.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
208.176
0.7607670.0
0.0
0.0
-1.24399E-3
0.994723
-1-5780LE-3
-1. 30L403E-3
-1.6944E-3
-0 .15903E-2
0. 271488L-~4
1.0
-0. 14*.,92 E-2
0.271485E-4
3.40 3.70 4.00 4.30 4.602.00
213.288
-1.50973
0.708096
0.0
0.0
0.840812
0.0
0.0
1.26401
0.0
0.0
-0.667023
0.0
0.0
0.3112
0.0306529
0.008
0.0
1.0
0.0124541
215.783
-1.53144
0.729022
0.0
0.0
0.907853
0.0
0.0
1.08838
0.0
0.0
-0-538160
0.0
0.0
0.412482
0.0298686
0.008
0.0
1.0
0.0113087
216.554
-1-53249
0.730225
0.0
0.0
0.891047
0.0
0.0
1.11722
0.0
0.0
-0.560445
0.0
0.0
0.372319
0.030208.
0.008
0.0
1.Q
0.0114711
0.0
-3.3182E-3
-5.43E-3
0.0
-0.147025E-4
0. 984278E-7
0.140612E-3
-0. 135465E-5
o.600569E-8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0. 90914E-4
-0.0151539
0.7?1968E-3
-0-193705
0.178996E-2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.114604
1.50686
-0.082594
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
205-328
-1-54718
0.742948
0.0
0.0
0.0
-1-15824E-3
0.985225
-1.50376E-3
-1.259,)6CE- 30.98V30?1
-1.56586E-3
-o .162991E-2
j.289112E-4
216.628
-1-53991
0.737233
0.0
0.0
0.902916
0.0
0.0
1.14344
0.0
0.0
-0.567403
0.0
0.0
0.451
0.0295713
0.008
0.0
1.0
0.0109208
0.0
-4.10E-3
-4-5681E-3
0.0
-0. 117809E-4
0.765277E-7
0.158975E-3
-0.228316E-5
0.151548E-7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0,
0.379217E-4
-0.0127161
0.671698E-3
78.8243
-0.165414
0.136597E-2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.103124
1.99986
-0 -311560
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
208.044
-1.56447
0.75979
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.925128E-3
0.986568
-1.220142-3
-1.02534s-3
0.9390094
-1-35 0388E-3
-0 .189s 34 E-2
0.294,816E-4
1.0
-0.1895 34E-2
).294867-4
215.983
-1.5 940
0.736726
0.00.0
0.911257
0.0
0.0
1.14344
0.0
0.0
-0.567403
0.0
0.0
0.493738
0.0290897
0.003
0.0
1.0
0.0105324
0.0
-4-5295E-3
-3-98368E-3
0.0
-0 .111368E-4
0 .723696E-7
0.152978E-3
-0.221448E-5
0.144384E-7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.8 269?E-4
-0.0118923
0.6391095-3
78.7971
-0.153249
0. 119669E--2
0.0
0.0
0.00.0
0.0
0.103251
1.99986
-0.311560
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
204.798
-1. 54464
0.7404510.0
0.0
0-0
-0.866175E-3
0.987113
0 .991180
-1.15579E-3
-0 .112'063E-2
0.27(6*47E---4
1.0
-0. 192063E-2
0.27b47E- 4
216.895
-1.54802
0.745141
0.0
0.0
0.922200
0.0
0.0
1.12582
0.0
0.0
-0-554409
0.0
0.0
0.540445
0.0295762
0.008
0.0
1.0
0.0101404
0.0
-4.949E-3
-3.45233E-3
0.0
-0..903758E-5
0. 574768E-7
0.144417E-3
-0.205565E-5
0.129593E -7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0. 79131E-4
-0.0104878
0. 549764E-3
78.7632
-0. 141823
0.104229E-2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.102802
2.02069
-0 -318044
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
207.575
-1.56206
0.757540
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.768195E-3
0.987572
-0..974172E-3
-0.8042 ?E- 3
0.99167
-1.04796E-3
-0.188557E -2
0.254182E'-4
1.0
-0. 188557E-2
0.254182E-4
0.0
-3.76228E-3
-4.8224E-3
0.0
-0 .131266E-4
0 .86518 3E-7
0.163535E-3
-0.2?9209E-5
0.1 4117t-7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0. 931421E-4
-0-0138493
0.728149E-3
73-8332
-0.177677
0.154524E-2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.114860
1. 50686
-0.082594
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
206.610
-1- 55596
0.751476
0.0
0.0
0.0
-1.o1490E-3.
0.985982
-1.3562E-3
-1 .12822 F- 3
0.9896E87
-1.36817E-3
-0. 18o488BE-2
0 .2 9708E-4
1.0
-0 . 18 u+E-2
0.299708E-4
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APPENDIX D
ZION REACTOR
QUARTER CORE POWER AND BURNUP DISTRIBUTION MAPS
Figures
D.1 -D.19
D.20-D.25
D.26-D.31
Variations from 64-Assembly, 3.20
w/o U-235 Steady-State Cycle
Variations from 48-Assembly, 3.76
w/o U-235 Steady-State Cycle
Post-Variation Cycles for 420%
Variations from 64-Assembly Steady-
State Cycle
Section
D.1
D.2
D.3
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Figure D.1
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnun Distributions
for Variations from -- Assembiy teady-State Cycle
Case i
A B C D E
,HD 10BH lODIH 9AH 1OHD
28594 10847 8086 20929 8o86
37845 22998 20925 1341 20074
0.84 1.14 1.20 0.92 1.07
1OBH' lOHB 10CH loEG 1oBG
10847 10847 988 10516 12826
22998 22?62 22306 22470 2D923
1.14 1.18 1.15 1.08 0.98
1oDH' 1OHC 9FF 1OFG 9CH
8o86 9883 22721 8022 20535
20924 22705 72860 20053 30790
1.20 1.1.5 0.90 1.07 0.90
9HA lOGE 1oGF 1oFF 1ODG
20928 10516 8022 12009 12830
313 8 22468 20052 23081 22632
0.93 1.08 1.07 0.96 0.82
lOHD 10GB 9HC 1OGD ~9BG
8086 12825 205 0 12829 23454
20065 23913 0783 22633 31226
1.07 o.98 0.9 o 82 0.64
lOHA 9GE lFIC 9GD 8FG
10505 21098 - 27,408 27840
21382 3097 15157 32118 36046
0.96 0.87 1.41* . 0.74 0.71
9GB' 9GF 9HB 9HD 11GE
22827 19?82 21656 19228 -
31797 28702 31241 27992 11626
0.81 0.84 0-.86 0.76 1.07
11HB
l3135
1.2
11HC 111HD
12675 9056
1.2__ 0.83
I
* = Maximum Relative Power
Number of Assemblies Refueled =
Feed Enrichment = 4.42 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 10,953 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 974.3 GWD
Key
1AA Assembly Number
I-I EOC Burnup, iM4D/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T
1.04 BOC Relaitive Power
(Assembly/kverage)
A
B
C
D
F
G
H
I
Figure D.2
Zion Restor
Assembly Power and Purin' Distrihttions
for Varl qtons from.,4-Asscmoly Stevay-tre Cycle
ca se 2
C D E G
lOEH 9BG llAD 9GB 10AH 9FF
28183 10847 23454 - 22827 10505 2272]
36793 21991 3 ;399 14420 32261 21025 3202c
0.74 1.00 o.89 1. 3 0.84 0.96 0.81
10B' 1OHB 10FG 9DG 1ODG 9CH loCH
10847 10847 8022 23410 12830 20535 98-3
21991 22602 19689 33188 23092 30498 2094
1.00 1.07 1.05 0.87 0.92 0.92 1.0(
9BG' 10GF 9AH 1ODH 9FG 11CF 9BH
23454 8022 20929 8086 18967 - 2166]
33395 19686 30901 19681 29304 14555 3147'
0.89 1.05 0.88 1.05 0.94 1.41 o.9.
llDA 93D lOHD 1OFF 10EG 9EG 10BG
- 23408 3086 12009 10516 21117 1282V
14409 33174 19658 23203 21056 30660 2276]
1.35 0.87 - 1.05 1.01 0.95 0.87 0.9
_________ -I 4 :L .
A
B
.C
D
G
9HC
205'O
304 0
0.91
1oHC
9883
20943
1.06
93F
19 382
29625
0.93
111FC
I-
j14.5231.4o
9HB
21656
31461
0.92
lOGE
10516
21035
0.94
9GE
21098
30634
0.87
10GB
12825
22756
0.92
I - i n
llHA 11HB llH C
12158 12105 11440 8407
1.24 1..23 Y1..39
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 60
Feed Enrichment = -.86 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 10,709 NWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 952.7 GWD
8FG 9DH l1EG
27840 19249 -
35751 28751 11252
o.69 0.88 1.o8
9HD 11FF llFG
19238 - -
28741 L4131 9707
0.88 1.412* 0.95
1 GE 11GF
1251 1707
1.08 '0.o 9
H
* = Maximum Relative Power
Key
1AA Assembly Number
-. ECC Burnup, MWD/T
17302 FOC Burnup, MWD/T
1.04 BOC Relative jower
(Assembly/Average)
A
1oGD
12829
23065
0.92
H
9GB'
22827
32247
0.84
10HA
10505
21015
0.96
9FF'
22714
32015
0.87
4
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Figure D. 3
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power nand Burnup Distributions
for Varictiors fromu 4 -Assemno.ly 6teady-Stete Cycle
C D E F GB C D E F
8FG
27840
36760
0.73
lOCH
9883
21457
0.98
1oFG
8022
19902
1.01
9BG
23454
33138
0.81
11 AE
14415
1.29
9AH
20929
30892
0.86
1OAH
10505
22097
1.06
H
11AH
12371
1.20
lOCH' 1OFF 9FG 1ODG 9DH 1BG 1OBH 11BH
9883 12009 18-67 12830 19249 12826 1084 -
21448 23344 29643 23392 29518 23183 22036 11879
o.98 6.96 o.91 0.89 0.88 o.89 1.02 1.14
loFG'
8022
19858
1.01
9GF
19382
29969
0.90
11CC
14903
1.34
9EG
21117
31479
0-.89
1ODH
8086
19624
1.00
9CH
20535
29561
0.77
9DG
23410
327 1
o.94
9BG 1OGD 9GE 1OGF lOEG 9GB 1DG
2?454 12829 21098 8022 10516 22827 -
33120 23369 31459 120156 22116 32193 14325
0.81 0.89 0.89 1.07 1.03 o.84 1. 40*
-
1
lEA 9HD lOHD lOGE 10HC 9BH 11EG
.1923,8 8086 10516 9883 21661 -
14408 29504 19625 22121 21358 31532 12302
1.29 0.88 1.00 1.03 1.04 0.91 1.21
9HA 10GB 9HC 9FF 9HB 11FF U11FG
20928 12825 2050 22721 21656 -
30891 23184 29561 -2106 31532 14073 t 9760
0.86 0.89 0.77 0.84 0.91 1.4o* 1 0.95
OHA lOHB 11 GD 11E 113F
10505 10847 23408 - - -
22093 22038 32733 14333 12306 9762
1.06 1.02 0.84 1.40* 1.21 0.95
1HA 11HB 11HC llHD
12 372 11881 .11217 9372 .*=Maximum Relat]
llCH
11215
1.o6
11DH
9369
0.89
ive Power
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 64
Feed Enrichment = 3.70 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 11,057 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 983.6 GWD
1AA Assembly Number
- m1BoC Burnup, MWD/T
17302 EGC Burnup, MWD/T
1.04 BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
A
B
C I
D
F
G
H
B
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Figure D.4
Zion Reactor
Assemby Power and Burnuv Distributions
for Varigtions from( ; -Assemoly Steady-State Cycle
Case 4
C D E
9BG 10AH 10GB 1OFF 10FG 9AH
23454 10505 12825 12009 8022 20929
32751 21721 23958 23805 20446 30101
0.77 0.96 0.97 1.b6 1.13 0.80
loBG
12826
23805
0.94
9FG
18967
29553
0.92
lOBH
10847
22548
1.04
s t
9GF
938229880
o.91
11CC
14201
1.29
9DH
19249
29533
0.90
1oDH
8086
20401
1.12
lOEG
10516
21939
1.02
9EG
21117
30711
0.85
9CH
20535
29810
0.81
I - - " - t
10HB
10847
22524
1.04
9HD
19238
29520
0.90
9FF
22721
32009
0.80
lOCH
9883
21488
1.04
1ODG
12830
23963
1.01
1OFG' 1OHD 10GE lOHIC 1OGF 9BH
8022 8086 10516 988- 8022 21661
20438 20394 21936 21489 19950 31602
1.13 1.12 1.02 1.04 1.08 0.90
9GE
21098
30694
o.85
9HC
20530
29806
0.81
10GD
12829
23963
1.01
9GB 11GB 9GD 11GD
22827 - 23408 -fl
32647 13862 33029 13 886
0.90 1.32 0.88 1.3
llHA llH1B llh.C llHD
11280 11584 1056 8663
1.08 1.11 0.98 0.80
9HB 11FF
21656 
-
31598 13075
0.90 1.22
IlGE 11GF
11460 1 8815
1.07 0.80
G H
9GB 11A
22827 
-
32646 11280
0.90 1.08
11BG 11BH
--
13861 11584
1.32 1.11
9DG lC
23410 -
33031 10563
0.88 0.98
11DG llDH
13886 8662
1.33*i o.80
11EG
11459
1.07
11FG
I-
8815
0.80
* = Maximum Relative Power
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 68
Feed Enrichment = 3.40 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 11,007 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 979-2 GWD
Key
1AA Assembly Number
1- r00 Burnup, MWD/T
173021 EOC Burnup, I§ID/T
1.04 BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
A B
lOHA
10505
21712
0.96
*'~
10GB'
12825
23917
0.97
1oFF'
12009
23784
1.05
B
C
E
F
G
H
9HA
20928
0100
0.80
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Figure D.5
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnun Distributions
for Variations from 64 -Assembly 6teady-State Cycle
Ca se
A B C D E F G H
A
B
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 72
Feed Enrichment = 3.30 w/o U-235
1AA Assembly Number
Cycle Average Burnup = 11,279 MWD/T - BC0C Burnup, MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 1003-.3 GWD 1. 4 BoC Relative Power
--- J (Assembly/Average)
9DG 10FG 1OAH 9FF 11AE 9GD 9GB l iAHl
23410 8022 10505 22721- - 23408 22827
33500 20387 22145 32909 14575 32747 32659 10932
o.86 1.08 1.02 0.89 1.35* 0.81 o.86 0.9 8
10FG' 1oFF 9FG lOEG 10BH 9CH 11BG 11BH
8022 12009 18967 10516 10847 20535 -
20377 23698 29760 22144 23272 30665 13879 11285
1.08 1.02 0.94 1.02 1.12 0.89 1.28 1.02
loHA 9GF 11CC 9DH 1oDH 10GB 9EG llCH
10505 19382. - 19249 8086 12825 21117 -
22104 30086 14216 29854 20702 24061 314(6 10447
1.01 0.93 1.28 0.92 1.14 0.99 0.92 0 .92
9FF' 10GE 9HD 9AH lOCH 1ODG 11DG 11DH
22714 10516 19238 2092 9883 12830 - .--
32884 22120 29840 30624 2 034 24478 '13860 8468
0.88 1.02 0.92 0.85 1.08 1.04 1.27 4
11EA 1OHB loD 10HC loGF 9EH IlEG
- 10847 8086 9883 8022 21661
14567 23265 20699 22033 20210 31645 11175
1.34 1.12 1.13 1.08 1.08 0.86 0.99
9GD' 9HC lOBG 1OGD 9HB 11FF 11F3
23408 205-0 12826 12829 21656 -
32745 30660 24062 24478 1641 12699 8462
0.81 0.89 0.99 1.04 0.86 1.12 0.72
9GB ' 11GB 9GE l1GD 11GE 11GF
22827 
- 21098 -
32659 13880 31451 13862 11175 8462
0.86 1.28 0.92 1.27 k 0.99 0.72
llHA 1HB 11H- 11HD
109-3 11286 1o448 v 8469 * = Maximum Relative Power0.98 1.02 0.92 0.74
C
D
E
F
G
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Figure D.6
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnu, Distributions
for Variations from 04-AIssemi-bly Steady-State Cycle
Case 6
j B C D E F G H
9GD 9FF llAC 9GB lODH 1OHD 9AH 1.AH
23408 '22721 22827 8086 8086 20929 -
31542 32086 14008 33053 20375 21060 31626 10397
0.70 0.84 1.32 4. 0.94 1.16 1.24 0.99 0.94
9FF 1OAH 10GB l0CH 9BH 10EG- 11BG
22714 10505 12825 9883 21661 10516 -
32079 21875 24943 21683 32307 23081 13935
0.84 1.05 1.14 1.10 0 -99 1.19 21.2
1lCA 1OBG 10FG 9FG 11CE lODG 9EG
12826 8022 18967 - 12830 21117
14002 24937 20684 -0029 14422 24436 31088
1.34 1.14 1.20 1.03 1.28 1.06 0.88
11BH
-- I
1 0 5 3 0
0.95
11CH
-
9493
0.81
A
B
C
E
G
H
oHD' lOGE 1oGD )HC 9HD 1lFF llFG
8086 10516 12829 205 0 192,8 -
21057 23077 24430 0457 28868 1153 7488
1.24 1.19 1.06 0.85 0.79 0-9 0-57
9HA 11GB 9GE ll3D llGE 11GF
20928 121098
31625 13935 31072 f1251 10007 7488
0.99 1.32 0.87 1.06 o.8i 0.57
llHA 1lHB ll HC llHD
10-397 d105 9494 '174-4 Maximum Relative Power
0.94 1 o.9 1) 0.-1 0 .60
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 76
Feed Enrichment = 3.06 w/o U-235
1AA Assembly Number
Cycle Average Burnup = 11,104 MWD/T - BGC Burnup, MWD/T
17302 EO'C Burnup, MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 987.9 GWD 1.04- BOC Relative vowr
(As sembly/Average)
-1 11 -7----,qMII-pIqp"I 1.11 11101
9GB 1OHC 9GF 1oFF 1oBH 9CH 11DG llDH
22827 9883 19382 12009 10347 20535 -
33042 21660 30757 23808 23115 30463 12350 7453
0.94 1.10 1.02 1.09 1.12 0.86 1.o6
1oDH' 9HB 11EC 10HB ioGF 9DM 11EG
8086 21656 - 10847 8022 19249 -
20367 32293 14397 23110 20086 28876 10006
1.16 0.99 1.38* 1.12 1.06 0.79 0.81
D
1OCH
9883.
21365
0.97
E
9AH
20929
30591
0.82
F G H
9FF llAG 11AH
22721 - -
32873 13057 .10182
0 8 1.17 o.88
lOHA lOHC 9FG 10GB 10DG 11BF 9EG
10505 9883 18967 12825 12830 - 21117
22214 216 40 29420 23766 24161 13413 31515
0.98 0.99 0.87 0.93 0.99 1.22 0.92
I 9BH21661316860.86 1OBH10847224901.04 9CH20535311240.95
10CH' 10BG 9HB 10GE 10FG 9DH
9883 12826 21656 1o516 802 19249
21 343 23742 31677 22388 20755 30061
0.97 0.92 0.86 1.07 1.19 1.00
9HA lOGD lOHB 10GF 10FF 1ODH
20923 12829 10847 8022 12009 8086
30584 24153 22488 20755 24557 2079 
0.81 0.99 1.04 1.19 1.20 1.22
9HD
19238
30053
1.00
1OHD
8086
207 96
1.22
11FF
12 973
1lBH
9605
0 .8
llCG llCH
13737 6 9985
1-29* 0o.88
11DG 11DH
i34o8 7728
1 .27( 0.68
~1 10
llFG I
I -
1i7975
J0 0.'7 2
-OM r
- 21098----
1 3060 I 31501 17 m ' 13409 10931 7976
.1.17 0 92 1.27 1.03 0.72w
lHA 1113 ll 1HC 1 llHD
10184  9 6 07 9986 1 7728 * = Maximum Relati
0.88 0.82 0 .88 A 0.68
ve Power
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 80
Feed Enrichment = 2.94 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 11,174 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 994.0 GWD
Key
1AA .Assembly Number
- BOC Burnup, MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, IF.D/T
1.04 BOC Relative Power
- (Assembly/Average)
C
9GB
22827
42596
0.80
n ~ E F
1oAH
10505
2222 -
0.98
lOEG
10516
22096
0.97
1OECT'
10516
22054
0.97
9GF
19382
29747
0.86
110C
13042
1.12
A
B
C
D
F
H
9FF
22714
328672.8 
11FB 1
1
1.21
9HC
20530
-1120
0.95
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Figure D. 7
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnup Distri~rtions
for Varistioras from u-+-AsSemoly Steady-sTtee Cycle
Case'(
....... 
WWWW"
B
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Figure D. 8
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power _nd Burnuo Distributions
for Vritions from -senr
Case 8
Steady-State Cyl
8GF
.28183
36005
0.58
B
9HA
20928
30729
0.77
C
ll1AC
-
16205
1.4o
D
8FG
27840
37744
o.80
E
1OFG,
8022
20034
0.99
F
1OBH
10847
21864
0.92
G
9BG
23454
32976
0.83
9AH 1oFF 9FG 1ODH 1oDG 9GB 1oBG
20929 12009 18967 8086 12830 22827 12826
30719 22956 30282 20450 24095 32860 23798
0.77 0.87 0.93 1.02 0.92 0.84 0.97
llCA 9GF 1OGF lOCH 9CH 11CF 9BH
- 982 8022 9883 20535 - 21661
i16146 30602 20902 22299 31125 15790 32175
.39 0.92 1.08 1.04 0.88 1.41 0.92
%FG'
27840
37726
0.80
10FGI
8022
20031
0.99
loBH
10847
21874
0.92
-~
1h D
8086
20425
1.02
1oGD
12829
24093
0.92.
9FF
22721
32774
o.84
1OHC
9883
22294
1.03
1oHB
10847
22616
0.97
9EG
21117
31359
0.85
1 1 E E 
'
15 994
L1.42*
9DG
23410
33206
0.82
10EG
10516
21734
0.97
- 9. -, t inmi
9HC
20530
31123
0.88
11FC
15798
1.41
9GE
21098
31344
0.85
90GD
23408
33208
0.82
91D
19238
29880
0.90
- a. ~ - * I -
9EG 10GB 9HB lOGE
23454 12825 21656 10516
32981 23806 32176 21737
0.83 0.97 0.92 0.98
llHA 11HB 11HC 1IHD
1%861 13759 1286 9944
1.36 1.34 1 .2 6 0.90
9DH
1.9249
29888
0.90
1oAH
10505
21292
0.91
11EG
12772
1.12
11FG
-
9806
O.8s
H
11AH
-
13857
1.35
1 BH
-
13755
1.34
11CH-f
-
1.3282
1.26/
llDHM
9-942
o.0 d
11GE 11GF
-
12)774 1 9807
1.12 0 .
I * = Maximum Relative Power
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 60
Feed Enrichment = 4.34 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 11,606 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 1032.4 GWD
Key
Assembly Number
ECC Burr.up, MWD/T
LOC Burnup, mWD/T
BOC Relytive Power
(A ssembly/Average )
A
B
C
D
F
G
H
......... 
r
i|
i
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Figure D.9
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power qnd Burnn Distributions
for Varlqtions from- ! -<-Assemoly Stesdy-StEte Cycle
Ca se 9
C D E F G H
8FG 1oFF llAC 9AH 10HC lOHD lOCH
27840 12009 - 20929 - 9883 8086 9883
37239 24209 15917 31586 21966 20835 22880
0.75 1.1 1.37 O. 87 1.02 1.13 1.22
1oFF' 1oHA 9BH 1oBH 10BG 9CH iEG
12009 10505 21661 10347 12826 20535 10516
24209 22445 3223 8  22186 24100 31445 22718
1.01 0.98 0.85 0.92 0.93 0.94 1.12
1ODH
8086
19879
0.95
9EG
21117
31552
o.84
9FG
18967
29625
0.88
11CF
4-
9DG
23410
33685
0.90
91HA 10HB 9GE llDD loDG 9DH 10FG
20928 10847 21098 - 12830 19249 8022
o3578 22175 31518 15717 24134 29672 19576
0.86 .9 .84 1-36 0.3 0.87 09
9GF
19382
29947
0.87
11FCf
,15424
I1.7
9GD
2-3408
U676
.90
in% 1 -- m -~ ~
D10 
12829
24114
0.93
9HD
19238
29656
0.87
1oGF
8022
19574
0.99
9EG2 9,B llE'
23454 22827
32219 32228 K11959-)0.69 0.77 1. 02
9FF llFF llFG
22721 -
32136 14502 i10129
0.77 1.27 0.87
11!aE ll 1GF
11963 1010
1.02 0.87
llHA llHB llHC llHD
197 #132 1 12264. 92401.-8 12 - 1.3 .80
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 64
Feed Enrichment = 3.9b w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 11,618 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 1033.6 GWD
* = Maximum Relative Power
Key- . ,
Assembly Number
ECC Burnup, MWD/T
EOC Burnup, KWD/T
BOC Relative Yower
(Assembly/Average)
B
15913
9HB
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32232
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A
B
D
E
F
G
loCC
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21951
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Figure D.10
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power And Burnup Distributions
for Varitions from U---ssemoly Steady-State
Cmase LU
C D E F G
9BG 1OAH 10GB 1oFF 1oFG 9AH 9GB
23454 10505 12825 12009 8022 20929 22827
32823 21859 24176 23914 20409 32028 32735
o.65 0.82 0.85 0.92 1.00 0.92 0.83
lOHA 1oBG 9FG 1OBH 9CH 11BF 10EG
10505 12826 18967 10847 20535 - 10516
21850 24032 29997 22797 31467 15567 22785
0.82 0.82 0.84 0.94 0.88 1.
11CC
16128
1.34
10GD
12829
25023
0.9 S
A
B
C
D
B
F
G
H
I9GD
23408
33245
0.80
9 GE
2198
\1433
1ODG
12830
25029
0.98
lOCH
9883
21850
0.97
9DG
23410
33247
0.80
9EG
21117
31447
0.88
9FF 1ODH 9BH 11DG
22721 8086 21661- -
32858 20360 31827 15301 1
0.80 1.01 0.85 1.41
lOHD 1oGF 9DH llEG
8086 8022 19249 -1
20360 20630 30199 113144 9
1.01 1.07 0.96 H 1.21
9HB 9HD 11FF 11FG A
216c6 19238
?1824 30191 '15103 10 38 5
0.85 0.96 1.4-L 0.95 1
11GD 11GE 11GF
15303 13145 11086
1 1.21 0.95
llHD
993 * Maximum Relativ
0.88
e .Power
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 68
Feed Enrichment 3.78 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 11,874 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 1056.3 GWD
Key
1AA Assembly Number
- ]BCC Burnup-, MWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, VWD/T
104 BOC Relative Power
- J (Assembly/,Average')
A B
Cycle
10GB'
12825
24134
0.5
10FF'
12009
23893
0.92
9GF
19382
30321
0.83
10 HB
10847
22773
0.93
1oFG' 9HC lOH C
8022 20530 9883
20401 31456 21848
1.00 0.87 0.97
9HA
20928
32026
0.92
9GB
22827
32735
0.83
11FB
lOGE
10516
22786
1.06
llHA*
12 '52
1.09
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Figure D. 11
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power nnd Burnur, Distributions
for Variqtions from .4 -Assembly zteacy-State Cycle
Case 11
& A
27 40
37383
0.73
C D EU D E F
1 oHD
8086
20683
1.01
9BG
23454
34272
0.87
llAD
1-
16667
1.*43*
1OAH
10505
23791
1.11
F
10DM-
8086
20679
1.04
1OHD1  1OHC lODG 9GB 10EG 9CH
8086 9883 12830 22827 10516 20535
20684 22756 25220 33343 22551 31630
1.01 1.05 1. 1 o.84 0.98 0.91
9BG'
23454
34274
0.87
1lDA
16671
1.43*
1OGD
12829
25222
1.01
9FF
22721
33249
0.84
11CC
16762
1.43-
9HB
21656
32095
0.82
9BH
21661
32113
0.83
1oFF
12009
23527
0.91
9FG
18967
30078
0.89
1oBG
12826
25010
0.98
11CF
16423
1,,4 1.
9DH
19249
30250
0.88
G H
9A llAH 1.
20929 -
31474 13927
0.88 .1.28
1OBH 11BH0
10847 -
22772 13782f
1.01 1 .2I
9EG llCHi
21117 -
32139 132190.92
1oFG 11DH
8022 -
20146 10004
099
lOHA 10GE 9GF 10GB 11EE 9DG 11EG
10505 1051.6 193l2 12825 - 23 1'0
23782 22531 30399 24990 16481 1 33534 257 0
1.11 0.97 0.88 0.98 1.39 0.79 1 1.101
1ODH 0 9HC 11FC 9HD 9CD loCH 11FG
8o86 20530 - .9238 23408 9883
20672 31615 16393 30231 33531 20441 945
1.o4 0.91 1.41 o.88 0.70 0.80
9HA 10HB 9GE 10GF 4 11GE 11GF
20928 10847 21098 8022 - -
31471 22768 32117 20143 12568 9458 i
o.88 1.01 0.92 0.09 1.01 0.72
llH llHB 11HC 11HD
13926 1370 13218 10003 Maximum Relati
1.27 1.25 1.17 o-84
ve Power
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 64
Feed Enrichment = 4.20 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 12,097MYWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 1076..1 GWD
Key
1AA Assembly Number
- 'BOC Burnup, NWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, YWD/T
1.04 BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
B
C
D
F
G
H
B
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Figure D. 12
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and ?.urnuti Distributions
for Variqtions from rnJt -assembly Steady-State Cycle
Ca se 12
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23454
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0.80
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10505
23151
1.01
C
10FG
8022
21040
1.05
lOHA 1oGF 9CH
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23149 2111 32070
1.01 1.06 0.02
1OFGT  9HC 112C
8022 20530 - -
21031 32058 16708 i
1.o4 0.92 1.42*1
L_ J-
10FF t
12009
24235
0.97
10HC
9883
22298
0.99
lOGD
12829
25180
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10GB3  QIGF 1OHB
12825 19382 10847
24282 30511 22728
o.90_Jo.88 0.94
9HA
20928
32050
0.91
N
9F F7' 
22714 
327 _0
0.82
11039
1.37
lOGE
10516
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1.05
lIl T-A 21173B
12757 12845
-1.11 ' 1.12
9HD
19238
3 9828 0
o084
I9GD
I23403
33598
0.84
-MWML
12237
1.05
D E F G H
1OFF 10GB 9AH 9FF 11AH
12009 12825 20929 22721 -
24261 24334 32075 32775 12761
o.g8 0.91 0.91 0.82 1.12
10CH 9FG 11BF loEG 11BH
9883 18967 - 10516 A
22329 30203 6078 22964 12849
0.99 0.90 1.3p 1.06 1
1ODG 10BH 9DH 9DG 11CH
22830 10847 19249 23410 -
25192 22756 29849 33604 12239
0.99 o.94 0.85 0.84 1.06
9GB 1oDH 9EG 11DG 11DH
22827 8086 21117 - -
32868 20017 31349 15586 10236
0.77 0.93 0.82 1.3R o88
10HD 1OBG 9BH 11FG
8086 12826 21661 -
20011 23912 31902 1 13222 8
0.93 o.87 0.83 1 1.
9GE 9HB 11FF 11FG
21098 21656 -
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0.82 0.8 3 1.31 0.91
11GD 11GE llGF
15585 13228 110508
1.38E .1 0.90
1i1HD
2* = Maximum Relative Power
0.88
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 68
Feed Enrichment = 3.88 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 12,088 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 1075.4 GWD
Key
Assembly Number
FCC Burnup, MWD/T
EGOC Burnup, VWD/T
BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
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Figure D. 13
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnun Distributions
for Variitions f'rom 74 -Assemoly Steady-St&te Cycle
Case li
A B C D E F G H
A
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 76
Kev
Feed Enrichment = 3. 4 2 w/o U-235
1AA Assembly Number
Cycle Average Burnup = 12,103 MWD/T - BOC Burnup, NWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy =1076,6S GWD 1.04 BOC Relstive Power
(Assembly/Average)
9GD 9FF 1lAC 9GB 1ODH lOHD 9AHAH
23408 22721 - 22827 8086 8086 20929 -
31945 32637 15487 : 33349 20189 20381 32070 11931
O.63 0.76 1.29 i 0.82 0.96 o.98 0.91 0.99
9FF' 10AH 10EG lOCH 9BH 9DH 11B 11BH
22714 10505 10516 9883 21661 19249 - -
32631 22555 23762 22009 32176 30048 14963 12154
0.76 0.96 1.09 0.97 0.83 o.86 1.27 1.02
llCA lOGE 1oFG 0FG 1lCE 1ODG 9EG llCH
- 10516 8022 19967 - 12830 21117 -
15481 23756 21309 30442 15474 24676 31935 11123
1.29 1.09 1.10 0.93 1.32* 0.97 0.88 0.0o
9GB' 1OHC 9GF 1oFF lOBH 9CH 11DG 11DH
22827 9883 19382 12009 10847 20535 - -
33338 21985 30768 24284 23920 31502 14498 8965
0.82 0.97 O.92 1.01 1.11 0.90 1.24 0.72
10DHI 9HB llEC 10HB 1OGF 1oGB 11EG
8086 21656 - 8010847 22 12825 -
20182 32161 15448 23915 21582 25230 12422
0.95 0.83 1.31 1.11 1.17 1.06 1.06
1OHD 9HD 1OGD 9HC 10BG 11FF lFG
8086 19238 12829 20530 12826 -
20379 30037 24670 3149c6 25230 14646 9520
0.98 0.86 0.97 0.90 1.06 1.29 " 0.80
9HA 11GB 9GE 11GD llGE llGF
20928 - 21098 - -
32070 14954 31920 i 14499 12423 9520
0.91 1.27 o.88 i 1.24 1.06 j 0.80
llHA 1 llH 11HC ilHD
1932 d 12155 11124 8966 * Maximum Relative Power
0.99 fl1.02 0.90 0.72
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Figure D. 14
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnun Distributions
for Varintions fromr4 -Assemoly stesdy-Stte Cycle
Ca se 14
C E F
______ E p.- I ~
G H
1oFF
12009
246 -20
. 0.94
9FF' 1oGF 10GB lOBH 9DH 9EG 10CH 11BI
22714 8022 12825 10847 19249 21117 9883 -
33482 21126 26'279 23417 31131 32460 22434 14547
0.76 o.94 1.oo 0.92 0.88 0.84 0.95 1.1,
lCA loBG 1FG 9DG 10DH 11CF 9FG 11CH
- 12826 8022 23410 8086 - 18967 -
18129 26280 21463 34889 22310 17862 30837 13988
1.41 1.00 0.99 0.84 1.09 1.4 90 i -
9GB' lOMB 9GD 11DD 1ODG 9M -10EG llDH
22827 10847 23408 - 12830 20535 10 5 16 -
34736 23416 34885 18108 26136 31894 22570 10377
o.88 0.92 o.84 1.4 1.02 0.85 0.90.
liEA 9HD 1OHD lOGD lOHA 9BH llEG
- 19238 8086 12829 10505121661 -17785 3.111 9 22302 26132 23074 3257 17 02
1.40 0.88 1.09 1.01 0.94 0.83 .06
1oFF' 9GE 11FC 9HC 9HB 11FF , 11FG
12009 21093 - 20530 21656 3-
F 24613 32432 t178 27 31877 3275 17070 0 11891
0.94 0.24 11.42 0.84 0.83
9HA 0Th 9G l 11GE llGF
G 20928 9883 19382 1051 " -31781 22103 31143 22539 13592 11998
0.80 0.94 .. .
llHA A 1llH2B 1lHC 11HD
H 4276142 396 1035-5 *=Maximum Relative Power
1.19 1c.70
I 11AE
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1.40
9AH
20929
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0.81
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 68
Feed Enrichment = 4.34 w/o, U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 13,100 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 116 5 .2GWD
Key
Assembly Number
BoC Burnup, MWD/T
ECC Buriup, WD/f
BOC Relative your
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B
C
D
~
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I
llAH
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Figure D- 15
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnup Distributions
for Variations from4 -As sembly Steady-Stete Cycle
d~ A
9DG 9GF
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33098 30940
0.68 o.84
9GF' 1oFG
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30940 21554
o.84 1.01
lCA
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1.39*
loBG
12826
26524
1.04
-
10-BG9GD'
23408
34814
0.84
1OHD
8086
21674
1.02
loHA 1HB
10505 10847
23533 24619
0.97 1.o4
9HA
20928
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0.90
10FF'
12009
24009
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lFB
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1.34
J -mm ~ -
9GE
21098
3230
o.84
llHA llHB
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1.08 f 1.04
G H
llAC 9GD 1OAH 9AH 1oFF 11AH
- 23408 10505 20929 12009 -
17611 34814 23531 32912 24006 13653
1.39* 0.84 0.97 0.90 0.90 1.08-
10GB 1ODH 1OBH llBF 9EG 11BH
12825 8086 10847 - 21117 -
26523 21673 24617 16967 32322 13258
1.04 1.02 1.o4 1.33 0.84 1.0
lOGF 9CH 10EG 9BH 1ODG llCH
8022 20535 10516 21661 12830 -
21711 32399 23217 32541 25338 13372
1.03 0.88 0.94 0.80 0.9o
9HC 11DD lOCH 9GB 11DG 11IDH
20530 - 9883 22827 - -
32396 17436 22930 33358 169 16 11086
0.88 1.37 0.97 0.78 1.3 0
lOGE 1oHC 9FG 9DH - llFG
10516 9883 18967 19249 -
23220 22935 29576 30187 14132
0.94 0.97 0.77 0.82 1.14
9HB 9FF 9HD llFF 11FG
21656 22721 19238 -
32543 33274 30183 15900 11172
o.80 0.78 0.82 .. 8o
1oGD 11GD 11GE 11GF
12829 - - -
25343 16925 14137 0 11173
0.97 1.39 1.15 0.89
11HC 11HD
13375 11089 * =Maximum Relative Power
1.06 o.88
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 72
Key
Feed Enrichment = 4.00w/o U-235
1AA Assembly Number
Cycle Average Burnup =.13,019 BWD/T - EOC Burnup, MWD/T
17302 FCC Burnup, KWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy 1158.2 GWD 1.04 BCC Relative power(Assembly/Average)
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Figure D. 16
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power gnd Eurnun Distributions
for Varintions frornla -Assemoby 8teady-itate Cycle
Case im
A
9GB
22827
33483
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C D E
&- _A C
1oFG
8022
21174
0-97
9AH
20929
32619
0.87
-16 -16826
1.35
9FF
22721
34204
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F
10DH
8086
21302
1.02
G
1oFF,
12009
26150
1.15
10FG' lOHA loGB lOBH lOCH 9CH 11BG
8022 10505 12825 10847 9883 20535 -
21174 23781 26110 24r06 23590 32201 16747
0.97 0.99 1.02 1.08 1.07 0.89 1.3* X
_ -
9HA loBG 11CC 9EHM 11CE 1QDG 9EG
20928 12826 - 21661 - 12830 211171
32619 26111 16937 34057 17158 25350 32371
0.87 1.02 1.3 0 .96 1.38* o.94 0.871
llDA
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1.35
loHB
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1.08
9HB
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0.9 Q
loD
8086
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lOGE
10516
24280
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9DH
19249
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A
B
C
D
E
1ODH'
8086
21303
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9HC
20530
32197
0.89
l0GD
12829
25356
0.94
9HD
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30562
0.82
9GF
19382
30399
0.76
11FF
14449
1.02
1DG
415355
1.16
1 1EG
12664
4 0.91
11FG
9739
H
13656
1.12
11BH
4-j 13538
1.10,
11CI
12138
0.92
11DM 3
9692
0.70
lOFF' 11GB 99E llGD llGE llGF
12009 - - -
26150 4 16747 -3219 15343 12636 9730
1.15 i 1.38 0 S7 1.16 0.90 0.66
liIA 11HP llV ll T D
13657 13538 12338 * = Maximum Relative Power
1.12 1.10 0.92 0
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 80
Feed Enrichment = 3.60 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 13,118 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 11657.0GWD
Kev
1AA Assembly Number
- ooBur.u.p, !MWD/T
17302 EC Burnup, IWL'/T
1.04 EOC ReItive lwower
(Assembly/Average)
9FF i 10-1 11EC 10EC l oF 0FG- _-7
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Figure D. 17
Zion Rendtor
Assembl yPo!'er n Hiuru Distributions
for Vritions f ~6-r >y ontesy-st&te Cycle
C' e 1,
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lOCH
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23952
0.96
100B
12825
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1.00
lOHA
10505
24213
0.94
9FF
22721
35514.
10.89
1OHB
10847
2490(
0.98
9GD
23408
36079
10.88
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.19098i~ .401
1OHC
9883
23923
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9EG
21117
33280
o.83
9GB 1OBH
22827 10847
35598 2 49 02
0.89 0.98
11DD lODG
- 12830
19315 264861 .- * 0. 91
1OGD
12829
26483
0.95
1oFF
12009
24745
0.86
11AF]
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9B-I
21661
34124
0.86
11CF
-
187291
1.37
9DH
19249
31402
9FG
1896(
31129
0.84
G H
9AH 1111A H
20929 -
33138 15773
o.86 1
10EG 11BH
10516 -
23656 15449I
0.92 J1.16
9CH 11CH
20535 -
32632 14762
0.83 1.07
1ODH 11DH
8086 -
21293 11141
0.91
11EG
I -
-1837
1.00
4..- I -! -
-2
18725
1. 7 1
9HC
20530
32625
0.83
110C
14 76c)
.1.71
9HD
19238
31375
0.82
1OHD
8086
21282
0.90
11HD
111370.'-'6
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 72
Feed Enrichment = 4.50 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup 14,127 ,;-WD/T
Cycle Thermal Fnergy = 1256.7 GWD
9GF 11FF Ij 11FG
19382 - -
31450 18391 12815
0.83 0- q .1
11GE 11 G
14805 12806.
1.06 0.94
Maximum Reistive Power
Fey
Assembly Nurnber
Ec Enirup, EKD/T
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7;CC Relai-tive oe
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8022
22388
0.97
lOGF
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1.02
loBG
12826
27105
1.00
11DB
191107
9GE
21098
33269
0.83
9DG
2341o
34802
0.74
loFG'
8022
22388
0.97
10CH'
9883
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23408
36083
o.88
1oHCI
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23928
0.98
11FA
18855
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9HA
20928
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Figure D. 18
Zion Reactor
Assembly Power and Burnup Distributions
for Variations fror .14-Arssembly Steady-State Cycle
Case 1
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1.36
D
9FG
18967.
31397
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E
9GF
19382
31693
0.82
F
11AF
18447
132 1
I I - ~ I. I - I
9CH
20535
33714
0.91
1oDH
8086
22037
0.95
10BG
12826
26605
0.94
10EG
10516
24505
0.96
1lCA 9HC 11CC 9EG 11CE 9BH
- 20530 21117 - 21661
1 3 3 7.1 .18650 34131 33300
9GE
21098
34117
0.90
B
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D
E
9HB
21656
33292
0.78
9GB
22827
34052
o. 76
11HA llHB 1 llHC
14613 14388 13865
1.03 1.O2 0.8 
1OGF
8022
22429
1. 00
1OBH
10847
25205
1.001
1ODG
12830
26218
0.95
G H
9AH 1IAH
20929 -
32878 14616
0.80 1.03
lOCH 11BH
9883 -
22993 14393
0.88 1.02
9FF 11CH
2 272 1 -
33968 13874
0.76 0.98
11DG 11DH
18266 ,11856
.l.19* 0.8I
10HB 1oFF 9DH 11EGI.
10847 12009 19249 -
25205 25104 31609 15529
1.01 0.91 0.88 o.86
iOGD 9HD 11FF 11FG
12829 19238 - -
26215 31600 17639 12322
0.94 0.88 1. 0.9
11GD 11GE 11GF
- 1- -
18258 155 2 7 12322
1. * 1.18 0.
11HD
5 . * =Maximum Relati11852
0 0
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 76
Feed Enrichment = 4.20 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 14,131.MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 1257.1 GWD
Key
Assembly Number
ECC Burnup, MWD/T
EOC Burnup, MWD/T
BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
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31693
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Figure D. 19
Zion ReActor
Assemby Power nd Furnun Distributions
for Varitions from -.semjy Steady-Stete Cycle
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0.85 10-08 o-87
1 1HA 1 11HB 4 11HC 11HD
13803 14152 13o61 10708 * = Maximun0.98 1 1.0 ().91 o.75
H
11AH I
13815r-
S0.99
11BH
14165 q
1.02
11CH
13068
00~
11DH
10710
I.o .
Relative Power
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 84
Feed Enrichment = 3.76 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 14, 10 MWD/T
Cycle Thermal Energy = 1258.8 GWD
Key.
1 AA Assembly Number
- BCC Burnup, NWD/T
17302 EOC Burnup, KWD/T
1.04 BOC Relative Power
(Assembly/Average)
9FF
22721
34132
0 73
B
A'
G
19
10FF?
12009
26848.
1.04
1OCH'
9883
23603
0.94 4
B
.I-
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Figure D. 20
Zion Reneto)r
Assembly Po!-er -,d Burn y Dstribu,,.tienrfor Va.to fro* 48-.n c stedy -t Cycl *F
Cas
A B C D E .F
8CH 9AH 10HD 9FF 10FF 10AH 8AH
32408 20985 8202 24263 12640 10247 3188
41877 32884 22556 36313 26107 23694 4099
0.79 1.03 1.28 1.04 1.15 1.13 0.73
9HA 10HB 9CH 10C1H 9FG 10EG 9BH
20980 10040 22492 10172 20088 10707 21731
32880 23884 35047 24118 32437 23415 3188:
1.03 1.22 1.10 1.22 1.04 1.05 0.82
1OHD' 9HC 10DH 9EG 10FG 8FG 8EG
8202 22490 8217 20851 8983 29955 3158)
22557 35045 22793 33332 22003 38975 4071(
1.28 1.10 1.29 1.06 1.08 0.71 0.74
9FF'I 10HC 9GE 1OBH 9DH 8BH 11DG
24263 10164 20805 10044 19242 31397 -
36313 24111 33290 23172 29758 40203 1519 4 61.04 1.22 1.06 1.10 0.84 0.70 1.35
10FF 9GF 1OGF 9HD 8HC 8DH 11EG
12640 20049 8976 19189 32391 29061 -
26100. 32393. 21969 29703 40379 38216 13117
1.15 1.04 1.08 0.84 0.62 0.75 1.17
10HA 10GE 8GF 8HB 8HD 11FF 11FG
10246 10686 30741 31383 29012 -
23674 23362 39634 40166 38168 14730 10661
1.12 1.04 0.70* 0.70 0.75 1.32 095
8HA 9HB. 8GE 11GD 11GE 11GFJ
31883 21731 31545 - - -
40979 31864 40647 15177 13113 10660
0.72 0.81 0.74 1.35 1.17 0.95
11HA 11HB 11AC 1IID
12525 12387 12080 10324 Maximum Relttiv
1.07 1.06 1. 4 .8
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
Number of Assembl3 e i Re fueled = 56
Feed Enrichment = 4.06 w/o U-235
Cyc' c Average Burnup 11,780 1w.D/T
Cycler Thermel Erry 1048.0 Ge. D
1AA assemnbly Number
-C Burnap, t /T
17302 F'C Burnup, IND/T
1.0 P0 C entv Fae
H1
5
1
e power
li I IMI IMF IRMO , "olip IP POMMIRM'".1
G
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Figure D. 21
Zion Retor
Assembly Power 1end Burnuo Distributions
for Varinti osri from 48 -A.eily
Ca se 2
8HC
32391
42647
0.85
B C D E
, _ F
10AH
10247
23574
1.14
8AH
31885
41736
0.81
9DH
19242
31885
1.09
1ODH
8217
23057
1.31
9AH
20985
32315
0.94
G T
11AG
14862
1.29
10HA 10FF 9BH 10FG 10EG 8FG 8EG
10246 12640 21734 8983 10707 29955 31584
23572 26068 33568 23402 24626 39425 40596
1.14 1.15 1.00 1.26 1.20 0.76 0.72
8HA 9HB 10HD 9FG 9EG 10CH 8DH
31883 21731 8202 20088 20851 10172 29061
41731 33563 22296 32321 32634 22132 38634
0.81 1.00 1.21 1.03 0.98 0.97 0.77
9DH'
19242
31874
1.09
1OGF
8976
23387
1.26
9GF
20049
32287
1.03
9HD
19189
31149
0.99
1OBH
10044
22786
1.05
8BH
31397
41255
0.80
A
B
C
D
F
G
H1
11DG
-
14739
1.28
11-EG
12814
1.12
9HA 8GF 10HC 8HB 9HC 11FF i11FG
20980 30741 10164 31383 22490 - -
32243 40068 22089 41236 33378 114815 10159
0,93 0.74 0.96* 0.80 0.91 1.. 0_.88
11GA 8GE 8HD 11GD 11GE - 11GF
- 31545 29012 - -..
14823 40528 38578 14734 12813 0 10159
1.28 0.72 0.77 1.28 1.12 0.88
11HA A 11HB i .11HC 11D
13035 11521 11246 1 9523 * Maximum Relativ
1.14 0.97 093 79
11AH
13052
1.14
11BH
11536
0.97
11CH
-11253
11DH
9525
e Power
Number of Absemblies Refueled = 60
Feed Enrichment = 3.74 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Barnup =11,861 MWD/T
Cycle ThermAl E.inrgy =1055.2 G''D
-- Keyv
Assembly Number
ECC Eurnup, WD/T
FCC Buirnup, r.T/T
BCC nn1.tire Vowr
(Assembly/Avero-e)
10DH' 1OGE 9GE 10HB 9FF 9CH
8217 10686 20805 10040 24263 22492
23022 24569 32583 22781 34771 33382
1.30 1.20 0.97 1.05 0.85 0.91
I
F G H
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Figure D. 22
Zion Hesotor
Assembly PowerF an uru Distribitions
for varitions from 48 -As4cboy St;ezdy-State cycle
C se.
B -C D E F G H
.4
Number of As-eiblies Refueled = 68
-Kev
Feed Enrichment = 3.30 w/o U-235-
1.1 Aembly Nuraber
CycTcle Average Burnup =12,023 i.'D/T - C Burnu1p, H /1
17 30? F G' En'tup, jWD/fCycl.e The rrmal Enrg'ry = 1069.6 GWD 1. C04 Bd , c . -, s-
B
C
D
F
G
H
"M IMPOP 01
8E 10AH 9AH 10FF 9FF 1LAF 8GE 11AH
31584 10247 20985 12640 24263 - 31545 -
42260 24006 33434 25090 35642 14299 42072 11292
0.92 1.21 1.08 1.04 0.94 1.21 0.87 0.94
10HA 9GE 1ODH 8FG 10EG 8BH 11BG 11H
10246 20805 8217 29955 10707 31397 - -
23997 33531 22437 40552 23489 41966 14549 11632
1,21 1.11 1.24 0.88 1.06 0.87 1.25 0.97
9HA 1OHD 9EG 1OBH 9BH 10CH 9CH 11CH
20980 8202 20851 10044 21734 10172 22492 -
33397 22383 33537 23737 33749 23111 34168 10886 1
1.07 1.24 1.09 1.17 1.00 1.07 0.96 0.88
10FF' 8GF 10HB 9HD 10FG 8DH 11IDG 11DH
12640 30741 10040 19189 8983 29061 - -
25009 41179 23697 32034 22721 39586 14014 . 8606
1.03 0.86 1.17 1.09 1.15 0.85 1.17 1 0.68
9FF' 10GE 9HB 10GF 9DH 9FG 11EG,
24263 10686 21731 8976 19242 20088 -
35606 23425 33730 22714 31174 31354 11562
0.93 1.05 1.00 1.15 0.97 0.90 0.93
11FA 8HB 10HC 8HD 9GF 11FF 11FG
- 31383 10164 29012 20049' - I" -
14285 41943 23101 39547 31325 13406 j 8758
1.20 0.86 1.07* 0.85 0.90 1.09 1 o.68
8GE' 11GB 9HC 11GD 11GE 11GF
31545 - 22490 - -
42069 14546 34166 14018 11566 8759
0.87 1.24 0.96 1.17 0.93 0.68
11HA 11HB 11HC 11
11291 1163 10887 8608 MaxiDnUnl Rleltive Power
0.94 0.97 0.88 0.68
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Figure D. 23
Zion Renotor
Assemby Pol1Ter cnd Burnup Distributions
for Va-rintions from 4-Aebystd-tteCycle
B C D E F G H
8HA 1OHD 11AH 8GF 10FF 10FG 9FF 11AH
31883 8202 20985 30741 12640 8983 24263 -
43760 23953 33370 42711 26306 23049 36368, 15355
0.82 1.13 0.85 0.83 0.94 0.97 0.85 1.18
1OHD'
8202
23954
1.13
10GF
8976
24792
1.14
9EG
20851
33805
0.90
11BD
18471
1.36
9CH
22492
35073
0.87
8HD
29012
40584
0.80
10.EG
10707
24535
0.99
9HA 9GE 8FG 9HD 9BH llCF 8EG
20980 20805 29955 19189 21734 - 1 31584
33370 33769 40666 32738 34960 18069 42851
0.85 0.90 0.72 0.96 0.94 1.34 0.80
8GF'
30741
42711
0.83
10FF I
12640
26305
0.94
11DB
184711
1.36
9HC
22490
35068
0.87
9DH
19242
32779
0.96
I. I
9HB
21731
34957
0.94
1ODH
8217
24437
1.20.
10HB
10040
25632
1.15
10BH
10044
25632
1.15
10HA
10246
25055
1.08
9FG
20088
33465
0.96
8BH
31397
42767
0.82
10FGt  8DH 11FC 9GF 8HB 11FF
8983 29061 - 20049 31383 -
23046 40626 18073 33439 42758 17478
0.97 0.80 1.34 0.96 0.82 1 6
9FF' 10GE. 8GE 10HC 11GE 11GF
24263 10636 31545 10164 - -
36371 24521 428 24 24056 14440 j 12261
0.85 0.99 0.80 1.00 1.07 i .3
11HA
15357
1.18
11HB
15164
1.16
11HC
14214
1.06
11HD
11009
0.79
10CH
10172
24056
1.00
14436
1.07
11FG
12260
11BH
15160
1.16
11CH
14209
1.06
10DH
11005
.79_
* = Maximun Relative Power
Numbeor of itumbie Refueled 64
Feed Enrichment =4.38 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup 13,823 MWD/T
Cycle Therm-ol Energy =1229.7 GWD
Key
~As semh3 y Numbier
CC Burnup, I'D/T
FOC Burnup, Y.U/T
cOc elhtive rawr
(zisembly/.Aver2ce
A
B
0
D
F
G
li 11-------.---
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Figure D. 24
Zion Resntor
Assemhty Power and Barmn Distributions
for Variations from 48-Asembl y Ateady-SAtte Cycle
C Case
A B , C. E F G H
A
Number of Asse.-iblies Refueled = 68
Feed Enrichment = 4.06 Pi/o U-235
1AA 4sscmbly Nurnber
Cyclc, Averrge Durnup = 13,850 MWD/T - pCC r uru4, HWuD/
17302 EC( Burnup, !D,/T .
Cycle Thermel Energy = 1232.0 GWD .4 B t? vo.r
8EG 10AH 9AH 11AD 9FF 10FF 8GE 11AH
31584 10247 20985 - 24263 12640 31545 -
43082 25298 34210 18207 36809 25462 43171 14706
0.75 1.02 0.89 1.30 0.85 0.88 0.85 1.6
10HA 1OHB 9FG 9BH 10CH 8FG - 11BG J11B
10246 10040 20088 21734 10172 29955 - -
25297 25231 32924 35151 24303 41201 17424 15210
1.02 1.03 0.85 0.92 0.96 0.77 1.35 1.22
9HA 9GF 9DH 1ODH 9EG 1OEG 8BH 11CH
20980 20049 19242 8217 20851 10707 31397 -
34206 32891 32590 24081 33994 24122 42982 138430.89 0.85 0.90 1.12 0.90 0.93 0.84 1 '
11DA 9HB 1OHD 10BH 10FG 8DH 11DG 11DH
- 21731 8202 10044 8983 29061 - -
18195 35140 24067 26471 24119 40570 17307 11376
1.30 0.92 1.12 1.19 1.08 0.81 1.34 0.6
9FF' 10HC 9GE 10GF 91D 9CH 11EG
24263 10164 20805 8976 19189 22492 -
36775 24250 33942 24113 32073 34841 14841
0.84 0.96 0.90 1.08 0.90 0.89 1.14
10FF' 8GF 10GE 8HD 9HC 11FF 11FG
12640 30741 10686 29012 22490 - -
25376 41818 24066 40522 34839 17004 11757
0.86 0.75 0.92 0.31 0.89 1.31
8GE' 11GB 8HB 11GD 11GE 11Gp
31545 - 31383 1484- -
43132 17363 42951 17302 14840 11757
0.84 1.33 0.84 1.. ' 4 1.14 .89
11HA 11HB 11HC 11HDI
~ - I
14684 15188 1f38 32 1173 Iaximum Relstive Power
1.16. 12 1.Q6 0_._86 _
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
- - ; ................ ........................ 11,  "I'll, 11", ,, .11, , ,:a, .- I - . ;;;;;;; 1-11, e
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Figure D.25
Zion ROeAntor
As sembly Po-wer and ur Distributions
for Varitions. fro 43-.membly 'teady-Ito Cycle
A B C D E F G H
A
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 76
ev
Feed Enrichment = 3.52 w/o U-235 .
1AA AsmblI, Nuber
Cycle Average Burnup =13,822 I!WD/T - CC ..urnup, MND/T
1730* FoC -Burnu p, V'D/
Cycle ThermlEnercfy = 1229-.7 G'!ID -10 0 MM o--
8BH 10AH llAC 9FF loDH 1oFF 8HB iiAH
313 10247 - 24263 8217 12640 31363 -
4359- 26290 17175 37239 23415 26372 42788 12732h
0.69 1.20 1.28* 0.-1 1.0 0 96 0.61 0. 2
loHA 1oHC LDH loBH 9EG 9CH 11BG llBH
10246 10164 29061 10044 20351 22492 
26290 25552 41252 24630 34141 35010 16943 13405
1.20 1.13 0.86 1.03 0.93 0.88 1
llCA 8HD 1OHD 9FG lICE 9BH 10EG 11CH
29012 8202 2008 21734 10707 -
17182 41214 23224 33887 16961 34370 26274 13026
1.28*j o.86 1.07 0.96 1.24 117
9FF' 1CHB 9GF lOCH 9DH 8FG 1lDG ! 11DH
24263 loo40 20049 10172 19242 29955 - 4 -
37245 24635 33857 24935 32251 41209 16044o 10108
0.91 1.03 0.98 1.04 0.91 0.79 r .24 Q,72
1ODH 9GE 11EC 9HD 9A' loF A 11 EG
8217 20805 - 19189 2095 898 -68
23420 34105 16953 32180 33708 240(8 13926 b
1.08 0.93 1.24 O.91 0.90 1 .4
10FF 9HC 9HB 8GF 1OGF iFF 1wFG
12640 22490 21731 30741 8976 -
26371 35002 34336 41842 24036 6493 10531
0.90 0.8 C 0.9 0.77 11 1.25 0
8HB i 1GB LOGE ilGD ilGE ilGF
31383 - 166 - -
42786 16938 26239 i6392 !Ii3903 0525
0.81 1.23* 1.17 1.24 J103 0.76
.L1 -L ±±r±3 . L±HC iiHD
12731 L3402 30ld 10092 M1aximum Helative Power
0.92 09 095 0.72
................
I 11MINI m"PtIm" 01 V., I pq" q"mrqj "pv I, I I-, , 1.111- 1--,---, 1 1 I I
(A isse:,.nbl. /Avc-):r0 )
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Figure D.26
Zi on Benctor
Assrmnbly Por- pd uru Di stri butions
for V6fro: 
-Lo4 'sem ' teo -fte cycle
C D E F G H
A
B
Number of Assenblies Refueled = 76
Key
Feed Enrichment = 3.30 w/o U-235
1AA Assembly ilumnber
Cycle Averoge Buznup= 12,075 'w:/T - B00 Burnap, 1.D/T
1.7302 T'CC Briniup, KWL;
Cycle Therrf1l En:rty =1074.2CUD 1.0"4 iC l e P 1'ower
1OBH 1ODH 12AC 10HD 11DH 11AH 1OAH 12AH
23920 20189 - 20381 8965 11931 22555 -
31663 29268 14998 31720 21770 24502 33354 11354
0.55 0.67 1.25 0.92 1.05 1.04 0.80 0-93
10DH 10HB iBH iFG lOCH iDG 12BG 12BH
20181 23915 12154 9520 22009 14493 - -
29262 33030 25153 22659 32957 26926 F4843 i1652
0.67 0.69 1.07 1.09 0.89 1.03 1.27 0.96
12CA 11HB l1HD lBG 12CE 11CE 10FG 12CH
-
12155 8966 14963 - 15474 
21309
14999 25154 22911 27793 15051 27820 32142 10697 0
1.07 1.17 1.07 1103 0J.89 0
1OHD' 11GF 11GB liCA 10EG liCH 12DG 12DH
20379 9520 14964 15481 23762 111.2 -
31720 22660 277)4 26)42 34037 24178 14575 8694
0.92 1.08 1.07 0.93 0.63 110 20 .701
11DH' 1C -12C i1 0GE 1FF i1EG C'2E
8*65 21985 - 23756 14646 12422 -
21770 32937 15050 34030 26250 25312 2226
1.05 0.89 1.28* 0.83 0.95 1.10 .04
llHA 11GD 1iEC 11HC 11GE 12FF 12FG
11932 14498 15448 11125 12423 |- -
24498 26920 27785 24173 25310 .i4411 9212
1.03 1.03 1.03 1.10 1.10 ' 1.2- 0.76
lOHA 12GB 10GF 12GD 12GE 12GF
22555 - 21562 -
33344 14322 32351 _4554 4 2220 9211
0.8 1.26 0.8 1.25 .04 0.76
12HA 12HB 12HC 12HD
11346 ,11640 Maximum ReIrative Powcr
0 .: 2 C.6 0a .
E
F
C
G
PIRMI 109, 1
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FiguTe D.27
Zion Renotor
Assembly Po'er tud Puarnv Distributions
for Va rcton frcilmo4 -As cnmbly 'tAvdy-Stat e Cycle
CHaselu- 2
B C D E F H
A
B
C
Number of Assermblies Refueled = 76
Feed Enrichment = 3.38 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup = 12,099 MWD/T
Cyc.e Thermnl E'ry = 1076.4 GWD
Kev
As5Cmbly Number
E-CC Burrup, MIUD/T
10O Burnup, D/T
BOC Reintive Vower
(Assembly/ 1 vera ge)
11EG 11DH 13AC 1lHD 12DH 12AH liGE 13AH
25312 21770 - 22911 8694 11354 25310 -
33509 31287 15341 34108 21015 23508 36087 11670 y
0.58 0.71 1.27 0.89 0.98 0.98 0.88 0.%6
11DH' llHA 12CH 12FG i1BH 12DG 13BG 13BH
21770 24499 10697 9212 25153 14575 - -
31289 34108 23802 21998 35807 26534 14998 i 11994
0.71 0.73 1.07 1.04 0.85 0.98 1.28 -1.00
13CA 12HC 12HD 12BG 13CE 12CE 11CH 13CH
10674 8682 14843 - 15051 24178
15346 23787 22350 27321 15165 27078 34994 10999'
1.27 1 07 1.13 1.02 1.28 0.99 0.89 0.1-0
11HD' 12GF 12GB 12CA 11FG 12BH 13DG !l 13DH
22911 9211 14822 14998 22659 11652 -
34111 22001 27306 26368 33494 24349 4816 89,680.89 1.04 1.02 0.91 0.88 1.07 1.28
12DH' ilHB 13EC llGF 12FF 12EG 13EG
8694 25155 - 22660 14411 12226 -
21018 35812 15168 p33497 25927 24898 62485
0.93 0 85 1.28 0.88 0.95 1.08 1.08
12HA 12GD 12EC 12HB 12GE 13FF 13FG
11346 14554 15050 11640 12220 - -
23506 26521 27080 24342 24394 14665 t944
0.98 0.98 0.99 1.07 1.08 1.2' 0
11GE' 13GB llHC 13GD i 13GE 13GF
25310 24172 - -
36090 15001 34991 L4818 12487 9485
0.88 1.28 0.89 1.29. 1.08 0.80
13HA 13 HB 13HC 13HD
11671 l119;96 I1ooo 8969 * =aximum Relative Power
C.97 1.0o 0.90 0.73
E
F
G
-
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Figure D.28
Zion leactor
A-ssem~b'ly Power nd urniT Distrihutions
for Vnrin'4;Ioio frc)mO4 -Asom.y Steady-Sftee Cycle
A B C D E F G H
A
Number of Assemblie:: Befueled= 76
Krev
Feed Enrichment = 3.36w/o U-235
1AA Assemnbly iumber
Cyc.le- .vernge Burnup = 12,117 .M.'D/T - BK0 Eurnup, NWD/T
17302 FOC Burnuo, KD/f
Cycle - Thermal, Enrgrcy = 1077.9 GWD 1.014 -0 eaiePwr
12EG 12DH 14AC 12HD 13DH 13AH 12GE * 4AH
2488 21015 - 22350 8968 11670 24894
32868 30380 15327 33457 21438 23977 35434 11503
0.57 0.70 1.28 0.89 1.00 0.99 o.84 0.93
12DH' 12HA i3CH 13FG 12BH 13DG 14BG 14BH
21018 23506 10999 9484 24348 14816 - ;
30383 33052 24307 22472 34959 26946 114859 0'11841
0.70 0.73 1.10 1.06 0.85 0.99 1.25 9
.14CA 13HC 13HD 13CE 14CE 13BG 12CH 14CH
- 11000 8969 15165 - 1499;8 23802 -
15327 24308 22914 27886 15205 27246 34396 10847
1.28 1.10 1.18 1.06 1.2§*_1.01 0.86 a.87
12HD' 13GF 13EC 13CA 12FG 13BH 14DG 14DH
22350 9484 15168 15346 21998 11994.
33457 22472 27889 26904 32776 24855 14'(19 8865
0.89 1.06 1.06 0.94 . 1.06 1.26 .71
i3DH 12HB r14EC 12IF 13FF 13EG 14EG
8968 24342 - 22001 14665' 12485 -)
21439 34,54 15205 32779 26367 25341 12440
1.00 0. 85 1.29* o.87 o.96 1.io 1.07
13HA 13GD 13GB 13HB 13GE 4FF 1 4FG
11671 1488i 150)1 i116 12487 , -
23978 26949 27249 24856 25342 1i4659 j9435
0.9 0 .99 1.01 1.08 1.100
12GE 14GB 12HC 14GD 14GE 4GF
24894 - 23787 
- 1 11G735434 l430 34384 14720 12440 9435
0.84 I 1.25 o.86 i.26 1.07 I0.79
14HA y 14hB * 14hC 14HD
.1504 i1 8 4 2 -L1848 8866 Maximum Relative power
1 0.93 0.97 11 o.-67 _0.71
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F1gute D-29
Zi.on Remotor
Asseimhly Power :nd Burnuoi DIstriutions
for Vrfticm3 f-orn 04 -As em of f eady-MtL Cycl e
Cae 11i-1i
11AD
16667
30102
1.08
C
1ODH
20679
31989-
0. 89
D
11EE
16480
28478
0.92
E
1CH
20441
30585
0.76
G
1OHD 1OAH
20683 23791
29862 33946
0.68 0.80
llDA 11CC lIDH 1OBG 11CH 10EG 12BG
16671 16762 1o0o4 25009 13219 22551 -
30106 31219 24562 35555 26436 32852 14995
1.08 1.19 1.18 0.82 1.04 0-8o .25
1ODH' 11HD 10FF llFG 11CF 11BH 10DG
20672 10003 23527 9458 16423 13781 25220
31985 245.63 35015 24262 30914 21038 35686
0.89 1.id 0.92 1.22 1.20 -7 o.4
_ 
_ ~ -
10GB
24990
35542
0.82
1 1GF
9458
24265
- 1.22
10HC
22756
34422
0.95
l iEG
12570
27176
1.22
1OBH 12DG 1
22772.
33613 14912
0.87 1.26*
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
H
12AH
12203
1. 01
12BH
112641
S1.0o6
12CH
5159'
c.94
C 12DH
9451
0.76
4eV
ve Power
Number of Assemblies FRefueled = 64
Feed Enrichment = 3.58 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Burnup 12,332 MWD/T
Cyclc Therml En:rgy =1097.0 GWD
Asshembly Number
E;C Burnup, WD/T
(ACG Eurnp1 /T
-(As semblyv/A~verage)
920
30078
3 ,805
0.75
11EEI
1640
28483
0.92
10CHI 11HC 11FC 11GE 11AH jOFG 12EG
20441 13218 16393 12568 1392( 20146 -
30569 26441 30895 27177 26132 -31127 12541 I
0.76 1.04 1.20 1.22 1.18 0.89 i.04
1OHD 10GE 1HB 1OHB 1OGF 1 2FF 12FG
20684 22531 13780 22768 20143 - -
29867 32838 27042 33612 31125 14424 9726
0.68 0.80 1.07 0.87 0.89 1.21 0.79
lOHA 12GB 1OGD 12GD 12GE 12GF
23782 25222 - j - -
33941 14993 5690 ±4913 12542 9726
0.80 1.25 0.84 1.26* 1.04 0.79
12HA 12HB 12HC 12HD
12205 112642 11597 9451 * =MaximuIM Tieti
1.01 4 1.06 0.94 0
...........
'R c D E
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Figure D.30
Zion Renctor
Assembntly Power imt EuIrnun DI stributions
for Vnriatin rfr osb F 0-l Cycle
cage 1-2
B C E G H
1OHD 12DH 12FF 12AH 12BG -LAD 11CC 13AH
29862 9450 14424 12203 14994 30102 31219
39838 23219 28125 25456 27o41 39883 42036 12144
0.82 1.18 1.18 1.10 0.95 0.74 0.86 1.01
12DH' 11DH 12FG 1lFG 12EG 11EE 13BG 13BH
9450 24562 9726 24262 12541 28478 -
23219 37481 23992 36689 25016 39062 14994 12475
1.18 1.10 1.22 1.02 0.99 0.82 1.25 1.04-a
12FF 12GF 12GB 12BH 12DG 11EG 1CF 13CH
14424 9726 14998 12641 14912 27175 30914 -
28127 23994 28426 25755 27208 37580 41729 11429
1.18 1.22 1.13 1.038 0.98 0.80 0 .86 0.92
12HA 11GF 12HB 11HD .12CH 11BH 13DG 13DH
12205 24265 12642 24563 11596 27038 -
25465 36700 25760 36818 24727 38323 14815 9291
1.10 1.02 1.08 0.99 1.06 0.90 1.24 1.7
12BGI 12GE 12GD 12HC 12HD llCH 13EG
1494 12542 14913 11597 9451 26436 -
27060 25039 27219 24731 23129 38139 12535
0.96 1.00 0.98 1.06 1.12 0.95 1.04
1lDA 11AH ilGE 11HB 11HC 13FF 13FG
30106 28132 27177 27042 26441
39921 38786 37601 38332 38145 14545 9675
0.75 0.83 0.80 0.0 0.95 1.22 0.78
11CC' 13GB 1-FC 4 13GD 13GE 13GF
31219 - 30895 - - -
42057 15024 41726 14822 ;12537 9675
0.87 1.26* 0.80 1.24 1.04 0.78
i3HA 13IB 13HC 131D
12156 .. 12488 11438 925 * = Maximum Relative Power
1.01 0.74
Number of Assenblies Pefneled = 64
Feed Enrichment = 3.52 w/o U-235
Cycle Average Eurnup 12,239. V@wD/T
Cycle. Therm!l Exrgy = 1088.8 GUD
As-enzby IuT
Assembl iuber
EGC Burnup, HWD/T
(Asseably/Average)
A
B
D
E
G
H
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Figure D-31
Zion Repctor
Assernby Power nid Euonoiy Di stri buti ors
for Vriitepdy't-o- T-Stae Cyclep
Ce 1 -3
llG
36689
45570
0. 62
Dn E F
...y.___- a a
13GF
9675
20925
0.82
12FF
28125
38599
o. 81
14AD
16738
1.4o
pI
b
12GB
28426
38881
0.82
13FG
9675
21817
0.97
G
12AH
25456
35805
o.84
13GF 12BG. 13BG 13DG 13BH 12CH 13EG
9675 27041 14994 14815 12475 24727 12535
20924 36775 27286 27556 24500 35675 24577
0.82 0.71 0.97 1.02 0.95 0.88 1.00
12FFI 13GB 14CC 12BH 12FG 14CF 12EG
28127 15024 - 25755 23992 - 25016
38598 27308 16678 36593 34950 16133 36082
0.80 0.97 1.39 0.85 0.87 38 .92
14DA 13GD 12HB 13FF 13CH 12DH 13DHI
14822 25760 14545 11429 23219 9291!
16733 27558 36596 26323 23774 34317 21848
1.40 1.02 0.85 0.2 0.99 090 1.06
12GB1
28426
38878
0.82
13HB
12488
24508
0.95
12GF
23994
34952
0.87
13HC
11438
23784
0.98
13HA 12DG
.12156 27208
24267 37654
o.98 o.86
13FG 12HC 14FC 12HD 12GD 14FF
9675 24731 - 23129 27219 -
21814 35677 16135 [ 34242 37667 157'72
0.97 0.88 1. 90 .86 1
12HA 13GE 12GE 13HD 14GE 14GF
25465 12537 25039 9295 -
35811 24576 30102 21854 13002 1o996
0.84 1.00 0. 92 1.06 1.12 0.
14HA 14HB 14HC 14HD
13529 13467 12943 9913J
B 1.21 1 1.20 1.13 .83
14EG 3
13001
1.12
14FG
10990
H
14AH
13531
1 . 21
14BH
13468
1.20
14CH
-
12945
1.13
14DH
9912
* - Maximun Relative Power
r
Number of Assemblies Refueled = 64
Feed Enrichment = 4.1o w/o U-235
Cycle Averase Burnup = 12,121 M1WD/T
Cycle Thermal EIcrgy 1078.3 GWD
Key
Assembly NurnberOC Eurnap, M4D/T
FOC B1urnup, EUD/T
A
B
C
D:
F
G
H
B C
Table E.1
Economic and Fuel Cycle Cost Parameters
Operation
Purchase of U308 Concentrates
Conversion of U308 to UF6
Enrichment of U-235
Fabrication of Fuel
Shipping of Spent Fuel.
Reprocesoing of Spent Fuel
Conversion of UNH to UF6
Credit for Recovered UF6
Process
Yieldyi
99.5
100
99
100
99
99*5
9. Credit for Recovered Plutonium
Un.t Price
$8/lb U308
$2.20/kg U
$38.50/kg SWU*
$70/kg
$4/kg
$30.57/cg -
$5,60/kg U
Consistant with
1, 2 and 3
$7500/kg Fissile
Pu
Lag Time from End of Month to Receipt of Revenue
from Sale of Electricity During that Month
Refueling Downtime
Availability-Based Capacity Factor, 0.70 or 0.90
Capital Financing: 55% Bonds at 8% rate of return
35% Common Stock at 13% rate of return
10% Preferred Stock at 8% rate of return
* Diffusion Plant Tails Assay, 0.20 w/o U-235
Transaction Tire
Day3 Years
Prior to Start of Period
127 0.3474
127 0.3474
97 0.2656
40 0.1095
After End of
182
212
212
212
212
60
46
Period
0.4986
0-5804
0.5804
0-5804
0.5804
0.1643
0.125
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
0
0
0
tj
01\
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APPENDIX F
MITCOST - C
F.1 Input Instructions
Card 1 (18A4)
TITLE (18) Title to be printed on first page of
output
Card 2 (6F10.0)
XF Weight percent U-235 in feed to diffusion plant
XW Weight percent U-235 in tails from diffusion
plant
EFCONV Fractional yield of conversion
EFFAB Fractional yield of fabrication
EFRPRC Fractional yield of reprocessing
EFFT Thermal efficiency of turbo-generator, fraction
Card 3 (6Flo.0)
TSHIP Lag time, years, from end of irradiation to
shipping, decay cooling time.
TRPRC Lag time, years, from end of irradiation to
reprocessing
TUCR Lag time, years, for receipt of credit for
discharged uranium
TPUCR Lag time, years, for receipt of credit for
discharged fissile plutonium
TCONV Lag time, years, for conversion of UNH to
UF6
TENER Lag time, years, from end of a generation
period to revenue received
Card 4 (4Flo.0)
AVBCF Availability-based capacity factor
Refueling down time, yearsTRFUEL
-366-
AENRCH
BENRCH Constants used in the following equation
for the expected discharge burnup for a
lot of fuel
Expected Discharge Burnup (MWD/T)=
AENRCH + (0.01) (BENRCH) 9
where F=initial feed enrichment (w/o U-235)
Card 5 (4F10.0)
TUPAY
TCP AY
TEPAY
TFPAY
Card 6 (8F10.0)
Lead time,
Lead time,
to UF6
Lead time,
work
Lead time,
years, for purchase of uranium
years, for conversion of U3 08
years, for purchasing separative
years, for fabrication
Unit price
U3 08
Unit rice
i n $ /kg U
of U308 concentrates, in $/lb
of conversion of U308 to UF6,
Unit price of separative work, in $/kg SWU
Unit price of fabrication, in $/kg U
Unit price of shipping spend fuel, in $/kg U
Unit price of reprocessing, in $/kg U
Unit price
in $/kg U
of conversion of UNH to UF6,
$PU Unit price of fissile plutonium, in $/kg Pu
Card 7 (7F10.0)
FB Fraction of capital in bonds
RB Return to bonds, fraction
Fraction of capital in common stock
$U308
$OCONV
$SWC
$FAB
$SHIP
$RPRC
$RCONV
FSC
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Return to common stock, fraction
Fraction of capital in preferred stock
Return to preferred stock, fraction
Combined federal and state income tax
Cards 8-14 (7/5F10.0)
Seven cards which specify the expected
fuel burnup anddischarge fuel isotopics
for seven different feed enrichments which
encompass the feed enrichments to be
analyzed. Values for these parameters
for other feed enrichments are found from
interpolations of this data.
DISINF
DISINF
DISINF
()
2)
3)
DISINF (4)
DISNIF (5)
Initial weight percent U-235
Expected discharge fuel burnup in MWD/T
Expected discharge uranium loss in kg/T
charged uranium
Expected dishcarge fissile plutonium in
kg/T charged uranium
Expected discharge weight percent U-235
Card 15 (Blank card)
Card 16 (13)
001 Specifies the beginning of the data for
a case (Cards 16-23 are to be repeated
for each case to be analyzed)
Card 17 (18A4)
TITLE (18)
Card 18 (13)
003
Title to be printed for case
Specifies the beginning of the data for the
lots of fuel irradiated for the cycle to
be analyzed
Card 19 (I3, 7X, 6F10.0)
NCLOT Number of fuel lots irradiated for the cycle
ENERGY (I), Thermal energy generating in GWD for the
I=l, 6 preceeding six cycles in reverse order
(last cycle first)
RSC
FSP
RSP
TAX
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Cards 20 (4NCLOT/20X, 6F1.0)
Four cards (20A-20D) for each irradiated
fuel lot (NCLOT)
Card 20A
BURN (1)
BURN (2)
BURN (3)
BURN (4)
BURN (5)
BURN (6)
Fuel burnup increment for lot
(first cycle of irradiation)
Fuel burnup increment for lot
(second cycle of irradiation)
Fuel burnup increment for lot
(third cycle of irradiation)
Fuel burnup increment for lot
(fourth cycle of irradiation)
Fuel burnup increment for lot
(fifth cycle of irradiation)
Fuel burnup increment for lot
(sixth cycle of irradiation)
in MWD/T
in MWD/T
in MWD/T
in MWD/T
in MWD/T
in MWD/T
Card 20B
FDATA (1) Initially charged weight of uranium for
lot in kg
FDATA (2) Initially charged weight percent U-235
for lot
FDATA (3) Weight of uranium for lot (Beginning of
cycle) in kg
FDATA (4) Fuel burnup for lot (Beginning of cycle)
in MWD/T
FDATA (5) Weight percent U-235 for lot (Beginning
of cycle)
FDATA (6) Weight of fissile plutonium for lot
(Beginning of cycle) in kg
Card 20C
Card 20D
Same as card 20A for lot except at End
of cycle
Same as card 20B for lot except at End
of cycle
Card 21 (13)
002 Specifies the beginning of data for the
lots of fuel discharged from the cycle
immediately preceeding the cycle to be
analyzed
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Card 22 (I3)
NDLOT Number of fuel lots discharged from the
cycle preceeding the cycle to be analyzed
Cards 23
Card 23A
Card 23B
(2NDLOT/20X, 6FlO.0)
Two cards (23A-23B) for each discharge
lot (NDLOT)
Same as card 20A for discharge lot except
at end of irradiation
Same as card 20B for discharge lot except
at end of irradiation
F.2 FORTRAN Listing
MITC
C * * MITCOST-C * *
C A NUCLEAR FUEt CYCLE COST CCODE FOR CALCULATING A
C CYCLE-LEVELIZEC FLEL COST
DIMENSICN TI
lNCYCLF(1C),
FF = (3. * 2
READ (5,9C5)
WRITE(6,41)
41 FCRMAT(IHI,2
READ(5,915)
WRITF(6,925)
TLE(18),ENFPGY(6),TPRFCY(6),F)JRN(6,10,2),FDATA(6,10,2)
CENERG(10),T(50),DISINF(P,5),VALUF(2),UtiR(6)
38.03 + P. * 15.9994)/ (3. * 238.03)
TITLE
TITLF
OX,l8A4)
XF,XW , EECCNV ., EFFAe , FFRPRC , EFFT
X:F,XW , EFCCNV , EFFAB , FFRPQC , FFFT
XP = .01 * XF
XW = .01 * x%,
REAr (5,9151 TSHIP,
PITE(6,930) TSHIP,
WRITE(6,935) TENFR
EAD(5,A2) AVBCFTR
4? FGRMAT(4F10.0)
TRHALF=.5*TR FUEL
hRITE(6,940)
55 READ (5,15) TUPAY
WRITE(6,9;42) TUPAY
READ(5,915) $U308 ,
*, $PU
WRITE(6,946)$U308 ,
*, $PU
C CAPITAL STRUCTURE
READ (5,915) F
6RITE(6,9?0) F
B=R*FB
SP=RSP*FSP
TRPRC, TUCR, TPUCR , TCONV, TENR P
TRPRC ,TIICP,TPU'CR,TCCNV
FUEL, A ENRCH, BFNRCH
,
TCFAY
TCPAY
$0CCNV
,9
,
,
TiE PAY
TFPAY
$sWC
, TFPAY
, TFPAY
, $FAR , $SHIP
10CCNV , $SWC , $FAB ., $SHIP
BRBFSCRSC,
RPl, FSCRSC,
, tRPRC , $PCONV
, $RPPC. , $RCONV
FSPPSPTAX
FSPPSPTAX
SC=RSC*FSC
S=SC+SP
R=S+8
PRETAX = B + (S / (1.0 TAx))
1 00001
1 00002
1 00003
1 00004
1 00005
1 00006
1 00007
1 00008
1 00009
1 00010
1 00011
1 00012
1 00013
1 00014
1 00015
1 00016
1 00017
1 00018
1 00019
1 00020
1 00021
I 00C22
1 00023
1 0002,4
1 00025
1 00026
1 00027
1 00028
1 00029
1 00030
1 00031-
1 00032
1 00033
1 00034
1 00035
1. 00036
0
~' ~ ~ 
-~ - ___ 
- -
X = (1.0 - TAX) * H + S
XX=1.0+X
RTAX=1.0/(1.G-TAX)
C W9ORTt- OF NATURAL 1F6 PFP'KG 'F U IF NT AN INPUT VAPIAbLE
$1 = $U30C * FF 2.2C46 / EFCCNV
$2 = $1 * PRETAX * APS(TFPAY - TCPAY)
$NATU = $1 + $2 + $OCCNV
WRTTF(6,921) PRETAX , , x
WR ITE(,43) AVRBC F, TRFJFL , AENPC H, FNRH
43 FORMAT(IH0,4X,IINPUT AVAILITILITY BASED CAPACITY FACT'W ',F12 .3,
*//,4XI REFJFLING OrWN TIE ',2 X,F10.3,' YFA"S ',/,5X,
*1EQUATICN FOR EXPECTEC EUPNIP 'F FUEL I5 ',//,10X,' 3UPNUP EXPECTE
*D (01wo/T) = ',F1 .2,'I + ,F 13.2,v X 9, 1 INI TI .L FNR ICHMFNT ) 
DC 7C T=1,7.
70 READ(5,72) ([ISINF(TJ),J=l ,5)
72 FORMAT(5F10.C)
REA C(5,98) CISRVP0FLR ,P1REVRQ
8 FCRMAT(3F15.C)
2 RFAC(5,44) NCONT
44 FCPMAT(1?)
GO TO (1,?,4,7),NCCNT
1 READ (5,905) TITLF
hRITE(6,99) TITLF
991 FORMAT( 1H1,2CX,18A4)
TOISRV=0.0
CYLFNG=C.C
REVTOT=C.C
GC TO 2
4 READ(5,48) t.CLjT,(FNERGN(T),,I=1,6) ,CCNTIP
49 FORMAT (13, 7X,7F10.)
NDIS=o
GO 15 1=1,6
15 TPRECY(I)=ENERGY(I)/(320.j*.3 525*AVBCF)
DO F J=1,NCLCT
00 5 K=1,2
READ(5,-p47) (RURN ( I,9JIK), =11,6, ,(rfDATA(IJK),1=1,6)
1 00037
1 00038
1 )0039
1 00040
1 00041
1 00042
1 00043
1 U0044
1 00045
1 00046
1 0004T
1 00048
1 00049
1 00050
1 00051
1 0052
1 00053
1 00054
I )C055
1 00055
I 00057
1 0J053
0q59
00060
1 00061
1 &0062
1 ;J063
1 00064
1 iJ065
1 0J366
1 00067
1 00068
1 00069
I 00C
1 00071
1 00072
H
47 FORMAT(20X,6F10.0, /,6FIC.0)
5 CONTINUE
1=7
6 I=1-1i
IF(RURN(I,J,2).F.0.C) Gu TO 6
NCYCLE(J)=I
C ENEP( ( )=tRURN (NCYCL F ( J) , J, 2) kFfD
8 CYLENG=CYLENG+CENERG(J)
FPTCYC=CYLENG/(3250.C*365.25)
TCYCLF=FPTCYC /AV BCF
TF(CCONTIM.GT .0.0) TCYCLE=CONTIM
NPAY=IiNT( TCYCLE/.0833)+l1
JJ=NPAY-1
DC 87 J = 1 , JJ
F7 T (J)=.0E33*FLOA T (J )+ TFNFR+TRH A F
T (NPAY)=TCYCLF+TENER+TRH ALF
PWE=.O0
T EL EC=C YL ENG* 1000. 0 *24. C *EF F T
ELEC=(.0833/TCYCLE)*TELFC
0C 1173 J=1, JJ
I1D3 PWF=PWE+ELEC/(XX**T(J))
FLFC=TELFC-JJ*ELEC
PbE=PWE+ELFC/(XX**'T(NPA))
PWFL=PW E/TEL EC
17 J=J+1
FFAC=C.C
'<=0
TF(J.GT.NCLJT) GC To 2
18 K=K+1
IF(K.GT.2) GO TO 17
UP=FDATA( 1,J,K)
XP=FDATA(2,J,K)v*.01
LPP=FDATA(3,J,K)
XPP=FDAT4 (5,J,K)v.Cl
FBJRN=FCATA(4, J,K)
1i 00073
1 00374
1 00075
1 00076
1 U0077
1 00078
1 00079
1 00080
1 0CC81
1 00082
1 00083
1 '00 U 4
1 00085
1 00036
1 00087
1 00088
1 30 0089c
1 00090
1 0009 1
I10092
1 00093
1 C0094
I 00095
1 30096
1 00097
1 0098
1 001001
1 00 104
1 0010?1 00104
I 001)5
1 Jk106
1 00107
1 00108
RJ
Ii
A T A( lJ )/ 0 0
PUTOT=FCATA(6,J,KI 1 00109
BUEXP=AENPCH+BFNRCH*XP*lC.0 1 00110
13 RATIO=FBUPN/PUFXP I CslJli
IF( RATIC.GE. 1.J) RATIr=1.C 1 00112
FRACT=1.0-RATIO 1 00113
IF(K.EQ.2) GC TO 21 1 S0114
721 CONTINUE 1 C0115
ENRCHG=(XF*1100.0) 1 00116
LL=C' 1 00117
75 LL=LL+1 1 00118
IF(ENRC-rG.CE.D[SINF(LLl)) GC Tr 715 1 00119
LI =LL-1 1 00120
LL2=LL 1 00121
Q ATI= (FNR CHG-D ISINF (LL1,l ))/(DIS INFILL 2, 1)-DIS INF (L 1, 1) ) 1 C0122
XXX=1.0-QATl 1 00123
CC 76 JJJ=?,5 1 00124
76 lI S[NF(8,JJJ)=XXXvDISINF(LL1,JJJ) +PATl'W'ISITNPF(LL2, JJJ) I 00125
CISUR=UP*(1. C-. C*DSIAF(8,13) ) l 00126
0TSPU=UP*.001*DISINF(8,4) 1 00127
0ISFNR=01SINF(9,5)*.Cl 1 30128
IF(NDIS.EQ.iI GU Tn 722 1 00129
FRAC=-RATIO 1 00130
TDELTA=C.C 1 00131
APRE=NCYCL F(J)-1 1 C013?
00 22 I=l,NPRF 1 00133
22 TCFLTA=TOEtTA+TRFiEL+TDPFCY(T) 1 00134
IF(NPRE.EC.C) TDELTA=O .0 1 00135
TDFLTR=T9Fl IA-TRA.F I 0C136
TFPAYJ=-TOELTP-TFPAY 1 00137
T FPAY)=-1DFL TR-TFPAY 1 00138
TPRE=(l.C/XX**(-TDFLTA)) 1 00139
CC TO 7C1 I C0140
21 CCNTINUE 1 00141
TCYTRF=TCYCLE+TRFUFEL 1 30142
TDISCH=( (U EX P/ F RIN-0(TPELT6+TCYTRF-2THALF+TCYT0143
IF(FqUPN.GE.BUEXP) TPISCH=-TPALF+TCYTRF 1 00144
I~A
Lo
TSHIPO=TDISCh+TSHIP
TRPRCO=TC ISCH+TRPRC
TCONVO=TD I SCH+TCCNV
T PUCRO=TC ISCHi+TPIJCR
TUCRO=TCISCH+TUCR
TPOST= 1 .0/( X**( TDISCH+TRHALF)
701 CONTINUE
SP2 = SEPWRK(XPPXF,XW)
FP2 = (XPP - XW) / (XF - XW)
C WORTI- CF UPANIUM IN F CRM OF FNPICHED UF6
$PErPKG = $NATU * FP2 + ISWC SP2
!F($PFKG .LF. 3.0C) $PFQKG = 3.C0
$UPP = $PFRKG * UPP
C PLLTCNIIJM CRFOIT
$FISPJ = PUTOT * $PU
IF(K.EQ.2) GO TO 700
SPL = SEPWRK(XPXF,XW)
FPl = (XP - XW) / (XF - XW)
$PERKG = $NATU FPl + ASWC- SPI
TF($PFRKG .LE. 3.07) $PFRKG = . CC
URVAL=(LF*fPFQKG)/EFFAB
OURVAL=( 1./FFFAR-1.C)*LP*SPtPKG
DPUVAL=CISPU*$P*( 1 .0-FFRP1C)
C FUEL FABRICATION COST
FABCST = UP * tFAR
C FUEL SHIPPIAC CCST
SHPCST = UP * tSHIP
C RFPRCCESSINC COST
PPCST = LP $RPPvC
C CfNVERSIINl FPOM UNH TO LF6
UNHAMT =DISIJR* FRFPRC
$UNH = LNHAMT * $RCONV
SP2=SEPWRK(DISENPXF,XW)
FP2=(DISENR-XW)/(XF-XW)
$PERKG=$NATU*FP2+$SWC*SF2
IF($PERKG .LF. 3.00) $PERKr= 3.00
1 00145
1 00146
1 C0147
1 00143
1 00149
1 00150
l 00151
1 00152
1 00153
1 00154
1 00155
1 00156
1 C0157
1 03158
1 00159
1 00160
1 00161
1 00162
1 00163
1 00164
1 00165
1 00166
1 00167
1 0C168
1 00169
1 00171
1 C0171
1 001731 001T31 00174
1 00175
1 01176
1 f0177
1 00178
1 00179
I 00180
(jJ
UF6AMT=EFRPRC*FF(rJNV*r ISUR
$USALV=$PERKG*UF6AMT
DIUSAL= (CIS UR-UF6 AM T)*fPFQK G)
Cl11JRVAL2' (1.0/ (XX**TE PA'Y0)-TPRd)
C2=FAF4(ST*( I,0/(XX**TFPA*C)-TPk'F)
7(0 3CNT 1NUI
VALI.JE(K )= $IJfPP*$F ISPL*F PACT- (f.PV L+FA.C ST)-PAT I0-1 (OPRJVAL+$UN~H+
I DtLUSAL+SIPrfST+RPCST)
TF(K.F:C,1) CC TO 18
FRAC=FRAC+QA 110
1 = FF QP RC D I SP 11 P W* T P 0 T- I ./( YXX T P Uf -
0 2 =$ US AL V*T F 0ST-I. 0f(Y T ( K'))11
r. =-$tWNWH:T Pf) S T- I/()X IdCCc
C4 -SHCST TP)S -I.C X TS
5= -RPC ST*(T PO ST-lI. 0f X*T P PPC)
PREC0R=FPC*(C 1+C2)
PSTC0R=FRACY-c1Ol+C2+D3*U44P'5)
MFRATICLT.t.n3 ) GOl T' 7?4
SUNH=( P P *EF R PR C# $ C 'IV
-CPI-IV AL=$ F ISPIJ* ( I . 0-E FP PPC)
P1$USAL= $LPP*( 1-F PRC*~FPCfV)
VALUE(I( ) P + F S i+ R C t f1.,-V L F ir,) , A I,()U ,L I NH
1 O$tUSAI.+SHPCST*PPCST)
724 CCNTINIIJE
I VALUE(2))*PWFL*PTAXI (P"ECUR+PSTC7.-P)
?8 FVTIT=Rc4VTCIT+REV
3 REAO(5,'4E) NflhJ)IT
NCIS~l
ND=-l
2) ND=ND+1
I'F(NI.).EC.t\DLC-T) (7'TO If
RCFAD(5,491) (BURCI) ,I=1,6)
4 5 FCIRMAT (20X,6Fl.13.0)
RFAl(5,46 ) UIPXPU)PPFHfN~f- ,XPPPJTC',T
I
I
I
I
1
I
1
00181
00 182
00183
GO01934
00135
00186
00187
uJ
ul
1 00188
k? 0190(1
1 00191
1 0C 192
1 O 19 3
1 C0194
1 0 01'95
1 00196
1 r:0197
1 00 198
1U' 019 9
1 0200)
1 00 20 1
. 10?2
1 02 C3
1 03234
1 00205
1n 02 06
1 00207
1 Jj208
1 03239
1 0210
1 00211
1 00212
1 00213
1. r02 14
1 00215
1 00 3216
I
46 FCRMAT(BF10.0) 1 00217
K=1 1 00218
XP = .01 * XF 1 00219
XPP = .Cl * XPP 1 00220
BUEXP=AENRCH+,ENQCH*XP*100.0 1 00221
RATIV.=FBUJRN/8UEXP 1 00222
IF(RATIO.CE.1.) RATI=1 .C 1 00223
FRACT=1. C-RATIO 1 00224
1=7 1 00225
72) 1=1-1 1 00226
IF(BIR(I).EQ.0.0) GO TC 720 1 00227
NPRF=I I 0U228
TCELTA=C.0 1 00229
00 730 T=1,NFRE 1 00230
730 TDELTA=TDELTA+TRFUEL+TPRECY(I) 1 C0231
TCISCH=(( B.EXP/FPUJRN1)-l.J)*(Tt LT )-TRHALF I1 00232
IF(FBIURN.GF.UEXP) TV ISCH=-TPHALF I C0233
TSHlPO=TCT SCF+TSHIP 1 00234
TRPRC0=TCISCH+TPPRC 1 C0235
TCONV0=TD T SCH+TCVNV 1 00236
TPUCR0=TC ISC-+TPUCR 1 00237
TUCPC=TCISCH+TUCO 1 20233
TPOST=1.C/(XX**(TDISCH+TRHALF)) 1 00239
TCELTB=TCELTA-TRHALF I C0240
TEPAYd=-TCFLTR-TEPAY 1 CC241
TFPAYO=-TCFLTI-TFPAY I -0242
TPRF=(1.C/XX**(-TDELTA)) 1 00243
GC TO 721 l I0244
722 CCNT INIJE 1 %'245
SP2 = SEFPKK(XPPXF,XW) 1 00246
FP2 = (XPP - XW) / (XF - X) - 1 C0247
$PERKG = $NATU * FP2 + iSWC * SP2 1 00248
IF($PERKG .LE. 3.00) IPERKG = 3.00 1 00249
$UPP = IPEPKG * U'P I 00'1250
$FISPU = PUTTCT $PJ 1 L251
SPI = SEPWPK(XPXFYW) 1 QC252
FP1 = (XP - XW) / (XF - Xi) 1 00253
$PFPKG = fNATU * FPI + ISWC * SPI 1 00254
IF($PERKG .LE. 3.00) SPERKG = 3.00 1 00255
URVAL=(UP*$PFRKG)/FFFAB 1 00256
DLRV4L=(1.0/FFFAB-l.0 )*tP*$PERKGl 1 00257
DPUVAL=PISPU*$PU*(l.C-EFRPRC) 1 00251
FARCST = UP * $FAB 1 00259
SHPCST = LP * SSPTP 1 CC26G
RPCST = UP * $RPRC 1 00261
UNHAMT =ISIJR.* EFRPRC 1 nIC262
$LNH = UNHAMT * $RCC\V 1 00263
SP2=SEPWPK(DISENRXF,XW) I 0U264
FP2=(OISENR-Xiw)/(XF-XW) I C0265
$PERKG=$NATU*FP2+$SWC*SP? 1 00266
IF($PERXG .L F. 3.00) %PFRKG = 3.00 1 00?67
UJF6AMT=EFRPRC*EFC0NV*CI SUP 1 00268
$USALV= IPFRKG*UF6AMT 1 00269
D$USAL=( C TSUR-IF6AMT )*$ PERK G 1 C0270
C1=t;RVAL*(1.C/(XX**;TEPAN)-TPRE) 1 00271
C2=FABCST*(i.C/(XX**TFPAO)-TPRE) 1 00272
PPECCR=FRACT*(CI+C2) 1 00273
C1=EFRPRC*)ISPU*$PL*(TPoST-I.C/XX**TPUCRC) 1 00274
C2=$ISALV*(TPOST-1.C/(XX**TUCRO)) 1 00275
03=-$UNH*(TPST-1.0/(XX*TCNV0) ) 1 00276
04=-SHPCST*(TPOST-1.0/(XX**TSHPC)) 1 00277
C5=-RPCST*(TFST-1.0/(X)**TRPPCO)) 1 C0278
PSTCAR=RATI0* (O+,2+r3+E4+f5) L C 279
IF(RATIC.LT..0) GO T17 725 1 03230
$UNH=UPP*EFRPRC*$RCCNV 1 60281
DPUVAL=$FISPU*(1.0-FFRPRC) 1 00282
D$USAL= $UJPP*( 1 .0-eFRPRC*FFC ]NV) 1 00233
725 CCNTINUE 1 0C234
VALUE(K )= $UPP+$FISPJ+FRACT"(0UR)IVAL+FABC ST)-P ATI1t(LuflJV4L+$AJH+ 1 00235
I D$USAL+SHPCST+RPCST) 1 00235
K=2 1 0287
$0 P P= $U P P * F F CCNVI V*F FR PR C I Ci0288
I
$FTSPU=$F !SPU*EFRPPC 1 30289
FRACT=0,0C 1 00290
AT~2= ~c1 00291
CPIJVAL=CC 1 0029?ClUSAL=CC 1 00293$UNH=UPP*FFRPHC* $RCnNV 1 00294TSH IPO=TSH I P-TRH ALF 1 00296
TRPRCO=TRPRC-TRH!ALF. 1 00296
TCONVO=TCCNV-TRHALF 1 00297
TLCR '=TLCR-TRHALF 1 00298
rPUCRt0.)TPUCR-TR[ALF 1C009TFC S T= 1 0 1 C3O00l=$FISPL*( TPOST-I.0/( XX**TPLCO) ) 10030202= $Upp*(TPOST-1.0/(XX**TJCRO)) 1 003C3=-t1iNl-* (TPCST-1.0 / (XX**TCCNVC) ) 1 0 0303404=-SHPCST*(TP3ST-.C/( X*TSHIP0)i .000
C5=-RPCST*( ITPOST-1..o/(X*TRPRCO)) 1 00-305
PSTGCJR-= (010r2+D3*04+D5)-PSTCOiR1 a 30
VALUE(K)= $UPP*$FISPU4+FRACT*(r)UPVAL+FA3CiST)-RATI--- (DPUJVALINH+ 1 Q'0307
1 D$USAL-+SHPCST+PPCST) 1 00308
CISR.EV=VALUE(l)-VALUIE(2)+RTAX:(PRECCR+PSTCCAP) 1 00309
TISRV=TC ISPV+DISRE-V 1 0031J
GC TC 2C 1 00311
16 0ELDIS=TDISR -BDTSRV 1 00312
CELRFV=REVTOT-ROFLP E 1 0031*3
TDELRV=DELD IS+DELREV 1 OC314
CYCR FV=BRFVPQ+TPEIPV 1 C01
TLFCC=CYCPEV/(PWLE..001) 1 00316
WR[ TE(6,50) DFLDISDFLRFVTD3LRV, ~VkCFTFtF:CFPTCVC, I C.)317
ITCYCLE,PWFBREVP0,,CYCRF~ TL FCC 1 00318
50 FOPMAT(1H093X,'DISCHARGE LOJTS ADDITIONAL RFVFNUE RFQIJIREMENT ,9 1 00319
*14X,' S '0IPF13,6v//t4Yq 'LCTS IN COPE AnDTTTO1\- RP 1 00320
*VENUF PEQUIREMENT , 16X,, f I PF .1. 6,1/ /,4 X 1 00321
*'TOTAI. CHANGE IN PFVFNt -E PEUtIkFM ENT 1,24XP* t~ l,1PEl3.b,//?4X, 1. 003??
*'4fAIIBILIY 3ASED CAPAOTTY FA.CTJR tv31XvDOPF1C.3,//v4x, t. C0323
*#'CYCLE ENERGY GENFRATEn ',43X,lPE13.6,' KWHRE ',fi,4X, 1 00324
r
*'CYCLE LENGTH AT FULL FCWER ',39X,OPF1l.3,' YFAPS ',//,4X, 1 00325
*'CYCLE LFNGTH AT AVAILIBILITY RASED CAPACITY FACTOR ',15X,F10.3, 1 00326
*' YEARS ',//,4X,'DISCCUNTED CYCLE FNERGY ,39XlPE13.6,s KWHRE ', 1 C0327
*//,3X,' BASF CASE REVENUE REQUIRF 'ENT * ,30X,' $ ',lPE13.6,//,4X, 1 00328
*'CYCLE TOTAL REVENUE RECUIREMENT #,28X,' $ ',PE13.6,//,4X 1 00329
*@LEVELIZED FUEL CYCLE CCST FOR CYCLE ',30X,0PF1.3 ,' MIlLIS/K^RE') 1 00330
GC TO 2 1 00331
7 CONTINUE 1 00332
210 CONTINUE 1 00333
WRITF(6,1000) 1 00334
905 FCRMAT(20A4) 1 00335
915 FCRM AT(8F 12.4) 1 C00336
920 FORMAT (* *** ONDS 3 ',6X,' * CMCN STCCK , 6X,'1 1 00337
1* PREFERPFD STCCK * 6X,** INCrAF T AX * /, 3X, 'FR AC T 19N 1 00338
2 INTEREST',7X,'FRACTICN RETURN',12X,'FRACTICA RETtRN',17X, 1 00339
3'RATE' ,//,3X,F6.3, 5X,F6.3,9XF6.3,6Xr6.3,12X,F6.3,5XF6.3,16X, 1 00340
4F6.3,//) 1 00341
921 FORMAT(3X,3(' COST OF MCNEY',1CX),/,3X, 1 00342
1 * BEFORE TAXES,13XAFTER TAXES',14X,'EFFECTIVF',/, 1 00343
2 7X,3(F6.4,18X),/) I C0344
925 FCPMAT(1IF0,' w/O UJ-235 W/0 U-235 EFFICTENCY EFFICIFNCY EFFI 1 00345
*CIENCY THFRMAL'//72H+ FEF TAILS CnNVIERSI1N FABRICA 1 00346
2TION PEPRICESS EFFICIENCY//3XF.3,6X,F6.3,5X,F6.3,7X,F6.3 ,6X,F 1 00347
36.3,5X, F6.3//) 1 00348
930 FCPMAT( 68H PS* CST REACT]R LAG TINF TN YEARS FROM END OF IRRA 1 00349
10IATIIN 6*** // 8H+ SHIP TO REPROCESS REPrCCFSS URAN CREDIT P 1 00350
2k) CREDIT CONV TO UF6// 7XF7.4,BX,F7.4t,5XF7.4,5XF7.4,5X,F7.4//) 1 00351
935 FORMAT( 4 H LAG TIME, YEAPS // 45H 1 00352
it GFN. Ti PEVFNUE // 2IX,F7.4//) 1 00353
940 FORMAT (5X,' **** LE AD TI'MFS Tr, YEAPS PR IP TO START OF TRR AOIATI 1 00354
1CN ***) 1 00355
C42 FCPMAT (6 X,'CNCENTA ATES, 6X,'C(NVEP SN7X,#ENP ICHmENT,6 x, 1 00356
1 'FA BRICATION',//, I 00357
2 8X, F 7.4, 11X, F7. 4,10 X ,F 7. 4,9X, P7. 4, //) 1 00358
946 FORMAT(' NATURAL U ,6X,'CONVRSI) N',6X,'SFPARATIVE',4X,'F RICA 1 00359
1TION',4X,ISHIPPINC,5X,IPFPROC!CESSING',Xy,rCNVERSION,7X,'PLTCNIU 00360
2M ',/,
3' CONCENTP-ATES',5X,'NAT U Tl JF6',8X,'WOIRK'
4 'SPENT U TO UF6',7X,'CREOIT',/,
54X,'1($/LA)",911XI( $/KG) ',t10X,'t /K )' 3(8PX,
6 11X,1 ($/KG)I,//,
7 3X,F6.2, 2( llXF6.2) ,3( EX,F6.2) ,I11X ,F 6.2 ,9X
lJC FCRMAT(lu(/), 12H END CF DATA//)
STOP
END
FUNCTTON SEPWRK (AB,C )
C A=X,8=XFC=XW
REAL AB,C,WP,9IFFPSP1,SP2,SP3
SEPWRK=0 .C
DIF=B-C
WF=(A-B)/C IF
FP=(A-C)/CIF
SPI=( 2.C*A-1.C)*fttYG(A/( 1.0-A))
SD2=WP*(2.0*C-1.0)* AL'C(C/( 1.0-C))
SP3=FP*(2.0*0-1. C)* ALCGC(/ (H.-0-)
SEPWRK=SPI+SP2-SP3
PFTURN
END
,3( 10X,'COST'),8X,
($/KG) I) ,I X,' ($/KG)
,F9.21//)
1 00361
1 00362
1 00363
1 00364
1 00365
1 00366
1 00367
1 0C368
1 00369
1 00370
1 00371
1 00372
1 00373
I C0374
1 00375
1 00376
1 30377
1 00378
I CO?79
1 02380
1 00381
1 C3382
0
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APPENDIX G
NOMENCLATURE
Bi = SIMULATE "B" constants, i = 1,70
B2  = geometric buckling
ci = unit cost of fuel cycle operation i
2
Di = diffusion coefficient for group i (cm )
i = unit cost of electricity (mills/kwhr)
E = electric energy (MWDe or GWDe)
E = fuel burnup (Chapter 4 only) (MWD/T)
= process yield for fuel cycle operation i
N
FAH =nuclear enthalpy rise hot channel factor
F nuclear heat flux hot channel factor
H thermal energy generation in period i (MWDt or GWDt)
keff finite multiplication factor
koo infinite multiplication factor
K = rated plant capacity (MWe or MWt)
L = plant capacity factor
mi = mass of isotope i (kg)
M2 = migration area (cm2 )
P = ratio of total core power to rated core power
POI = concentration of soluble boron (ppm)
q = fuel pin linear heat (kw/ft)
RR = revenue requirement ($)
S = neutron source rate (cm- 3 )
t = time (days or years)
T = length of fueling interval (Chapter 2 only)
-382.-
T = temperature (OF)
U = moderator density (gm/cm 3 )
V = book value of nuclear fuel ($)
W = neutron transport probability coupling coefficient
x = effective cost of money
Z. = koo subfactors as used in SIMULATE
E = uranium enrichment (w/o U-235)
neutron flux (cm-2 )
nuclide decay rate (sec~1 )
dI = microscopic cross section for reaction i (cm2 )
= macroscopic cross section for reaction i (cm~1 )
= average number of neutrons released per fission
reactivity
corporate income tax rate
Fermi age (Chapter 4 only) (cm )
-383-
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